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Introduction

“We don’t want to dismember your work, or to do it against its own grain; 
but we do want to accept it as a living term; and together to bring the 
performance into existence, ” Richard Schechner wrote in a letter to Sam 
Shepard during the rehearsals of the latter’s The Tooth of Crime in 1972, 
explaining the nature of his company’s experimentation with the play-text 
that they chose as a basis for their next production. 1 This quote very suc
cinctly summarizes the key changes that since the 1970s have been tak
ing place in the understanding of the relationship between the text and its 
stage production; changes which have also been caused by the evolution 
of the basic rules of theatre practice. For the last forty years theatre and 
playwriting have been gradually drifting away from one another, so that 
their formerly close rapport has turned into an overt and sharp competi
tion. In his Environmental Theatre, published as early as 1973, Schechner, 
a pre-eminent U. S. practitioner of performance art and a theatre scholar, 
discusses the major developments in the American avant-garde theatre of 
the early 1970s. He traces the key changes in the tenets of the stage-audi
ence relationship, the means of inviting the spectator to an active partici
pation in the theatre event, the reformulation of the function of the per
former, and, what is most significant in the context of this book, the sta
tus of the written text within a stage production. The chapter entitled 
“Playwright, ” in which theoretical reflections follow a detailed account 
of staging Sam Shepard’s The Tooth of Crime by The Performance Group 
in 1972, provides exemplary material that could serve as an illustration 
of the process of the dethroning of the text in the off-mainstream theatre 
forms in the last three decades of the twentieth century. 

The company’s rehearsals of Shepard’s play followed a series of 
productions in which no settled script had been used, the most famous

Quoted in Schechner, Environmental Theatre, 236. 
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of which was Dionysus in 69. This performance, only loosely based on 
Greek myths, presented selected motifs from ancient narratives in the 
style of a physical theatre, in which actors, surrounded on all sides by 
the watching audience, tried to solicit the onlookers’ corporeal engage
ment in the stage events. In this production, regarded nowadays as one 
of the landmarks in the most recent theatre history, the delivery of the 
textual component mattered far less than the unmediated contact be
tween the spectators and the performers. By the same token, the mean
ings of the show did not stem from any pre-given script, but had to be 
created instantaneously, every time anew in a live meeting within the 
space and time shared by all the participants in the theatre event.

As the widespread scholarly conviction goes, happening and per
formance art have established their identity in opposition to the funda
mental tenets of theatre and theatre-practice, which trace back to the late 
nineteenth-century realism and naturalism, by rejecting the domination 
of the written script as the unquestionable basis and the guarantor of the 
meaning of the represented reality.2 This defiant stance towards the au
thority of the text and its creator has taken various forms. Perhaps the 
most radical form of the rejection of the text could be exemplified by 
those forms of performance art which relied on the direct bodily con
tact between the participants in the event, as was the case with Marina 
Abramovic's Rhythm 0 (1974). The artist's assistants tried to provoke 
passers-by on a crowded street in Naples to enter Studio Mora where 
Abramovic herself was lying on a table. By means of various instru
ments of torture they could injure her body in any way they wanted to. 
Having refrained from the use of a text and from any interference in the 
participants’ actions, the artist made the torturers responsible for the en
tire course of the events during the performance, as well as for its ulti
mate effect and meaning.3

However, Abramovic’s method of engaging the participants in 
a creative interaction was not the only way to escape from the determin
ing constraints of the written text. Another strategy, typical of the ex
perimenting, mid twentieth-century theatre, consisted of refraining from 
the use of any written script at the starting point of the rehearsals and

Kirby, A Formalist Theatre. 7; Page, “Introduction," 5-7.
Fischer-Lichte, Ästhetik des Perfonnativen, 109. 
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only gradual generation of the overall outline of the theatre event in the 
course of collective workshops. The texts did not pre-exist the perfor
mance but came into being as a result of a group effort. This procedure 
was particularly widespread among the theatre-makers of the British 
Fringe in the 1960s and 1970s. The plays they created often came into 
being as a result of a concerted effort of the writer, the actors and the di
rector. This type of a communal labour was to prevent the dominance of 
a single author who could no longer impose on the spectators his or her 
single vision and its implicit ideological content. The text bom out of 
a dialogue between various points of view brought in by each company
member was believed to evade an all-too-obvious interpretation and in 
its complexity reflected the intricate web of political tensions latent in 
the contemporary society.

The change of the text-stage relationship also evinced itself in the 
tendency to depart from traditional plays towards non-dramatic textual 
forms like novels, poems or even non-literary texts, such as legal docu
ments, newspaper articles or theoretical treatises. Since those texts were 
not destined primarily for the stage and thus were not pre-structured as 
blueprints of prospective stage productions, they granted the happening 
and performance artists a much greater freedom in using the text which 
could no longer exert its hegemonic power over the stage reality. Even 
if a text by a single author was used by performers, it was rendered on 
stage against the grain of the canonical interpretations and traditional 
methods of staging. The late twentieth-century avant-garde theatre di
rectors tended to take considerable liberties with the written material, 
relentlessly fragmenting and decontextualizing it, juxtaposing stylisti
cally heterogeneous bits and pieces of text with one another, reciting the 
text with de-familiarizing intonation and ironically pitching it against 
the stage imagery. Those deconstructive strategies have in turn exerted 
an enormous impact on the way the typical dramatic scripts, with dia
logical exchanges and stage directions, with their psychologically de
picted characters engaged in a dialectic conflict, have been turned inside 
out and (mis)appropriated by the performance art.

Schechner’s account of his work on Shepard’s play provides telling 
insights into the nature of the revaluation of the play-text in the contem
porary theatre. Indeed, the staging of The Tooth of Crime re-initiated 
a period during which The Perfomance Group kept working with texts 
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written before the beginning of the rehearsals. It did not mean, how
ever, that by taking up Shepard’s play they made a step backward to 
the traditional staging methods. In their case no return to the heritage of 
the traditional theatre was possible because of the specific type of the 
text that they chose, and because of their defiant attitude to it. The Tooth 
of Crime, in which two contesting protagonists, Hoss and Crow, fight 
for the pride of place in a futuristic world of show business, can hard
ly be counted among typical dramas. It does not contain an enclosed 
microcosm, inhabited by fully-fledged individuals, since the entire ac
tion takes place on a bare stage, furnished only with a single chair. The 
protagonists address the spectators directly, violating the convention of 
the fourth wall and endowing the text with a metatheatrical dimension. 
Moreover, the characters themselves, quite unlike traditional dramatis 
personae, manifest little psychological depth. Even if Hoss, a former 
king of rock-and-roll, evinces some vestiges of human features, espe
cially when he soliloquizes on his glorious past in Act I, his opponent 
Crow is constructed entirely as an intertextual patchwork, deprived 
of any stable core of personality. Accordingly, the dialectically evolv
ing conflict, typical of dramatic texts, has been replaced in The Tooth of 
Crime by a literal but metaphorically charged language-match between 
the two protagonists, supervised by a referee taken straight from the 
NBA.4

Consequently, as Schechner emphasizes, the performers’ work with 
the text could not consist in interpreting the characters’ psychological 
make-up, and finding a proper delivery and gestures that would contrib
ute to a convincing and plausible rendition of fully-fledged individu
als. Instead, Schechner and his collaborators tried to turn Shepard’s text 
into a quasi-musical piece and capitalize primarily on the musical quali
ties of its language, the dynamic rhythms of the dialogues and the me
chanic staccato of the songs’ lyrics. However, excerpts from the corre
spondence between Schechner and Shepard published in Environmental 
Theatre testify to the consistent and deliberate violation of the au
thor’s intention on the part of The Performance Group. In one of his 
letters, the author of the play expresses his utmost concern about the 
danger “that the play will become over-physicalized and the language

Malkin, Verbal Violence, 198-223. 
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will fall into the background.”5 Indeed, Schechner’s staging, produced 
in the same location as Dionysus in 69, employed emphatic, corporeal 
means of expression, addressing the audience directly and rather vis- 
cerally than intellectually. However, those elements of physical the
atre were introduced only to give new qualities to the actors’ voices and 
charge the spoken word with corporeality. By distorting the usual into
nation of sentences, by delivering the text in a number of heterogene
ous styles and conventions, by orchestrating the spoken material with 
background music (which, however, did not illustrate the text but rather 
complemented it, enriching the sonorous tissue of the performance), 
The Performance Group aimed at emptying the original script of its 
meaning in order to open it for new interpretations.6 The possibility of 
generating a novel significance of the text was crucially dependent on 
the co-operation on the part of the audience, who had to embark on the 
task of ordering and comprehending the polyphonic and polymorphous 
discourse whose instantaneous birth on stage they witnessed.

The Performance Group’s staging of The Tooth of Crime, produced 
at the time when the foundations of today’s post-dramatic theatre were 
being laid, provides definite proof that the proclaimed anti-literary in
tentions of the theatre of the post-1968 era have never led to an aban
donment of the written script as an element of the performance. On the 
contrary, particularly the performance artists’ handling of the dramatic 
text, examples of which abound in scholarly literature, prove that their 
major contribution to the present-day idea of the theatre lies in the ex
ploration of a variety of possible, but formerly undiscovered methods 
of rendering the text on stage. The essence of those experiments lies 
in rejecting not the text as such, but rather its canonical format, which 
evinces itself on the level of both the text-typography, and the structural 
elements such as action, plot, character and dramatic tension. This shift 
has been convincingly described by Michael Kirby in his A Formalist 
Theatre (1987), a book devoted to the cutting-edge theatre of the sec
ond half of the twentieth century. As Kirby argues, the experimenta
tion with the text carried out by the mid-century avant-garde movement 
could be described in terms of the rejection of the traditional concept of

Quoted in Schechner, Environmental..., 239.
Ibidem, 233. 
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the written script. The author of A Formalist Theatre conceives of this 
change as a dismissal of the prototypical drama as a “generative ma
trix” that carries within itself a project of a stage production, and pro
grams a set of actions which should be carried out by the actors and 
combine into an imitation of a skilfully rendered cut-out of the outer re
ality.7 Although by the time A Formalist Theatre was published Kirby’s 
concept of “generative matrix” did not become immediately adopted by 
theatre studies, it has gained particular significance in the light of the 
more recent scholarly studies on contemporary theatre and drama.

Kirby’s approach to the problematic relationship between the text 
and the stage has been recently popularized due to a widespread recep
tion of Hans-Thies Lehmann’s Postdramatisches Theater (1999). In his 
seminal study, Lehmann argues that the new type of theatre did away 
with the traditionally structured dramatic text the moment when the rules 
of the stage-audience communication were redefined, with the stress be
ing laid on the presence of the performers, their real bodies, voices, and 
the heterogeneous materiality of the stage. However, it would be a gross 
misunderstanding to conceive of the new theatre as not only post-dra
matic but also post-textual. As Lehmann argues in a recently published 
article “‘Just a word on a page and there is the drama.’ Anmerkungen 
zum Text im postdramatischen Theater,” which reads like a supplement 
to the theses put forward in his Postdramatisches Theater, the text has 
not lost its significance for the theatre, but radically changed its form. It 
has ceased to fulfil its former function of an encompassing fictional scaf
folding, which should provide the basis for the stage vision. Nowadays, 
the text is becoming merely an element of the stage reality, existing on 
a par with all other materialities of the stage.8 Accordingly, its function 
changes. The fragmentary, hybrid, heterogeneous text, instead of pro
jecting a complete fictional world, merely opens up spaces in which it 
becomes possible to performatively create ephemeral and fragmentary 
stage realities which evade any totalizing and univocal interpretation.

As a result of this redefinition of the text-stage relationship, the 
very notion of the text needs to be reconsidered. Liberated from its sub
servience to the demands of the stage, the textual material becomes an

Kirby, A Formalist7.
Lehmann, Postdramatisches Theater, 26. 
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autonomous entity, which no longer relies for its comprehensibility on 
the reader’s familiarity with theatre conventions. Simultaneously, the 
openness and ambiguity of the new text for the theatre account for its 
dynamic character. It arises from the tension between the incongruent, 
stylistically diverse component parts that do not combine into a linear 
continuum, but are often only put side by side, without any respect for 
causal connections. In Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis, for example, the 
lack of a classic conflict between the protagonists is compensated for 
on the level of the structure of the layout. On a single page, Kane may 
combine short, dialogic passages, lyrical fragments and even scattered 
handfuls of numbers into an aleatory whole out of which meanings 
emerge due to the tensions between the text’s heterogeneous compo
nents. Consequently, the theatricality of a non-dialogic, dynamic text- 
in-process cannot be conceived of as a bundle of distinctive features 
which can be identified on the level of the text’s structure. Its theatrical
ity may be the matter of the author’s arbitrary decision, as in the case 
of Heiner Muller’s Bildbeschreihung (Description of a Picture, 1984), 
whose non-dialogic, descriptive form resembles a narrative rather than 
a dramatic piece. But also the theatrical dimension may be shifted to the 
beholder’s eye as a mode of perception of a given text, and imposed in 
the act of reading with a prospective stage production in view.9

For this reason, Schechner, far from banning the text from the the
atre, advocates the loosening of the ties that formerly linked the script 
and the stage and defined the latter as a derivative of the former. To him, 
the further development of drama and theatre necessitates an introduc
tion of a sharp division between “craftsmen of words’’ (playwrights) and 
“craftsmen of actions’’ (theatre-makers), which would render the two 
groups independent of one another, without, however, separating them 
completely. Schechner emphatically points out that the ironic and blas
phemous readings of the classics of drama by the theatrical avant-garde 
can have a positive formative impact on the writing for the theatre that 
would take the place of the traditional drama.10 Yet this new practice of 
playwriting, only theoretically outlined by Schechner in 1973, should 
not perpetuate the old structures of the classical drama, understood as

Lehmann, Postdramatisches..., 45.
Schechner, Environmental..., 239. 
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an imitation of human action in a dialogic form. Therefore, in the con
cluding comments of his chapter on “the new playwright”, Schechner 
expresses his firm belief that

if playwriting is again to become important to the theatre, it will not 
be because writers master dramatic and theatrical action but because 
they provide to the masters of that craft a mastery of their own: writ
ing ... Now that performers have begun to leant to use words not only 
as dialogue but as song; now that scenes can be exploded to fill whole 
spaces; audiences can watch, collaborate, participate, influence, and 
even dominate performances—the time is ready to include in the the
atre masters of the literary arts."

This postulate reverberates in the present playwriting which departs 
from the time-honoured concept of “stageability” further and further 
away, and in terms of structure comes closer to other, non-theatrical lit
erary genres. One can therefore quite firmly posit that today’s writing 
for the stage, which matches Schechner’s theoretical musings, instanti
ates the tendency among a number of contemporary playwrights to seek 
autonomy from theatre practice.

This book is an attempt at tracing some of the responses given by 
the European playwrights in the latter part of the twentieth and at the 
beginning of the twenty-first century to the paradigmatic changes which 
also provided a backdrop for Schechner’s postulates. The text, i.e. the 
written, often published material destined to be used on stage, stands 
at the centre of this study. It provides the basic object of the analyses, 
which are, however, inextricably connected with the issues pertaining to 
the constantly evolving theatre practice. The immense variety of forms 
of texts for the stage written from the beginning of the 1990s in Great 
Britain, Germany and France provides more than conclusive proof that 
writing for the stage has never been further away from its extinction 
than today. Moreover, the multiplicity of forms of writing for the stage 
confirms Schechner’s predictions about the direction in which the play
writing will develop in order to keep pace with the continuously evolv
ing theatre practice. Theatre, even in its mainstream forms, increasingly

Ibidem. 
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draws on the heritage of the avant-garde theatre which, like the happen
ing and performance art, seeks to redefine the status of the text on stage.

The playwrights of today purposely write against the canonical as
sumptions of dramatic form, violating the demands of the traditional stage, 
which until recently used dramatic texts primarily as matrices containing 
holistic visions of represented realities that could be inferred by reading 
the clues provided by the stage directions and implied in the dialogues. 
Capitalizing on the experience of the theatre practice of the previous four 
decades, they have drifted away from the dialogic, conflict-based structure 
of drama, towards such textual structures whose coherence is not based 
on the principle of logical causality. They usually combine various hetero
geneous discursive forms, placing typically dramatic elements alongside 
narrative or lyrical passages, without connecting them into a single sto
ryline. Those essentially fragmentary texts do not project an imitation of 
human interaction and cannot serve as blueprints of enclosed stage worlds, 
which are complete in themselves and separated from the audience by the 
invisible fourth wall. Neither can they be said to contain a latent project of 
a stage production. This deliberately incomplete and very often non-dia- 
logical contemporary writing for the theatre requires of its recipients (be 
it a common reader, a theatre director or a spectator) a considerable cog
nitive effort and the willingness to order the unstructured flow of writing. 
The semantic instability of today’s texts for the theatre is a direct result of 
the authors’ departure from the well-established pattern of drama and their 
violation of the basic tenets of the traditional playwright’s craft.

The radical openness of contemporary playwriting calls for new 
methodological tools, which would go beyond the binaries of the semi
otic theory.12 However, given the overwhelming multiplicity of forms of

l: The structuralist poetics and theatre semiotics, which flourished in the 1970s, aimed
at establishing a set of theoretical assumptions that could provide a firm foundation for 
research in this area. It was particularly Tadeusz Kowzan’s semiotics that tempted schol
ars with the idea that a playtext contains a set of clues for performance, which can be 
isolated and defined (cf. K.owzan, Littérature et spectacle, 52-80). His redefinition of the 
status of the verbal material in theatre instigated further attempts to specify the grammar 
of performance. In this case the search for deep structures took the form of discover
ing patterns of gestural language embedded in the written text. This line of research was 
continued by Anne Ubersfeld who extended the inventory of semiotic methods of read
ing and supplemented it with aesthetics of theatre reception (cf. Ubersfeld, Lire le thé
âtre', L'Ecole du spectateur).
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the texts written for the theatre today, it is surprising how little scholar
ly attention has been devoted to the problems of the analysis of the new 
texts for the stage. The most comprehensive theoretical discussion of the 
contemporary playwriting has been provided by Gerda Poschmann’s Der 
nicht mehr dramatische Theatertext (The no longer dramatic text for the 
theatre, 1997). This study of works by contemporary German playwrights 
combines in a most instructive way a bulk of theoretical considerations 
with numerous examples of the practical application of the new concepts 
to the analysis of theatre texts. Apart from that Jean-Pierre Sarrazac’s 
L'Avenir du drame (The Future of Drama), published in the early 1980s, 
can be quoted as an attempt at describing the changes of the dramat
ic paradigm. Sarrazac, a French theatre scholar and playwright, percep
tively investigates the development of the contemporary, mostly French 
playwriting, from the anti-theatre of the absurd to the latest Vinaver’s 
and Novarina’s experiments that radically negate the essential features 
of traditional drama. Another attempt at working out a methodology of 
reading contemporary plays is Patrice Pavis’s Le théâtre contemporain 
(Contemporary Theatre, 2003). Trying to create an inventory of methods 
of text interpretation applicable to possibly most diverse textual forms, 
Pavis draws on Umberto Eco’s aesthetics of reception. However, faced 
with the structural heterogeneity of contemporary playwriting he makes 
a significant reservation about his method. He recommends it as a set of 
rules of thumb, which does not lay claim to universality and has to be 
adjusted to the demands of each text as well as to the needs of a particu
lar reader. The recent developments in the drama of the English-speak
ing countries have been delineated in the collection of essays edited by 
Adrian Page entitled The Death of the Playwright (1994). The authors 
discussed in this volume range from Samuel Beckett and Harold Pinter to 
Caryl Churchill and David Hare. The leading motif of the majority of ar
ticles is the modem dramatists’ departure from the “classic realist text”13

” A term introduced by Colin McCabe in his seminal article “Realism and the Cine
ma: Notes on Some Brechtian Theses,” published in 1974 in the film magazine Screen. 
McCabe defines a classic realist text as "one in which there is a hierarchy among the 
discourses which compose the text and this is defined in terms of an empirical notion 
of truth." (36). He criticizes art forms deriving from the practice of the late nineteenth
century naturalism and advocates the development of non-illusionistic means of ex
pression.
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and the challenges which the new playwriting poses to the traditional un
derstanding of the text-stage relationship.,J

Although these four major contributions to the theory of contempo
rary text for the stage deal with plays that came into being in different, 
though interrelated traditions, they all identify the same deficiency of 
the old methodologies vis a vis the recent changes of the dramatic para
digm. As Gerda Poschmann argues in the introduction to her book,

the responsibility for the failure of contemporary drama analysis to 
give an account of the modem theatre texts should be attributed to the 
fact that drama is still treated as an image of interhuman communica
tion.* 15

IJ Apart from those studies, the latest volume of Text+Kritik (2004). devoted entirely 
to the theatre at the turn of the twenty-first century, offers a number of perceptive case 
studies of contemporary Gennan playwriting which implicitly, but to a large extent draw 
on Poschmann’s theory (cf. Wilcz.ek 70-80; Schossler 81-100; Stcinmayr 131-143).
15 Poschmann, Der nicht..., 8. All the quotations from the German, French and Polish 
sources discussed in the present dissertation are given in my translation MB.
16 Ibidem.

However, in the case of the new texts for the stage an analysis of the 
play-texts which focuses on the level of the story is a futile task. These 
texts can no longer be treated as a mimetic representation of human in
teraction and therefore the traditional methodologies do not apply to 
them.16 This creates the need to work out an alternative approach to 
text-analysis, which must take into account the paradigmatic changes in 
the definition of the text and the understanding of the text’s stage poten
tial. Therefore before specifying what this new method of reading texts 
for the theatre could consists in, one needs to take a detour through the 
very theorisations of the concept of theatricality of the text.

Drama theory of structuralist and semiotic descent, which posited 
that every dramatic text contains in itself performative clues for an ideal 
stage production, set out to develop an inventory of reading strategies 
and decoding procedures that could help infer these clues and on their 
basis generate a stage reality. Those methodologies have undoubtedly 
contributed to a better understanding of the structural principles accord
ing to which traditional texts for the stage are constructed and of how 
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meaning is constituted in the processes of semiosis. They even allowed 
capturing the nature of the key developments of the twentieth-centu
ry drama ex negalivo, defining, for example, Brecht’s works as “non
Aristotelian dramas” and Ionesco’s texts as “anti-plays”. By the same 
token, they remained within the confines of the traditional paradigm of 
drama, which inevitably provided a background against which the ev
olution of the forms of writing for the stage was assessed. However, 
this tacit but constant presence of drama (prototypically understood as 
a depiction of human interaction in a dialogic form) as a touchstone for 
examining the texts for the stage has been responsible for semiotic’s 
failure to meet the challenges posed by some recent developments in 
writing for the stage; the writing for the stage which no longer presents 
acting individuals confronted in dialogic exchanges, if only in the pure
ly phatic and meaningless exchanges of the anti-protagonists of the the
atre of the absurd; the writing for the theatre which departs from the 
paradigm of drama to such an extent that it calls for a radical reformula
tion of the assumption on which the theory of drama until recently quite 
firmly rested.

One of the ways of tracing the roots of the contemporary thinking 
about the development of forms of writing for the stage is to look back 
on Peter Szondi’s seminal study Theorie des modernen Dramas 1880- 
1950, which in the mid-1950s laid the grounds for the historical per
spective on the research of texts for the stage. “Under the term ‘drama’ 
we still understand only a particular form of writing for the stage,” 
Szondi writes in the introduction to his book, arguing that the essence 
of drama lies in its presentation of inter-human relation, while all the 
particular features which he further enumerates stem from this funda
mental assumption.17 The dominance of dialogue as the sole medium of 
drama precludes the appearance of chorus and monologue. However, 
Szondi devotes significantly little attention to the problem of theatre 
practice and its historical changeability as one of the factors that de
cisively influence the shape of the dramatic form in a given historical 
period. For him the decisive impulse for changes of drama came from 
the changes of reality which provided a new stock of topics for play
wrights. However, according to Szondi, this changing world was to be

Szondi, Theorie des modernen Dramas. 9. [my emphasis—MB.) 
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reflected on stage in compliance with the traditional methods of theatre 
practice. Therefore his comments are restricted to a short mention of the 
proscenium arch stage as the only adequate space for a prototypical dra
matic text and the acting that seamlessly links the performer with the 
role.

In this respect Szondi’s followers in the 1970s, especially those of 
structuralist persuasion, extended his argument, supplementing his defi
nition of drama and his enumeration of its constitutive features with one 
more recognition. As Manfred Pfister argues in his Das Drama (1977, 
translated into English as Theory and Analysis of Drama)'*, it is impos
sible to speak about the definition and function of drama if one does 
not take into account one significant aspect—the reception of the text 
and its dependence on the recipients’ knowledge of the dominant con
ventions of theatre. It is only in the light of the basic tenets of theatre 
practice that the division into primary and secondary text makes sense. 
Also the typography of a typically dramatic text and the way the quoted 
lines of characters are introduced testifies to drama’s indebtedness to the 
dominant idea of what and how can be put on stage. According to the 
classic theories of the dramatic text, what makes drama different from 
a narrative text is its manner of recounting the fictional story—in dra
matic texts the story is not told, but presented in the verbal and non-ver
bal behaviour of the characters. Pfister defines the distinctive features 
of drama as embodied in two related principles: the principle of narra
tion and the principle of figuration.* 19 Implicitly, the audience’s under
standing of drama relies on the awareness of the simultaneity of various 
elements of the performance and the multimediality of theatre. Drama 
makes use of the iconic nature of theatrical signs, especially the pres
ence of the actors, to represent fictitious individuals (the principle of 
figuration) as they take part in the stage events in which the story is be
ing presented (the principle of narration). Consequently, reading drama 
presupposes the recipient’s familiarity with the medium of the theatre 
and its conventions. This, however, means that theatricality of the text 
is not an intrinsic feature of the text. It is rather a manner of reading it 
with the awareness of stage conventions present all the time at the back 

111 Pfister, Das Drama, 24-29.
19 Ibidem, 3.
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of reader’s mind. This reading will necessarily be conditioned by the 
historically and culturally changing idea of theatre which lurks in the 
background as a touchstone that allows one to evaluate a given text as 
possessed with a stage potential or not.

The natural consequence of adopting such assumptions about the 
nature of texts for the theatre is a radical split between dramaticality 
and theatricality; between on the one hand structural features of a text 
and on the other hand its function as a material for a prospective stage 
production. In order to re-evaluate this relationship, it is necessary to 
see the contemporary writing for the stage in the light of the paradig
matic changes that go under the name of performative turn,21’ focusing 
particularly on the manner of conceptualizing the notion of the text. 
Within the framework of the semiotic paradigm, which dominated un
til approximately the mid-1980s, the entire culture and all its pertaining 
phenomena were looked upon as texts, endowed with a specific struc
ture and decipherable according to the existing and commonly shared 
codes. Pfister’s notion of drama as a text possessed of a set of defin
ing structural features, which testify to the text’s function as a matrix of 
a stage world, provides a telling example of this approach. However, the 
studies on performativity, deriving from the view of language put for
ward by John Austin, have changed the idea of what a text is and how it 
addresses its recipient. In his 1952 book How to Do Things with Words, 
Austin identifies the performative utterances as the ones which not only 
communicate some semiotic meaning but also have some effects in re
ality (e.g. the formulae of announcing that a pair has become a married 
couple or sentencing somebody to prison).21 This effect is strictly con
nected with the context in which the utterance is delivered, particularly 
with the position and rights of the speaking subject. Within this frame
work a given utterance does not posses a structure and meaning as such, 
in abstraction from the circumstances in which it comes into being. 
Rather, its meaning and function is attributed to it a posteriori, as the 
effect of this utterance appearing in specific circumstances, depending 
on whether the felicity conditions for a given performative act are ful
filled or not (e.g. being a judge who has the prerogatives for announcing 

Fischer-Lichte, Asthetik..., 31-41.
Austin, How to Do Things with Wonts, 1-11.
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a valid sentence). Thus Austin, introducing the category of performa
tive utterances and then in the course of the next few years extending 
them on the entire language, came up with a concept challenging the 
fundamental semiotic notions. Instead of abstract and context-independ
ent textual structures, he proposed a concept of a highly context-bound 
and therefore historically and culturally contingent structures; structures 
which exist only in the beholder’s eye, as an effect of reading a particu
lar utterance by specific recipients in specific circumstances.

When seen in this light, the notion of text for the stage requires 
a radical reformulation, different from the typically structuralist ac
counts. Theatricality of a text, i.e. its structure suggesting that the text 
has been destined as a “recipe” for a stage production, is not this text’s 
immanent feature. It is rather a manner of reading this text in the light 
of dominant theatre conventions, which holds good also for the tradi
tional dramatic texts. Their theatricality has been taken for granted and 
treated as a natural property of the text exactly because of the division 
into dialogue and stage directions. It was on the strength of this con
viction that text were said to be endowed with a “theatrical potential.” 
The approach to text-theatricality in the context of the studies on per- 
formativity enables not only to treat texts primarily not destined for the 
theatre, such as novels, poems, philosophical and scientific treatises or 
newspaper articles, as material for a stage production. Also, it allows 
one to conceptualize differently some of the textual experiments carried 
out in the realm of playwriting for the last forty years. These texts may 
only become theatrical as a result of reading them with a view to a pro
spective stage production, according to the idea of theatre adopted by 
the reader and the purposes that a given text is to fulfil when finally ren
dered on stage.

Thinking further along these lines, one may posit that the writing 
for the stage of the last four decades diverges from the typically dra
matic structures and thus prevents reading it only as a material for a mi
metic theatre which narrates stories and shows then in the form of in
teractions of conflicted characters. Such a textual structure opens up 
the possibility of reading the text with different prospective uses in the
atre in view. The ultimate criterion of the theatrical quality of the text is 
either the author’s manifested intention (explicit classification as a play) 
or the fact that a text has been used in the theatre. In consequence, the 
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structure and the function of a text is an effect of reading and using it 
in a specific context. Thus, these texts do not provoke the question of 
their intrinsic theatrical structure, but the question how to read them so 
as to make them theatrical. Consequently, instead of talking about the 
intrinsic theatricality of a text one should perhaps talk about methods 
of creating the effect of theatricality of the text, assuming necessarily 
a historically and culturally contingent idea of theatre standing behind 
it. A typically dramatic text would be an example of a structure which 
on the strength of a convention matches the dominant idea of the the
atre. It appeals to the reader’s knowledge of theatre conventions and his 
or her ability to recognise them. The texts written for the stage today if 
they draw on conventional theatricality at all, they do it quite against the 
grain. They quote it, often ironically, in order to bring to light the con
structed character of the dramatic form and all its textual conventions 
which became naturalized for us, and therefore their workings pass un
noticed for the recipients.

The extent and the consequences of the departure from the para
digm of drama from the textual to the performative,22 observable in the 
European playwriting in the second half of the twentieth century, is the 
topic of the present study. The analyses conducted in three consecutive 
chapters, which address various aspects of the new writing for the stage, 
revolve around a relatively stable set of issues: how to reconsider the 
relationship between the text and the stage once the former no longer 
provides a “generative matrix” for the represented reality; how to define 
the role of the written component of the theatre performance if it neither 
specifies the outward appearance of the setting nor provides the mate
rial for the dialogic exchanges between the characters; how to maintain 
the theatrical validity and applicability of the text the moment its theat
ricality cannot be located on the level of the layout of the script; how to 
conceive of the text as a guideline for the actors if it does not create an 
opportunity to enact fully-fledged and psychologically complex charac
ters; how does the text go against the grain of the habitual spectatorial 
response, requiring the audience to develop an approach different from 
the one they could rely on when confronted with a traditional drama.

” Cf. Bachmann-Medick, Cultural Turns. Neuorientierungen in den Kulturwissen
schaften, 104-133.
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These issues, like the proverbial threads, recur in my analyses of texts 
which have been selected in order to present the widest spectrum pos
sible of the solutions and techniques worked out by the contemporary 
authors of texts for the stage.

Apart from these recurrent themes that link the three chapters of the 
present book, there is one more framework that provides a vantage point 
for the discussion of the latest developments in the domain of writing 
for the stage. The undermining of the paradigm of drama, which occurs 
on the levels of the form and theatrical rendition of the newly written 
text for the theatre, has also resulted in putting into question the referen
tial function of theatre and its ability to connect to and mirror the socio- 
historical reality. The dialogic, conflict-based form of traditional drama 
makes use of theatre’s potential to reproduce the outer world with the 
utmost imitative accuracy. The analogous of reality drawn by dramatic 
scripts rely for their verisimilitude to life, for their power of appeal to 
the spectator’s imagination and for their direct comprehensibility on 
the palpability and immediacy of the fictional universes constructed on 
stage in a three-dimensional space furnished with authentically looking 
objects and inhabited by characters embodied by real people. Those the
atrical microcosms, conceived as metonymic cut-outs that stand for the 
entire world-out-there, impose themselves on the audience with iconic 
self-evidence, concealing their status of skilfully forged constructions. 
They set in motion the interpretative mechanism of reference, invit
ing the spectators to employ their cultural knowledge and their every
day experiences to understand the action and to identify with the pro
tagonists. However, a large number of authors writing nowadays for the 
theatre do not in the least attempt to reproduce those representational 
strategies that stem from the practice of the late nineteenth-century real
ism. Rather, they set out to shatter the illusion of the stage reality, refus
ing to turn it into an icon of the outer world, peopled by individualized 
protagonists. It does not follow, however, that they forego any linkage 
of theatre with the external reality. On the contrary, the deconstruction 
of the traditional textual structure of drama is a direct consequence of 
the search for alternative ways of establishing connections between 
the socio-historical reality, the written text, and its theatre production. 
Therefore the analyses conducted in the present study attempt to char
acterize the nature of the changes in our understanding of the function 
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of the text as a mimetic medium, or a go-between which links theatre to 
reality and, in turn, communicates with the audience.

The multiplicity of forms of contemporary writing for the stage 
provides ample material testifying to the plausibility of the claim that 
the radical nature of the departure from the paradigm of drama at the 
turn of the twenty-first century touches on and questions the rudimen
tary concept of mimesis that underlies and regulates the relationship be
tween reality and its theatrical copy. A look back to the heritage of post
structuralist thought may enhance one’s understanding of the essence of 
those re-definitions of the mimetic character of contemporary texts for 
the stage. Particularly Roland Barthes’s S/Z (1969) comes to mind as 
a milestone in the theory of realism that has subverted a number of con
victions about the processes of aesthetic reproduction of reality and the 
creation of the illusion of a transparent imitation of life. In his book. 
Barthes offers a close, sentence-by-sentence reading of Honoré de 
Balzac’s short story Sarrasine, written at the peak of the late nineteenth
century realism. In his analyses, the French scholar dissects the body of 
Balzac’s narrative, looking for the strategies employed by the author to 
appeal to the readers and make them unquestioningly accept the literary 
microcosm as a natural depiction of real life, occluding the ideological 
dimension of norms and conventions that govern aesthetic creativity. 
For Barthes, the illusion of the directness and the self-evidence of realist 
representation stems from the fact that the fictional world is constructed 
in compliance with the dominant and widespread convictions about that 
which is logically truthful, scientifically valid, psychologically plausi
ble, empirically provable and symbolically decodable.23 Painstakingly 
separating individual threads in the tissue of Balzac’s text, Barthes per
suasively demonstrates that its claim to coherence and comprehensibil
ity results from a combination of a number of language codes which 
refer to one another and support each other’s validity. For in fact, as the 
ultimate conclusion of S/Z points out, the realist techniques—in spite of 
laying claim to objectivity, transparency and naturalness—do not recre
ate the empirical world accessible in a phenomenological experience. 
They serve the purpose of reproducing and thus confirming the domi
nant world-view, placing themselves right in the centre of the current 

Barthes, S/Z. 25-28.
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cultural horizon of the recipients of the text, presenting life as a jumbled 
and dizzying mixture of common opinions.

To illustrate his concept of realist art, Barthes describes an imagi
nary scene in which a writer, before getting down to describe the world 
surrounding him, has to have a look at it through an empty frame. He 
does so not only to select a given section out of the continuum of space, 
but also to find a specific vantage point on this chosen fragment. In this 
respect a realist does not depict the world, but its copy, its image em
bodied in the network of cultural codes shared by a given community at 
a specific historical moment. Thus the realist representation does not ac
cess reality directly, but is in fact two steps away from it, being a copy 
of a copy of the world.25 The effectiveness of realist techniques, which 
aim at creating the impression of having to do with life in its fullness, 
crucially depends on the concealment of the procedures of framing and 
selection. The stitches between changes in location and time have to be 
covered up, the empty spots in the perpetually incomplete depiction of 
people and places have to be hidden, while the secondary character of 
mimetic representation, its status of a copy of a copy, has to remain un
noticed so that the realist depiction of life can be put on a par with life 
itself, rendering the truth about the world with the persuasive force of 
a self-explaining icon. Therefore Barthes introduces the term “the real
ity effect” to describe the impression that while reading a realist novel 
one participates in the represented events, disregarding their status of 
a skilfully produced fiction. Accordingly, for a realist as conceptualized 
by Barthes, mimesis assumes primarily the character of a reproduction 
of a pre-given reality, and it determines the repertoire of techniques 
that can be employed to construct such a fictional universe, which will 
present itself as a seamless copy of the outer world.

■4 Ibidem, 210. 
Ibidem, 61.

Although Barthes’s S/Z takes as its subject the mimetic character 
of a prose work, his account of the functioning of the mechanism pro
ducing the reality effect in principle holds good for the drama and the 
theatre of the late nineteenth-century. By that time naturalists entered 
European stages, bringing in the scientific methods of social analysis 
and attempting to render on the theatrical stage a slice of life cut out 
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of the living tissue of society. Theatre was to become a place of expe
riential learning, but it could fulfil this task only if, as the naturalists 
believed, playwrights gave up passing clear messages to their audi
ences. The spectators were to be confronted with objective facts, rep
resented on stage without any auctorial commentary that might colour 
their judgement of the characters and the world that they inhabit. The 
transfer of reality onto the stage was to be carried out without any loss 
of empirical data and with an objectivity that excluded any manipula
tion with the raw material of facts drawn from the outer world. The suc
cess of such an experiential lesson relied on the spectators’ unquestion
ing recognition of the represented reality as a faithful copy of the outer 
world. Only if the audience was convinced that it was confronted with 
a rendition of real social relationships, it could use its common, every
day knowledge to analyse the behaviour of the characters and their rela
tionship to their environment, and in turn regard the results of their the
atrical experiment as valid also in the outside world. One of the fathers 
of naturalism in theatre, Andre Antoine, postulated that sets should be 
reproduced with attention paid to the slightest detail, and possibly fur
nished with authentic objects. Accordingly, the language that the char
acters spoke necessarily had to match this set. Therefore playwrights 
very often had recourse to stylisation, or even to the quotation of dia
lects and jargons. The “seamless whole” generated by preparing on 
stage the reproduction of a particular place and speech was to give the 
spectators the opportunity to engage into an investigation of the social 
conditions depicted in the laboratory-like simulation produced on the 
theatrical stage.

The positioning of the spectators as analysts of facts provided by 
the represented reality required a major change in their receptive habits. 
Until the end of the nineteenth century theatre-goers had been used to 
seeing performances of highly conventionalized well-made plays, con
structed according to rigid structural patterns. The interpretation of 
those dramas was conditioned by the audience’s knowledge of stable 
theatrical codes, the rejection of which featured prominently on the natu
ralist agenda. The ideology underlying this new contract between the 
theatre and its audience has been perceptively described as “the logic 
of total visibility” by Una Chaudhuri in her book Staging Place. The 
Geography of Modern Drama (1997). As Chaudhuri argues, the scholars 
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writing about the development of modem drama and theatre quite inac
curately oppose the passive spectator of a naturalist play, who merely 
consumes clearly expressed meanings provided by the performance, and 
the active spectator of the late twentieth-century theatre, who constant
ly has to look for significance in the fragmented and polyphonic dis
course that the contemporary stage confronts him or her with. Still, the 
relationship between these two types of theatrical and spectatorial prac
tices is not that of rupture and contrast, but continuity and correspond
ence. According to Chaudhuri, the naturalist theatre also required the 
audience to participate in endowing the represented reality with mean
ing and relevance to their everyday-life experience. The aesthetic strat
egies of the naturalist theatre aimed at providing the audience with an 
objective and scientifically validated truth about their world, but not in 
the form of a didactic play with an all-too-obvious conclusion spelled 
out from the stage. In order to achieve the illusion of authenticity and 
to engage the recipients in analytical activity, the naturalists had to give 
up their right to overtly judge the world they attempted to represent 
on the stage. The author of the play would no longer be an omniscient 
creator, passing an unequivocal message onto the audience. Rather, as 
Chaudhuri argues, the late nineteenth-century playwrights assumed that 
the stage, by representing the most detailed copy possible of a specific 
social milieu, offered the spectator the chance to gain a full knowledge 
of the world in a situation similar to a sociological experiment, due to 
an active participation in dissecting and ordering the raw empirical data 
provided by the performance.

In this respect, the naturalists broke with the tradition of the late 
eighteenth-century theatre, which showed the spectators a replica of 
their own, middle-class world, peopled by characters, which exempli
fied emblematic virtues and patterns of behaviour. This theatre func
tioned as an institution that spread the bourgeois ideology and consoli
dated the middle class by providing the spectators with models to be 
followed in everyday-life. The audience, recognizing instantaneously 
their own mirror-image on stage, could learn and internalize the pro
totypical bourgeois ethical standards.26 In the late nineteenth century, 
Antoine and Zola, the key proponents of theatrical naturalism, wanted 

Gebauer and Wulf, Mimesis, 233-246.26
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to represent on stage primarily the working-class milieus, confronting 
the audience with those spheres of life that they were unfamiliar with. 
Thus, they put the spectators in the state of cognitive dissonance since 
the world on stage did not lie within the scope of knowledge shared 
by the theatre-going public. At the same time, however, the naturalist 
theatre offered the audience a chance to leam that which had hitherto 
remained concealed from them. The initial dissonance functioned as 
a trigger, inspiring the spectator’s search for the understanding of the 
empirical material delivered from the stage, which should lead straight 
to the discovery of the objective truth about the outer world. The natu
ralist methods of creating the represented reality, modelled on the latest 
discoveries in the developing field of social sciences, were to guarantee 
the accuracy and universality of the results of the audiences’ investiga
tion. What additionally supported the illusion constructed on stage was 
the convention of the fourth wall, which imposed a single point of view 
on the represented reality, guiding the gaze of all spectators in the audi
torium and unifying them in their search for the truth.

This newly redefined relationship between the performance and the 
spectator required the latter to assume the function formerly occupied 
by the tragic hero. In the ancient tragedies the protagonist, when con
fronted with a mystery, had to gather clues on his own and put together 
scattered pieces of a puzzle that ultimately combined into an easily 
comprehensible and truthful account of his past. Thus the tragic hero, 
of which Oedipus is a prototypical example, became the point of iden
tification for the spectator, who fulfilled the role of a silent companion 
in the main character’s search for the truth. In the naturalist theatre the 
audience was also invited to see through the seemingly disorderly bun
dle of empirical data presented on the theatrical stage and to arrive at 
a recognition of the laws governing the fate of the individuals depicted 
on the stage. However, while trying to gain a systematic understand
ing of the play, the spectator could not count on any of the characters to 
disclose to him the hidden order of the universe. First and foremost he 
or she had to rely primarily on common sense and cultural knowledge, 
which provided the sole analytic tools by means of which the enigma of 
the play could be solved.

As Chaudhuri points out, this interpretative freedom accorded to 
the spectator by a naturalist playwright was, however, not as unlimited 
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as the late nineteenth-century theatre practitioners imagined it to be. 
The analysis of the social structure undertaken by the audience with re
course to their common knowledge and any further extrapolation from 
this experimental situation to the outer reality could take place only if 
the audience’s awareness that they are in the theatre was suspended. In 
order to engage the spectators in a search for their own understanding of 
the world depicted on the stage, the playwright had to make them forget 
that what they watched on stage was not reality itself, but merely its the
atrical representation, constructed for specific purposes and with the use 
of carefully designed aesthetic strategies. To describe this function of 
the naturalist playwright, Chaudhuri employs the metaphor of the “au
thor-hypnotist,” which she borrows from August Strindberg’s preface to 
his Miss Julie.21 The “author-hypnotist” invites the audience to an ac
tive participation in the performance, but hides his own involvement as 
the creator of the represented reality. Even if he encourages the specta
tors to reflect and pass judgements upon the individuals represented on 
the stage, he at the same time prevents reflection on the aesthetic means 
and artistic strategies to which he had recourse when constructing the 
stage world. As Chaudhuri puts it, in a naturalist play

the characters as well as the space are “determined” by the ideologi
cal program underlying naturalism, which must create an illusion of 
access and clarity ... but can only do so by actively repressing its own 
constitutive processes.28

As a result, the spectator could be effectively encouraged to plunge into 
the stage world and to find his or her way around by means of the mech
anisms of projection and identification, yet without questioning how and 
to what ends the stage world has been constructed. In order to achieve 
this effect of hypnosis in the theatre, the naturalist authors looked for 
new ways of exploiting the representational strategies available in the 
theatre, among which, as Chaudhuri convincingly argues, the spatial ar
rangement of the set and the meticulously reconstructed interiors played 
a significant role.

Strindberg, "Preface to Miss Julie."
Chaudhuri, Staging Place. 272, footnote 20.
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Chaudhuri’s re-interpretation of the crucial function of the spec
tator’s cognitive activity in the naturalist theatre proposes a different 
understanding of the recent developments in the avant-garde happen
ing and performance art, which have been diametrically opposed to the 
practice of the late nineteenth-century theatre. As the author of Staging 
Place rightly points out, the efforts avant-garde theatre-makers made to 
bring the audience into direct, physical contact with the performers and 
to force them to actively participate in the theatre event, testify to the 
fact that “the relationship between naturalism and environmentalism is, 
in fact, a continuum that has been disguised as a rupture.”29 However, 
while disclosing the similarities between the practice of naturalism and 
the environmentalism of the post-1968 era, Chaudhuri does not take 
into account the fundamental difference between the two types of the
atre, a distinction which gains utmost importance in the context of the 
discussion of the changing nature of mimetic processes in the theatre 
of the tum of the twenty-first century. In order to effectively engage the 
spectators in an interaction with the stage reality, the naturalists catered 
to the perceptual habits of the audience, presenting them with seemingly 
transparent and self-evident images of everyday life. Even if they delib
erately introduced semantic gaps into their performances, they always 
saw to it that these blanks could be easily identified and uniformly filled 
by all the spectators. The practitioners of the happening, the perform
ance art or the environmental theatre aim primarily at putting the spec
tator in the state of cognitive dissonance in order to force them to inde
pendently search for the meaning of the fragmentary world that they are 
drawn into.

Ibidem, 26.

By analogy, the texts written for the theatre under the influence of 
the artistic strategies developed by performers and happeners are meant 
to evoke a similar effect in the recipients. Instead of projecting enclosed 
imitations of the outer world, they function as designs of environments 
in which the audience is invited to a creative interaction. Consequently, 
the audience’s function changes from intellectually engaged recipients, 
into active co-creators of the represented world. The former were look
ing for the message deposited in the stage world and their response 
was to a large extent unanimous, because of the playwrights’ reliance
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on the established and shared communicational codes and the wide
spread convictions about the world. The latter have to independently 
create a structure of the represented world out of the chaos of empirical 
data delivered from the stage and are supposed to produce diverse, even 
mutually exclusive interpretations. As a consequence, the reality effect 
ceases to be the result of authenticating conventions, and becomes the 
matter of each participant’s experience in the “here and now” of the per
formative situation.30

Fischer-Lichte, Ästhetik..., 140-149.
" Vieweg-Marks, Metadrama und englische Gegennartsdrama. Vieweg-Marks intro
duces a typology of metadrama taking as the criterion this element of the dramatic struc
ture, which is being put under scrutiny. Accordingly, she distinguishes epic metadrama, 
reflecting upon the principle of narration and the causal relations between the events of 
the plot, figurative metadrama, questioning the principle of figuration and fictional (adap
tive) metadrama, which investigates into the mechanisms of the constitution of fiction.

Accordingly, the mimetic character of contemporary writing for the 
theatre differs from the classical realist concept of imitation of the outer 
world. For today’s texts for the stage do not reproduce social-histori
cal reality, but rather invite the spectators to create this image during 
the performance on the basis of the raw material provided by the stage. 
To assure this participatory attitude on the part of the audience, con
temporary playwrights have recourse to self-reflexive strategies that di
rect the spectators’ attention to their own position as active constructors 
of the meanings of a performance. Nonetheless, the self-reflexivity of 
contemporary writing for the theatre differs from the metatheatrical de
vices well-known from the epic theatre and from the theatre of the ab
surd. Both used metatheatrical strategies in order to undermine the prin
ciples of mimetic representation and to question the referential function 
of the stage. Both aimed at forcing the audience to actively participate 
in the theatrical event. In the epic theatre, perception was de-automa- 
tised in order to reveal the contingent and ever-changing nature of the 
social reality, and to lay bare the processes that operate when causal 
relationships between historical events are established.” In their early 
plays, Eugene Ionesco or Samuel Beckett used metatheatrical strategies 
primarily to anchor the alternative, dream-like realities outlined in their 
texts in the “here and now” of the theatre to more strongly impact on 
the audience, disclosing in front of them the depth of existential absurd- 
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ity. Although Didi and Gogo address the audience directly, thematizing 
their status of the spectators and witnesses of the represented world and 
inviting them to interact with the stage reality, the circular action of the 
play documents primarily the loss of meaning and points to the futility 
of the efforts made to understand the human condition.32 The authors of 
contemporary texts for the stage differ from their predecessors in that 
they employ self-reflexive strategies and dismantle the workings of the 
theatre machinery in order to look for new ways of creating reality ef
fects, different from the one described by Barthes in the context of the 
late nineteenth-century realism.

Poschmann, Dernicht.... 95-96.

If one wants to grasp this difference, one can again return to the 
metaphoric image employed by the author of S/Z to illustrate the work 
of the imaginary realist writer who occludes the presence of the frame 
of cultural codes mediating reality to the recipients, and who directs 
their attention to the subject-matter of the fictional world. Contemporary 
playwrights in the first place force the spectators to notice this mediat
ing frame and make them conscious of its function in the process of 
linking theatre to the outer reality. They are interested not only in laying 
bare the workings of the theatre machinery and demonstrating the ideo
logical dimension of seemingly natural conventions. Also, they put into 
question the cultural background with which the audience comes to the 
theatre and with the help of which it constructs the meanings of the per
formance. Thus the inventory of dramatic and theatrical conventions be
comes a model of the public discourse, the dismantling of which leads 
to a more general reflection on the rules governing interhuman commu
nication. The procedures of meaning constitution, the principles of link
ing causes with effects, the standards of logical thinking—all that which 
serves the purpose of sieving truth from falsity, the possible from the 
impossible, the expressible from the inexpressible comes under close 
scrutiny in the texts written nowadays for the theatre. The contempo
rary writing for the stage employs deconstructive strategies not only to 
explore the borders of representation, but also to prepare for the specta
tor the conditions for a theatrical experience in the course of which the 
audience, watching themselves watching, can reflect on their own pro
cesses of perception and cognition that pass unnoticed in everyday life.
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In this respect, mimesis loses its significance as representation and imi
tation of the outer world, and reaches to the intimate realm of the men
tal procedures by means of which individuals define themselves and 
forge links with their environment.33 Accordingly, the realist claims to 
veracity and objectivity of representation lose their validity in a theatre, 
which puts into question the mediating workings of cognitive frames. 
What the authors of contemporary writing for the stage suggest is that 
the truth, which the late nineteenth-century playwrights so tirelessly 
pursued, depends on the point of view from which the data provided by 
the stage are examined.

Murray, “Introduction,” 10.

The three chapters of the present study map out in detail the vari
ous forms that this shift in the paradigm of mimesis has taken. In each 
of them the poetics of naturalism provides a starting point and a back
ground against which the contemporary developments in playwriting 
are measured. This procedure, however, does not result from an arbi
trary decision, but is provoked by the playwrights who refer to the es
tablished theatre conventions only to play against the receptive habits 
of the audience. The texts analyzed in the first chapter exemplify the 
tendency observable among a number of contemporary playwrights to 
refer back to the heritage of late nineteenth-century realism, only to ex
pose the functioning of the realist techniques of depiction and to repu
diate their claim to objectivity and transparency. At the same time, the 
plays by Roland Schimmelpfennig, Caryl Churchill, and Sarah Kane 
present a gamut of possibilities in which the rejection of the traditional 
means of representation becomes the foundation for alternative ways of 
achieving the impression of the authenticity of the stage world and of 
creating the reality effect.

If the impact of the texts discussed in Chapter One depends on the 
audience’s familiarity with the long-standing tradition of theatre and its 
historical conventions, in the second chapter, the material that the stage 
critically employs is provided by contemporary social phenomena. 
This chapter focuses on the interrelations between today’s playwriting 
and the representational practices of other media, primarily television, 
film, video and the internet. The analyses of plays by Mark Ravenhill, 
Igor Bauersima, Tim Staffel, Kristina Nenninger and Falk Richter trace 

13
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a whole spectrum of possible responses to the outburst of the mass cul
ture and the rapid spread of the digital means of communication. All 
those texts, on various levels of structural organization, take a critical 
stance towards the influence that the electronic media exert on the con
sciousness of their users. In the majority of cases, this critical stance 
evinces itself in a deconstructive approach to the medial strategies of 
communication, which to a large extent draw on the inventory of tech
niques tried and tested in the realist theatre. Thus, the questioning of 
the power of the media to represent the outer reality often turns into an 
examination of the borders of theatrical representation and an investi
gation of alternative possibilities of communication with the audience 
without perpetuating the conventions of naturalism.

In this respect Chapter Two ties up with the topic of the final chap
ter of the present study, which discusses potential manners of using doc
uments and authentic sources as raw material for a text for the stage. 
The practice of British verbatim playwriting, Philippe Minyana’s the
atre of language, and Rainaid Goetz’s recent texts go beyond the agenda 
of the naturalist theatre, for which the meticulous recreation of the par
ticularities of spoken dialects served as a strategy of authenticating the 
stage world. The plays discussed in this chapter differ with regard to the 
extent in which they give up the naturalistic means of expression. They 
make use of the documents not only to confirm the validity of the issues 
under discussion (as is the case with the recently revived British verba
tim drama), but also treat authentic sources as materials for quasi-mu- 
sical compositions, significant for their musical and rhythmic qualities 
rather than content (as exemplified by Minyana’s and Goetz’s texts).

This persistent and multi-pronged questioning of the tenets of the 
realist agenda allows approaching the problem of the relationship be
tween the text for the stage and the social-historical reality from yet an
other point of view. The rejection of the naturalist means of expression 
entails a change of the status of theatre fiction and its relation to the 
outer world. In most of the texts discussed in the present study, the rep
resented reality does not have the status of an icon, which imposes itself 
with unquestionable clarity as a natural depiction of real life. Neither 
does it have the character of a symbol, which firmly connects theatre 
to the outer world on the strength of a conventional contract binding 
both the theatre-makers and the audience. The self-reflexive gesture of 
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putting in question the mediating workings of cultural codes, frames, 
and communicational patterns, performed by a number of contemporary 
playwrights, prevents the stage-audience interaction from smooth, but 
one-directional functioning on the coding-decoding model of communi
cation. The fragmentary represented realities, manifestly exposing their 
status of fictional constructs, maintain the link with the outer reality by 
pointing to it as its indices. Contrary to the symbol, an index has an ori
gin in the objects that it refers to, without, however, pinning them down 
with the burden of a definite denotation.34 The indexical stage worlds 
not only connote the outer world as the domain from which they origi
nate, but at the same time expose its absence on the stage; they simul
taneously express the desire to name and their impotence to do it; they 
are pregnant with inchoate meanings that only their recipient can dis
charge in an act of engaged interpretation.15 For an index does not re
produce the outer reality, but merely serves as a signpost that directs the 
audience away from itself and leads it towards the distant and absent 
world out there, outside the walls of the theatre, thereby delegating the 
task of linking it with the stage reality to spectators. Consequently, the 
contemporary playwrights’ search for the possibilities of achieving in 
their texts a reality effect diametrically differs from the efforts of the 
naturalists who strove for the most detailed and plausible rendition of 
the social world. The authors writing for the stage today attempt to en
dow their texts with the potential to evoke reality, without constructing 
its more or less faithful copy. How they achieve this aim on the level of 
the textual structure can be exemplified by those empty spots that ap
pear in the middle of a page, for example in Caryl Churchill’s This is 
a Chair or Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis. Those blank spaces, deprived 
of any denotational content, epitomize the indexical nature of contem
porary playwriting, for which reality starts where the text ends, allow
ing the audience to complete and close the gaps yawning in the script in 
an act of imaginary interpretation.

u Barthes, S/Z, 47.
" Ibidem, 68-9.

The indexical character of the mimetic processes on which the new 
writing for the theatre relies for its appeal to the audience brings up the 
issue of the performative dimension acquired by the contemporary text 
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for the stage. The stage, explicitly shown in its theatrical “here-and- 
now,” turns into a place where performers use the text, instead of em
bodying it, and treat it as a springboard for jumping into fragmentary 
fictional worlds, which are instantaneously and often simultaneous
ly constituted, only to be annihilated after a while. The ongoing suc
cession of heterogeneous fictional worlds, full of gaps and ambiguities 
on all levels of textual organization, never congeals into a unified, sta
ble represented reality. This is enhanced by the fact that the momen
tarily constituted worlds are deprived of any causal links and liberated 
from any hierarchical ordering. The spectator can rely neither on com
mon sense, nor on cultural knowledge when trying to consistently in
terpret the bits and pieces out of which the text and the performance is 
woven. This task is by no means easier when the author quotes from 
commonly known literary sources, since neither single fragments nor 
their clusters are provided with any unambiguous and stable meaning. 
When confronted with this performative flux, and bereft of the well-es
tablished procedures of meaning constitution, the spectator is forced to 
take an active part in the creation of the fictional world on stage and to 
independently search for a way of ordering the scattered pieces of the 
puzzle.

The essentially fragmentary character of the new text for the theatre 
requires of the spectators a performative response different from the re
ceptive procedures employed by the audience confronted with classical 
stage productions. In traditional theatre, the audience fulfils the role of 
a passive observer, who is provided with all the necessary information 
by means of well-established codes that are part and parcel of the con
tract between the theatre and its recipients. By violating the terms of 
this contract, the contemporary text for the theatre puts the spectators in 
danger not so much by eliciting from them a corporeal response, as was 
the case in the Futurist, Dada and the avant-garde theatre of the 1960s, 
but rather by creating a situation of cognitive dissonance. The resulting 
mental disorientation effectively hinders the use of the mechanism of 
reference and precludes the reliance on traditional theatrical conventions 
and everyday-life knowledge. The traditional theatrical communication, 
accurately described by Brecht as a sort of pleasurable consumption of 
well-established theatrical codes, turns into a situation of induced expe
rience in a mental exercise designed by the playwright. This “performa- 
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tive turn” in the realm of playwriting could not have taken place within 
the traditional dramatic paradigm. It was only the onset of new forms of 
writing for the theatre that enabled the performative dimension of the 
text to come into being.

The issue of the text’s performative quality has one more aspect, 
which is also connected with the indexicality of the new play writing. In 
a considerable number of texts discussed in each of the chapters of the 
present dissertation the same motif surfaces regularly, adding another 
characteristic to the inventory of features of the contemporary playwrit
ing—its reliance on the verbal means of expression. In the last fifteen 
years, spoken language has taken pride of place as the basic materiality 
of the stage and the most reliable tool of communication with the audi
ence. This predominance of the spoken word can be linked to the con
viction shared by many playwrights that theatre can effectively coun
teract the alienating workings of the mass media by capitalizing on the 
essentially direct and collective nature of the stage-audience communi
cation. For this reason, many authors deliberately forego stage image
ry, regarding the setting and the stage imagery as an unnecessary ad
dition that seriously restricts the audience’s interpretative freedom. 
Instead, they write texts that can be performed on an empty stage; texts 
in which fictional worlds come to ephemeral being only on the strength 
of the words instantaneously resounding on the stage. This tendency 
can be exemplified by those texts in which the represented reality ap
pears in a performative act of narrating a story, often modelled on an
cient myths, as is the case with Roland Schimmelpfennig’s plays. Also, 
this language-oriented playwriting may depart from recounting coherent 
plots and instead presents the spectator/listener with a complex tissue 
woven by voices in which denotational meaning is less significant than 
the rhythm of speech and its musical qualities. Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis, 
Minyana’s Suites or Goetz’s Jeff Koons provide examples of such scores 
for verbal compositions that could be orchestrated on an empty theat
rical stage. The experiments leading to the abandonment of the visual 
component of the stage reality have a single common denominator. By 
depriving the spoken language of any anchoring in a situational context, 
today’s playwrights liberate words from their subservience to the de
mands of economical and efficient communication. By setting language 
free from its habitual, pragmatic usage and turning it into a vehicle for 
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mythical narratives or ritualistic incantations, they address the audience 
directly, and engage them in an act of imaginative creation of fictional 
realities out of the building blocks of words offered by the performers.

In the following chapters I attempt to give a more specific account 
of those changes in contemporary playwriting, by taking a closer look 
at a number of texts that exemplify the nature of the departures from 
the paradigm of drama in the last decade of the twentieth century. 
Particularly the texts written in the last fifteen years provide abundant 
material for demonstrating an ample inventory of techniques tried and 
tested by the playwrights of the present day. Trying to evade the danger 
of simplified periodization, in each chapter I outline the historical and 
cultural context in which the texts discussed came into being. In some 
cases, notably in the section devoted to Caryl Churchill’s games with 
realism, the author’s early texts are addressed to demonstrate the conti
nuity of certain motifs that originate from the post-war theatre practice 
and reverberate in the most contemporary post-dramatic writing for the 
stage. Also for this reason the analyses include compact histories of the 
post-war British, German and French theatre and drama to provide the 
cultural setting necessary for determining the degree of novelty of the 
recently written texts. That which is “new” can be identified only against 
the background of that which is “old”. But also that which appears to 
be “new” in a given cultural context may pass for dated in another. In 
this respect the present dissertation complements and adds a new per
spective to the aforementioned studies by Poschmann, Sarrazac, Pavis 
and Page, each of which focuses on play writing of a particular language 
community. The confrontation of different traditions within the confines 
of a single study devoted primarily to the changing forms of texts for 
the theatre should enable readers to take a more comprehensive view of 
the directions in which the contemporary writing for the stage is rapidly 
moving. Simultaneously, the abundance of the materials taken from dif
ferent, yet interrelated cultural horizons should provide a definite proof 
of the enduring significance of the text for the theatre, invalidating any 
prophecy of the oncoming death of the playwright.



Chapter One





Between Words and Places

In the introduction to his Theorie des modernen Dramas (Theory of 
Modern Drama, 1956), a book which in multiple ways has influenced 
the studies of texts for the stage in the latter part of the twentieth centu
ry, Peter Szondi derives all the distinctive features of the dramatic form 
from one, fundamental fact—drama constituted itself as a depiction of 
interhuman relationships. Bom out of the spirit of Renaissance human
ism, drama, as conceived of by Szondi, came into being the moment 
when the medieval concept of the universe crumbled, while the empha
sis of the artistic creativity shifted from the depiction of the relationship 
between God and Man to the entirely earthly sphere of human interac
tion. The most telling proof of this origin of modern play-texts is their 
predominantly dialogic character.

The uncontested domination of the dialogue, that is the interhuman 
communication in drama, accounts for the fact that it is constituted as 
a rendering of interhuman connections and knows only that which ap
pears in this sphere.1

Szondi, Theorie..., 15.

For this reason, as Szondi argues, the conflict-based and dialectic form 
of drama cannot serve as a means of representing the realm of inani
mate objects, incapable of independent expression and significant only 
in their relation to the sphere of the interhuman.

However, if one follows Szondi’s line of argumentation and takes 
a closer look at a text written with the stage production in view, its 
should not escape one’s attention that its layout testifies to the fact that 
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drama constitutes itself in yet another, by no means less significant “in
between” sphere—that between the characters and their most immedi
ate situational context. The form of a dramatic text hardly ever contains 
no indication of where and when the action takes place. This type of 
information, included in the secondary text, is not merely an addition
al hint that should only supplement marginal data to enhance the au
dience’s understanding of the actions and words of the characters. On 
the contrary, the context delineated by indications of the epoch in which 
the action takes place, information concerning the age, appearance and 
social status of the dramatis personae, more or less detailed depictions 
of the places that the stage should imitate or at least images that the 
spectators should see on stage—all that provides the spoken words with 
a pragmatic context on which these words rely for their comprehensibil
ity. It is out of the correspondence between the image and the dialogue, 
between what is seen on the stage and what is heard from it, that a uni
fied vision of the represented reality is bom. And, in turn, this harmony 
of words of the primary text and images described in the secondary text 
creates the impression that the absolute form of the dramatic world, as 
defined by Szondi, can easily pass for a faithful and objective represen
tation of the outer reality.

However, the relationship between the aural and visual theatre signs 
is by no means a static one. The seemingly fixed situational context 
does not distinguish itself from the dynamic dialogic exchange to pro
vide a stable frame of reference for utterances. On the contrary, every 
consecutive line spoken on the stage, be it even the least meaningful 
phatic expression or an onomatopoeic exclamation, adds another ele
ment to the represented reality and thus reconfigures it, changing the al
ready existing relationships between the set and the characters that can 
be seen on stage. As a result, the typically dramatic discourse can be 
inscribed in terms of an ongoing succession of performative acts of lan
guage, each of which not only pushes the action of the play forward, 
but also provides a context for the following utterances. Every new line 
spoken on stage anchors itself in the existing situational context and be
comes its integral part, thus contributing to the overall vision of the rep
resented reality that the dramatic text builds up.

However, it is the place that the audience see right after the cur
tain rises and before the first sentence is spoken on stage. This theatri
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cal image, modelled on locations existing in reality and relatively stable 
throughout a scene, an act, or sometimes, as in the case of Strindberg’s 
Miss Jtilie, throughout the entire play, functions as a chief frame of 
reference which is supposed to guide the audience in their attempts to 
weave a consistent interpretation of the actions carried out on stage. It is 
the set that in the first instance provides the spectators with a key to the 
understanding of the social status and the relations linking the charac
ters. Consequently, it shapes the recipient’s expectations as to the possi
ble development of action. Also, the set imposes a limit on the meaning 
and the form of the characters’ utterances, if the represented reality is to 
be instantaneously and unquestioningly recognized as a credible sim
ulation of the outer world. In realist theatre this one-to-one replica of 
an interior, which the spectators most probably knew from their every
day-life experience, had to provide reliable pieces of information about 
the characters, once playwrights hid themselves behind the represent
ed reality and refused to comment on it straightforwardly. The author 
could not introduce on the stage a raissoneur, who in classicist plays 
represented the “objective” and “most accurate” point of view on the 
fictional events. According to the terms of the contract of total visibil
ity, which Chaudhuri describes as the new mode of stage-audience in
teraction introduced by the realist theatre of the turn of the twentieth 
century,2 all the data needed to carry out an analysis of the play were 
mediated directly by the stage vision. It had to contain all the elements 
necessary for a plausible interpretation of the action and the motivation 
underlying the behaviour of the characters, as well as their mutual in
terrelationships, and the social interrelationships existing in the world 
outside the theatre. Thus, by manipulating the design of the stage space, 
playwrights could achieve the effect of verisimilitude and truthfulness 
of the represented reality, by setting in motion the mechanism of refer
ence.

Chaudhuri, Staging Place. 26.

The significance of the set for the naturalist theatre practice did not 
merely reflect the widespread positivist doctrine of social determin
ism, according to which the immediate environment conditioned the 
life of an individual entirely. The set itself, due to its ostensible com
pleteness and iconic comprehensibility, served as a means of determin
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ing the spectators’ interpretative activity, enclosing their search for truth 
about the world within the confines of the dominant positivist ideology. 
Theatre confronted its audiences with places at which everyone could 
try their hand at putting into practice scientific methods of sociologi
cal investigation and strict rules of logic to link causes with effects and 
come straight to unambiguous conclusions about the reality outside the 
theatre. Thus, the carefully designed stage space conditioned not only 
the fate of the fictional characters, but also the spectators’ response. It 
made them recognize the represented reality as a metonymic cut-out 
from the outer world, suspend their awareness of having to do with an 
aesthetic construct, engage in an interpretative activity and reach con
clusions which would only confirm their initial conviction about the 
world and the accuracy of analytic methods that they employed while 
watching the play. It is in this multi-faceted way that the ideology of 
naturalism sought to confirm its claims to veracity and universality. “In 
the new tragic universe envisioned by naturalism, place, it would seem, 
is fate; the power of place (in both its senses, as location and as posi
tion) seems to be offering itself as the great truth spawned by the thea
tre of total visibility.”3

Ibidem, 43.

The importance of set for a naturalist stage exerted marked influ
ence on the form of the late nineteenth-century play-texts, written in 
close conjunction with theatre practice and shaped according to the re
quirements of the contemporary stages. The naturalist drama to a much 
larger extent than the drama of previous epochs incorporated within its 
scope stage directions, with precise information concerning the time and 
place of action, the interior inhabited by the characters, their costumes, 
manner of speaking and all other possible external signs that could pro
vide clues for the audience. The division into the primary text of the di
alogues and the secondary text of the stage directions was by no means 
the invention of the naturalist playwrights, who merely followed and re
inforced the tendency that had been gradually growing in prominence 
since the eighteenth century. Before, stage directions appeared in play
texts only occasionally and were not considered to have an equal sta
tus with dialogic exchanges and monologues. Very often, as in the case 
of Shakespeare’s dramas, brief notes about the place and time of action 
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were added by the publishers to facilitate the reader’s comprehension 
of the text. Significantly, Shakespeare’s plays as well as the classicist 
dramas did not have the typical italicized stage directions, clearly sepa
rated from the main body of the text. Instead, they contained implied 
stage directions, inscribed in the lines that were to be delivered by the 
actors on the stage. The highly rhetorical speeches included information 
about the setting of a given scene, the spatial relations between the par
ticipants in the dialogue as well as deictic expressions woven into lines, 
which anchored the interaction in the “here-and-now” of the theatrical
ly represented reality.4 This “verbal scenery” allowed staging texts with 
little or no props whatsoever. It also enabled quick and effective shifting 
of the play’s action not only between various, imaginary settings, but 
also between various planes of the represented reality, from the external 
world to the psyche of the characters.5 The need to divide the play-text 
into the primary and secondary plane occurred when the dramatic char
acter started acquiring individualized features, while its psychological 
make-up began to be treated as inextricably linked to its social back
ground. This relationship became thematized by the eighteenth-century 
playwrights such as, for example, Denis Diderot or Pierre Augustin De 
Beaumarchais. The investigation of how a social structure conditions 
individuals required the grounding of the action of their plays in much 
more specific and precisely described sets. For this reason in their plays 
they started to systematically provide the dialogical exchanges with ad
ditional information about the details of the staging that should also 
provide the interaction between the characters with a more precisely de
lineated social and cultural context. This tendency peaked in the natu
ralist drama, not only due to the spread of the doctrine of social deter
minism, but also because of the development of the art of staging and 
the division of functions between the director and the playwright. Both 
of them laid claim to the authorship of the theatrical performance, and 
the inscription of specific and sometimes very extensive stage directions 
testified to the latter's attempt at influencing the theatrical rendition of 
the play. What came into being as a result of those interconnections be
tween theatre practice and playwriting was the structure of the dramatic 

Elam, Shakespeare s Universe of Discourse, 6-10.
Ibidem, 22.
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layout composed of two types of text, clearly demarcated from one an
other and additionally marked by different fount-types, which has been 
commonly recognized as a canonical property of dramatic form.6

Szondi, Theorie..., 14-19.

The typographic structure of the late nineteenth-century dramatic 
text could be conceived of as yet another expression of what Chaudhuri 
calls “the logic of total visibility.” The division into the primary and the 
secondary text resulted from the growing significance ascribed to the 
place as both the environment that shaped the fate of the individuals 
as well as the cognitive frame that provided the reader of the play and 
then the spectator with key interpretative clues. The naturalist dialogue, 
stylized as everyday-life speech, could not contain within its body the 
extended verbal scenery, which permeated the tissue of the richly rhe
torical Shakespearian or classicist drama. The information that used to 
be mediated by symbolic verbal means came to be translated into the 
iconic stage imagery, which could be processed and understood instan
taneously, at first glance, and which thus surreptitiously imposed it
self on the audience as the immediate frame of reference for the stage 
events. Relieving the primary text of the function of informing the re
cipient about the details of the situational context in which a given ex
change takes place, the naturalists aimed at producing the impression 
that the interaction on the stage follows the rules of a typical, everyday- 
life communication, driven by the principle of maximal economy of ex
pression.

Thus, the role of the stage directions in relation to the dialogic text 
could be translated into the language of pragmatics as the function ful
filled by the context in endowing the utterance with meaning. It is the 
context that carries within itself all the information that the participants 
in an interaction do not have to thematize, but tacitly assume as logical 
presuppositions of their dialogue. The set and the costumes described 
in the stage directions not only place the protagonists in a specific loca
tion, but also hint at their social status, cultural background and relation 
to other characters. Also, the set determines how language will be used 
by the protagonists, what register they will choose or how they will ad
dress one another. Detailed secondary text in the late nineteenth cen
tury drama prepares a firm ground for the dialogue that will take place 
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in it, enclosing it within a narrow circle of possible interpretations by 
the reader or the spectator. The impression that the stage reality corre
sponds to the state of affairs in the outer world emerges when the audi
ence arrives at an immediate recognition and coherent understanding of 
the represented reality with the slightest cognitive effort possible, with 
recourse to frames and scripts that they know from their everyday life.7 
Such correspondence between words and images of the stage in the natu
ralist drama had the power to provoke in the spectators an overwhelm
ing reality effect, which disguised the actual nature of the stage reality 
as an aesthetic artefact and gave it the semblance of a closed, seamless 
and self-evident metonimie whole, representative of the extra-theatrical 
social reality out of which its has been extracted.

Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, 87-98.
Page. "Introduction,” 5-7.
Kirby, A Formalist.... 3-5.

The division into the primary and secondary text, which already 
on the level of the written script was to suggest a possible manner of 
putting it on stage, became in the twentieth century the distinctive fea
ture of the dramatic text, testifying to its close connection with the 
theatrical situation of production.8 Accordingly, the double nature of 
the layout of drama for a long time influenced the study of play-texts, 
which were supposed to include within them a project of their stage 
production and thus to function as a “generative matrix” that provided 
fictional worlds with stable meanings? However, as Lehmann argues in 
his Postdramatisches Theatre, in the late twentieth century directors de
filed the dominance of the text in the theatre and very often read the 
dramatic script against the grain, treating it not as a rigid scaffolding 
for a performance, but as material for a staging, existing on equal terms 
with other elements of the represented reality. In their productions of 
traditional plays they not only gave up producing on stage enclosed, fic
tional worlds, quoting from the text in a haphazard manner and mixing 
it with other, non-dramatic works or inscribing it into an situational con
text that bore no relationship to the language inscribed in it. Moreover, 
they very often used the stage directions in the function of the primary 
text and included them in the textual material that the actors were to de
liver from the stage. Such critical, deconstructive use of the text in the 
theatre became a hallmark of what Lehmann calls the “post-dramatic 
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aesthetics” and served the purpose of preventing any unified, totalizing 
interpretation on the part of the audiences who could no longer rely on 
the mechanisms of reference to disentangle the intricate web of words 
and images presented on stage.11'

Lehmann, Postdramatisches.... 21.

It goes without saying that this treatment of the already existing, tra
ditional plays by the theatre of the last decades of the twentieth century 
exerted enormous influence on the writing for the theatre. As Lehmann 
points out, once the play-text lost its primacy as the chief source of 
meaning for a performance, playwrights had to reconsider their position 
in relation to the theatre and to invent a form of text that could come up 
to the challenge posed by the redefinition of the traditional text-stage 
relationship. As a result, a number of texts written specifically for the 
theatre since the beginning of the 1970s have trespassed the boundaries 
of the traditional dramatic form. Those texts no longer aim at represent
ing characters engaged in a conflict rendered in the form of a dialogue 
and very often include within their scope lyrical or epic elements. What 
is most significant in the context of the problems that I am addressing 
in this chapter, one of the crucial distinctive features of those new texts 
for the theatre is the erasure of the division between the stage directions 
and the spoken passages. The distinction into the primary and secondary 
text proves inapplicable to the fragmentary, incomplete and very often 
non-dialogical contemporary writing for the theatre, which requires of 
its recipient a considerable cognitive effort and the willingness to order 
the seemingly unstructured flow of writing. When confronted with such 
raw textual material, the interpreter has to supply the missing context 
of enunciation, which in more traditional plays was provided by stage 
directions. The recipient’s task differs from the one which a semioti- 
cian would set for himself, especially while reading a play with a stage 
production in view. The aim of the latter would be to inscribe the “pri
mary” text of a dialogue into a theatrical context, latently present al
ready on the level of the script in the form of stage directions. In con
sequence of the blurring of the distinction between the spoken passages 
and the stage directions, the text destined for the stage can no longer be 
treated as if it carried within itself a project of its own stage production. 
The choice of the lines to be recited by the actors and of the context in 

111
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which the spoken text will be delivered on the stage is very often left to 
the arbitrary decision of the director.

Therefore, together with the rejection of the traditional layout of 
drama, the contemporary writing for the stage has put into question the 
relationship between what is seen and what is heard in the theatre. As 
a result, that crucial relation on which the effectiveness of the naturalist 
strategies of representation heavily relied, the relation between the 
words and the place at which they are spoken, has become problem- 
atized already on the level of the written script. Even if today’s play
wrights sketch in their scripts the outline of the set or comment on the 
possible manner of staging the text, their auctorial interventions aim 
not at harmonizing but rather complicating the relationship between 
the stage imagery and the language. Much more commonly, however, 
descriptions of the set, the appearance of the characters and their be
haviour become part of the spoken text, and it is conceivable that they 
might also be delivered by the actors on stage. Words, freed from their 
anchoring in fictional settings, seem to appear out of nowhere, in un
usual situational contexts or simply on an empty theatrical stage, in 
the “here and now” of the performance. Consequently, the contempo
rary text for the stage acquires a self-reflexive dimension, since the dis
mantling of the causal links between the images and the language goes 
against spectatorial expectations. This discrepancy can bring home to 
the audience that aspect of the theatrical representation which the natu
ralists so painstakingly tried to hide—the constructed character of the 
stage reality. By shaking the audience out of its hypnotic dream, caused 
by the illusionary force of the stage fiction representing the outer re
ality, and by de-automatizing their cognitive habits, the contemporary 
playwrights draw their attention to the mechanisms of constituting fic
tion and to the processes of signification going on in the theatre.

In this respect the changes of the dramatic form correspond to the 
more general tendencies within the post-structuralist theory. They reflect 
the tendency within recent theatre theory to question the precepts of the 
late nineteenth century concept of mimesis according to which theatre 
was to present audiences with a “slice of life” cut out of the flesh of 
every-day reality. The late twentieth-century practices of representation 
make the recipients aware of the conventional character of the aesthet
ic communication in order to prevent the simplified identification and 
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projection on which the effectiveness of naturalist stage productions re
lied. This does not imply, however, that the contemporary playwrights 
deconstruct the well-established dramatic and theatrical conventions to 
play purely formalist games, as some critics of postmodernism would 
have it. On the contrary, when today’s playwrights make the spectators 
question the terms of the contract that guides the communication be
tween the stage and the audience, they at the same time try out new, 
more refined strategies of establishing a link with the audience and in
vite them to an active participation in the theatrical event. The direct 
character of theatrical communication creates for the audience a chance 
for an experience different from the cathartic purification, achieved due 
to the identification with the ups and downs of the life of characters imi
tating humans. This other spectatorial experience is not the result of sus
pending disbelief in the illusory represented reality. It is an experience 
that the spectators can undergo fully conscious of their presence in the 
theatre, whose relation to the external reality is anything but straight
forward. The awareness of the limitations of theatrical representation 
opens the possibilities of new modes of perception and comprehension, 
which overstep the well-known cognitive and perceptual routines.

What this new theatrical experience can actually consist in is the 
subject-matter of the following chapter. I would like to take a closer 
look at the texts for the theatre written by Roland Schimmelpfennig, 
Caryl Churchill and Sarah Kane in order to trace how these authors, by 
restructuring, deconstructing or ironically quoting the canonical dra
matic form, investigate the possibilities of redefining the stage-audience 
contract and go beyond the traditional procedures of representation. 
Needless to say that each of these playwrights works with markedly dif
ferent means and with quite disparate aims in view. Schimmelpfennig’s 
texts for the theatre illustrate tendency in the contemporary playwrit
ing, which could go by the name of “the return of the fable.”" Indeed 
Schimmelpfennig, counted among the major contemporary German 
playwrights, very often presents his audience with coherent narratives. 
However, he invents such ways of recounting the plot which in an alto
gether innovative fashion activate the imagination of spectators and turn 
them into the co-creators of the fictional worlds on the stage. Churchill,

Sarrazac, Poétique du drame moderne et contemporain, 78-85. 
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one of the best-known descendants of the post-war British epic theatre, 
has been searching for a new formula of the political theatre, relying 
on but also critically examining the tenets of the Brechtian doctrine. 
From the mid-1970s she tried to combine the typical methods of the 
epic theatre with the post-structuralist agenda to create theatrical forms 
that would lay bare the workings of dominant ideologies and oppres
sive regimes of thinking. Kane’s play-texts, each of which is written in 
a unique form, are treated as key specimens of the British “in-yer-face” 
theatre of the 1990s. Kane’s strategy of address relies for its effective
ness on emotional shock caused by the use of brutal stage imagery. Her 
playwriting, which also draws on the heritage of twentieth-century the
atre conventions, provides an example of the tactics of appealing to the 
audience on the corporeal rather than intellectual level. Different as all 
three of these playwrights are, they all place their experiments with the 
form of the text in the same area. They set out on the exploration of 
this unknown sphere, which opens when the words spoken on the stage 
and the images that accompany them no longer combine into seamless, 
iconic simulations of the world outside the theatre.

Old Forms—New Mythologies.
The Plays by Roland Schimmelpfennig

René Magritte’s painting Les deux mystères features a motif which re
curs in a number of this artist’s works. The picture represents a hyper
realist rendering of a pipe, drawn on a blackboard, like an instructive il
lustration to a lecture or a language lesson. However, the hand-written 
caption under the image invalidates this first impression, because it de
fiantly announces: “This is not a pipe.” This sentence, written perhaps 
by a naughty schoolboy, wittily shatters the illusion, so painstakingly 
striven for by the author of the drawing. Unlike in a school primer, in 
case of this illustration words do not describe the content of the image, 
while the image does not give a concrete, physical substance to the ab
stract signs of language. The juxtaposition of the seemingly self-evident 
visual and the cunningly subversive verbal element of this picture im
mediately brings it home to the viewer that the iconic one-dimensional 
picture should by no means be taken for its referent, a real pipe; that, on 
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a more general level, our knowledge of reality, assembled throughout 
life in the form of mutually complementary words and images, has an 
altogether shaky basis.

Moreover, in Les deux mystères Magritte inserts this famous pic
ture into another one, adding to it yet another layer of commentary. The 
blackboard is put on an easel above which one more, much bigger and 
vaporous pipe hovers. Neither this other, cloud-like pipe, which out of 
nowhere appears in the air, stands for the order of palpable, objective 
reality. Rather, it presents itself as an idea of a pipe, its mental repre
sentation to which an iconic sign refers when it meets the eye of the 
observer. Thus the phantom pipe functions also as an imaginary blue
print against which the verisimilitude of a particular representation of 
a pipe is judged. In this self-reflexive picture Magritte encapsulates 
and strips down to its constituent parts the structural make-up of those 
works of art which lay claim to imitating life and presenting its direct, 
undistorted reproduction. At the same time he points to the fact that pic
torial realist conventions thrive on the audience’s fundamental misper
ception. While pretending that they faithfully render a slice of real life, 
they craftily make a tacit appeal to the viewers’ imagination, and make 
them forget that they have to do with an aesthetic representation. The 
additional information included in a picture’s title confirms the identity 
of the depicted object. Magritte’s combination of two pipes and the ac
companying paradoxical caption renders explicit the tautology of the re
alist techniques of depiction and points to the rift that separates the phe
nomenologically accessible world of things and the pictorial and verbal 
discourses that strive to grasp and represent this world.

A similar gesture of dismantling the closed circuit of mutual ref
erences between words and images, which makes for the effectiveness 
of the realist conventions, is constitutive for the majority of texts for 
the theatre written by the German playwright Roland Schimmelpfennig. 
Just like Magritte in Les deux mystères has painted a pipe with the real
ist chiaroscuro and central perspective, only to mock realist claims to 
verisimilitude, Schimmelpfennig draws heavily on the available reper
toire of traditional theatrical conventions, employing them in an ironic 
mode and thus forging anew the terms of the stage-audience contract. 
His plays, in which the construction principle of Les deux mystères can 
be identified on all levels of textual structure, also uncover the secret 
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conspiracy of the verbal with the visual in order to expose the conven
tionality of its connection with the outer reality. Perhaps the most telling 
example of how Schimmelpfennig employs this strategy can be found 
in his most explicitly metatheatrical text Aus den Städten in die Wälder, 
aus den Wäldern in die Städte (From the Cities to the Woods, from 
the Woods to the Cities, 1998). In this play, in a self-reflexive coup, 
Wilhelm, a somewhat simple-minded carpenter and one of the major 
protagonists, recounts his visit to the theatre at which he once attended 
a performance of Macbeth. Until now he cherishes the memory of this 
play as the most beautiful thing he has ever seen. But Schimmelpfennig 
presents Wilhelm’s fascination with the overwhelming stage illusion 
with a touch of irony, since the good-natured carpenter does not have 
the slightest idea of how theatrical conventions function. When sitting 
in the auditorium, he does not see the difference between the world of 
fiction and reality, therefore every now and then he confuses the two 
levels of the theatre play. For him a temporary break in the perform
ance, caused by an accident on stage, belongs to the fictional world of 
Shakespeare’s play. He fails to comprehend that the moving trees in 
the final sequences of Macbeth are Macduff’s conceit, clearly exposed 
as a trick within the fictional world of the play. Wilhelm treats it as an 
instance of magic that animates trees and allows them to walk. After 
all, his perception of the scene is conditioned by his own superstitions 
about the magical forces of nature, which he reveals in other parts of the 
play. He also cannot grasp why Lady Macbeth is not the same person as 
the actress who does not want to talk to him while leaving the theatre 
through the staff exit. Clearly, he sees on the stage only that which he 
wants to see, or rather, that which his cultural background and intellec
tual horizon allow him to see.

This misrecognition of the borderline between the real and the fic
tional within a theatrical performance may have an irresistibly comic 
effect on the spectator of Schimmelpfennig’s play, but its function 
goes far beyond a mere mockery of Wilhelm’s extreme naivety. Rather, 
Schimmelpfennig’s criticism of the traditional theatre conventions re
sembles Tolstoy’s denunciation of the machinery of stage representa
tion in his War and Peace, which Jurij Lotman discusses in his seminal 
article on the semiotics of stage. In Tolstoy’s novel one of the protago
nists, Natasha Rostova, undergoes an experience which is exactly the 
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reverse of Wilhelm’s bewilderment with the staging of Macbeth. For 
Natasha the stage reality manifests its utter artificiality, because of the 
exaggeratedly rhetorical delivery, larger-than-life gestures and props 
made of paper. In her case, unfamiliarity with theatre conventions leads 
to the rejection of the stage fiction as a parody of real life. However, 
Tolstoy mocks the lofty operatic means of representation in favour of 
realistic techniques, which for him were closer to life and allowed an 
avowedly transparent imitation of natural speech and authentic loca
tions.12 Schimmelpfenning is interested in dismantling the stage appara
tus in order to demonstrate that the represented reality is always intrin
sically an aesthetic construction that lays false claims to verisimilitude 
and truthfulness.

Lotman, "Semiotyka sceny," 90.

The unfortunate carpenter’s story resonates with questions about the 
fundamental principles governing the theatrical communication, and, in 
the first place, about the procedures of constructing fiction and the strat
egies of authenticating the represented reality. Wilhelm provokes our 
laughter not only because in his understanding of the stage conventions 
he is far less competent than even occasional theatre-goers are. Also, 
his story is comical because he has been seduced by a very tradition
al performance, staged with the use of illusionary means and accord
ing to the logic of total visibility. For it is primarily the impact of the 
stage imagery that makes Wilhelm believe in the authenticity of fiction
al characters and events, and stirs his imagination much more forcefully 
than the plot, which he does not even fully comprehend. This theatre, 
Schimmelpfennig seems to suggest, has nowadays become an obsolete 
institution, not only because it has already been surpassed by other me
dia, such as film, photography or the digitally simulated virtual reali
ty, which are more effective in reproducing lifelike images of the outer 
world. Moreover, a theatre in which the stage-audience communication 
is governed by the logic of total visibility can no longer generate for the 
audience such vivid experiences, which could give an all-encompassing 
meaning to everyday life on both an individual and communal level.

However, unlike Magritte, the German playwright does not ques
tion our received convictions about the nature of aesthetic represen
tation to leave us with the feeling of the ineffectiveness of language
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based communication. Neither does he restrict himself to pointing out 
the vastness of the realm of experience that remains beyond the scope 
of the discourses of representation. He definitely cannot be said to fol
low the post-Artaudian line of the twentieth century theatre which, hav
ing rejected the text as the major carrier of meaning in a performance, 
has been striving for a direct contact with the spectators, be it through 
the opalescent stage imagery or through the expressiveness of the ac
tors’ bodies liberated from the constraints of rigid acting conventions. 
Although Schimmelpfennig’s playwriting also testifies to its author’s 
continuous search for new ways of achieving the effect of authenticity 
of the stage reality, it can be ascribed to the opposite pole of contempo
rary avant-garde theatre. His works are written for a theatre in which 
not the stage image, but the spoken word dominates above all other 
means of expression. It does not mean, however, that Schimmelpfennig 
altogether expels the visual from his theatre. He simply changes the ma
terial from which the theatrical imagery is produced. His plays differ 
from such non-narrative and non-figural texts for the theatre as, for ex
ample, Rainaid Goetz’s Jeff Koons or Sarah Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis in 
which language gains corporeality by being laden with onomatopoeias 
and strong rhythmic patterns. In Schimmelpfennig’s Aus den Stadten, 
just as in traditional dramas, the plot and the act of storytelling consti
tute the stage fiction.

Thus, Schimmelpfennig remains to a considerable extent within the 
borderlines of the traditional dramatic paradigm, since he exploits the 
well-established and widely accepted realist conventions. However, he 
also inverts one of the fundamental tenets of the logic of total visibility: 
the relationship between the situational context and the words inserted 
in it. In his play it is not the iconic stage image that provides a prag
matic framework for the dialogic exchanges. Here language functions 
as the primary material out of which fictional worlds are built, while 
places have only an ephemeral and imaginary existence, since they ap
pear not in the stage directions, but mostly in the form of descriptions 
integrated into dialogic exchanges and monologues. By distorting the 
identity of place, which for the realists provided an unshakeable basis 
for a “faithful” rendering of social milieus, Schimmelpfennig attempts 
to activate the audience’s imagination. He invites them to partake in an 
exploration of new possibilities of creating the stage illusion; an illusion 
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which could more effectively than before appeal to the spectators and 
make them plunge headlong into the fictional stage worlds, visible only 
to the mind’s eye. Those verbally constructed stage realities, although 
virtually deprived of the visual component, also have their materiality 
and corporeality. They come into being on the strength of words deliv
ered by actors and addressed directly to the audience, at the present mo
ment of the theatrical event. The immediacy of contact between the per
formers and the auditors becomes a firm basis for imaginary universes. 
Consequently, in his texts Schimmelpfennig opens up possibilities of 
such lively experiences, which the traditional theatrical means have 
ceased to generate.

This yawning gap between the obsolete theatre of the realist descent 
and the theatre of the future is the leading topic of Aus den Stadten. The 
play’s action is propelled by one originary event. The theatre in the city 
has burnt down and it is now being rebuilt, according to a new project 
of the architect, Heide. Unfortunately, the reconstruction works have 
suddenly come to a halt for an unexpectedly simple reason. No wood
cutter can deliver the proper boards for the stage in the newly designed 
theatre building. The only helpful piece of advice is given to Heide by 
an old wood merchant who whispers into her ear that she will never ob
tain the boards she is so desperately looking for in the city. She must 
go to the heart of the forest and talk to the trees, to find the ones from 
which proper wooden planes can be carved. For this reason, instead of 
supervising the building site, Heide spends entire days wandering help
lessly through the thicket of firs and birches, and talks to them in the 
hope that she will finally reach the heart of the woods. She does so until 
Bruno, a spirit of the forest, falls in love with her and promises her help 
in finding that which she is looking for. But he will not be able to keep 
his vow, because Use, another guardian spirit of the woods, and Bruno’s 
former beloved, refuses to grant permission to cut down the trees. 
Taking revenge on her unfaithful lover, she sets a trap on all who would 
dare to violate the powerful laws of nature. As soon as they enter the 
magical clearing in the heart of woods, and lift their axes to strike the 
first blow, they will tum into trees.

Before Use carries out her threat, we learn about the relationships 
linking Heide with other characters. Sinking gradually into her inner 
world, the unfortunate architect becomes more and more estranged from 
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her husband Ulrich who looks for consolation in the arms of Anne. Anne 
treats the affair with Ulrich as a passing romance, and does not want to 
abandon her husband, Peter. But she changes her mind when she finds 
out that also Peter has fallen in love with Heide, when he once acci
dentally met her in the forest. When due to an altogether Shakespearian 
set of coincidences all four of them suddenly appear in the woods, 
they do not find in it the remedy for their misdirected feelings, like the 
characters of A Midsummer Nights Dream did. On the contrary, one 
by one they reach the magic spot at which they change into trees, be
cause the implacable Use refuses to be reconciled with Bruno. Quite 
unlike Titania and Oberon, the contemporary deities of woods do not 
resolve their quarrel and, in the end they part their ways forever, leav
ing unabridged the rift between nature, personified by Use, and civiliza
tion symbolized by Bruno who ultimately decides to remain in the city. 
Although Schimmelpfennig draws heavily on the basic structural pat
tern of Shakespeare’s comedy, he transforms and inverts the motifs bor
rowed from A Midsummer Nights Dream to point to the irreconcilable 
disparity between the wild and untainted nature and the civilized town. 
What interests him most in Aus den Städten are the reasons why today’s 
theatre has ceased to provide its audience with this powerful cathartic 
experience that could formerly relieve the tensions that result from liv
ing in the contemporary urban deserts in which the laws of rationality 
and pragmatism encroach upon and curb individual and collective im
agination.

The same theme of the waning power of the contemporary theatre 
comes to the foreground in the second major story-line of Aus den 
Städten. For Heide, Peter, Ulrich and Anne are not the only victims of 
Use’s revenge. The four unfortunate town-dwellers have their counter
parts in four characters inhabiting a rural area adjacent to the woods. 
Ernest, a lumberjack, is one of the workers who have refused to accept 
Heide’s commission to provide the wood for the new theatre, although 
he seems to know where the trees could be found. He, as well as his 
friend, the carpenter Wilhelm, have been living so close to the forest that 
now they feel as if they have almost became one with it. But they are 
also very well aware of the fact that taking the trees from the heart of 
the woods will provoke a revenge of the forces of nature. Nevertheless, 
Wilhelm keeps persuading Ernest to help Heide, because he would like 
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to go to the theatre once again. Although he was there a long time ago, 
the memories of that evening during which he watched Macbeth are still 
so lively to him that by merely recounting his experience he manages to 
stir his daughter Katharina’s imagination. She also dreams about being 
able to attend a performance, just once in her lifetime. And when she 
and Hans, her fiancé and Ernest’s son, steal the map of the forest and 
sneak out to search for the magic trees, their fathers have no choice but 
to follow them to the heart of woods. The folk beliefs turn out to be true 
when all of them, upon reaching their destination, turn into trees, just 
like Heide, Anne and Peter did. The wood will not be retrieved from the 
forest, the theatre will not be rebuilt, the experience of the enchantment 
with the theatrical reality will not be repeated. Again, Schimmelpfennig 
writes against the grain of the Shakespearian humanist spirit, withhold
ing from the audience the pleasure of a happy ending expressive of the 
belief in the fundamental harmony of the universe and its inhabitants.

Operating with sharp contrasts and permeated with a fairy-tale at
mosphere, Aus den Städten can be read as a modem parable, which in 
its metaphoric juxtaposition of the forest and the city encapsulates the 
unbridgeable rift between nature and culture, responsible for the mal
ady of alienation in modem societies. That, however, is not the only 
theme that Schimmelpfennig tackles in his variation on A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. In his play the inhabitants of the forest do not in fact 
differ from the city-dwellers, although the former ones might seem to 
be living closer to pure nature. Actually, none of the characters in the 
play can hear the voice of Use, this ancient guardian of the secret of 
woods. Some of them indeed can speak to Bruno, who, however, has 
long ago left the realm of the virgin forest to live among the people in 
the town. He epitomizes this element of nature that civilization has ap
propriated as a firm foundation of the social order. The nature he repre
sents is by no means some pre-ordained, universal state of affairs, un
tainted by cultural influences. The nature personified by Bruno is rather 
a purposely made construction which creates for the inhabitants of the 
city the impression that they commune with ancient and eternal realm 
of wilderness. It does not matter if nature is conceived of as a mysteri
ous and vengeful force, which Wilhelm and Ernst fear, or as the scien
tifically explicable biological order, whose principles of functioning 
can be neatly encapsulated in mathematical formulae, as Anne seems 
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to believe. Schimmelpfennig does not attach more value to the former 
attitude as the one that allows people a more profound contact with the 
world surrounding them. Even if the story of the lumberjack and the 
carpenter smacks of nostalgia, it is rather the nostalgia for the paradise 
lost of the times when an unconditional belief in the myth of nature as
sured the coherence and stability of the universe and allowed combin
ing various human experiences into a single world view. This unity 
of the human universe has disappeared from the contemporary world. 
Encroaching rationalism and methodical doubt destroy the harmonious 
relationship of people with their environment and fail to provide a new 
unifying framework for disparate spheres of human life.

It does not mean, however, that in Aus den Städten theatre is only 
mocked as an obsolete institution, incapable of fulfilling its formerly vi
tal, social function. On the contrary, this superfluity of the parodied, old 
theatrical forms is complemented with a metaphorically expressed need 
for a new theatre, which could fuel the imagination of the contempo
rary spectators and give them another chance of forging anew the link 
with the world they live in. This theatre is still to be built, and its recon
struction cannot proceed along the lines of the traditional mimetic rules 
of creating fiction on stage. The major obstacle on the way to this new 
theatre is described by Heide, who, looking desperately for the proper 
wooden boards, says:

I was to build a house consisting of rooms, spaces which cannot ex
ist! What should it be... And what holds all these places together? No 
building surveyor could give me the answer, no foreman and no ma
son!1'

11 Schimmelpfennig, Aus den Städten in die Wälder, ans den Wäldern in die Städte, 
236.

Obviously, her question reverberates in the story told by Wilhelm, com
plementing it with the perspective of someone whose altogether ration
al frame of mind has suddenly been challenged by a vague premoni
tion that theatre is more than just the sum total of the various rooms 
that it is composed of. What accounts for the impossibility of experi
encing in theatre a totalizing unity of the universe is the lack of the audi
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ence’s common and uniform cultural background which formerly ena
bled them to take a stage reproduction of reality for reality itself and 
which conjoined individual spectators in a shared, collective experi
ence. As Schimmelpfennig implies, it does not matter whether this force 
came from ancient myth or from the late nineteenth-century ideology of 
scientific objectivity that informed the agenda of the naturalist theatre. 
The metatheatrical comments introduced into Aus den Stadten lead to 
the conclusion that the need still exists for a theatre which can unite in
dividual spectators and bind them with communal links. This seems to 
be even more acute in the era in which the utopias of both pure nature 
and the teleological scientific progress have been held up to ridicule and 
when the audience becomes increasingly dispersed due to the multi
ple points of view and heterogeneous social and cultural backgrounds 
which condition their spectatorial responses.

The significance of the audience’s co-operation in creating the stage 
world is also an echo of^ Midsummer Nights Dream. Schimmelpfennig 
seems to have learnt the lesson on the strategies of creating fiction on 
stage implied in the mechanicals’ rehearsals and performance of the tra
gedy of Pyramus and Thysbe (Act 3, Scene I). Preparing their perform
ance, Bottom and Quince engage in a debate over the issues of time and 
space, essential for dramatic illusion. Bottom suggests that the perfect 
imitation of the real world will be achieved if they use authentic elements 
of the actual location in which they will be performing. He proposes to 
open the window in the hall and let the moonlight in to incorporate it 
into the stage reality. But Quince rightly points out that the success of the 
play depends on the theatre-makers’ ability to control all the elements of 
the represented reality. After all, the moon must arise at a proper moment 
of the performance. For this reason, as Quince suggests, natural phe
nomena have to be represented symbolically, by purely theatrical, arti
ficial means.N However, the Mechanical’s performance, in which the ac
tors every now and again break the frame of fiction and comment on the 
presentational strategies at work, becomes a mockery of the theatre-mak
ers’ effort to produce a convincing stage illusion. Thus, Shakespeare’s 
strategy closely resembles Magritte’s ironic reference to realist pictorial 
techniques. The Elizabethan playwright holds up to ridicule the tautol-

Styan, Modern Drama in Theory and Practice. Volume 2, 4. 
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ogy of the Tudor model of drama in which the stage representation was 
additionally accompanied by a commentary that was to pin down and 
name visual elements of the stage world.15 By parodying the strategies 
of his predecessors in the internal performance of a play-within-the-play, 
he validates his own methods of playwriting, based on complex plots 
and sophisticated rhetorical artifices. In this respect Schimmelpfennig’s 
structural solutions and redefinitions of the stage-audience contract can 
be said to stem directly from Shakespearian metatheatrical games.

Elam, Shakespeare's..., 43.

The motif of the impossibility of return to the old theatrical forms 
and the vital need for new ones recurs in virtually every play by 
Schimmelpfennig, each time on another level of the textual organiza
tion, but nowhere else it is expressed as clearly as in Aus den Städten. 
Already the structure of this play can be regarded as an attempt at writ
ing a text for a new theatre—a “theatre without the stage.” This form 
can be seen as an opposition to the practice of total visibility, parodied 
in the story of Wilhelm’s attending of a performance. Another compari
son with Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Nights Dream can help explain 
Schimmelpfennig’s strategy. For the author of Aus den Städten borrows 
from the Elizabethan playwright’s comedy not only the leading motifs, 
the contrast between the forest and the city and the configuration of ma
jor characters. Most significantly, he adopts the characteristic form of 
Shakespearian dialogues which do not lose their comprehensibility even 
on an empty stage, because of the verbal imagery neatly interwoven 
into them. Similarly to A Midsummer Nights Dream, Aus den Städten 
contains only vestigial stage directions, briefly announcing changes of 
location, but giving almost no information about the stage imagery. As 
a result, the woods in Schimmelpfennig’s play do not have the same pal
pable form as was the case in the production of Macbeth that Wilhelm 
attended. The magic forest exists only on the strength of the words that 
create it and does not need any support from the visual elements of the 
stage. This primary function of language as a medium of theatrical rep
resentation comes to the foreground particularly in the scenes in which 
the characters gradually change into trees. No doubt those sequences 
might be produced on stage with recourse to illusory means, or shown 
as a film. But the form of Schmmelpfennig’s text suggests a different
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manner of rendering it in the theatre. The magical changes take place 
only on the level of language which the characters speak; the language 
which suddenly breaks out of the constraints of grammar, loses clear 
meanings in favour of pure sound qualities and rhythm. It starts abound
ing in onomatopoeias and alliterations to finally fall silent, marking the 
ultimate transformation of flesh into wood. The spectators will see those 
changes only in their imagination, if they make an effort to visualize the 
verbal material delivered from the stage. In this way Schimmelpfennig 
tries to counteract the deadening logic of total visibility which impris
ons the eye with iconic images of minutely reconstructed interiors and 
imposes on the spectator a one-dimensional interpretation of the repre
sented reality.

The predominance of the verbal means of expression and the 
ironic play with the theatrical space is a typical feature of most of 
Schimmelpfennig’s texts. His theatre is a “theatre without the stage,” or 
rather a theatre in which the relationship between the situational context 
and the dialogue has been inverted. In his plays the stage imagery does 
not exist prior to the utterances of the characters, as a pragmatic context 
necessary for the understanding of the spoken words. On the contrary, 
it is language which, step by step, in consecutive lines of the dialogue, 
constructs imaginary spaces on an empty theatrical stage. This, and not 
the technical perfection of the new media in simulating real spaces, be
comes for him the new strategy of authentication of fictional worlds. 
In Aus den Stadten those imaginary spaces come into ephemeral be
ing within a quite traditional dramatic form, with verbal imagery seam
lessly integrated into the lines spoken by the characters. References to 
the immediate situational context, descriptions of locations and people, 
or deictic markers anchoring the dialogue in the “here and now” of the 
represented reality are firmly motivated by the conversational logic and 
appear in the dialogue as if surreptitiously, hiding their status of implied 
stage directions. As a result, fictional spaces, although purely verbal 
and invisible, remain relatively stable and provide a reliable framework 
for a given scene. In this respect Aus den Stadten differs significantly 
from Schimmelpfennig’s most often staged play, Die arabische Nacht 
(Arabian Night, 2000) in which the solidity of the stage image has been 
even further dissolved in the name of a more powerful impact on the 
spectator’s, or rather listener’s imagination.
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In this text Schimmelpfennig adopts the technique of a shifting 
point of view, which in fiction has been well-known since the modernist 
experiments with new narrative forms. The style of Die arabische Nacht 
resembles such novels as, for example, Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway 
or, even more closely, The Waves in which the mediating textual figure 
of the omniscient narrator has been ousted in favour of a multitude of 
characters’ voices. These subjective narrators not only refuse to recount 
their stories in any temporal order, shifting haphazardly between the 
past and the future, when descriptions of events taking place “here and 
now” interweave with memories and anticipations. Moreover, they dis
regard any hierarchy of events, attaching great importance to seemingly 
insignificant coincidences and constantly cramming their monologues 
with random remarks and momentary perceptions that interrupt the con
tinuity of the narrative. As a result, the readers can gain direct insight 
into the characters’ inner universes, formerly mediated by the over
arching and impersonal narrator. Schimmelpfennig in a similar manner 
structures the lines to be spoken in his play, destroying the traditional, 
closed dramatic form, which presents primarily characters engaged in 
dialogical exchanges. In his play, the utterances delivered on stage con
tain not only the characters’ direct addresses to their immediate partners 
in a conversation, but also descriptions of what they currently see and 
hear, their loosely wandering thoughts and suddenly returning memo
ries. These utterances constantly shift between personal soliloquies 
and factual depictions, and intermingle with dialogic sequences which 
have the status of quotations within the characters’ interior monologues. 
At some junctures Schimmelpfennig juxtaposes words spoken by two 
characters in different contexts, creating an effect of montage of situ
ations. However, a closer reading reveals that the structural similari
ties between the modernist novel and Die arabische Nacht are less im
portant than the differences. While the modernists aimed primarily at 
shaking the reader’s belief in the possibility of an objective account of 
the world, showing the uniqueness of every individual point of view, 
Schimmelpfennig adopts the technique of the subjective narration only 
in order to show the uniformity and repetitiveness of life of five inhabit
ants of the same ten-storey block of flats.

The initial sequences of Die arabische Nacht evoke the sense of be
ing thrown in the middle of a perfectly predictable everyday world. It 
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is Friday afternoon in some densely populated urban area. Franziska 
has just come back from work and in a moment will take a shower, 
after which she will fall fast asleep on the sofa to wake up next morn
ing. That is why she will again fail to meet her flatmate Fatima’s boy
friend, who comes around everyday, right after sunset. As usual, Peter 
Karpati, who lives in the house opposite with the windows overlooking 
Franziska’s bathroom, will be observing the woman taking a shower. 
All those events seem to follow their ordinary course, to the extent that 
Fatima, having forgotten the key to the main entrance of the building, 
knows which one of her neighbours she should not ask to open the gate 
through the intercom. She has already learnt by heart their daily rou
tines and can tell with absolute certainty who is and who is not at home 
on this day, at this time. Schimmelpfennig purposely evokes this atmos
phere of dull repetitiveness, only to surprise the spectator. Suddenly, 
some cogs in this perfectly working machine stop functioning and 
a series of quite inexplicable events occurs. The most commonplace 
of them is probably the breakdown of the lift in which Kalil, Fatima’s 
friend gets stuck on his way to her flat. Much more surprisingly, the wa
ter suddenly stops flowing in the eight, ninth and tenth floor, although 
nobody on the lower floors has discovered a leak or a pipe fracture. The 
water simply disappears somewhere on the seventh floor. What is even 
more disconcerting, everyone can constantly hear some strange sound, 
similar to the shimmering of water, like “a trace of a song,” as Lomeier, 
the caretaker of the house, calls it.16 It is this sound that gradually leaks 
into the protagonists’ orderly world to finally open the way for a flood 
of a collective dream vision which will encompass the inhabitants of the 
building.

Schimmelpfennig, Die arabische Nacht, 307.

The first one to be sucked into the fantasy realm is Franziska, 
who, exhausted after a dull day’s work in a laboratory, dreams about 
being a little girl who spends her summer holidays with her parents in 
Istambul. There she is kidnapped by a Turkish sheikh and put in his 
harem where, on the day of her twentieth birthday, her husband is to 
spend his first night with her and thus introduce her into womanhood. 
But the sheikh’s first wife out of envy puts a curse on Franziska, con
demning her in cryptic words to “dissolution,” “wandering,” and “loss 
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of memory.”17 18 The girl is to bring ill fate to anyone who kisses her and 
she is not to see moonlight until “one night she becomes what she really 
is.”1" This curse very clearly resonates with what Franziska’s flatmate 
tells about her arid life, split between the emptiness of the day spent 
at work and the dream fantasy in which she is entangled during the 
night. Indeed, two men who kiss her are immediately punished for that. 
Led by the magic murmur of water, Peter Karpati has in the meantime 
walked out of his house, got into Franziska’s flat, knelt down in front 
of her and pressed his lips on hers. In an instant he finds himself im
prisoned in a bottle of cognac standing on the table next to the sofa on 
which the woman sleeps. A moment later, Kalil, having got out of the 
lift, comes into Franziska’s living room. Franziska wakes up and hugs 
him tight, still terrified by her dream. In an instant Fatima comes back 
home. Upon seeing her boyfriend in the arms of her flatmate, she loses 
temper, grabs a knife and starts chasing Kalil down, through all the 
seven floors of the building.

17 Ibidem, 326.
18 Ibidem.

Franziska’s dream vision impinges upon everyday reality not only 
by a series of supernatural events, but also by structuring this reality on 
a fairytale model. Like in a bedtime story read to children, the failure 
of two knights has to be compensated for by the third, a good-natured 
and well-intentioned one, who rescues the princess due to exceptional 
virtues of his character. In Die arabische Nacht it is Lomeier who fi
nally manages to wake Franziska from the nightmare of her dull life 
with a life-giving kiss. Unlike his unfortunate predecessors, he has to 
come up to the challenge of entering the girl’s dream and confronting 
the trauma that she herself cannot cope with. On his way out of the flat 
he suddenly crosses the gate to the other dimension and finds himself 
in a desert, in front of a tent in which he meets a mysteriously look
ing woman. A scar on her neck and face lets us suppose that she is the 
sheikh’s first wife, beheaded for putting a spell on Franziska. When the 
woman tells Lomeier that he has found what he has been looking for 
and that he is on the way to his bride, a sudden gush of water springs 
from the sand and changes into a river, then into a sea, forcefully tak
ing him with its current. When he suddenly lands on the deck of a ship 
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crossing the Bosporus, he meets Franziska’s parents who tell him the 
story of how their daughter has got lost. Also this journey ends abruptly 
with a sudden return to waking life. Lomeier, as if carried by some ir
resistible force, finds himself back in the flat, standing at the window 
next to Franziska who has just woken up and cannot regain the memory 
of who she is. Soon she comes to her senses and, in a happy ending clo
sure, kisses Lomeier in the light of full moon which she can see even 
when she closes her eyes.

This interweaving of fantasy with reality, and a dull everyday- 
life scenario with a fairy-tale narrative resembles the rhythm of con
stant switching between the city and the forest in Aus den Stadten. This 
time the relationship between these two realms is that of close connec
tion, rather than binary disjunction. In Die arabische Nacht there are 
no changes of location from reality to the dream vision and back in 
the form of a succession of scenes, each of them played in a definite 
set, dictated by the logic of action, as was the case in Aus den Stadten. 
Contrarily, Die arabische Nacht cannot be said to take place in any spe
cific interiors, while tum-taking appears to be entirely random and does 
not follow any consistent pattern. Consecutive lines are not linked into 
a coherent conversation, and there are no obvious reasons why the pro
tagonists start talking and fall silent. In spite of this violation of the ba
sic convention of the dramatic discourse, language remains the most 
significant medium in Die arabische Nacht. The entire represented real
ity, although constructed in and for the theatre, is woven out of only one 
type of material—words. It is their flow that assures the continuity of 
vision mediated to listeners. In Die arabische Nacht Schimmelpfennig 
programs for the spectators an experience similar to the one undergone 
by Franziska who by the end of the play wakes up from the vicious cir
cle of her daily life into a dream-like reality of a fairy-tale. He con
structs on stage a verbal vision, an alternative reality which the listeners 
enter, leaving behind them the logic of everyday life.

This possibility is bom out of the unique structure of the play, in 
which the predominance of the verbal serves as the means of authen
ticating the stage world. The change of sets in a more traditional play 
corresponds here with an arbitrary order of tum-taking. It is the protag
onists, and not the place at which they currently find themselves, who 
become points of anchorage for the language spoken on stage. Through 
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their eyes, as if through the lens of a camera, the audience can observe 
the fictional reality, being given not only the information that they need 
in order to understand the motivation and the psychological make-up of 
the characters, but also a multitude of seemingly unimportant remarks, 
momentary perceptions and memories, which distract their attention 
from the main course of action. In this way Schimmelpfennig responds 
to the prototypical feature of realist theatre in which the characters’ mi
lieu was to be rendered on stage in smallest detail. However, his re
sponse is clearly ironic, since in Die arabische Nacht the abundance 
of minutiae referred to by the characters verges on the ridiculous. The 
listeners are informed, for example, about the number of flats in each 
floor, the name of the producer of the lift, or the type of window-pane in 
Franziska’s bathroom. However, those detailed insights into the protag
onists’ surroundings are significant in so far as they function as building 
blocks of this initially familiar, but then increasingly alien world. This 
world seems to be familiar, because it is regulated by the laws simi
lar to those governing the outer reality. It becomes alien, because it is 
perceived indirectly, through the eyes of the other and thus de-familiar- 
ized to the point of reaching the status of a dream vision whose ultimate 
dreamers are spectators themselves.

What therefore becomes extremely significant in this structure of 
the text are these moments in the play when instead of the descriptions 
of sounds, mediated by the speakers, real sounds should be imitated on 
the stage. This happens for the first time when Fatima, trying to open 
the gate to the building, calls Franziska via the intercom. Secondly, 
this intrusion of real sounds occurs at the very end of the play, when 
the bottle imprisoning Karpati is accidentally pushed off the balcony 
by Lomeier. At the same time Kalil is finally caught and stabbed with 
a knife by Fatima. As the stage directions suggest, at these moments 
the spectators should hear first the actual sounds of ringing and then 
loud cries of both men, and the shatter of breaking glass. Suddenly, the 
represented reality, so far constructed from the characters’ interweav
ing monologues, achieves a higher level of concretization. Those inser
tions of actual sounds into the otherwise homogeneously verbal fabric 
of the play serve the purpose of authenticating the represented reality 
even further by the stressing of the theatrical “here and now.” The ma
teriality of those sounds experienced at first hand by the audience, and 
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juxtaposed with numerous descriptions of the characters’ auditory im
pressions, gives corporeality to the otherwise fluid and ephemeral world 
built only on the strength of words.

At this juncture one can grasp the difference between Schimmel- 
pfennig’s use of language as a material for the stage and the way Sarah 
Kane or Rainaid Goetz structure the verbal tissue of their plays. For 
Kane and Goetz words arranged on a page function like musical notes 
making up a project of a stage symphony, which impacts on the listener 
not so much by its meaning, but primarily through rhythm and melody. 
Accordingly, these playwrights forego linear narrative and consistent 
plots. In Schimmelpfennig’s theatre the fable remains the central ele
ment. The author of Die arabische Nacht, searching for new methods of 
theatrical storytelling, employs sounds and voices as building blocks of 
his stage worlds. The buzz of the doorbell and Kalil’s cries, which sud
denly enter the protagonists’ commonly spun narrative, function as the 
necessary elements of the materiality which give the polyphonic story 
a nearly physical palpability. This can also be interpreted as yet another 
manner of subverting realist conventions. Due to the insertions of real 
sounds the represented reality in Die arabische Nacht gains this level 
of concreteness which in a typically realist stage production would be 
achieved through the design of the set.

One can grasp the effectiveness of Schimmelpfennig’s authen
tication strategy used in Die arabische Nacht by comparing this play 
with one of his earlier texts, MEZ (Central European Time, 1998). This 
“monologue for a woman”19 is created also exclusively out of words, 
but it reads like a single thread extracted out of the rich fabric of Die 
arabische Nacht. In MEZ there is only one speaker, while the entire 
text captures a momentary insight into the inner life of an anonymous 
woman. Also, the reversal of the relationship between the language and 
the place of action can be found in this play. However, the fundamental 
difference with Die arabische Nacht consists in the fact that in MEZ, 
which much more closely resembles the classic modernist narrative ex
periments, the stream of consciousness does not follow any narrative 
logic. Just as in Molly Bloom’s interior soliloquy from the closing pas
sages of Ulysses, in Schimmelpfennig’s monologue recurring images 

Schimmelpfennig, MEZ, 279.19
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of places mixed with lyrical passages and personal confessions appear 
and fade away without any definable motivation. The only element that 
lends structure to this otherwise free interior monologue is a frame pro
vided by an image of a bird sitting on a windowsill, which opens and 
closes the text. This repetition of the same sequence at the beginning 
and at the end of the play suggests that the entire soliloquy is a dra
matic elaboration of a few seconds of inner life, a glimpse inside the 
character’s head. The monologue’s aleatory structure creates the effect 
of a collapsing self which cannot control the verbal flow and loses in
dividuality, invaded by an irrepressible stream of disorderly thoughts, 
memories and fragmentary perceptions.

Significantly, the woman’s interior monologue is typified by repeti
tions, and notably, repetitions of descriptions of places. One of them re
curs particularly often. It is the woman’s recollection of a route that she 
takes everyday, from a shop, along a street, through a staircase and up to 
her flat. Its constant reappearance evokes connections with the scheme 
of trauma rehearsal in which one tries to conjure up some distressing 
past event in order to go through it once again, act it out with a different 
ending, and get over it. For, as one can quite convincingly infer from 
the scattered pieces that make up her monologue, the woman has been 
abandoned by her beloved and is now striving to come to terms with her 
loneliness and dejection. She seems to be trying to hold on to the most 
durable elements of her world and keeps conjuring up the same descrip
tion of the same objects, places and buildings, as if their solidity could 
provide a reliable guarantor of the continuity of both the time and her 
inner experience. However, the past, so desperately beckoned, does not 
materialize for the woman and remains partly unknown to her, because 
she cannot salvage it from the depths of oblivion. Perhaps for this re
ason she keeps repeating the same word, whose graphic form sets it off 
from the rest of the monologue: “O-P-A-Q-U-E.”

By using as the play’s title the abbreviation for the Central European 
Time, Schimmelpfennig very clearly points to the reason for the protag
onist’s failure to follow back one’s own traces and reach the forgotten 
past. The title and the monotonous rhythm of the soliloquy suggest that 
the places that she endows with an almost magical power of memory 
joggers, are in fact subjected to the same, irreversible passage of time; 
and, moreover, that those places matter to her only in so far as she her
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self can endow them with meaning, by mapping on them her own indi
vidual experiences. However, the place itself, which has become alien 
to its inhabitant, can no longer hold together her disintegrating inner 
world. The actual causes and the meaning of the speaker's experience 
remains a mystery, which the listener can only try to solve by going to 
and fro throughout the repetitive soliloquy, in the hope of finding some 
hidden clues that would allow imposing an order onto the character’s 
inner chaos.

The difference in structure between Die arabische Nacht and MEZ, 
and the disparate strategies of communicating with the audience im
plied in these texts, can be accurately described by the typology of the 
dramatic interior monologue proposed by the French scholar Joseph 
Danan in his book Le théâtre de la pensée (The Theatre of Thought, 
1995). Having extensively analysed a variety of manners of introducing 
a subjective point of view on the stage, from the late nineteenth century 
till today, Danan comes up with two basic models of the theatrical in
terior monologue. The more traditional one is the monodrama. It turns 
the stage into a mental space within which the speaking subject con
structs its inner theatre, representing itself or the others. In this type of 
subjective drama the figure of a personified psyche occupies the centre 
of the stage, providing the represented reality with a unified frame of 
a single “I,” just as in the case of the single narrative figure of an un
known woman in MEZ, reminiscent of the Unknown, the protagonist of 
Strindberg’s 7o Damascus. She may be disintegrating into a myriad of 
incompatible thoughts and momentary impressions, but still the stream 
of her consciousness belongs to the order of fictional stage reality. This 
type of the interior monologue remains still within the horizon of the 
traditional distinction between the fiction of the stage and the reality of 
the audience, and thus allows the spectator an imaginary identification 
with the speaker’s point of view.

Contrary to that, the audience is not bound to that fictional anchor
ing in the represented reality in the case of those texts which exem
plify the interface model of the interior monologue. In these plays the 
stage events are not presented from any definite subjective perspective 
of a single character, but rather unfold on their own, just like a revolv
ing reel emits images projected onto the cinematic screen. The interface 
model structures the represented reality according to a more abstract 
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pattern. The prototypical example of this kind of interior monologue 
is Strindberg’s Dream Play, in which, as the author writes in the pref
ace, only the author’s consciousness provides the frame embracing the 
events in the play. This model gives much more interpretative freedom 
to the spectators who, for want of any other fictional point of anchor
age, have to connect to the stage events and images without the guiding 
mediation of the protagonist. Instead of eliciting the auditors’ identifica
tion with a single character, the interface confronts the audience directly 
with an amorphous theatre reality and turns them into “dreamers” of the 
visions that gradually unfold on stage.20 In this respect Die arabische 
Nacht, composed of verbal descriptions and real sounds, and switching 
continually between various viewpoints, provides a theatre-maker with 
an opportunity to vividly appeal to the audience’s imagination without 
suggesting that the represented reality is a projection of a fictional dra
matic character.

Danan, Le théâtre de la pensée, 336-337.

Schimmelpfennig’s playwriting provides more examples of textual 
structures invented in order to liberate the spectator’s imagination from 
the constraints imposed by the traditional theatrical representation. This 
departure from the canonical dramatic form can be described in terms of 
a gradual dissipation of any stable ground of dominant, but historically 
changeable conventions of constructing a convincing stage illusion. 
Schimmelpfennig’s Vorher/Nachher (Before/After, 2002) has neither the 
unity of a subjective point of view, as in the case of MEZ, nor is it based 
on the grounding dichotomy of the dream and real world, as in Die ara
bische Nacht. After all, in the latter play the corridors and flats of the 
huge building, although rendered in fragmented descriptions, still pro
vide a single framework for all the recounted events. In comparison to 
those two texts, Vorher/Nachher is endowed with an altogether aleatory 
structure. The play disintegrates into a multitude of scenes, numbered 
from 1 to 51 and ordered without any recognizable guiding principle in 
a single fable. Some of the over thirty characters enumerated on the list 
of dramatis personae appear on stage only once, some constantly return 
to tell their stories which become divided into a number of episodes. 
This structure is metaphorically encapsulated in the image which recurs 
at the very beginning and at the very end of the play. Those passages 
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depict an elderly woman who cannot stand the sight of her own body in 
the mirror and therefore uses only a small pocket-mirror to make up her 
lips. The consecutive scenes of Vorher/Nachher resemble fragments re
flected in a small looking-glass, which in a random order cuts out tiny 
particles out of the entirety of the woman’s body.

The impression of having to do with a shattered image of a world is 
deepened by the fact that the numerous sections of the text are written 
in diverse styles. Apart from containing scenes of dialogic interaction, 
which Schimmelpfennig employs very rarely, the play is composed of 
passages written in a documentary style, poetic prose, or with recourse 
to the stream-of-consciousness technique. It is particularly striking in 
the case of the leading motif of the story-line, that of a couple over thir
ty undergoing a marital crisis. The passages in which this story is re
counted contain virtually all the above-mentioned styles. This hetero
geneity can be observed when one compares separate sections of the 
text. Also, literary methods and techniques can be mixed within a single 
paragraph. As a result, Schimmelpfennig achieves the effect of textual 
opacity by gathering a collection of well-known narrative and dramatic 
forms, but refusing to combine them into a coherent, logically ordered 
and thus recognizable represented reality.

This medley of styles and plots definitely contributes to the disin
tegration of the stage world, but Schimmelpfennig does not adopt the 
typical postmodern strategy of juxtaposing various types of literary dis
course in order to expose them as artificial constructs. What is much 
more significant in his text is this unique movement of the textual flow 
which he himself describes in the afterword to his play:

kbrher/Nachher with a movable spotlight lights up the passers-by. As 
a result, momentary shots come into being, almost like photographs 
which then combine into some collective photograph ... These are 
momentary shots between illusion and disillusion.21

Theater Theater. Aktuelle Stücke 12. 583

And just like photographs with various types of close-up, shade, 
colour, depth and grain, the heterogeneous fragments of his play com
pose a multi-faceted mosaic that should ultimately gain unity in the 

21
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beholder’s eye. In order to achieve this effect of hovering between il
lusion and disillusion, Schimmelpfennig captures the spectators’ atten
tion by employing themes from popular literature, science-fiction films 
and melodramas, easily recognizable to the audience and therefore pos
sibly attractive. Simultaneously, he exploits a variety of literary styles, 
each of which shows a different aspect of the represented reality, from 
a specific angle, at a specific level of concreteness and with recourse to 
a specific set of authenticating techniques.22 Consequently, the form of 
his play blocks out any attempt at ascribing to it a definite placement 
in time or space, as was still the case in MEZ and Die arahische Nacht. 
Instead it offers a type of an interface—a screen through which verbal 
images flow, imposing themselves on the spectator. The act of reception 
in the theatrical “here and now” becomes ultimately the only frame em
bracing the multiplicity of fragmentary illusory worlds, which in a pul
sating rhythm appear and disappear on stage.

” This tension between illusion and disillusion in Schimmlpfennig’s text was capital
ized on by the director Jürgen Gosch in his production of Vorher/Nachher at the Schau
spielhaus Hamburg. Scenes from the play were enacted in the traditional Stanislavskian 
style, however the entire cast was all the time present on stage, stepping in and out of 
roles and observing the others playing (cf. Behrendt, 48-51).

Danan, Le théâtre..., 336.

In one more respect does Vorher/Nachher resonate with Danan’s ty
pology delineated above. The French scholar emphatically points out 
that the interface type of the interior monologue much more strong
ly stresses the temporality of the spectators’ stream of consciousness, 
of their being placed in time in the theatrical “here and now.”23 In 
Schimmelpfennig’s text this highlighting of the passage of time is ful
filled by the double frame of the play. Not only does it start and finish 
with the image of an elderly woman sitting on a bed and putting her 
makeup on. Apart from this literal repetition, there is another one—a 
repetition with variation. In the second passage of the play a man enters 
a room, and, having switched the light on, causes the bulb to explode. 
This image recurs in the last but one scene of Vorher/Nachher, this time 
in the form of a reminiscence of the past, retold by the man to a woman, 
when they come back to the same room after many years. This inter
weaving of two temporal perspectives resembles the temporal structure 
of MEZ, dominated by the single subjective experience of time passage, 
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experienced by the speaking woman. However, in Vorher/Nachher the 
intersection of multiple temporal orders can be reconciled only by the 
spectator, who has to integrate the continuously exploding and implod
ing time of fiction into his or her real time, the time of presence in the 
theatre.

Vorher/Nachher, similarly to MEZ, touches upon the problem of 
time in close connection with the question of space. Unlike the solil
oquizing woman, the protagonists in Vorher/Nachher do not conjure 
up images of places at which they stayed once, in order to make the 
past materialize in the present moment. They try to regain the lost time 
by literally coming back to those rooms from the past. However, they 
end up as disappointed as the woman in MEZ, since it turns out that the 
place, although seemingly unchangeable over time, has been deprived 
of the identity it once possessed. Thereby Schimmelpfennig seems to 
suggest that the identity of the place does not derive from some spe
cific features of the location. Rather, it is the inhabitants that charge the 
otherwise anonymous spaces with a meaning depending on their cur
rent subjective point of view. It is not a coincidence that the multiple 
rooms in which the characters of Vorher/Nachher stay are so similar to 
one another that they could even be treated as one and the same hotel 
room into which guests come and go. The characters inhabit this space 
only temporarily and change it into a quasi-theatrical set for their own, 
private dramas. This conjecture could be confirmed by the only image 
described in the stage directions of the play, which appears once, in the 
play’s closing sections. This short paragraph depicts a man who walks 
around an anonymous room in which one can recognize pieces of fur
niture and embellishments mentioned in all previously recounted plots. 
This close inspection of the room proceeds in a quite fantastic manner, 
since the man suddenly starts climbing walls and then walks along the 
ceiling, upside down, scrupulously investigating every inch of the sur
face he has under his feet. Finally, he returns to his initial position, with 
his face to the side, ready to start his weird walk again. His inspection 
of the room, carried out from all perspectives possible, resembles the 
manner in which the represented reality of Vorher/Nachher meets the 
eye of its spectators. They also traverse Schimmelpfennig’s play, invited 
to take a closer look at some aspects of its fictional world and enter 
a multitude of fictional universes, each of which is governed by its own 
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laws and unfolds in its own time. At the end they return to the starting 
point of their trip, and can set out to repeat it. After all, the loose struc
ture of the text offers a possibility to multiply the meanings of the play 
in every consecutive and unique act of reception.

The problematic relationship between time and space preoccupied 
Schimmelpfennig once more in a play whose very title announces its 
main thematic concern. However, at first glance Die Frau von Friiher 
(The Woman from the Past, 2004) seems to lag far behind this play
wright’s previous texts, because of its very traditional, even anachro
nistic structure. Contrary to the previous texts, this one is written with 
a clear division into the stage directions and the spoken text. All the 
events take place in a living room of a large but now desolate man
sion, which bears visible signs that its proprietor is currently moving 
out. Indeed, the first time we meet Frank and Claudia, a couple in their 
mid-forties, they pack their belongings into cartons and prepare them
selves to leave their old house to start a new life at some other place. 
However, as in a classic Ibsenite play, a ghost from the past suddenly 
knocks on the door, to quell in the bud the protagonists’ efforts to start 
their life from scratch. This phantom-like appearance is Romy, the title 
woman from the past. Twenty-four years ago she was Frank’s beloved 
whom the man promised eternal love. Now she returns to take Frank 
away from his well-ordered family life and make him keep his vow. 
The woman’s unexpected arrival occasions a marital crisis which makes 
the couple bring into light the hidden grudges that they have been hold
ing against each other and that have accumulated throughout the long 
relationship. Even though they finally seem to have sorted out all their 
problems and Frank takes the decision to stay with his family, Romy 
does not have the slightest intention of letting go of him. Before she 
leaves his house for good, she kills his son, Andy, and leaves a deathly 
present for Claudia—a little bag with a picture of the Eiffel Tower con
taining a poison, which will bum Frank’s wife to the bone.

This altogether traditional plot is, however, not presented in a typi
cal linear and chronological manner. On the contrary, the scenes follow 
one another in a seemingly random order, and sometimes even return 
as part of some larger sequence, thus complemented by a wider con
text. As the introductory comments to the play suggest, those time leaps 
should be clearly indicated by banners or announced so as to make the 
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temporal shifts clear to the audience. The playwright’s dabbling with 
the structure of the play resembles the magic workings of the small 
stones with naturally carved holes called “Hiihnergotter” which Claudia 
collects. As legend has it, whoever looks through a “Huhnergot” 
can see either the future or the past, depending on what direction he 
is looking in. Recounting the story of Frank’s family to the specta
tors, Schimmelpfennig makes them peek through a constantly revolv
ing “Huhnergot,” which in every tum calls their attention to new facts 
about the characters and gradually brings the audience to the climax of 
the plot.

However, this strategy does not serve the purpose of making a tra
ditional play more attractive by engaging the audience in a cognitive 
game of hypothesising about the possible development of the story-line. 
In this respect Die Frau von Friiher differs significantly from, for ex
ample, the typical whodunit in which the constant flashbacks and flash
forwards serve as devices for captivating the viewer’s attention. Also, in 
this play Schimmelpfennig uses a sensational plot, but he goes against 
the grain of habitual receptive patterns in order to make his audience 
reflect on the problem of the passage of time and the crumbling iden
tity of a place. Here the repetition of a scene does not imply the re
turn of exactly the same sequence of actions, as is the case with a film. 
Schimmelpfennig’s text is destined specifically for theatre, because it 
is only in theatre that a repetition can be used to explicitly show the 
impossibility of the return to the past. On stage every gesture and eve
ry spoken word has a unique and ephemeral existence, while its repro
duction within the same performance only stresses the inevitability of 
the passage of time. For in theatre no gesture or word can be repeat
ed in an exactly the same manner. The emphasis put on the theatrical 
temporality has become one of the distinctive features of the post-dra
matic theatre which often makes the spectators conscious of their im
mersion in the continuously running stream of time.2q In a parallel 
way, Schimmelpfennig, despite employing a traditional narrative struc
ture, uses flashbacks and flashforwards to let his audience experience 
this inevitability of the passage of time, which cannot be regained even 
through a minute reproduction of stage actions. The destructive influ-

Lehmann, Postdramatisches.... 334-337. 
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ence of time is also thematized within the fictional world of the play, 
when Frank’s son, Andi, desperately tries to mark the now anony
mous space of the house he is leaving with some indelible mark of his 
presence. However, his efforts are constantly undercut by Frank who 
paints over the tags which his son made on the wall with a felt pen. 
Schimmelpfennig’s theatre not only thematizes the constant passage of 
time, intrinsic to theatrical representation. He also undermines one of 
the most fundamental convictions concerning the stability and identity 
of the place, which serves as a firm basis of creating illusion of real
ity on stage. This double problematization of time and space accounts 
for a unique quality of his playwriting and at the same time endows his 
texts with the force of attraction for the audience, offering them a possi
bility of ever new theatrical experiences.

Politics and Imagination.
Caryl Churchill and the Legacy of Realism

Michel Foucault’s extensive essay This is Not a Pipe (1973), which 
deals with the complex relations between a work of art and reality, 
draws on the example of the famous series of René Magritte’s paint
ings, one of which is Les trahisons des images. Actually, this picture is 
a simplified version of another work by this painter, Les deux mystères. 
It represents a pipe, carefully rendered in realist style, with modelling, 
shading and highlights, accompanied by the straightforward statement: 
“Ceci n’est pas une pipe” (“This is not a pipe”). The same pipe appears 
on the cover of the published version of one of Caryl Churchill’s latest 
plays, right under the title: This is a Chair ( 1999). Borrowing Magritte’s 
method of quoting realist conventions, in her play Churchill problema- 
tizes the relationship between words and images in order to destabilize 
well-established perceptual habits. The striking similarity of methods is 
by no means accidental, and Foucault’s essay provides theoretical in
sights that can help explain the nature of Churchill’s experimentation 
with realist theatre conventions.

According to Foucault, the aim of Magritte’s strategy is to deny the 
self-evidence of pictorial signs, which are usually taken at face value 
as transparent, iconic representations of the world. By recognizing in 
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the image the semblance of a real-life object, the onlooker confirms the 
identity between the thing and its representation. It is even more strik
ing in the case of calligrams, school primers composed of an image 
and a caption. Both the verbal and the pictorial element of a calligram 
conspire together in order to create the impression that the referent is 
present in the text. Foucault calls a calligram a “trap for the thing” and 
ascribes to it a vital function in creating our stock of knowledge—the 
written words and the pictorial representation confirm one another, giv
ing us the impression that we can develop a reliable concept of what re
ality is.25

Foucault, Dies ist keine Pfeife, 11-15.
Kritzer, The Plays of Caryl Churchill, 14.

The same spirit of critical engagement with the tradition of the 
late nineteenth-century theatre and a constant search for a model of the
atre alternative to the traditional one typifies the playwriting of Caryl 
Churchill. During her forty-year career as a playwright she has creat
ed a hybrid oeuvre, informed by various philosophical influences and 
evincing an astounding variety of forms. Churchill, counted among the 
most significant authors of post-war epic drama, started writing plays 
in the early 1970s, when the formal experiments of the New Wave in
spired by Brecht’s theatre had already become a widespread phenom
enon on the British stages.26 However, she did not from the very out
set espouse the tenets of the epic aesthetics. It was only in 1977 that 
she had a chance to put into practice the theory of gestus and V-effekt, 
when she embarked on co-operative projects with the independent the
atre groups Joint Stock and Monstrous Regiment. However, in the ini
tial period of her career she had not yet come under Brecht’s influence. 
Rather, she drew on the experiences that she had been gathering over 
the previous ten years, writing scripts for television as well as radio 
plays. With the benefit of hindsight, one could say that already by the 
time she was working for those two media she had a chance to develop 
her own, unique aesthetics. In television, which to a much larger ex
tent than the theatre catered to the needs of a mass audience, she was 
very often compelled to look for very subtle means of undermining the 
dominant realistic conventions, by fragmenting the linearly develop
ing plots, by de-psychologizing characters, and by introducing vision

26
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ary and symbolic scenes. In radio, the necessity to restrict herself to the 
aural medium only, made her look for effective ways of appealing to 
the listeners’ imagination only by means of language liberated from the 
visual situational context. Churchill’s first plays, from Owners (1972) 
to Traps (1976), testify to her attempts to go beyond the naturalistic 
strategies of representation, in order to more effectively elicit the spec
tator’s engagement in the performance. In Churchill’s case this search 
took on a very specific course. In her early dramas, she tried out vari
ous versions of one and the same strategy which, to put it in a nutshell, 
amounted to ironically quoting on stage the conventions of the natural
ist theatre and deconstructing them in the next move.

In fact, Churchill’s conception of theatre—preoccupied to the same 
extent with immediate social problems and the representational strat
egies through which these problems enter the sphere of the public dis
course—was further developed in the 1990s. In her latest plays she still 
uses some of the epic strategies of representation, but the structure of 
her texts departs even further than before from the traditional dramatic 
form. What definitely distinguishes her most recent work is a radical 
abandonment of coherent plot and characters. This tendency can be ob
served in her writing in the mid-1980s (for instance, in A Mouthful of 
Birds, based on Euripides’s Baccae and produced in 1986 by the Joint 
Stock Theatre group), but it has reached its peak in plays written in the 
latter part of the 1990s, notably Blue Heart (1997), Hotel ( 1997) or This 
Is a Chair (1999). Nevertheless, these latter works, in spite of their for
mal complexity, can still be regarded as descendants of epic theatre. 
But these descendants are defiant, since in these plays Churchill has 
neither rejected the Brechtian model of theatre nor stuck to its original, 
mid-twentieth-century conception, as formulated in Brecht’s Kleines 
Organon fur das Theater (1948). Churchill’s texts from the 1990s not 
only deconstruct the late nineteenth-century realist conventions by 
Brechtian means. In these texts she also carefully scrutinizes the basic 
tenets of the epic paradigm.

The structure of Churchill’s This is a Chair does not conceal its in
debtedness to the long-standing tradition of epic drama. It is composed 
of nine short scenes, each of which is preceded by a title that should 
be clearly displayed or announced. In almost the same way, Brecht’s 
Galileo employs banners with additional information for the audience to 
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read. There is only one significant difference in the use of titles by the 
two playwrights. Unlike Brecht, Churchill seems to purposely sever any 
link between the title and the content of the scene. A glance at the first 
few pages of the play suffices to demonstrate Churchill’s strategy. In the 
first scene, entitled “The War in Bosnia,” two friends meet in a London 
Street. Mary arrives a bit late and tells Julian that she cannot meet him 
that day, because by mistake she has made two different arrangements 
for the same evening. They make another appointment for the follow
ing week, after which Mary leaves Julian behind with a bunch of or
ange and blue flowers. Equally puzzling is the relationship between the 
title “Pornography and Censorship” and the image of a family at din
ner table, with the father trying to coerce his daughter into eating. This 
connection becomes even more vague when, further in the text, exactly 
the same scene reappears, but this time entitled “The Northern Ireland 
Peace Process.” By clearly inverting one of the basic conventions of 
epic theatre, Churchill defiantly creates her own version of the V-effekt 
in order to undermine the spectators’ perceptual habits.

In this respect she follows Brecht who set for his theatre the 
task of making the audience aware of the processes of signification go
ing on in theatre. He wanted to break with the tradition of Aristotelian 
mimesis and particularly with what he saw as its late nineteenth-century 
naturalist version. But in spite of all his contempt for the Greek concep
tion of tragedy, he espoused one of its pivotal tenets. Just like Aristotle, 
Brecht also believed that the fable is the most important element of an 
epic theatrical performance. It was the manner of recounting the events 
of the story that separated him radically from both Greek and naturalist 
drama. The use of banners was one of the methods that prevented both 
the seamless naturalist representation of reality as well as the emotional 
identification of the audience with the characters. The role of the titles 
was also to suggest in what style the following scene should be enacted. 
A banner reminiscent of an excerpt from a chronicle, a newspaper head
line or an ethnographic description should make the audience aware of 
the fact that the fictional events do not provide a direct and undistorted 
reflection of reality, but that they are constructed by a storyteller who 
mediates between the extra-theatrical world and the stage. The specta
tors should wake up to the fact that the fable, far from being a trans
parent representation of the world, is only an expression of its author’s 
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point of view on how human relationships are shaped. Such a theatri
cal performance should resemble a laboratory experiment, with the audi
ence scrutinizing the stage events from a critical distance without get
ting emotionally involved in them.27

Brecht, Kleines Organon..., 38-39.

Brecht’s discussion of the role of banners can be well exemplified 
by his Galileo, in which the titles, written in blank verse, make the en
tire fable acquire overtones of a ballad. As a result, the scenes depicting 
the title character’s life reveal their fictional nature. Simultaneously the 
spectators’ knowledge about the great seventeenth-century scientist be
comes problematized as a product of discursive practices in a historical
ly changeable context. But if Brecht assumed that the audience could ar
rive at an understanding of the fable, he necessarily had to believe in the 
reliability of the codes of theatrical communication that support the cru
cial link between the stage and the audience, the theatre and the outside 
world. And it is this belief that Churchill undermines by questioning the 
principle of reference on which theatrical discourse relies. It seems that 
Churchill’s aim in inverting one of the epic theatrical conventions is to 
question the various ways in which stories are told in and by theatre.

Significantly, scenes from Brecht’s plays, preceded with a banner 
preparing the audience for the events to come, can be interpreted as 
other versions of a calligram, as conjunctions of words and images that 
suggest to the spectator a specific mode in which the events of the play 
are to be interpreted. In Galileo, the ballad-like banners not only pro
vide information about when and where exactly the scenes take place, 
but also direct the audience’s attention to the most significant facts 
about the protagonist’s life, thus eliciting from the spectators a particu
lar response to what they are about to see on stage. Therefore the func
tion of banners in Brecht’s play is more complex than the author him
self expected. Admittedly, they defamiliarize the fable, but they also 
surreptitiously help the audience make sense of it. They work to prevent 
the spectators from identifying with the characters, and at the same time 
they assure the comprehensibility of the stage events. As a result, the 
fable reveals its fictional character, but can still be interpreted as a co
herent whole. It is for this reason that the unity of the Brechtian fable 
has been put into question even by those playwrights, who, like Heiner 
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Müller, on the one hand critically espoused the tenets of epic theatre, 
but on the other hand claimed that contemporary theatre can no longer 
represent reality in neatly organized stories.28

2" Müller, "Brecht zu gebrauchen...,” 134-135. On the criticism of the Brechtian fable 
in feminist theatre see Diamond 44ff.
29 Ibidem.

“To rely on Brecht without criticizing him is treachery,” Heiner 
Müller said in an interview given to the German magazine Theater 
Heute in 1980.29 As one of the most well-known descendants and si
multaneously one of the most perceptive critics of the Brechtian leg
acy, Müller focused himself on looking for blind spots in the theory 
and practice of epic theatre. His attitude to the canonical form of the 
theory of epic theatre was not that of opposition and radical rejection. 
Rather, performing the double gesture of referring to it, and at the same 
time scrutininzing it, Müller accepted the tenets of his great predeces
sor’s theory, only to indicate its tacit self-contradictions and deficien
cies. He kept shedding light on those areas of the doctrine of the epic 
theatre practice which worked against its theoretical assumptions and 
diminished the effectiveness of theatre’s social impact. One of the moot 
points of Müller’s discussion with Brecht was the latter’s thesis that it is 
the fable which constitutes the most significant element of drama. The 
postulate of telling coherent stories on the stage counteracted the pro
grammatically fragmentary nature of epic theatre and drama, in which 
the impression of organic completeness is to be constantly undermined 
by the non-chronological order of events, sudden time leaps, insertions 
of songs and film projections. The impact of those disruptions of the 
continuity of the fictional represented reality, which were to pose an ob
stacle for the audience’s receptive habits and to instigate in them a criti
cal attitude to the stage events, was, as Müller argued, seriously flawed 
when out of the discontinuous montage of consecutive situations a co
herent fable emerged. The clear narrative encircled the scattered bits 
and pieces of situations represented on stage, binding them in a coherent 
whole and endowing the represented reality with all too clear meanings. 
It was this wholeness of the Brechtian fable, which due to its logical co
herence imposed itself as self-evident on the spectator that Müller tried 
to counteract in his writing for the stage and theatrical experiments.

Müller’s attitude to the Brechtian legacy can be treated as exempla
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ry of the theatre practice and playwriting of the second part of the twen
tieth century. The deconstruction of the traditional narrative patterns 
and the departure from closed fables, observable in theatre since the 
1960s, has pointed out yet another deficiency of the theory of epic the
atre. The coherence of the fictional story, told or embodied on stage, not 
only blinds the spectators with its incontestable logic, but also prevents 
directing their attention to the processes of signification and represen
tation going on during the performance. In spite of Brecht’s insistence 
on exposing the theatrical machinery in order to make the spectators 
aware of the artificial nature of the represented reality, and of their own 
positions as critical recipients of the stage world, the emphasis on the 
completeness of the story could shift their focus away from the “here 
and now” of the theatre to the fictional “there and then” of the fable. 
Preventing this identification with the represented reality, and stressing 
the corporeal presence of the actors and the audience in the present time 
of the theatre event has become the hallmark of theatre in the last four 
decades of the twentieth century, which has been drawing its inspiration 
from happenings and from performance art. Its stress on actuality of the 
stage events has been tightly connected with the rejection of the fable. 
Post-dramatic theatre, exposing itself in front of the spectators in its en
tire artificiality, quotes bits and pieces of stories that do not combine 
into coherent wholes with beginning, middle and end, but float freely 
on the stage, clashing with one another and constantly disorienting the 
audience, who can no longer combine the jumble of fragments appear
ing on the stage into a totalizing narrative.30

Churchill’s This Is a Chair seems to point to this blind spot in 
Brecht’s theory of theatre. Just like Magritte destroyed the illusion of 
the self-evidence of a realist painting, Churchill exposes the workings 
of theatrical discourse, which also aims at making the audience believe 
that the events taking place on stage, rendered by living actors, bear an 
iconic relation to the outside world. The difference between the avant- 
garde painter and the contemporary British playwright lies in the fact 
that they work in different artistic media, each of which offers different 
possibilities of questioning the commonplace convictions about the na
ture of representation. Magritte problematizes the relationship between

U» Lehmann, Postciramcitisches..., 47-48. 
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painting and reality by juxtaposing words with an image. Churchill 
seems to stress yet another aspect of artistic communication, drawing 
on the theatre's unique ability to turn any object into a sign of another 
object. It is in theatre that a pipe can be represented by a piece of wood, 
even if it only vaguely resembles the real-life original. If it appears on 
stage, for example, held by an actor wearing Sherlock Holmes’s cos
tume and sitting in his late-Victorian study, we will undoubtedly iden
tify the prop as a pipe, because of its being embedded in a very spe
cific situational context. If the static, spatial nature of painting provided 
Magritte with an opportunity to question the identity of image and word, 
the dynamic, temporal nature of theatrical performance allows Churchill 
to problematize more explicitly the process of negotiating the symbolic 
contract on the strength of which communicative conventions are es
tablished. An example of such an act of ascribing contents to a linguis
tic sign is provided by the very cover of the play, on which an image of 
a pipe is identified as a chair. The playful juxtaposition of words and 
image, reminiscent of Magritte’s paradoxes, precedes a play in which 
the audience are caught in the act of making sense of the events repre
sented on stage.

How Churchill makes the spectators aware of their own cogni
tive activities can be best exemplified by two identical scenes at the 
dinner table. In both of them, the father wants to force his daugh
ter to eat. When she stubbornly refuses to have a “special bite of dad
dy’s,” he threatens her: “Muriel, if you don’t eat your dinner you know 
what’s going to happen to you.”31 By giving this scene two different ti
tles “Pornography and Censorship” and “The Northern Ireland Peace 
Process,” Churchill seems to elicit two different interpretations of the 
father’s threat. If we read the dialogue in the context of pornography 
and censorship, we will most probably suspect that Muriel is regularly 
abused. The scene would then become an excerpt from a socially en
gaged realist play about the secret life of an average family. However, 
when the same dialogic exchange is entitled “The Northern Ireland 
Peace Process,” the protagonists and the relationships that connect them 
can suddenly acquire a highly metaphoric status, depicting the nature of 
the political conflict on the British Isles. The parents would then stand

Churchill, This is a Chair, 11 and 28. 
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for the British government that supports the economically depend
ent Northern Ireland, embodied by Muriel. But in case of rebellion, the 
dominant country will not hesitate to use violence. These two differ
ent interpretations of one and the same scene are possible only due to 
the seemingly minor change in their titles. It is because of this change 
that the spectators can become aware of their active role in creating the 
meaning of a performance.

Churchill does not only draw on the tension between the title and 
the content of a particular scene in order to make the audience realize 
how conventions are constructed and decoded. In order to achieve this 
aim she also stresses the differences in style between particular scenes. 
It is possible to identify in her play a whole range of twentieth-century 
theatrical conventions, or, to put it more precisely, the conventions of 
telling stories in theatre. The first scene, “War in Bosnia,” with its triv
ial topic and everyday language, seems to be taken out of a classic re
alist play. The above-mentioned conversation at the dinner table, with 
its double meanings and threatening undertones, resembles Pinteresque 
dialogue. “The Labour’s Party Slide to the Right” seems to be drawing 
on the convention of Ibsen’s analytic drama, the audience of which is 
at the beginning presented with only fragmented knowledge about the 
characters, and then informed only gradually in the course of the action. 
In the third scene of This is a Chair we do not know what the characters 
are talking about at the very opening of the scene:

TED: 1 don’t believe it.
ANN: You did that.
TED: John, John get in here quick.
ANN: You did that coining in here.
JOHN: 1 can’t find nothing in the bedroom.
TED: John you won’t believe this.
JOHN: Where is he?
ANN: It’s your fault coming in here.’2

Ibidem, 12.

Only when in the next line Ted says, “He ran on the balcony and jumped 
over,” do we realize what the topic of the conversation has been. Also, 
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in the fragmented and meaningless dialogues of the scene entitled 
“Hong Kong” we can hear an echo of the absurdist linguistic cliches. 
This clash of different and simplified theatrical conventions adds yet an
other dimension to the overall impression that the consecutive scenes of 
This is a Chair lay no claim to representing a faithful depiction of real
ity. On the contrary, their juxtaposition makes it clear that all theatrical 
conventions are discursive constructs, bearing no direct relation to the 
reality that they seem to represent.

However, by laying bare the principles of theatrical communication, 
Churchill does not make a statement about the isolation of art from so
cial context. On the contrary, there is clearly a political dimension to her 
play, manifest in the titles of the scenes. They all refer to contemporary 
topical issues and one could easily imagine that the playwright is quot
ing them from front pages of daily newspapers or television headlines. 
It seems that Churchill treats theatrical discourse as one among a mul
titude of other discourses that construct various layers of social reality 
and simultaneously shape individual consciousness. By de-automatiz- 
ing the spectators’ perceptual habits her play questions the truth-value 
of our knowledge about reality and draws attention to the fact that our 
seemingly natural world view is in fact a product of various discursive 
practices. This is a Chair demonstrates how signs of one order—for ex
ample, language—conspire with signs of other orders—like static paint
ings or dynamic cinematic images—to satisfy our need for a unified and 
coherent understanding of the world, governing our everyday activities, 
judgements and ethical hierarchies.

The split between the written text and the theatrical situation could 
be read as a question addressed to the spectators: what actually assures 
correspondence between the written text and the content of the scene? 
On the strength of what principle do we decide about the coherence 
or incoherence of a situation on stage and its title? What prevents us 
from establishing the identity of word and image? Is it not the case that 
we know the truth about what the ravages of the war in Bosnia look 
like or how the Northern Ireland peace process goes on? And if indeed 
this is the case, then where does this knowledge come from? It is not 
Churchill’s aim to give definite answers to these questions. She only 
suspends the spectators’ trust in the accuracy of their perceptions by 
questioning the principle of reference on which theatrical discourse re
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lies. Significantly, in the final scene of her play nothing follows the ap
pearance of the banner. Underneath the title “The Impact of Capitalism 
on the Former Soviet Union” there is only a blank page, as if the pro
spective reader or the spectator were given free choice of how to fill it 
with content. The subject of Churchill’s play becomes not the relation
ship of an individual to the society, but something much more funda
mental: the mechanisms of creating meaning and making sense of the 
world. If one realizes that these mechanisms are socially and histori
cally conditioned, then her play acquires a deeply political dimension. 
Simultaneously, in a paradoxical twist, she uses epic strategies to ques
tion the tacit assumption on which epic theatre relies. In short, she de
constructs Brecht through Brechtian means.

In this respect This is a Chair embodies the spirit of criticism di
rected against the realist theatre, which has permeated the British play
writing from the mid-twentieth century onwards.

To be realist ... might mean ... that it is necessary to challenge the 
dominant theatrical and dramatic conventions associated, historically, 
with realism and naturalism,

Stephen Lacey writes in his British Realist Drama (1995), in which he 
traces both the ideological influences and the aesthetic strategies that 
influenced the development of post-1956 British theatre.33 The specific 
character of the New Wave theatre resulted from its opposition to the 
stage practices of the late 1940s and early 1950s, dominated by rigid 
narrative patterns, artificial climaxes and proscenium-arch sets. The 
New Wave playwrights, having undertaken the search for new for
mal solutions and strategies of representation, clearly departed from 
those obsolete conventions which were deemed incapable of reflecting 
the complexities of the post-war social reality. One of the answers to 
the “crisis of realism” in the late 1950s was provided by Brecht, when 
Berliner Ensemble visited Britain in August 1956, exerting an enormous 
impact on both theatre and playwriting. The epic strategies of represen
tation, such as de-psychologised acting, fragmented narratives and the 
use of the conventions known from popular entertainment appealed to

Lacey, British Realist Theatre, 103. 
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the young generation of playwrights and theatre critics, for whom the 
Brechtian theatre practice soon became a touchstone for evaluating the 
politically engaged drama and theatre.3-1

14 Ibidem, 155. 
" Ibidem. 
,l’ Ibidem, 156.

However, as Lacey very firmly stresses, the British reception of 
Brechtianism had a very peculiar character, and differed significant
ly from the way epic theatre influenced, for example, the French play
wrights, directors and theatre scholars of the same period. The author 
of British Realist Theatre quotes the example of Roland Barthes’s en
thusiastic welcome of Brecht's theatre and social theory as covering 
the “basic issues of our time.”35 Together with the aesthetic practice of 
the epic theatre, Barthes took into consideration the entire horizon of 
Brechtian doctrine, with all its sociological, ideological and moral im
plications. This deep engagement with Brecht’s politics was alien to the 
British playwrights of the late 1950s, who did not try to adopt the ma
jor tenets of Brecht’s doctrine in the British social and political context. 
They were inspired by the methods of communal work and the politi
cal engagement of the Berliner Ensemble, and treated the oeuvre of the 
German playwright as a set of aesthetic strategies which could be freely 
borrowed and applied in new cultural contexts. What became particular
ly appealing to the post-war generations of British theatre practitioners 
was the deep anti-naturalism of Brecht’s theory. He served as the model 
figure of a new realist who shatters the rigid conventions dominating on 
stage and thus allows anchoring theatre anew in the immediate social 
reality.36

The history of post-war British theatre, usually conceived of as 
a succession of consecutive waves of realism, abounds in instances of 
the employment of epic strategies of representation to deconstruct the 
wom-out “naturalist” conventions, dominant in the 1940s and early 
1950s, to redefine the stage-audience relationship. Churchill’s Traps, 
written in early 1976 and put on stage a year later, provides an illustra
tive example of this strategy. It opens like a typically naturalist drama 
depicting an average working-class environment. When the curtain rises, 
the spectators see a fully furnished living room, cluttered with everyday 
objects, and apparently inhabited by a few people. The audiences of 14 
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the play, brought up on the socially engaged theatre of the British New 
Wave, were certainly familiar with such a setting, and should instan
taneously identify it as an indication of the social placement of the in
habitants of this flat. Certainly, they were not as surprised by the sight 
of an ironing-board and a heap of crumpled clothes, as the audience 
of Osborne’s Look Back in Anger still might have been in 1956. The 
all-too-familiar stage world seemed to announce a formally traditional 
drama, which did not violate the well-established conventions of repre
sentation. Also, the opening scene of Traps confirms those first impres
sions, matching the set seamlessly. The dialogue between Syl, Jack and 
Albert, who enter the flat right after the curtain has been raised, creates 
the impression of an unstructured, everyday conversation with sudden 
pauses, switching topics, unfinished sentences, ungrammaticalities and 
slang expressions. The whole scene creates the illusion that the specta
tors have been invited to peep through a keyhole inside some unknown 
household, without having been told what connects the people that they 
are furtively watching. The relationships that link the three characters 
on stage are by no means clear, and have to be gradually inferred by the 
audience from what happens in the course of the scene. But the play by 
no means facilitates this task. In order to grasp how the spectators are 
positioned in relation to the represented reality of Traps, one could use 
the metaphorical image of an unfinished jigsaw-puzzle which is lying 
on the floor of the room all through the play. Every now and then, the 
characters appearing on the stage casually start putting it together, but 
after a while abandon this task, never actually completing it. In a paral
lel way, the audience of the play is deprived of the full knowledge about 
the relationships linking the characters, and is provided only with some 
initial, partly recognizable pattern, which invites them to complete it on 
their own. If they want to find out the whole truth about the world of 
the play, they must take an active part in putting together the scattered 
pieces of information provided by the author.

However, unlike a naturalist playwright, Churchill does not help the 
audience to construct a seamless and coherent vision of the world. In 
the consecutive scenes, written in the same realist mode, more charac
ters appear on stage, but they do not bring any additional information 
that would tighten the dramatic conflict, push the action forward and 
lead to a final explanation of all the mysteries troubling the spectator. 
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Instead, their appearance contributes to the audience’s further disorien
tation, since it only adds more facts to the already great information
al overflow. After Albert, Reg arrives at the flat, looking for his wife 
Christy, who fled from him after a fierce argument. Her brother Jack de
nies having given her shelter, but claims that she will soon appear since 
he has been telepathically calling her. When Reg leaves, Del enters the 
stage, shouting names and provoking the others to a fierce argument. 
The whole group is soon joined by Christie, who indeed seeks refuge 
from her abusive husband. Scenes proliferate, new facts about the char
acters are revealed or implicitly pointed at in gossipy conversations and 
bitter quarrels, but they do not combine into any stable backbone of 
plot. Still, this unstructured flow of scenes could easily pass for a natu
ralistic depiction of real life, imitating the chaos of everyday human in
teractions.

Throughout almost the entire first act of the play Churchill does 
not violate the principles of probability but constructs a stage world 
which firmly sticks to the rules of logic and common sense. That, how
ever, is only a cunning ambush for the audience. Having initially lured 
them into an engagement with her puzzle-play, by making them believe 
that the events on the stage follow the laws governing the outer world, 
Churchill suddenly starts disturbing the spectators by adding pieces 
that do not fit the half-done jigsaw. The most blatant example of such 
a provocative auctorial intervention occurs by the end of the first act, 
when Del comes to the stage for the second time and repeats verbatim 
the lines that he spoke when he made his first appearance in the play. 
Accordingly, all other characters behave as if their conversation with 
Del had not happened before. Only the spectators are left with the doubt 
whether the represented reality has anything in common with what they 
know from everyday life.

In the course of the play Churchill introduces events that further 
confuse the audience. A bowl, which Albert mends in one scene, is 
smashed into pieces by Del upon his second arrival, but in the second 
act re-appears brand new, as if it has never been broken. Doors, locked 
at on point of the action, turn out to be open after a while, although no
body unlocked them. Albert, whose suicide is mourned by his friends in 
the second act, suddenly appears on stage, causing no surprise among 
the others. Those puzzling events have been accurately described by the 
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author as “traps that the audience is led into by being given certain in
formation.”37 The stage reality loops, time seems to flow in an uneven, 
nauseous rhythm, the material objects scattered on the stage break free 
from the principles of physics, while the words spoken by the characters 
loose their validity as the carriers of meaning when mutually exclusive 
events start follow one after another. Churchill achieves this effect of 
shifting realities primarily by destabilizing the identity of place, which 
guaranteed the coherence of action on naturalist stages. The room in
habited by the characters of Traps, apart from being cluttered with ob
jects that do not obey the laws of physics, is sometimes defined as part 
of a flat in a town, and sometimes as a country cottage. Also, the ac
tion of the play, instead of developing towards the final climax, folds 
and twists, resembling the Moebius strip, which Del makes in order to 
show the other characters how tightly connected they are. The structure 
of Traps imprisons the spectators in a circulation of scenes which shift 
back and forth on the temporal continuum, but do not combine into 
a coherent story with a stable referent in the real world.

' Quoted in Kritzer, The Plays..., 79.
” Churchill, Plays: One. 71.

Significantly, in the introductory notes to the play, Churchill stresses 
that the events in the play do not have the status of the figments of the 
characters’ imagination or flashbacks into their past. On the contrary, 
they are “solid and real” and they “can happen on stage, but there is 
no other reality for them.”38 The only frame that encompasses the in
congruent scenes is therefore the theatre, and throughout the entire play 
Churchill scatters indications that emphasize the current situation of 
the theatrical performance. What stresses the theatrical “here and now” 
are not only such actions as shelling peas, cutting toe-nails or playing 
a card trick, which are literally carried out on stage. The most evident 
reminder that the stage events are taking place in the theatre is a clock 
that throughout the entire play shows real time. At the beginning, its 
presence can be treated as yet another means of authenticating the rep
resented reality, since the first scene of Traps is set in the early evening, 
at the time when theatrical performances usually take place. Thus, in the 
play’s opening scene, the clock fulfils a similar function to the current 
newspapers which Jimmy Porter was reading in the premiere staging of 
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Look Back in Anger some twenty years before. Both the clock and the 
paper, as real objects seamlessly woven into the fabric of the play, serve 
as means of bringing the time of the performance and the fictional time 
of the represented reality on one level, thus intensifying the illusion that 
the stage events represent real life. But as the action of Traps moves 
forward, and the temporal relations between its consecutive scenes start 
to break out of the linear order, the clock, by unfailingly indicating real 
time, calls the audience’s attention to the fact that they are watching an 
artificially constructed reality which does not bear any direct relation
ship to the outside world. This relation lies rather in their active engage
ment with the world of the play which should lead to the discovery of 
how the realist conventions are constructed and how they impose them
selves on the spectator as a natural representation of reality.

As Amanda Howe Kritzer points out, the deconstruction of the re
alist patterns of representation in Traps does not serve the purpose of 
a mere play with conventions. The final scenes of the play, in which all 
characters one after another take a bath in the same tub and share the 
food which they have prepared together, resembles a Christian baptism 
and communion, and endows the theatrical performance with ritualistic 
features.39 The plays final sequence reads like a clear reverberation of 
the theatrical avant-garde experiments of the 1970s, which sought to re
define the stage-audience relationship and to do away with the fictional 
matrix of the fable in favour of the performative acts carried out “here 
and now.” In a sense, the structure of Traps can be interpreted as an at
tempt at persuading the audience to a different mode of participation 
in the theatrical event. The deconstruction of the traditional strategies 
of realistic theatre is followed by a ritual, which the actors initiate in 
front of the audience. The conflicts between the characters, which punc
tuate the whole play, are suspended, while real actions, such as shar
ing food and bathing, are indicative of the spirit of group co-operation. 
The play’s final sequence, with its utopian vision of a communal life, 
based on the principles of equality and mutual trust, fulfils the function 
of a series of performative acts, carried out in the present situation of 
the theatre performance. However, the effectiveness of this final scene 
is rather doubtful, since the play, written for a state-funded theatre 

Kritzer, The Plays..., 80.19
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and put on the small and intimate, but still very traditional stage of the 
Royal Court could not generate this degree of the spectators’ engage
ment as was the case, for example, with the performances of the Living 
Theatre. The intended shift from the “there and then” of the fable, to 
the “here and now” of the theatre does not actually take place, since 
the actors who take part in the scene remain stamped by their fictional 
identities and even call themselves by the names that they had in the 
play. In spite of carrying out concrete actions, the actors/characters re
main imprisoned within the confines of the fictional represented reality, 
which might prevent breaking the invisible line dividing the stage from 
the auditorium.

Perhaps this disappointment with the possibilities offered by the 
traditional theatre space for which Churchill wrote her early plays ex
plains why she so eagerly turned for inspiration to the Brechtian tech
niques of representation. The overtly theatrical epic strategies offered 
a chance of appealing to the audience on the intellectual level, without 
eliciting their corporeal engagement. The departure from the agenda 
of the avant-garde theatre, which looked for restoring the link with the 
audience through bodily contact, became significant in the context of 
the early-1980s debates between various wings of the flourishing fem
inist movement. Socialist women activists clearly criticised the bour
geois feminists, since the latter propounded the idea of individualism 
and tried to compete with men primarily in the professional sphere. The 
bourgeois activists also opposed radical feminists who worked on the 
assumption that there exists a timeless, universal and ahistorical defi
nition of femininity. This assumption can be traced back to the second 
wave of French feminism, whose pre-eminent representatives, such as 
Hélène Cixous, Julia Kristeva or Luce Irigaray, each in her own way, 
tried to look for a way out of the oppressive social and cultural norms 
by calling for a return to the biological sex, to the materiality of the fe
male body which was to contain the truth and the essence of feminini
ty.4" Socialist feminists, on the contrary, wanted primarily to disclose the 
historical conditions that determined the social position of women and 
their common experiences. The key point on their agenda was to strip 
the notion of bodily determined sexuality of its assumedly “natural” 

Graves-Miller, “Contemporary Women’s Voices in French Theatre," 12-13.40
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character. For this reason, socialist feminist theatre companies distanced 
themselves clearly from those alternative theatre groups which looked 
for a way out of the oppressive social and cultural norms by commu
nicating with their audiences on the level of the assumedly universal, 
bodily impulses/1 By employing Brechtian strategies of representation, 
socialist feminists aimed primarily at counteracting the essentialism of 
the body, which they wanted to expose as an ideological construct. The 
experience of working with such companies as Monstrous Regiment 
can be felt in Churchill’s most evidently Brechtian plays, such as Cloud 
Nine (1979) or Top Girls (1982), in which she repeats the gesture con
stitutive for the action of Traps’, the gesture of the ironically quoting the 
late nineteenth-century representational strategies. However, in those 
texts she makes virtue out of the intrinsic fake character of theatrical 
communication in order to confront the spectators with an instructive 
mental experiment. This time, however, she carries out the deconstruc
tion of the traditional theatre conventions with a more clearly defined 
political aim, exposing them as means of keeping up the dominant view 
of the relationships between the sexes.

Wandor, Post-War British Drama. 140-147. 
Churchill, Cloud Nine, 3-4.

Cloud Nine, written by Churchill in 1979 in co-operation with Joint 
Stock Company, is perhaps the most illustrative example of such a use 
of epic strategies. Based on Genet’s parallel between colonial and sex
ual oppression, the first act of the play is set in 1879 in Victorian Africa 
and has a recognizable shape of a traditional farce.42 Clive is the head 
of a three-generation family. His wife, Betty, played by a man, is the 
embodiment of the Victorian ideal of a wife. His son, Edward, whose 
role is played by an actress, clearly manifests homosexual inclinations 
and refuses to comply with the stereotype of a boy by playing with the 
doll belonging to his younger sister Victoria. Victoria herself is repre
sented on stage by a dummy. Betty dreams about an affair with Harry 
Bagley, who is Clive’s friend and a faithful subject of Queen Victoria, 
but Bagley very soon turns out to be homosexual and, to make things 
worse, seduces young Edward. Clive meets secretly with Mrs Saunders, 
a widow from the neighbourhood. Ellen, Edward’s governess, falls in 
love with Betty. The entire first act shows the spectators this compli-
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cated network of relationships between the characters. And, finally when 
all the secrets are disclosed, Harry, in order not to lose his privileged 
position, has to marry Ellen, so as to restore order in Clive’s house. This 
almost prototypical structure of a family farce, whose relatively fixed 
narrative patterns and character constellations employ a whole spectrum 
of stereotypes about the sexes, is quoted by Churchill, only to be ex
posed as a rhetorical device and then deconstructed from within, by the 
strategies of cross-casting and cross-dressing.

The very outline of the action of Cloud Nine demonstrates how 
Churchill thematizes the problem of the cultural conditioning of gen
der by complicating the relations between the actors and their roles, the 
body and the costume. The most significant V-effekt strategy adopted by 
the author is the way she establishes the relationship between the two 
acts of the play. The second act takes place in London, a hundred years 
later, but the characters are only twenty-five years older and almost all 
of them are played by actors of their own sex. By dividing the histori
cal time (a hundred years) from biological time (twenty-five years), 
Churchill renders the distinction between nature and culture problem
atic. She proceeds along the lines of Foucault’s argument from The 
History' of Sexuality, in which he criticized the “repression hypothesis,” 
according to which the liberal sexuality of the seventeenth century was 
repressed during the Victorian period.41 Foucault argues that sexuality is 
neither a product of nature nor a biological given. On the contrary, sex
uality is a historical construct produced by medical, scientific and psy
choanalytic discourses which proliferated by the end of the nineteenth 
century. In this way he undermines the claim that sex reveals the pre- 
cultural and pre-discursive truth about human nature and offers a way 
out of oppressive symbolic systems. He openly criticises the association 
of sexual with political liberation, cherished, among others, by some 
radical feminist movements.* 44

41 Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 15-16.
44 Ibidem, 77-79.

But how to render the workings of the late nineteenth-century ide
ology of sexuality in theatrical terms? How to demonstrate the way in 
which the body becomes neatly fitted into discursive structures? How to 
blur the distinction between nature and culture so that it no longer offers 
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utopian solutions to political problems? The structure of Cloud Nine is 
an attempt at employing the machinery of theatre, which is always sus
pended on the borderline between illusion and reality, to fulfil this aim. 
Through double casting and cross-dressing, Churchill questions the 
identity of the characters primarily by violating the principle of iconic 
relation between the body of the actor and the character. Following in 
Brecht’s footsteps, she does away with the seamless realistic strategies 
of representation, which concealed the problematic relationships be
tween sex and gender. What is significant in this context is the way she 
herself described the tension between the two acts of the play: “The first 
act obviously isn’t naturalistic but should be played for real; the sec
ond act clearly gets played for real but mustn’t get naturalistic. Cathy 
helps that, of course.”45 Churchill requires the constant keeping of ten
sion within both acts—the tension between the “un-naturalistic” (natu
ralistic as that which presents “nature”) cross-dressing, and the “real” 
(related to “realism”) or rather that which we recognize as real through 
reference to the outside world. How this tension is kept up and what 
purposes it can serve becomes clear when one takes a closer look at the 
way the character of Betty develops as the action of the play proceeds 
from the first to the second act.

45 Quoted in Fitzsimmons, File on Churchill, 48.
46 Ibidem, 49.
47 Ibidem.

In the first act, Betty is played by a man. But the actor playing the 
role certainly should not treat it as a case of transvestitism, nor of fe
male impersonation. Churchill criticized one of the American produc
tions of the play exactly because Betty was played as a camp parody. 
In her notes to the play Churchill wrote that the actor should play “that 
person in that situation and not worry about playing a woman.”46 She 
adds:

there are moments when she can be really strong and forceful, with 
all the force of the male actor ... like when she hurls herself at Mrs 
Saunders. That should be a proper physical attack, a real rugby tackle.47

Therefore what we can infer from these suggestions is a version of 
the Brechtian V-effekt. The male actor is not to “show the woman,” 
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like a distanced observer, pointing to the most easily recognizable fea
tures of “femininity,” which would be a classic case of the Brechtian 
epic acting, but rather to identify with the person, very much in the 
Stanislavskian manner. It is probably to achieve this effect, that dur
ing the workshop preceding the writing of the play, one of the exercises 
consisted in putting actors in pairs which then had to perform a special 
task. They drew cards with numbers which denoted the strength of the 
person in the relationship. The pair had to enact the subordination-dom
ination relationship, according to the numbers that they had drawn, to il
lustrate the relational position and not the personal characteristics of the 
character. In Cloud Nine, within the fictional matrix of the typical farce, 
the fable functions as a model of the Foucauldian “discoursive field of 
power”, which, according to the author of “The Order of Discourse,” 
endows the material of human bodies with sexual identities. To expose 
this seemingly natural identity as a product of various discoursive prac
tices, Churchill demands that the position labelled as “Betty” is occu
pied by a male body, which has far-reaching consequences for the spec- 
tatorial perception of the character. We recognize Betty as a woman, 
because other characters recognize her as a woman, because she recog
nizes herself as a woman and because without this recognition we could 
not make sense of the story of the first act. As a result of this destabiliz
ing the narrative pattern of a farce by inserting a male body into the slot 
which typically a female occupies, Churchill calls into question the re
lationship of the natural and the constructed, demonstrating that the so
cially determined identity, and the social recognition of that identity are 
not rooted in any natural, pre-discursive, bodily basis.

“I am a man’s creation as you see,” Betty says, addressing the audi
ence directly in her couplet which opens the first act of the play.4S The 
same words, “as you can see,” are also said in the same introductory 
song by two other characters who appear on the stage in cross-dress
ing—Joshua, a black servant played by a white actor, and Edward, 
Clive and Betty’s son, played by a woman/9 In the triple repetition of 
this ironic comment, Churchill draws the spectators’ attention to the 
contradictions between the verbal material of the play and its visu

Churchill, Cloud..., 7.
Ibidem, 7-8.-H
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al side, which displaces the farcical plot of the first act of Cloud Niue. 
This rift between words and bodies opens even more widely as the ac
tion develops further. Paradoxically, the fact that in the second act Betty 
is played by a woman does not at all restore the character to the unity of 
sex and gender. On the contrary, when looked at against the background 
of the first act, Betty’s identity is even more destabilised, when a hun
dred historical years and twenty-five biological years have passed, when 
the cultural conditions have changed, and when her character has been 
given a new body. One could perhaps ask, what assures the continui
ty of Betty’s identity after the transition to the second act of the play? 
Her name? Her being recognized by Vic and Edward as their mother? 
After all, the identities of Vic, represented in the first act by a dummy, 
and Edward, played in the first act by a woman, are also radically un
dermined. Or maybe the common memories of the past of all three of 
them? Where does the spectator’s knowledge of Betty’s identity come 
from? It is definitely not Churchill’s aim to give definite answers to 
those questions, but rather, by manipulating the theatrical apparatus, to 
undermine the well-established patterns of perception and thinking and 
to impose on the spectators a critical perspective on what they usual
ly accept as natural and unproblematic. But also—to question the way 
these stereotypical gender relations have been spread in and by the the
atre, by both the rigid conventions of the family farce and the naturalist, 
psychologized acting methods.

This deconstructive approach to the well-established strategies of 
representation reflects also the assumptions about the model of a politi
cal theatre Churchill espoused, and how she conceived of the possibili
ties of social change. This model is deeply rooted in the theoretical hori
zon of the late 1970s, and one can again look to Foucault’s theory for an 
ideological background of Churchill’s formal experiments. In his semi
nal essay “The Order of Discourse”, the French philosopher radically 
denies the possibility of trespassing the discursive structure of the dom
inant order. According to him, any instance of breaking the limits im
posed by the symbolic regimes automatically extends their power over 
the subject. There is no going beyond the discursive structures, because 
on Foucault’s account, the subject is immanently the product of the re
gimes of power. Transgression does not subvert the social order. On the 
contrary, it is immediately normalized, codified and institutionalized.
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It is enclosed within the horizon of what is commonly comprehensible 
and can be easily tackled when it starts threatening the unity of the so
cial structure. Therefore what might seem as an instance of trespassing 
the dominant order, may in fact only widen the realm over which the in
stitutional power reigns uncontested.51'

Foucault, “The Order of Discourse", 1145-51.
Churchill, Cloud..., 50; Thomas, “The Plays of Caryl Churchill: Essays in Refusal,” 

177-178.

The characters of Cloud Nine do not perform a subversive gesture 
of taking off a deceptive mask of culture to reveal the truth of nature. 
Neither do they break free from the discursive constraints by overthrow
ing the patriarchal authority, as some of 1970s radical feminists argued. 
Although the second act shows a world free from Clive’s patriarchal 
dominance, the relationships between the protagonists are still shaped by 
old concepts, as it is the case with Edward, who wants to play a stereo
typical role of a wife. The only achievement of these characters is forg
ing for themselves new positions within the existing order, however 
with the awareness of all the constraints imposed on them. This point is 
succinctly expressed by Lin, who, reproached by Vic for forcing Cathy 
to obedience by frightening her with a story about a man who kidnaps 
disobedient children, answers: “I’ve changed who 1 sleep with; I can’t 
change everything.’’51 This insight, coming from the analysis of Cloud 
Nine, can be extended to a number of other plays by Churchill in which 
she embarked on the task of consciousness-raising, by employing the 
dominant strategies of theatrical representation and then subverting them, 
exposing the ideological backdrop of common patterns of thinking.

In principle, Churchill’s plays written in the 1990s follow this agen
da, although they can no longer be ascribed to any clearly definable po
litical and theoretical position, as it was still the case with Cloud Nine, 
which was overtly influenced by the development of socialist feminism 
of the late 1970s. In these new texts Churchill not only shatters the il
lusions created by the realist method of theatrical representation, as she 
has done in This Is a Chair. By ironizing the representational claims of 
the realist conventions, she points to the vast realm of human experi
ence which evades the network of public discourses. Ridiculing and re
jecting the wom-out forms and patterns of perception, she attempts to 
find novel ways of creating reality effect in theatre.
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The spirit of the undermining of the realist conventions also perme
ates Blue Heart, which was put on stage in 1997 by Max Stafford-Clark 
and the Out of Joint Company. The play consists of two parts which 
seem to be quite loosely connected with each other, but which on closer 
investigation turn out to be tightly knit together. Part One, entitled 
Heart's Desire, is built around a very simple scheme. An elderly mar
ried couple, Brian and Alice, are waiting for the arrival of their daughter 
Susy, who lives in Australia. They are accompanied by Brian’s sister, 
Maisie. All three of them fill time with conversation. Similarly to Traps, 
the naturalistic style of the play’s opening might announce a traditional 
kitchen-sink drama. Very quickly, however, Churchill disappoints those 
expectations, because the action of the play does not proceed in a linear 
manner. On the contrary, it resembles a video-film which is constantly 
rewound to the beginning. Again and again the characters are stopped 
in the middle of the conversation and come back to the beginning of 
the play. However, the play is not at all repeated. Every time the stage 
events and the words spoken by the characters are somewhat different. 
Sometimes the characters speak at double speed, and sometimes say 
only bits and pieces taken randomly out of the previous dialogue, and 
accompanied by the same gestures. Even if some lines are from time 
to time quoted verbatim from the preceding scene, they acquire a new 
meaning by being inserted in a new situational context. As a result, the 
structure of the play by no means resembles the Aristotelian “beauti
ful animal,” to which the Greek philosopher compared the ideally con
structed text for the stage, with a coherent plot, clear beginning, middle 
and end.52 Rather, it resembles this rare mammal that Maisie talks about 
in one of the first scenes in the play:

Sarrazac, Poétique du drame moderne et contemporain, 21.
Churchill, Blue Heart, 5.

I would really love to see a platypus not in a zoo but in its natural habi
tat. Imagine going to feed the ducks and there is something that is not 
a duck and nor is it a waterrat or a mole, it’s the paws make me think 
of a mole, but imagine this furry creature with its ducky face, it makes 
you think what else could have existed.53
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“What else could have existed.” This line is crucial for the understand
ing of the entire design of the text of Heart’s Desire, particularly its re
lation to the Brechtian theory of theatre. This sentence, spoken casually 
by Maisie, reads like an implied reference to the “not, but,” fundamental 
for the Brechtian V-effekt, which was to expose the dominant ideology 
as a social construct and to demonstrate that the commonly shared view 
of the reality is by no means natural and unquestionable, but contingent 
and historically conditioned; that things could be otherwise and that the 
social structures could be changed. However, what distinguishes the use 
of the V-effekt in Hearts Desire is the fact that what is put in question 
here is not a particular aspect of the social reality, but the form of drama 
itself. The inexhaustible mechanism of the play endlessly produces pos
sible versions of the story, as if it indicated an indefinite number of di
rections in which the action of the play could potentially develop.

In a brilliantly simple way, this endless “not, but” of the play’s ac
tion shows the contingency of the fable—the fact that it has been con
structed and mediated to the audience by means of the arbitrary theat
rical conventions. The fable only seems to be an organic whole, but in 
fact consists of bits and pieces of language and images, put together in 
a skilful way to produce the effect of coherence. Churchill questions the 
wholeness and comprehensibility of the fable, on which the Brechtian 
theatre relied, by de-automatizing the spectators’ perceptual habits and 
demonstrating in how far a coherent reading of a fable is an effect of 
various discursive practices. It is probably most visible in those scenes 
in which the characters speak at double speed or, instead of saying full 
sentences, use only single words or fragments of phrases, and illustrate 
their words with the gestures that accompanied these fragments in the 
previous scenes. Obviously, this fragmentary character of the dialogue 
does not hinder the communication between the stage and the audience, 
because the spectators supplement the missing information by relying 
on their knowledge gathered previously about the relationships linking 
the characters. As a result, the subject of her play becomes not the rela
tionship of an individual to society, but something much more funda
mental: the mechanisms of creating meaning and making sense of the 
world.

This issue is also thematized in the second part of Blue Heart, en
titled Blue Kettle, in which the fragmentation of the dramatic form is 
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effected in an entirely different way than in Heart’s Desire. The fable 
of the play is very clear, and this time it is presented in a linear order, 
without any repetitions or temporal shifts. The main character, Derek, is 
a fraud visiting elderly ladies who had given their children to adoption, 
and introduces himself as their son, obviously, to get some money from 
them. As the action of Blue Kettle proceeds and Derek tricks one victim 
after another, the coherence of the dialogue starts crumbling. Suddenly, 
in the middle of what looks like an ordinary conversation, the charac
ters randomly insert into their lines either of the two words—“blue” or 
“kettle.” Initially, these intrusions appear very rarely and imperceptibly 
melt into the verbal tissue of the play. However, as the action develops 
they are employed increasingly often, and in the final scenes of Blue 
Kettle they oust almost all other words from the dialogue. Surprisingly 
enough, the meaning of the lines remains clear, because it can be easily 
derived from the situational context in which the exchanges take place. 
This function of the dialogue may not be immediately obvious to the 
reader, who has to process the text very carefully to arrive at a coherent 
understanding of it. But certainly the staging can contribute to charging 
the otherwise nonsensical lines with clear meaning. When inserted into 
a specific set, accompanied by gestures and spoken with proper into
nation, the conversation can be followed quite effortlessly by the audi
ence. As a result, the words “blue” and “kettle” are exposed as deprived 
of their primary, referential meanings. Their signification changes free
ly, according to the context in which they are inscribed.

This questioning of the referential function of words in Blue Heart 
is also connected with an investigation into the way subjectivity is con
structed as a result of human interaction. One cannot fail to notice that 
the way Churchill uses words in her play is reflected on the level of 
the construction of the main protagonist’s identity. Derek also changes 
constantly, depending on whose son he pretends to be and with which 
family he is currently staying. This instability of his self is even fur
ther emphasised by the insertion of the scene with his biological moth
er, who stays permanently in a geriatric ward. Derek tries to tell her 
the truth about his cons, but she, apparently suffering from dementia, 
constantly evades the topic. The conversation spreads in various direc
tions, from Derek’s childhood to his mother’s visits in the country, but 
its tortuous and inconclusive track only proves that the contact between 
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the son and the mother has been long lost.54 The dissolution of fami
ly bonds is not shown as an outcome of some external causes, but re
sults from the loss of the ability to use language. It is only his verbal 
skills that allow Derek to cheat other women into believing that each is 
his mother. Again, just like in Cloud Nine, Churchill exposes the fragil
ity of the relationship between a mother and her child, commonly con
ceived of as unbreakable because of its firm, biological basis. This time, 
however, she deconstructs the form of drama by reaching further down 
to the very core of the processes of interhuman communication, direct
ing the audience’s attention to the complexity of the seemingly familiar 
and natural cognitive processes.

'J Ibidem. 59-60.
" Ibidem. 33.

As the analysis of Churchill’s plays from various stages of her ca
reer demonstrates, the deconstructing of the form of drama can serve 
as an effective self-reflexive strategy which has very far-reaching and 
politically charged consequences for the contract between the stage and 
the audience. The parodying of the traditional naturalist or epic conven
tions can serve as a means of eliciting the spectators’ engagement in the 
performance which makes them see through the mechanisms of consti
tuting fiction on stage. What is also undermined in this way are the pro
cedures of rational thinking which shape the understanding of the outer 
reality, and conceal their own character of ideological tools. As a result, 
the audience may gain an opportunity to break free from the constraints 
of the logocentric discourse. A hint at this new perspective opened by 
the theatre can be detected in Heart's Desire, in one of Maisie’s mono
logues. She talks about her fear of death and the way she envisions it. 
“I think we just stop,’’ she says, and after a few sentences her speech 
is abruptly interrupted in the middle of the sentence by another stam
mer of the textual machine.55 This unexpected break in the continuity 
of the scene can be interpreted as an attempt at representing the unrep
resentable death. It is not depicted by illusory means, with the use of 
a fake knife and artificial blood, but in the sudden disappearance of the 
represented reality. The function of such self-reflexive strategies of rep
resentation has been accurately described by Josette Feral in her essay 
on performance and theatricality. Feral encapsulates the essentially me
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tatheatrical character of performance art in a metaphor of a long detour 
behind the scenes of theatricality, which ultimately leads to the return to 
the theatre. The awareness of the borderlines of theatrical representation 
that has been gained in the course of this excursion allows to redefine 
the significance of the theatrical experience.56 The direct character of 
theatrical discourse (that between the stage and the audience), its eternal 
present allows to show explicitly the conditions on which theatre com
municates with its audience. Only then can the spectators go beyond the 
rules of the symbolic contracts that govern also the world outside the 
theatre. In this way they can get an opportunity to stand on the brink of 
the impossible, whose existence they can only vaguely sense, and which 
can turn out to be their last resort when discourses serving the needs of 
various ideologies encroach upon their imagination.

Feral, "Performance and Theatricality.” 300-301.
Barthes, S/Z. 61.

Under the Surface.
Sarah Kane’s Theatre of the Inside

If one looked for a metaphoric image encapsulating the principle accord
ing to which Sarah Kane’s texts are written, one might once again seek 
recourse to Magritte’s oeuvre. His painting entitled Lunette d'approche 
depicts a window which seems to overlook an idyllic landscape with 
green meadows and an emerald sky. However, the half-opened shutter 
which discloses a disquieting black emptiness yawning behind the win
dow disturbs the idyllic atmosphere of the scene. Similarly to Les tra
il isons des images and Les deux mysteres, Lunette d’approche subverts 
the well-established pictorial conventions, focusing the viewer’s atten
tion on yet another aspect of the realist representational strategies. As 
Barthes argued in his S/Z, the verisimilitude of an image and the reality 
effect that it produces result from the procedures of framing applied in 
order to depict a given scene.57 This impression of having to do with an 
unmediated rendition of real life comes from the fact that the methods 
of constructing fiction remain invisible to the audience who thus dis
regards the presence of the frame and focuses on the contents of that 

57
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which is represented within it. Fictional representation is recognized 
by the recipients as a transparent, iconic facsimile of the outer world 
if it caters to their expectations and corresponds with their commonly 
shared ideas about what reality is. However, as Magritte demonstrates 
in his painting, it is enough to slightly distort the frame and deviate 
from the dominant aesthetic conventions in order to disrupt the process 
of smooth communication with the viewers, and capture their attention 
by bringing about the effect of estrangement of the represented reality. 
As a result, a space opens up in which the audience, liberated from the 
constraints of the conventional coding-decoding procedures, can create 
their own imaginative worlds, using the material provided by the work 
of art merely as a starting point.

The same gesture of overt disruption of conventional frames and the
atrical strategies of representation is constitutive for Kane’s playwriting. 
Undoubtedly, as Graham Saunders argues in his monograph of Kane’s 
work, the evolution of her oeuvre can be said to reflect in a nutshell the 
development of the twentieth-century theatre.58 This, however, does not 
entail that she has uncritically adopted the techniques worked out by her 
great predecessors.5’ Even if she seems to rely on traditional solutions 
well-know to an average theatregoer, she employs them only to violate 
them and in this way to authenticate the stage reality. Her early texts pro
vide illustrative examples of this strategy. As the playwright herself ad
mitted, the opening scenes of Blasted draw on the tradition of the late 
nineteenth-century naturalism and psychological realism.6" Indeed, 
the description of the hotel room in Leeds, with which the play begins, 
seems to herald a realistic action in the Ibsenite style. Consequently, this 
first impression is confirmed when Ian, a tabloid journalist, and Kate, 
his friend, enter the stage, and in an everyday conversation, full of half

58 Saunders, "Love me or kill me. ” Sarah Kane and the Theatre of Extremes, 40. 
” Apart from the most comprehensive account of those influences in Saunders’s mono
graph cf. Heiner Zimmermann’s in-depth study of the politically subversive potential 
of Kane’s works in the context of Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Heiner Müller Hamletma- 
schine in his article “Theatrical Transgression in Totalitarian and Democratic Societies: 
Shakespeare as a Trojan Horse and the Scandal of Sarah Kane" (2001). Also, there have 
been a number of scholarly attempts to trace exact influences on Kane’s works and the 
dramatic traditions to which this playwright’s texts relate (cf. Brusberg-Kiermeier 2001; 
Pankratz 2001; Voigts-Virchow 2001).
M Ibidem, 41.
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truths, mutual accusations and unsaid grudges, reveal the complexities 
of their love-and-hate relationship. The tension between the protagonists 
soars, underscored by the echoes of riots coming from the street, to fi
nally culminate in a violent rape of Kate. This sordid depiction of the re
lationship between the protagonists of Blasted could easily be treated as 
an attempt to translate the modernist motif of the battle of sexes into the 
present times in order to talk about the reasons for the much-discussed 
dissolution of social bonds in today’s world.

But Kane painfully disappoints these spectators who would like 
to fall back upon the well-known structure of Ibsenite analytic drama 
which ultimately lays bare the causes of the character’s present predica
ments by bringing to light their past traumas in the form of a causally 
developing story. Blasted refuses to provide the audience with the com
fortable feeling that they have seen through the thicket of ambiguities in 
lan and Kate’s relationship. In the second half of the play the naturalis
tic laws of probability, which until now have reigned in the stage world, 
give way to the logic of nightmare. It imposes its rules on the repre
sented reality when the hotel wall is fractured by a bomb explosion and 
the Soldier enters the stage through the crack, to turn lan from a ruth
less rapist into a victim of both verbal and sexual abuse. First, however, 
he tells Ian about the atrocities of war that he witnessed, and asks him 
to describe them in one of his articles. Upon the journalist’s refusal, the 
Soldier makes him experience the suffering that Ian judged as uninter
esting for the readers of a tabloid paper. The intruder beats lan up, bru
tally rapes him, plucks his eyes out and, in the end, commits suicide. 
The final images, separated from one another by blackouts, show Ian 
crying, defecating and eating the flesh of a baby. This visual sequence 
evokes reminiscences of the gruesome Beckettian metaphors, from, for 
instance, Happy Days (1961) in which the process of gradual decay of 
life is depicted by the protagonist’s steady sinking into a heap of sand 
until she is embedded in it up to her neck.61 Kane’s visceral metaphors, 
woven out of physical suffering, pain and death, share more affinities 
with Beckett’s work than with, for example, Edward Bond’s shock 
strategies, used to nudge at the audiences’ conscience and to instigate in

All references and quotes from Beckett’s plays cf. Beckett, The Complete Dramatic 
Works.
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them the sense of social responsibility for the topical social and political 
problems. Kane has steered clear of expressing on stage unambiguous, 
political messages, trying to evade labelling as a committed artist.

Perhaps the internal split in the structure of Kane’s first play ac
counts for the somewhat confused response by the critics, who accused 
the author of Blasted of the lack of writing skills and of a clearly ex
pressed message that would justify the use of cruel imagery.62 This ex
pectation of the author’s social commitment and the hasty judgement 
passed on her play resulted undoubtedly from the cultural and politi
cal atmosphere in Britain at the beginning of the 1990s. By that time 
Margaret Thatcher’s stepping out of office opened the way for a reju
venation of the theatre and created the hope for a re-establishment of 
the tradition of the politically engaged theatre. This long-standing tra
dition was kept up in the cultural climate of the 1980s, when the rule 
of the Conservative Government led by Mrs Thatcher met a consider
able opposition on the part of the playwrights. Authors such as Howard 
Brenton, David Hare or Caryl Churchill set out to criticize the author
ity of the ruling class, mercilessly pointing in their plays to the defi
ciencies of the capitalist system supported by Mrs Thatcher’s politics. 
Committed playwrights, trying to address the largest audiences possible 
and to express their views with clarity, most often employed the strate
gies deriving from epic theatre.* 61 They usually constructed in their plays 
exemplary plots which either straightforwardly or in a more metaphoric 
manner presented the current burning issues.

62 Sierz, In-Yer-Face Theatre. British Drama Today, 102.
61 Cave, New British Drama in Performance on the London Stage 1970-1985, 175-

Mrs Thatcher’s resignation influenced profoundly the British politi
cally engaged playwriting. The hopes for a decisive change in the ag
gressive capitalist politics kindled by the New Labour Government 
made playwrights withhold from direct attacks on the Government’s ac
tivities. At the beginning of the 1990s British theatre turned away from 
explicitly political topics towards the exploration of wide-ranging social 
themes and the condition of life in post-capitalist, alienating societies. 
This change of thematic interests entailed a rejuvenation of the strategies 
of constructing the represented reality on stage and addressing the audi
ence. Therefore the new wave of authors, which by that time entered the

212.
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British theatres, was confronted with the problem of what formal solu
tions should be used in theatre to turn it again into the forum of a pub
lic debate in which the audience eagerly participates.6"1 This purpose was 
served by the confrontational strategies of representation employed by 
“in-yer-face” playwrights, who connected the topicality of themes with 
naturalistic depiction of violence and human suffering. Thereby they 
wanted to exert an emotional impact on the audience and thus assure 
their involvement in the problems addressed in their plays.65 Although 
Kane from the very beginning of her career emphasised that her texts are 
not direct parables touching on current topical affairs, their stage produc
tions were persistently charged with such political messages by the com
mentators. Thus Blasted, according to a number of critics, was to reflect 
the realities of the war in Bosnia, while Phaedra's Love, written in 1996, 
came to be perceived as a satire on the goings-on of the British Royal 
Family.66 However, a closer analysis of the structure of her first plays 
demonstrates that Kane tried rather to prevent an unambiguous identifi
cation of the represented reality as a copy of the outer world.

w Anderson, "Kultura czy towar," 77-79. 
b- Sierz, ln-Yer-Face..., 3-5.
“ Ibidem, 107-108.
07 Ibidem.

In Blasted this effect of shattering the naturalist illusion is achieved 
in the most obvious way by undermining the basic tenet of the “logic 
of total visibility”—the correspondence between the setting and the ac
tion. As the author herself admitted, her primary concern was to “keep 
the same place, but alter time and action.”67 Although the play starts in 
a meticulously rendered hotel room, this location loses its unambigu
ous identity after the Soldier’s intrusion, when atrocious acts follow one 
after another at a nauseous speed. Also, the indications in the stage di
rections, which punctuate the action of the play with the sounds of, con
secutively, spring, summer, autumn and winter rain, introduce the sense 
of a passage of time different from the objective one. Consequently, the 
stage events acquire the status of a dream vision, which exerts a power
ful non-verbal and subliminal impact on the spectators. Although these 
images are anchored in the corporeality of the actors and may shock the 
audience with their sordid concreteness, they have a highly metaphori
cal character. They resemble the multi-dimensional stage visions in the 
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absurdist drama, in which the characters’ spiritual degradation and exis
tential anguish were rendered in an indirect way, by means of puzzling 
and disquieting images, for example the image of two vagabonds who 
sit by the road under a tree, waiting for a saviour to come in Beckett’s 
Waiting for Godot; or, as in Ionesco’s The Chairs, the image of rows of 
empty chairs on which invisible but undoubtedly present spectators sit, 
desperately hoping that the speaker will provide them with a revelation 
about the meaning of the universe.

This predominance of the visual means of theatrical expression is 
also a key feature of Kane’s re-writing of the story of Phaedra, which 
the playwright herself put on stage in the Bush theatre in 1996. Inspired 
by Caryl Churchill’s adaptation of Thyestes, Kane also chose Seneca’s 
version of the Greek myth. However, she did not simply make it more 
palatable for the contemporary audience by setting the action in the 
present-day reality and by translating the verse of the original into the 
prose of informal conversations. Kane inverted the entire structure of 
the Roman original, characterized by the predominance of the verbal 
means of expression. Seneca regarded poetic language as the most suit
able tool of evoking in the audience the cathartic experience of fear and 
pity, and therefore composed his play mainly of long, rhetoric speeches, 
full of argumentative and descriptive passages, at the expense of a dy
namic, dramatic action. In Kane’s play, Seneca’s depictions of suffering 
turn into violent stage images which reveal the horror hidden under the 
even rhythm of phrases and congealed in rhetoric tirades. In Phaedra’s 
Love it is not a messenger who recounts the scene of Hippolytus’s 
death under the wheels of his own chariot, when the horses pulling it 
were startled by a sea monster. Instead of a spoken report on the acci
dent, Kane shows her audience Hyppolytus killed by a riotous crowd in 
a cruel ritual of cutting off genitals and taking the entrails out.

A similar merging of naturalism with metaphoric, exaggeratedly 
cruel imagery, prominent in Blasted and Phaedra’s Love, appears also 
in Cleansed (1998). All three plays, criticized by the daily press for 
their explicit representation of sex and violence, earned Kane the title of 
“a naughty schoolgirl desperately trying to shock an increasingly bored 
and languid audience.”61* However, on closer investigation, in her third 

Ibidem, 113.
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play one can detect a significant formal shift that marks the playwright’s 
transition to a different style of writing and testifies to her changed ap
proach to theatrical means of expression. If in Blasted and Phaedra’s 
Love violent images described in the stage directions seem all too lit
eral, in Cleansed bodily suffering openly manifests its theatricality. For 
example, when one of the main characters in the play, Carl, is being 
beaten by an invisible group of men, the spectators should hear only the 
sound of the blows and see the reactions of the victim’s body, but they 
do not witness a detailed, naturalistic scene of torture.69 Similarly, when 
Carl has his hands cut off, the stage directions inform the reader that the 
character “tries to pick up his hands—he can’t, he has no hands.”7" This 
description, smacking of black humour, seems to indicate that it is un
necessary, even undesirable, to literally reproduce the scene of cutting 
hands by illusionistic means. Rather it should be turned into an overtly 
theatrical, metaphoric image, as was the case in the premiere staging 
of that play, directed by James McDonald, in which red ribbons repre
sented blood, little bags were used to stand for rats, and an orange-lit 
cloth symbolized fire.71 Moreover, if Blasted and Phaedra's Love con
tain clues suggesting that the action of these two texts takes place in 
contemporary Britain, Cleansed, set in a cross between a concentra
tion camp and a university campus, lacks any references to the exter
nal world which would allow anchoring it in a specific, socio-cultural 
context. These tendencies towards an abstract, poetic and overtly the
atricalized form of the text become even more visible in Kane’s later 
plays. Crave (1999) and 4.48 Psychosis (2000) are not only deprived of 
any brutal imagery known from her previous works. More important
ly, these plays, with their lack of unified characters and a linear action, 
only vestigial dialogue, poetic language and overt intertextuality con
tain no explicit references as to the situational context in which the spo
ken text could be inserted. Cruel and vivid imagery, so prominent in her 
early work, is entirely ousted from her later texts. To put it more accu
rately, imagery is rendered in verbal descriptions and not in stage direc
tions that could later be reproduced by theatrical means or embodied by 
actors.

M Kane, Cleansed, 14.
711 Ibidem, 23.
71 Sierz, In-Yer-Face..., 114.
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However, in this account of the development of Kane as a play
wright there is one missing link which can provide key insights if one 
tries to answer the question why she altogether abandoned the visual 
means of expression, concentrating exclusively on the verbal. This miss
ing link, overlooked in critical analyses of her oeuvre, is Skin—the only 
screenplay that Kane has ever written. It is not certain when exactly it 
came into being, but according to the playwright’s agent, Mel Kenyon, 
Kane worked on it after she had finished Blasted and perhaps simul
taneously with Phaedra's Love.12 On the one hand this text, published 
posthumously in the volume of her Complete Plays, shows clear affini
ties with her earlier plays in which she made use of explicit, detailed 
scenes of bodily suffering. On the other hand the play with which Skin 
shares most of its thematic concerns and literary influences is Cleansed, 
put on stage a year after Kane’s screenplay was filmed and broadcast 
by Channel 4 on 17lh June 1997. Destruction of identity caused by un
fulfilled love, the motif of androgyny, and the structure borrowed from 
Strindberg’s dream plays are only the most obvious parallels that both 
these texts evince. The major difference between them stems from their 
being written with two different media in view. The technical advance
ments offered by modem cinematic technology allowed Kane to show 
scenes of corporal mutilation in smallest detail and with such a degree 
of imitative accuracy which she could never achieve in the theatre. 
Significantly, it was about Cleansed that she said: “I made a deliber
ate decision to write something that couldn’t be a film or television.”* 73 
Indeed, on closer reading, it becomes clear that in this play she heavily 
relies on the means of expression available only in the theatre. A com
parison between Skin and Cleansed can be instrumental in demonstrat
ing how the work with the medium of film influenced Kane’s writing 
for the theatre, and subsequently led her to the abandonment of visual 
means of expression in Crave.

; Saunders, "Love me or kill me"..., 150.
1 Ibidem, 14.

Despite its title, Skin is by no means a socially committed short film 
or a naturalistic documentary that presents a slice of life of a Neo-nazi 
hooligan from South London. Its major theme is definitely not the re
vival of nationalistic movements which Europe faced in the latter part 
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of the 1990s. Even if Kane writes in her screenplay about a group of 
young skinheads, she is not interested in investigating the psychological 
causes and social consequences of hatred towards foreigners. She uses 
racism and violence as material for metaphors to talk about that which 
is one of the central themes of her entire oeuvre. All her plays can be 
said to focus, or at least touch upon the investigation of how obsessive 
longing for another person leads to the destruction of the characters’ 
self. In Skin, Kane shows how the protagonist’s love for an unknown, 
black woman, who lives in a house opposite his, plays havoc with his 
life. Kane’s screenplay renders this longing for the other in the form of 
a visionary, multi-dimensional metaphor.

Already the opening scene of Skin manifestly acquires dream-like 
quality. The first image that the viewers can see is a messy, sunlit room 
in which the main character, Billy sleeps, covered by a floral duvet. The 
first words are spoken by Billy’s voice recorded on the answerphone: 
“Hello, I’m asleep...”74 The same line closes the scene, framing it and, 
as one could possibly conjecture, tentatively suggesting what the status 
of the represented reality is. Kane’s screenplay, composed of a series of 
short scenes, features real and imaginary events which seem to be so 
tightly intertwined that one can never be certain on which level of real
ity they take place. What could also support this reading of the opening 
scene of Skin is the metaphoric image of cannabis plants that overgrow 
the garden surrounding the house in which Billy lives. Moreover, just 
like in many Freudian interpretations of dreams, throughout the entire 
action of the film Billy constantly meets his own doubles. For example, 
in the opening sequence we can see a cuddly polar bear standing next to 
Billy’s bed. In the next scene the same toy appears, held by a black boy 
who stares at the group of skinheads through the window of the pub, 
laughing at Billy’s threatening gestures. A similar doubling occurs in 
one of the following scenes. First we can see Billy wearing “tight blue 
jeans, white tee-shirt, red braces and cherry red docs.”75 When he is 
called by Marcia, he changes his clothes and runs to her flat, but the per
son who opens the door for him is a young white woman with a shaven 
head, dressed exactly as he was a few minutes before.76 Clearly, Billy 

7q Kane, Skin, 249.
75 Ibidem, 256.
76 Ibidem, 257.
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constantly meets his own doubles, each of them being a projection of 
his hidden, repressed part of the self, its infantile and feminine sides, as 
if he were all the time caught in the web of some long, tiring dream or 
a narcotic vision.

In fact, the opening of Skin is echoed in the first scene of 
Cleansed, in which Graham appears at the perimeter fence of the uni
versity, trying to get out of the premises on which Tinker rules uncon
tested. But the latter is already there, preparing a shot of heroin which 
will send Graham on a journey to death, as if ironically fulfilling his 
wish “to go out.”77 However, as Tinker warns, even an overdose of 
a drug will not bring Graham’s life to an end. “It’s just the begin
ning,” he says, as if foretelling his victim’s after-life which becomes 
the theme of one of the three plots in the play.78 The shot of heroin, 
injected into Graham’s eye, opens the door to the fictional world of 
the play, in which consecutive scenes, filled with metaphoric images, 
seem to follow the unfathomable rules of a dream vision or a drug- 
provoked delusion.

In this respect both Skin and Cleansed can be said to rely heavily 
on Strindberg’s late dream plays. Their influence on Cleansed has been 
discussed by Graham Saunders, who analyzes Kane’s play by compar
ing its structure to that of The Ghost Sonata.79 Although he very percep
tively draws a number of parallels between both texts, the characters 
appearing in them, and the plays’ common motifs, he is not entirely ac
curate in representing a crucial aspect of both plays. He writes that “the 
unreal locales of Tinker’s institution and Hummel’s house are juxta
posed against the empiricism of the real world”, adding that in Cleansed 
the sounds of a cricket match taking place somewhere outside the fence 
can be read as a distant echo of the “real world.”80

Saunders works on the assumption that there is some borderline be
tween the reality and the dream vision that the characters in both Kane’s 
and Strindberg’s plays cross at the beginning of each play. It seems, 
however, that Kane draws on The Ghost Sonata precisely in that she

Kane, Cleansed, 2.
” Ibidem.

Saunders, "Love me or kill me "...,94-95, 
x" Ibidem, 94. 
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leaves it open to interpretation whose visions are presented on stage and 
where the frontiers between dreaming and waking life are.

In this respect The Ghost Sonata differs significantly from 
Strindberg’s other masterpiece. To Damascus, in which the stage events 
are clearly shown as a projection of a single all-encompassing psyche 
of the protagonist. The clear separation of internal life from the outside 
world is mirrored in the symmetrical structure of the play. Its first and 
last scenes take place in the same street and seem to follow one another 
with only a short interruption. The action starts the moment the main 
character, the Unknown, is sitting in front of the post-office, waiting for 
it to open, and in the last one he is just about to enter the building to 
get the letter he has been long waiting for. What fills the space between 
those two scenes is a long internal journey that the Unknown goes in 
his imagination. However, the frame within which this mental wander 
is inscribed functions as a stable ground of reality, clearly distinguished 
from the imaginary level of the play. Also, The Ghost Sonata starts in 
the street, with the Student and Doctor Hummel talking about the in
habitants of the Lieutenant’s house. Even though the represented reality, 
with its inexplicable coincidences, larger-than-life characters and mys
terious atmosphere, right from the outset can be regarded as an imagi
nary vision, it is by no means certain which of the two main characters 
in the first scene is the one who dreams. In the second act of the play, 
in which Hummel becomes the central character, the Student does not 
appear at all, coming back on stage in the third act. From his conversa
tion with a Young Lady we leam that Hummel has committed suicide. 
Neither of the two men, however, can be treated as a counterpart of the 
Unknown, who in To Damascus unified the stage vision as its sole ori
gin, grounding it in the reality of the street scenes.

This fundamental ambiguity in The Ghost Sonata was criticised by 
Peter Szondi in his Theorie des modernen Dramas as Strindberg’s fail
ure to provide his drama with a single, epic narrator, from whose point 
of view the events on stage would be represented.Hl But what Szondi re
garded as a drawback of The Ghost Sonata and a step backwards from 
the innovative structure of To Damascus towards a traditional dramatic 
form, seems to have been an inspiration for Kane. In Skin and Cleansed

Szondi, Theorie..., 56. 
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she also creates dreams that live their own life, without any dreamer 
and anchoring in reality. Inexplicable symbols and ambiguous images 
invade the theatrical worlds that she constructs, similar to the canna
bis plants slowly taking over the garden in front of Billy’s house. It is 
not at all obvious that in Skin the young Nazi is the protagonist of the 
action. The character who seems to be equally significant in the devel
opment of action is Neville, Tinker’s counterpart, who appears at criti
cal junctures of the story. The black caretaker constantly watches over 
Billy, speaks to him like a father to a naughty child, out of thin air ap
pears in his flat, and, finally, saves his life, bringing him back to con
sciousness after his attempted suicide. He is also the one who tends the 
cannabis plants. Both the white Nazi and his black guardian, like the 
Student and Hummel, like Graham and Tinker, appear in the opening 
scene of the screenplay as a pair of inseparable characters, whose vague 
relationship propels the action and engenders uncertainty as to the plane 
of reality on which the events in the film take place. The only stable 
framework that holds the represented world of Skin together is the eye 
of the camera which relentlessly registers all images and presents them 
to the viewers, who, as one might suspect, should on their own explain 
the dream vision shown on the television screen.82

K- In this respect. Skin is also an example of an "interface" as described by Danan (cf. 
Le theatre de lapensee, 336-337).
" Kane. SAin, 263.

The entire action of the film, composed of short, metaphoric scenes, 
depicts the main character’s gradual loss of self caused by overpowering 
feelings which he can no longer master and which arouse in him a fer
vent and unfulfilled wish for absolute corporal and spiritual unity with 
his beloved. When Billy finally plucks up the courage to visit Marcia, 
she makes him undergo a kind of purification ritual in which he is me
thodically deprived of all that established his identity as a male English 
radical nationalist. The woman forces him to sex, beats him, feeds him 
with dog food, shaves all his body, scrubs his tattoos off with stiff brush 
and bleach, and finally cuts her name on his back with a knife. In the 
last sequence of this cruel rite, Billy, dressed in Marcia’s clothes, is sit
ting at her feet and utters only one word: “Mum.”81 The starting point 
and the final effect of this process of the destruction of the sense of 
identity are marked by two similar scenes that frame the action of Skin.
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At the beginning Billy looks at himself in the mirror, smiling, then mak
ing faces and finally kissing his reflection. Towards the end of the film 
he examines his face, disfigured by Marcia, then breaks the mirror with 
his fist and looks at his face again, this time fragmentarily reflected on 
the cracked surface. Before he takes an overdose of painkillers, in an at
tempt to commit suicide, he says only “No more Billy.”“4

Ibidem, 266.

The motif of bodily mutilation and cross-dressing, documenting the 
displacement of the character’s identity, could be detected in all Kane’s 
works. The story of Grace from Cleansed reads like a re-writing of the 
theme of Billy’s love in Skin. In Cleansed, Graham, killed by Tinker 
in the first scene of the play by a deadly heroin injection, is Grace’s 
non-existent lover. He lives inside her, invisible for the other characters. 
Grace’s story depicts the successive stages of achieving unity with her 
beloved brother, of merging her body with his spirit. It is by no means 
an ordinary longing for a dead person. After all, when Grace for the 
first time puts Graham’s clothes on, she immediately has a hysteric fit. 
From this moment onwards she gradually changes into her brother. In 
the following scenes she mimes the masculine roughness of his move
ments when they dance, she imitates his facial expression and tone of 
voice, she changes her sex and finally she gives up her language. The fi
nal monologue in the play, lacking any markers of gender, is spoken by 
a figure called Grace/Graham. S/he and Carl, wearing woman’s clothes 
and deprived of his hands, feet and genitals, sit next to each other, merg
ing into a single figure of androgyny, which, in the European tradition at 
least from the times of Plato, has been functioning as the embodiment 
of the dreams of perfect unity in love. In the same way Billy’s battered- 
and-bruised body, dressed in Marcia’s clothes, provides a visible sign of 
his longing for the other.

But it is not the author of Symposium who has been an immediate 
inspiration for Kane. Her idea of Androgyne, with its clearly grotesque 
elements, bears visible affinities to the one described by Roland Barthes 
in his A Lover s Discourse (1977), a book which Kane read while work
ing on Cleansed. The French scholar, writing about the fundamental 
split between the experience of love and the language which cannot give 
account of this experience, exposes the myths surrounding the com
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mon idea of romantic love. One of such mythical representations, meant 
to reflect the absolute unity of two lovers, is Androgyne, about which 
Barthes writes that he cannot conjure up such a figure in his imagina
tion. “In any case I have only reached a monstrous, grotesque, impos
sible body. Out of a dream a farcical figure has been bom.’’85 Barthes’s 
idea of a grotesque, monstrous androgyny reverberates in the meta
phoric figures in Kane’s plays, for example in Billy wearing Marcia’s 
clothes and in Grace/Graham/Carl. In Skin and Cleansed the characters’ 
tortured bodies turn into nightmarish phantoms which embody the uto
pian idea of crossing the corporal and linguistic boundaries that prevent 
the total unity between two lovers. It is by means of this visual meta
phor that Kane renders the moment when identity ultimately falls apart. 
Perhaps, it was her work on Skin and then on Cleansed that made Kane 
aware of the existence of one more borderline, inherent in the medium 
of film and, less manifestly, in traditional theatre—a borderline which 
hinders the confluence of the dream visions described by her texts and 
the spectator’s reality.

The effacement of this boundary became the major point of inter
est in her later texts. The flat, one dimensional screen is always sharply 
and safely cut off from the reality of the viewers, even if it presents the 
most shocking images, which mime real events in smallest detail. This 
secure distance that separates the audience sitting in the cinema or in 
front of the TV from the represented events seems to be dangerously 
shortened only in the theatre; but not in the traditional theatre, in which 
the proscenium arch provides a clear-cut dividing line between the stage 
and the auditorium; not in the theatre that uses images, even mysteri
ously vague and overtly theatrical, to tell its audience fictional stories, 
like those out of which the action of Cleansed is composed. Even if in 
this play poetic visions within the represented world float freely without 
any grounding in a character’s mind, the fundamental division—that be
tween the artificially created, theatrical world, and the “here-and-now” 
of the spectators—still holds good. How to cross this borderline and 
reach out to the spectators, so that they become the dreamers of theat
rical dreams, became Kane’s main concern when she was writing her 
next play, Crave (1998).

Barthes, A Lover's Discourse, 268.
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This claim might be corroborated by the fact that during the re
hearsals for Crave, directed by Vicky Featherstone, Kane came up with 
the idea that the whole stage should be dark throughout the entire per
formance, providing an empty space in which no visual element would 
distract the listeners’ attention from the quality and materiality of the 
four speaking voices.86 Featherstone and Kane ultimately decided to in
scribe the text of the play in a sketchy situational context, and put it 
on stage in a chat show format, with four speakers seated on movable 
chairs. This fictional frame provided a motivation for the figures to start 
speaking. However, the idea of turning Crave into an installation con
structed out of pure voices resounding on an empty stage suggests that 
the play even more heavily than Kane’s earlier texts relies for its effec
tiveness on the direct contact with the spectators and on their imaginary 
engagement. Although Featherstone ultimately decided to inscribe the 
text of the play in a sketchy situational context, Crave, as well as 4.48 
Psychosis seem not to require any theatrical image to accompany them, 
and no motivating frame that would propel the figures to speak. These 
texts can be delivered on an empty stage, since the only material they 
draw on is spoken language. The extremely vivid and complex imagery 
that these texts contain does not need to be transposed onto other the
atrical sign systems, since it reaches the audience in the form of verbal 
descriptions.

In Crave, like in Skin and Cleansed, one of the major topics is 
the dissolution of the self. Again, Kane spreads in front of her audi
ence a puzzling, internal landscape. Already at the beginning the voice 
marked with the letter M says:

Sometimes the shape of my head alarms me. When 1 catch sight of it 
reflected in a darkened train window, the landscape passing through 
the image of my head.87

When treated as a metatextual metaphor, this image, in which the scenes 
of Billy looking at himself in the minor reverberate, can provide a clue 
to the interpretation of the text. Just like the images move through the

Saunders, "Love me or kill me".... 131.
Kane, Crave. 8. 
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reflection of the head on a window, the disconnected lines spoken by 
four anonymous voices, marked only with the letters A, B, C and M, 
seem to be flowing freely without any anchorage in a situational con
text. They address the audience directly, and combine into a dynamic, 
kaleidoscopic mosaic. Listening to the text spoken from the stage is like 
watching a landscape during a train journey, and should necessarily in
spire the audience’s imagination to make up for the absence of pictures 
on the stage. What is more, in Crave Kane in an altogether ironic way 
returns to the medium of film, using it as a metaphor that explains the 
structure of the text. “My thoughts race in glorious technicolor,” C an
nounces, while the reference to the cinema adds another element to the 
play’s self-reflexive make-up.88 Listening to the text can be also com
pared to watching a film, the movement of the consecutive lines of the 
text in front of the reader’s eyes resembling the continuous succession 
of frames wound past a lens in a cinema projector. It also emits a multi
tude of images, like those described in numerous narrative passages of 
the play. What contributes to this prevailing imagery of this text is the 
presence of the lines which evoke an impressionistic, dynamic mosaic 
of colours: “A: Blue into green. / C: All blue,”89 “C: 1 crave white on 
white and black,”9" “A: A pale gold sea under a pale pink sky.”91 These 
are only a few examples of such passages which read like cues that 
should inspire the work of the recipient’s imagination.

Perhaps the words “Look. / Listen,” which appear twice in the play, 
not only constitute a part of a dialogue between the voices, but also ad
dress the listeners, guiding their reception of the text and directing their 
attention to the visual and the auditory qualities of language. Apart from 
the complex visual design, the play also operates with musical codes, 
activating the audio qualities of words. “I don’t have music, Christ 
I wish 1 had music but all 1 have is words,” C says, as if suggesting 
that the musical dimension and the rhythmic pattern of the play should 
not be overlooked, either.92 After all, the full potential of the text can 
be activated only when the play meets an audience who agrees to co-

Ibidem, 22.
Ibidem, 20.
Ibidem. 22.
Ibidem, 45.
Ibidem, 22. 
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operate in giving the final shape to the text. The oxymoronic phrase “a 
stain of scream”93 provides another self-reflexive metaphor which most 
succinctly describes this combination of the richness of visual elements 
with an elaborate rhythmic pattern of Crave. The play’s fragmentary 
structure, allowing for a multitude of interpretations, resembles a blot 
of colourful paint with no clearly established outline. This concoction 
must be injected into the listener’s eye, on whose retina it will gener
ate always new images. Their final shape depends on the active co-op
eration of the audience, whom the text not only addresses but also posi
tions, especially by means of deictic devices woven into it.

Such is, for example, the function of the short dialogue: “B: Here 
/... / M: Inside. / A: Here.”94 The use of the deictic adverb “here” points 
to the existence of an imaginary place, a dark, empty space, where the 
text and the listener meet while the word “inside” once again indicates 
that Crave presents the audience with a mental landscape, a glance in
side somebody’s head. Who this person is becomes clear when the line 
“You are losing your mind in front of my eyes,”95 is treated as another 
deictic address to the audience. In a reversal of the train window meta
phor from the beginning of the play, the one who is looked at is not 
a fictional character and his or her psyche but the theatrical specta
tor him— or herself. When the recipient acquires the prerogatives of 
the co-author, the whole play becomes partly his or her own creation. 
Therefore listening to the flow of sentences in the text equals looking at 
one’s own thoughts.

The ultimate outcome of this strategy of reception is the blurring 
of the borderline between the text, its author and its recipient, the aim 
that Kane strove to achieve by abandoning the stage imagery altogether. 
The structure of Crave is another attempt to give account of how a sta
ble, unified self falls apart into a myriad of incoherent pieces. This time, 
however, Kane tries to make the audience tum their eyes away from the 
surface of reality and look inside their own heads in which the fictional 
stories told by anonymous voices interweave with imaginary visions. 
The flow of words and images programmed in Crave escapes the audi
ence’s need for a coherent meaning, since the play represents a subject

” Ibidem, 27.
Ibidem, 13.

9' Ibidem, 35.
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who can no longer put the bits and pieces of his/her internal life into 
a coherent whole, thus assuring his/her sense of identity. The text itself 
explicitly points to this impossibility of establishing any firm interpre
tation: “What’s anything got to do with anything?” asks C, to which M 
answers: “Nothing,”96 while at another juncture M mentions “a private 
iconography which 1 cannot decipher.”97 It is not the matter of describ
ing the split identity in objective terms or representing it in the form 
of a visual stage metaphor of grotesque androgyny. The self-reflexive 
structure of Crave, by exposing and deconstructing the methods of fic
tion constitution, by bringing the processes of perception into focus, and 
by drawing the listener inside the text allows the recipients, and notably 
those who agree to co-operate with the text, to experience at first hand 
the moment when identity collapses and meaning fades away.

In a similar vein, language is the primary medium of 4.48 Psy
chosis, which even further than Crave departs from the patterns of tra
ditional drama. Although incoherent and fragmented, the quasi-dia- 
logical structure of Crave in its division into four speakers still bears 
resemblance to classic play-texts. 4.48 Psychosis contains only vestiges 
of dialogues, interwoven with other, non-dialogic passages, which at 
first glance seem to have more in common with poetry than with dra
ma. Again, similarly to Crave, Kane’s last play can be conceived of as 
a self-reflexive material for the theatre, reflecting on the processes of 
perception and cognition.

In order to describe the self-reflexive design of 4.48 Psychosis it 
is useful to bear in mind the impact exerted on Kane’s later texts by 
Roland Barthes’s A Lovers Discourse, which she read while working 
on Cleansed. The French scholar wrote A Lover's Discourse in the lat
ter period of his career, when he had already made a transition from the 
semiotician to the poststructuralist. In the wake of this shift he adopted 
and developed the anti-Cartesian concept of the split subject, who is

never anything but a “living contradiction” ... who simultaneously en
joys ... the consistency of his selfhood and its collapse, its fall.9"

Ibidem, 11.
1,7 Ibidem, 31.

Barthes, The Pleasure o f the Text, 21.
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The lover about whom Barthes wrote his book exemplifies this concept 
of a self-contradictory, fragmented subjectivity. Obviously, Barthes did 
not attempt to define and mimetically depict a naturalistic or authentic 
subject. Such an account would only close it in an all too neat narra
tive, alien to this subject’s self-contradictory character. In the opening 
passages of his work, composed of quotes and paraphrases of European 
literary masterpieces, Barthes points out that his book is an attempt to 
express in a dramatic way the impossibility of a unified subjectivity. 
Therefore the lover is not represented as much as enacted. Barthes at
tempts to “stage an utterance, not an analysis,” and primarily to render 
the conditions in which the amorous discourse comes into being." Thus, 
the lover is not depicted as a psychological portrait but as “a discursive 
site” whose enactment is nothing else but a self-reflexive strategy which 
renders the impossibility of a coherent subject. The reader of/1 Lovers 
Discourse can witness the process of constituting this subject, as the 
procedures of message production come to the limelight.

In a similar fashion Kane’s 4.48 Psychosis can be conceived of as 
self-reflexive material for the theatre which thematizes the processes of 
perception and cognition. Notably, the author of the play, usually reluc
tant to comment on her own works, in an interview stated clearly that 
her text is

about a psychotic breakdown and what happens to a person’s mind 
when the barrier which distinguishes between reality and different 
forms of imagination completely disappear.1"1’

But Kane’s account of mental illness in no way resembles a clinical 
study. It is rather, to paraphrase the title of Barthes’s book, “a madman’s 
discourse,” an overtly fictional reproduction of the conditions in which 
psychotic utterance comes into being. A tacit reference to this theme 
can be found in one of the initial passages of the play. “My mind is the 
subject of these bewildered fragments,” says the speaker, pointing out 
the ambiguous meaning of the word “subject.”"11 It is at the same time 
the topic of the play and the agent which performs the act of enuncia

Barthes, A Lin er i... 7.
Saunders, "Love me or kill me"..., 111-112.

"" Kane, 4.48 Psychosis, 8.
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tion. This pun encapsulates the whole self-reflexive design of the play 
which focuses on the impossibility of establishing clear-cut borderlines 
between the self and the world.

The predominance of the verbal element and the experimentation 
with language in Kane’s last play have to be seen in close connection 
with the author’s statement that she tried to render the collapse of the 
boundaries of the self. Language as the medium that intervenes be
tween the world and the mind is this site where the relationships be
tween these two realms can be explicitly shown. To recreate in 4.48 
Psychosis the moment of blurring the distinction between the external 
and internal reality, Kane, following in Barthes’s footsteps, has adop
ted an intertextual strategy of juxtaposing a variety of writing genres 
by quoting excerpts from other literary and non-literary works, para
phrasing them or miming their style. Such a variety of heterogeneous 
modes of writing not only reveals their artificiality. Moreover, it dem
onstrates how language gives shape to internal experiences and con
tributes to the creation of the sense of identity. In 4.48 Psychosis the 
relationship that the self establishes with the outside world is refor
mulated as the relationship between the mind and language. The lat
ter comes from the external reality, threatening to stifle the inner core 
of individuality. The questions “Where do I start? / Where do I stop?” 
posed by the speaker at a number of junctures in the text, are indica
tive of that uncertainty about the presence of any pre-linguistic locus 
of coherent subjectivity.102

This premonition seems to come to the fore in the passage of the 
text which starts with the words: “body and soul can never be married,” 
which crudely defy the Cartesian conception of subjectivity.101 This part 
of the play, charged with self-reflexive elements, in a most explicit way 
clarifies the structure of the whole text. The speaker introduces him- or 
herself as “last in a long line of literary kleptomaniacs,” for whom “theft 
is the holy act / on a twisted path to expression.”104 The metaphorical 
kleptomaniac, whose mental world is dramatised in the text, inadvert
ently comes under the influence of language, which fails to render indi
vidual experience. In this context the word “expression” acquires ironic

1112 Ibidem, 24.
Ibidem, 10.

l,M Ibidem, 11.
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flavour, since all words are alien to the most inner self and cannot medi
ate between the inside and the outside reality. Notably, the whole mono
logue ends with a juxtaposition of two modes of rendering an artistic 
message. By saying, “I have reached the end of dreary and repugnant 
tale of a sense interned in an alien carcass,” the speaker not only an
nounces the impending madness, but also gives up the attempt to render 
his or her story in a narrative form with consecutive elements joined 
by causal links."’5 From this moment he or she will try to communicate 
in a different way. The whole monologue ends with the words: ”1 sing 
without hope on the boundary,” signalling the shift into the medium of 
music and its non-verbal codes."16

,u? Ibidem. 
"* Ibidem, 12. 
1117 Ibidem, 16.

Ibidem, 40.

That the text of 4.48 Psychosis resembles a musical piece can be in
ferred from a few passages of the text. The speaker him- or herself calls 
one of his or her monologues “a song for my loved one,” and its lyrical, 
rhythmic phrases could certainly be used as lyrics for a vocal perform
ance.107 However, it is not only the property of the poetic language that 
gives the script its melody and rhythm. In fact, the entire structure of 
the text can be conceived of as a musical composition, towards the end 
of the play described metaphorically as a “solo symphony.”""* Indeed, 
the multiplicity of linguistic codes and styles present in the text resem
ble a symphonic poem, in which the parts of all the instruments are per
formed in harmonious or cacophonous simultaneity. Perhaps this line 
can serve as a metatextual clue for the theatrical interpretation of the 
text, whose various fragments by no means have to be put on stage as 
they chronologically appear on the pages of the script. In theatre they 
can coexist synchronically, delivered simultaneously by a few actors or 
even transposed onto other theatrical codes and rendered, for example, 
in the form of images.

This concept of the text as a musical score ties up with the recent 
studies on dramatic character. The scholars investigating into the issue 
also use the musical imagery to describe the processes of perception 
and interpretation of the contemporary dramatis persona. Many late 
twentieth-century compositions reveal their harmony only after one has 
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listened to them a few times and got familiar with their complicated to
pography. Getting familiar with such a musical piece does not proceed 
in a linear fashion, but rather consists in recognizing how it is built, 
and in identifying its structure from the most basic to the most complex 
levels. Similarly, the contemporary dramatic characters disclose them
selves gradually, but not in a linear order. They are described rather in 
spatial terms, as constructs composed of a number of layers that make 
up a multi-faceted, fragmented structure.1119 If we treat 4.48. Psychosis 
as an example of a post-modem theatrum mentis, another variation on 
the structure of Strindberg’s chamber plays, then the whole text in its 
complexity and multidimensionality can be said to constitute nothing 
else but a single dramatic character.

Far from the fully rounded dramatis personae of the classical dra
ma, the “protagonist” of 4.48 Psychosis is one of the contemporary 
characters in search of identity. This topic is explicitly hinted at in the 
final passages of 4.48 Psychosis. If all attempts to recognize oneself in 
and through language fail, than the only alternative is falling into si
lence. “We are all going to disappear / trying to leave a mark more per
manent than myself,” says the speaker of the play, pointing to another 
paradox of subjectivity.110 Any attempt to give expression to one’s in
ner self makes this self invisible. Signs of language, belonging to the 
external reality, always inevitably falsify the inner experience and can
not encapsulate the nature of this core of identity which guarantees the 
temporal continuity of inner life. A text can merely point towards this 
impossibility. Small wonder that what follows a vocative “watch” is 
an empty space on the page. This radical rejection of language points 
beyond words, once again denying the possibility to grasp a firm core 
of subjectivity in a direct way. But also this empty page provides the 
space for the director, who can freely fill it with theatrical, non-ver
bal signs. For it is not the comprehension of content that the text of 
4.48 Psychosis requires of its audience. On the contrary, it seems to 
address its reader with the words: “I hope you never understand.”"1 
Instead of presenting the spectators with a case study of a mental ill
ness, this symphony, composed of images and voices that can achieve * 111 

Baluch et al., Dyskurs, postać i pleć w dramacie, 213-215.
"" Kane, 4.48 Psychosis, 39.
111 Ibidem. 37.
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its full shape only on stage, should let the audience feel “the rhythm of 
madness.”112

This movement towards the increasingly less dramatic structure of 
Kane’s texts, accompanied by attempts to render the workings of hu
man psyche can be very neatly encapsulated in the metaphor of skin, 
which Kane employed in her screenplay. Skin is a borderline between 
the outside and the inside of the body, but also between the external re
ality and the inner world. It is also the screen on which marks of iden
tity are projected, a surface on which the characters’ past is inscribed in 
the form of scars and bruises that reflect their mental traumas. Skin can 
also be adorned with tattoos or covered with clothes, thus marking the 
body with additional attributes that ascribe it to a specific type of iden
tity, like a “male” or a “Nazi.” Also, skin holds the body together, but at 
the same time imprisons it in a definite shape and does not let its inside 
merge with the outside world. “Brain and bollock, innard and eyelid, 
toenail and teeth, all wrapped up in pig’s foreskin,” Billy says, squeez
ing meat out of a sausage. This metaphor announces his future lot, when 
he himself will be deprived by Marcia of all the signs that assured the 
stability of his self.1” For Billy, skin and the body that it holds together 
become the ultimate, impassable borderline that prevents absolute union 
with his beloved.

It is this borderline that Kane obsessively tried to erase on the the
atrical stage, especially in her later plays, looking for such representa
tional strategies that could give account of the falling apart of the iden
tity and expose the audiences to the experience of loss of the sense of 
self. She was also very clear about the medium in which her plays were 
to reach their audiences and never agreed to produce them on television 
nor the big screen. She even refused to grant her permission to adapt 
Crave as a radio-play, although the form of this text, deprived of stage 
directions and composed only of lines spoken by four voices, might 
seem to be a suitable material for the wireless.114 She always stressed 
that her texts, although very often far from the traditional dramatic 
form, have to necessarily be embodied on the theatrical stage, filled 
with breath and supplemented with nuances of intonation that make for

Ibidem, 25.
Kane, Skin. 253.

"J Saunders, "Love me or kill me"150.
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the uniqueness of theatrical experience. This directness of contact be
tween the stage and the audience is irretrievably lost whenever human 
voice is electronically modified or when the living tissue of a theatrical 
performance becomes mercilessly framed and once and for all captured 
in film. For it is only in theatre that an unmediated voice can acquire 
this dimension of corporeality and materiality that will reach the imagi
nation of the audience and become the ultimate guarantee of the authen
ticity of the stage world.115

In this respect, Saunders, in his essay on the theatrical qualities of Kane’s work, is right 
when he writes that also Crave and 4.48 Psychosis, which overtly defy the formal require
ments of the traditional drama, testify to “the vital importance theatre itself occupies at the 
heart of Kane’s writing" (cf. Saunders, "The Apocalyptic Theatre of Sarah Kane," 126).
116 Tabert, Playspotting, 16.
117 Stephenson and Langridge, Rage and Reason, 131.

Looking for novel ways of exposing the audience to an authentic 
theatrical experience was the primary aim of Kane’s formal experi
ments. When asked about the reasons why she decided to write for the 
theatre, she answered that only theatre allows her to observe the reac
tion of the audience."6 However, she was well aware of the difficulties 
involved in the task of instigating a reaction in those who watch her 
plays on stage:

You cannot second-guess audiences and you can’t control how they 
will respond to any given theatrical experience. I wouldn’t want to 
try to create a reaction, but you have to know what you want to do to 
them. What 1 think about when I’m writing is how 1 want it to affect 
me and the best way to achieve that."7

Consequently, her later plays to such a wide extent rely on the co-opera
tion of the audience who has to make an effort to put together scattered 
bits and pieces of language and create out of them the missing images; 
the images that attacked the spectators of Kane’s earlier works directly 
from the stage. Regardless of all the innovations that she was introduc
ing in her works, she always concentrated on this uniquely theatrical 
suspension between fiction and reality. Taking advantage of this tension, 
immanently inscribed in theatre, between the real and the imagined, the 
actor and the character, the body and the costume, she continually tried 
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to prove to her audience that an authentic, although artificially induced, 
theatrical experience is still possible.

Preliminary Conclusions 1

For the playwrights of the second half of the twentieth century the strat
egy of quoting and deconstructing traditional theatrical and dramat
ic conventions became a powerful tool of subverting well-established 
codes of representation. This tendency manifested itself quite visibly al
ready in the 1950s and 1960s, most notably in Beckett’s and Ionesco’s 
theatre experiments. Suffice it to refer to two plays regarded as canon
ical works of the theatre of the absurd. In his The Bald Primadonna 
(1950), Ionesco employs the basic pattern of farce, filling the action of 
the play with grotesquely distorted events and schematic characters.11 * 
In the conversations between Mr and Mrs Smith language cliches jux
taposed with one another produce the effect of mockery of everyday 
phatic communication in which people cannot maintain lively contact 
with each other. Beckett’s Play (1963) recounts a story of a love be
tween two women and a man, at the same time ironically employing the 
typical pattern of melodrama. Kİ, K2 and M reveal to the audience the 
ups and downs of their relationship sitting in three urns and provoked 
to speech by a moving shaft of spotlight. Their narrative, unfolding in 
a non-chronological and aleatory manner, reveals its conventionality, 
while the language they use persistently fails to give expression to their 
inner experience. Both Ionesco and Beckett quote formal solutions from 
well-known theatre genres and dissect them on stage in the name of re
defining the terms of the stage-audience contract. This strategy, together 
with the comic effect that it produces, depends largely on the audience’s 
familiarity with traditional conventions. In order to capture the specta
tors’ attention the playwrights of the absurd go against the grain of their 
expectations and against the habitual routines of interpreting the stage 
events while the audience’s engagement with the stage reality is solic
ited by violating traditional rules of constructing dialogues, characters 
and action.

All references to Ionesco’s plays cf. Eugène Ionesco Plays.
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This formal solution reverberates in virtually all plays discussed 
in this chapter. However, the fundamental difference between the texts 
analyzed here and the earlier absurdist experiments lies in the desired 
effect that the stage reality is to have on the audience. Ionesco and 
Beckett quote and invert well-known dramatic genres in order to expose 
the treacherous functioning of language and the patterns of everyday 
communication which create a false impression of keeping up interhu
man relationships, but in fact deprive them of any deeper meaning. In 
their plays the critique of language is connected with attempts to medi
ate to the audience the sense of absurdity of life and futility of human 
existence. Schimmelpfennig, Churchill, and Kane work with a different 
aim in view. All of them draw on the inventory of representational strat
egies of realism and naturalism which they exploit and deconstruct on 
stage, but their primary aim is neither to denounce the verbal means of 
communication nor to give expression to ontological insecurity. Rather, 
they undermine time-honoured patterns of representation in search of 
new ways of exerting an impact on the audience and inviting them to 
a lively interaction with the stage reality by unveiling its status of a fic
tional entity. The denouncement of the old communicational conven
tions serves them as a starting point and a basis for new methods of in
stigating the audience’s involvement with the fictional world on stage.

The possibility to demonstrate the difference between the mid
twentieth-century avant-garde theatre and the most recent playwrit
ing was one of the reasons for including Churchill’s early plays within 
the scope of this chapter. Her entire oeuvre provides examples of plays 
which quote other theatrical genres. As early as in Traps one can find 
an eloquent instance of the ironic use of the realist conventions which 
prepares the way for the play’s ritual-like finale. The bathing scene, 
reminiscent of the Christian baptism, re-unites all the characters and in 
a non-verbal manner mediates to the audience the sense of collectivi
ty and co-operation. This solution reverberates with echoes of theatre 
experiments of the post-1968 era, notably those of the Living Theatre 
and The Performance Group, in which the audience was often invited 
to a direct physical interaction with the stage."9 Churchill has aban
doned attempts at eliciting the spectators’ corporeal engagement in 

Schechner, Environmental..., 40-86.11'»
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Cloud Nine which subverts the received ideas about sexuality and gen
der roles mainly through the ironic use of the convention of farce and 
the employment of cross-dressing and cross-casting, which go against 
the grain of the realist styles of acting. In this respect Cloud Nine comes 
closer to Churchill’s plays from the 1990s, because it disrupts the rep
resentational strategies of realism in the name of questioning the habit
ual patterns of perception and cognition which determine the dominant 
sexual politics. In her latest plays Churchill continues the exploration of 
the micro-level of the procedures of thinking and perceiving. In This is 
a Chair and Blue Heart she questions further the functioning of the the
atre machinery and extrapolates from it to discuss the nature of large- 
scale discursive processes. At the same time, she attempts to open up 
a space for the audience’s imaginary activity and solicits from them an 
engagement in co-creating the stage world.

This emphatic focus on the procedures of perception and cognition 
can be treated as one of the distinctive features of the playwriting of 
the turn of the twenty-first century, while the strategy of ironic quoting 
traditional theatre conventions serves the purpose of directing the audi
ence’s attention towards themselves and their own processes of think
ing. In this sense the plays by Churchill manifest the same self-reflex
ive character which typifies also Schimmelpfennig’s and Kane’s texts. 
Both of them subvert the traditional means of representation in order to 
establish anew the contact between the stage world and the audience. 
They use well-known realist means of creating fiction as a bait that 
draws the spectators closer to the represented reality, but they prevent 
them from an easy psychological identification with the characters. 
Schimmelpfennig’s plays appeal to the audience primarily because of 
their strong reliance on coherent plots. His work exemplifies a dominant 
tendency in contemporary playwriting to return to the roots of theatre in 
the oral tradition.12" However, for Schimmelpfennig the ‘return of the 
fable’ as the central element of a theatre event does not entail backslid
ing to the means of traditional theatre. In his plays the stage reality is 
not constructed as an iconic image of the outer world, but is constituted 
in an act of narration performed by actors on an empty stage. In this re
spect his plays differ from Kane’s texts, although the British playwright, 

Sarrazac, L'Avenir.... 61-67.20
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particularly in her latest experiments, also abandoned stage imagery in 
favour of purely verbal means of expression. Yet, her Crave and 4.48 
Psychosis have a profoundly non-narrative character and can be re
garded as materials for acoustic environments which address the audi
ence with the richness of sounds. Simultaneously, Kane’s later texts, de
prived of psychologically plausible characters and coherent plots, mark 
the final stage of the process of this author’s departure from the real
ist paradigm. As the analyses conducted in this chapter prove, strategies 
of quoting and subverting the realistic techniques can be detected in all 
her plays, each time on a different level of textual structure. In Blasted, 
Phaedra’s Love and Cleansed, Kane employs well-known theatre con
ventions, constructing seemingly familiar stage realities, and then goes 
against the grain of the audience’s expectations, introducing scenes of 
corporeal suffering (e.g. in the last sequence of Blasted) or dream vi
sions (e.g. numerous visionary sequences described in the stage direc
tions of Cleansed). The estrangement of the represented reality which 
she achieves in this way serves as a means of puzzling the spectators 
and capturing their attention in order to involve them closely with the 
stage events.

The effectiveness of Churchill’s, Schimmelpfennig’s, and Kane’s 
experiments with the form of text for the stage and the well-established 
dramatic codes relies to a large extent on the audience’s familiarity with 
traditional theatre conventions. However, the awareness of how the
atre machinery functions is only a small part of the overall knowledge 
of cultural codes with which the audience comes to the theatre and by 
means of which it makes sense of the stage events. Today, the specta
tors’ receptive habits are to a much larger extent than before shaped by 
TV, film, and the new media. A great number of contemporary play
wrights do not restrict themselves to ironically quoting traditional the
atre genres, and in order to undermine the common perceptual patterns 
they reach for conventions popularized by the mass culture. As a result, 
the outburst of the new media has influenced the generation of innova
tive forms of writing for the theatre, this issue being the central topic of 
the next chapter.





Chapter Two





At the Crossroads of Media and Theatre

“In order not to lose significance theatre has to take up the challenge 
of the new media,’’ Tim Staffel, a young, German playwright said in 
an interview, pointing to a hitherto little explored source of inspiration 
for the authors of texts for the stage.1 Indeed, a large number of plays 
that have been written from the beginning of the 1990s prove that his 
words do not express this author’s personal agenda, but are indicative 
of a more general tendency observable in the German and the English 
play writing of the recent decade. The growing multitude of plays which 
employ or ironically quote conventions well-known from film, televi
sion and video games or which confront the audience with film projec
tions testifies to the tremendous influence exerted by the new media on 
the texts written for the contemporary stages. Although harbingers of 
this outburst could be observed already in the drama of the previous 
decades, the unprecedented omnipresence of media, manifest in various 
forms and on all levels of the structure of the texts written nowadays for 
the theatre, indicates that a significant trend is at the moment reaching 
its peak. The new media not only provide a large pool of topics which 
until now have not been dealt with by playwrights. More importantly, 
the interest that the German and English authors take in the possible use 
of the electronic means of image production in theatre has been a sig
nificant factor in the generation of such forms of writing for the stage 
which to a very wide extent trespass the boundaries of the traditional 
dramatic form.

This tendency in the field of playwriting has been paralleled and 
conditioned by the developments in the mainstream theatre that took

Hoernik, Stiick- Weik, 121. 
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place at the beginning of the last decade of the twentieth century. It was 
by that time that on regular basis theatre directors began to adapt as the
atrical means of expression the latest advancements in the field of video 
technology.2 But neither they were the first artists to capitalize on the 
rapid scientific development and the inventions progressively made in 
the field of electronics. Since 1967, the year in which Sony designed 
and marketed the first portable camcorder that allowed simultaneous re
cording and transmission of images onto a screen, video had gradual
ly been gaining significance as an artistic technique, which offered new 
possibilities of expression and communication with the audience.* 1 The 
new technological inventions enabled the birth of such artistic forms 
which combined live action with various types of mediated images, jux
taposing the bodies of performers with their medial reproductions in the 
form of photographs, film footage or closed-circuit installations.'1 The 
tendencies which from the late 1960s had been developing within the 
avant-garde performance and video art, started gradually making their 
way to the mainstream stages, confronting the spectators with new tech
niques of constructing the represented reality, and posing a major chal
lenge to their perceptual habits.

; Roselt, "Mit Leib und Linse,” 34.
’ Engelbach, Zwischen Body Art und I’ideokunst. 169.
J Haustein, k'ideokimst, 8.
1 Lehmann, Postdramatisches..., 401-447.

In the chapter of his Postdramatisches Theater entitled “Media” 
Lehmann discusses the role that the innovative video and computer tech
niques have played in the development of new theatrical forms over the 
last twenty-five years. Analyzing a wide range of examples of theatrical 
phenomena, Lehmann traces a whole gamut of strategies by means of 
which theatre incorporates within its scope the new media technologies or 
quotes conventions well-known from film, television or interactive com
puter games, thus creating the “medial aesthetics of theatre.”5 According 
to the author of Postdramatisches Theater, it is not by accident that the 
appearance and development of the present-day media civilization, with 
its digitally generated virtual spaces and technologically mediated inter
action, was paralleled by the development of a theatre that does not com
pete with other media in producing increasingly more perfect simulations 
of the outer world. This critical attitude to the techniques of medial rep
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resentation and the effect that they have on the recipients is one of the 
distinctive features of the postdramatic theatre defined and described by 
Lehmann. In distinction to more traditional, text-based theatrical forms, 
the postdramatic theatre has been striving to surpass all other media and, 
by incorporating them within its scope, has turned into an artistic practice 
which takes the media as one of its major themes.

According to Lehmann, the era of the new media aesthetics of the
atre did not begin at the moment when the latest electronic advancements 
came to be used simply to produce more spectacular or exact copies of 
the world outside theatre. In this respect the contemporary theatre em
ploys digital techniques in a different way then in the past, when, for ex
ample in Piscator’s theatre or in the docu-drama of the 1960s, film-foot- 
age appeared on the stage as a direct quote from the outside world. Then 
the primary role of the incursions of film projections was to authenticate 
the fictional represented reality. The new media aesthetics started when 
the video image entered into a complex relationship with the events tak
ing place live on stage. This co-presence of the theatrical “here and now” 
and its medial reproduction has become a self-reflexive strategy of the the
atre, which brings home to the spectators how perception is influenced 
and shaped by the media, how the eye of the camera focuses on specif
ic fragments of the stage reality and simultaneously leaves the rest out
side of its frame. Thus a theatrical performance becomes a demonstration 
of how perception is shaped and how the seemingly neutral copying of 
reality, in which film and digital simulation seem to excel, is in fact an 
ideologically driven construction of reality. In this theatre the gaze of the 
spectator is confronted with a whole range of medial reproductions of the 
stage reality, each of which shows a different point of view on this stage 
reality, without actually grasping its entirety. When video-cameras me
diate as fictional those actions which the spectators can simultaneously 
see directly on stage, the difference between the material body, accessible 
to the senses, and its “unreal” image, a sign deprived of a real presence, 
becomes clearly demonstrated. According to Lehmann, because of the 
widespread use of the strategies of confronting real actions with media
tion theatre of the recent decades has become this artistic practice which 
can ultimately prove that reality evades representation.6

Ibidem, 413-415.
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Lehmann’s theses on the mediality of today’s theatre can serve 
as a good starting point for asking similar questions with reference to 
texts written for the stage, which nowadays more and more often deal 
with the theme of the new media and their formative influence on their 
users’ consciousness. If indeed, as Lehmann persuasively argues, one 
of the factors instigating the change of the paradigm of theatre from 
dramatic to post-dramatic has been the appearance and spread of the 
new media, then one can also ask how this outburst of the media cul
ture has influenced writing for the theatre? And what changes in the 
traditional dramatic conventions have occurred since theatre started in
cluding those new media within its scope? In the following I would 
like to focus on an increasingly more significant tendency in contem
porary playwriting which, responding to the development of the new 
media, not only thematizes their functioning, but also employs them 
to refine, modify or disrupt the well-established dramatic conventions. 
I will take into consideration those play-texts which in a critical man
ner respond to the maladies of the media culture and at the same time 
employ film and digital image techniques to multiply the planes of the
atrical representation. I will therefore have a closer look at how the 
stage-audience relationship changes the moment the represented world 
on stage is supplemented with its medial double. This strategy, which 
could be called a metatheatrical figure of “the media in theatre,” is em
ployed not only to lay bare the fragility of links that connect the me
diatized copy to its original model. Moreover, it very often serves to 
problematize the very notion of reality which the new media radically 
undermine.

Two major tendencies can be observed among the profuse variety of 
forms and strategies of making the media present already on the level of 
the written text. A possible relation of a text for the theatre and the me
dia can be described with recourse to the notion of intertextuality. In this 
respect the playwriting of the 1990s can be seen as a large-scale con
tinuation of the formal experiments of the previous decade, whose key 
representatives both in England and Germany used pre-fabricated me
dial clichés and conventions as raw material for their texts. In Elfriede 
Jelinek’s and Wemer Schwab’s textual collages, or Tom Stoppard’s 
games with traditional genres and motifs, to name only the most promi
nent examples of dramatic intertextuality, quotes from the media appear 
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alongside citations from many other sources. Although the texts written 
for the stage today very often fall back upon and develop the represen
tational strategies implemented by the playwrights of the 1980s, the ref
erences to the new media have visibly grown in significance and can be 
observed on all levels of the textual structure. Perhaps the most obvious 
and most easily recognizable are those intertexts which appear in the 
form of direct quotes from well-known films, television programmes, 
pop songs, advertisements or medial jargons. Mentioned in monologues 
and dialogic exchanges or imitated by the figures that copy some char
acteristic gesture or speech style, these references clearly indicate that 
the stage reality does not have the character of a seamless imitation of 
the outer world. A patchwork-like represented reality which comes into 
being as a result of putting together heterogeneous quotes from other 
recognizable sources becomes a grotesque model of the contemporary 
world. Such a construction of the stage vision aims at putting into ques
tion the notions of authenticity and originality of everyday life, show
ing people as collages stitched from a number of pre-fabricated cliches, 
deprived of individuality and the sense of their own stable identity. 
A deliberate juxtaposition of incongruous intertextual references, which 
do not conceal their status of quotes nor the sources from which they 
originate, demonstrates what role the media play in the perpetuation of 
a monolithic and one-dimensional world-view. However, this type of 
structuring the represented reality is not the only possible manner of re
cycling the well-known medial themes, motifs and conventions.

In recent years a great number of playwrights in a variety of dif
ferent ways have taken up the challenge of the new media by employ
ing intermedial references on a higher level of the textual organization. 
Their strategy consists in shaping the action of the play according to 
a format of a popular television programme, a recognizable cinematic 
style or a convention of a computer game. The structure of a real
ity show in Igor Bauersima’s Factory, a docu-soap in Falk Richter’s 
Electronic City, or a video game in Kristina Nenninger’s Restart have 
the status of such overt and ironic quotations. Each of these plays con
fronts the spectators with a recognizable pattern of plot construction 
and character depiction, well known to a common television viewer or 
a PC user. Each of these plays refers to those widely known genres with 
a different aim in view.
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Intennedial quotes of this type may be employed as means of reju
venating a long-standing convention of drama and of adjusting it to the 
audience’s perceptual habits, to a wide extent shaped and influenced by 
the mass media. Restart provides an example of a play which combines 
representational strategies of a computer game with the convention of 
the expressionist subjective drama. In this play a teenager’s interior 
journey into the depths of her self is structured as a series of adven
tures on consecutive levels of an electronically generated simulation. 
Nenninger, by referring to a format commonly recognizable for an av
erage computer user, invites the spectators to rely on their everyday ex
perience when interpreting the stage events. However, such quotes from 
the media do not appear in currently written texts for the theatre only 
as handy tools by means of which an effective communication with the 
audience is established. Television and film genres are even more fre
quently employed only to be deconstructed and exposed as means of 
imposing on the viewers a uniform world-view. The conventions of the 
reality show or docu-soap, with their claim to giving a transparent and 
direct representation of ordinary life, when transferred onto the stage 
are methodically dissected to lay bare those of their dimensions which 
usually remain invisible to television viewers. For a number of play
wrights, like Bauersima, Richter or Staffel, theatre creates an oppor
tunity to demonstrate how the media, by using conventional narrative 
patterns and electronic means of creating reality effects, surreptitiously 
construct and transmit to their audiences a closed and complete vision 
of the world. The exemplary plots of soap-operas or documentary se
ries implicitly present to the viewers a set of ready-made interpretative 
schemata that help them organize and understand the chaos of everyday 
experiences. Numerous texts for the theatre discussed in this chapter, by 
carrying out such an anatomy of the medial strategies of representation, 
in a variety of ways demonstrate that the new media, instead of reflect
ing the outer reality, are in fact instrumental in constructing it.

However, there is another aspect to the contemporary playwrights’ 
critical practice with regard to the media culture, since the encounter of 
the latest technological advancements in image (re)production and the 
mainstream theatre and drama has had at least bilateral consequences. 
The criticism of the typical representational patterns that dominate in 
the mass media, and the employment of the digital techniques on the 
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stage has also resulted in a radical departure from traditional theatri
cal and dramatic forms. In the case of Richter’s or Staffel’s texts for 
the stage, the playwright’s efforts at dismantling the medial apparatus 
of representation are paralleled by attempts at creating for the audience 
conditions for new perceptual and bodily experiences. Through the frag
mentation of traditional narrative forms, through multiplication of me
tatheatrical planes of representation, through confrontation of the events 
enacted live with their medial reproduction the newly written texts for 
the theatre go against the grain of habitual procedures of information 
processing, inviting the audience to a more active interaction with the 
represented realities brought into existence by various media. When 
confronted with a pulsating flux of images and words, and disarmed 
from the well-established procedures of meaning constitution, the audi
ence is forced to take an active part in the creation of the fictional stage 
worlds and to search for a possible way of ordering the scattered pieces 
of the jigsaw puzzle deliberately mixed up by the playwright. In those 
purposely arranged environments the spectators win an opportunity to 
reflect upon their cognitive processes. Due to the deliberate disturbance 
of the communication based on well-established conventions, the au
dience cannot rely on their cultural knowledge to decipher the mean
ings of the performance. Ad hoc, they have to invent their own, subjec
tive methods of making sense of what they see on stage. In this respect 
a number of texts for the theatre written today counteract the baleful 
impact of the media and their one-directional communication, governed 
by the principle of maximal comprehensibility and minimal processing 
effort on the part of the recipient.

This aspect of the contemporary theatre is immediately linked with 
the second type of merging drama with the new media. For it is not 
only through intertextual quotes of motifs, themes and conventions that 
theatre draws on the developments within the field of electronics. The 
second type of structural linking of theatre and the media, exemplified 
by Mark Ravenhill’s or Igor Bauersima’s plays, consists in confront
ing the represented reality on stage with its medial double, to point to 
their mutual relationships. Although this strategy might at first glance 
resemble the experiments of the avant-garde art of the post-1968 era, 
it fulfils a different function for the contemporary playwrights than it 
did for their predecessors. Photography, film and video were employed 
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by the body artists of the early 1970s who in their performances contra
sted their own corporeal suffering with its mediated reproductions in or
der to call the audience’s attention to the irreducible difference between 
the authenticity of the scenes enacted live and the artificiality of what 
they usually can see on the television screen. Such artists as Dennis 
Oppenheim, Gina Pane or Chris Burden, by confronting the spectators 
of their performances with self-mutilation acts and simultaneously jux
taposing them with their medial reproductions, very clearly privileged 
the body as the site of authenticity and originality. They conceived it as 
the last bastion of defence against the devaluation of the lively, corpo
real experience in the world dominated by the mass media. Flesh and 
blood, which the spectators could not only see, but often also touch, 
served as a means of emotional and sensual appeal that was to restore 
in the audience the sense of a lively, direct communication as an alter
native to the depersonalized, mediated messages that they dealt with in 
everyday life.7

Although contemporary playwrights who write primarily for the 
mainstream stages do not require of their actors to carry out acts of self- 
mutilation or to suffer real pain, they often rely on strategies tried out 
for the last two decades by performance and body artists. They employ 
them as a means of exerting an emotional impact on the audience and 
strengthening the message of the play. This function is fulfilled by the 
new media in Mark Ravenhill’s Shopping and Fucking and Faust (Is 
Dead) which not only thematize the burning issues of the media civi
lization but also, through a juxtaposition of the actors’ bodies and the 
video image, clearly point to the audience the fundamental difference 
between the one and the other. However, the confrontation of the liv
ing bodies of actors with their medial images can have a diametrically 
different function. It can be used in order to question the stability of 
a character’s identity and expose it as an effect of a variety of imaginary 
identifications with the medially reproduced images of one’s own body. 
In Tim Staffel’s Werther in New York or in Igor Bauersima’s Factory 
a confrontation of live events and their simultaneously shown medi
atized images is used only in order to demonstrate to what extent the 
seemingly natural, unmediated perception of what seems to be a direct

Engelbach, Zwischen Body Art.... 150-151. 
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representation of “real life” is in fact an artificial construction, shaped 
according to ready-made patterns and cultural frames in order to create 
the impression of authenticity and directness.

In this respect the texts written nowadays for the stage are sympto
matic of more general changes that have taken place within the human 
sciences, particularly those of its branches which investigate the conse
quences of the technological progress and the development of the mass 
media of communication. The unrestrained spread of the digital tech
niques of storing and processing data and the unquestionable dominance 
of the computer as a vehicle for information transfer has provoked se
rious criticism of the earlier philosophical and sociological studies on 
the role of the media in contemporary societies. The basic tenets of the 
theories of such thinkers as Marshall McLuhan, Paul Virilio and Jean 
Baudrillard which from the 1960s onwards set the trends in the media 
studies, have at the turn of the twenty-first century come under care
ful scrutiny." What has provoked particularly strong reactions to those 
theoreticians on the part of their latter-day critics is the tacitly adopted 
anthropological perspective that underlies the apocalyptic visions of the 
future conjured up in their writings; the future in which the growing use 
of the electronic appliances as tools of interaction with the outer world 
will result in the loss of the sense of difference between the body and 
the mind, an authentic corporeal experience and a digitally generated 
simulation; the future in which a formerly coherent human cogito will 
finally dissolve in a multitude of virtual realities. What lurks behind the 
emotionally charged concepts of the “loss of perception” (Virilio) or the 
“reign of the hyperreality” (Baudrillard) is an ideal of a long-lost imme
diate contact with the world which the new media effectively prevent, 
enclosing their users in an ongoing circulation of simulacral images, 
with no relation to outer reality. The media theoreticians writing today 
attempt at breaking with their predecessors’ bleak prophecies by posit
ing that the new media only make it more clear to their users what has 
always been the property of human perception. Even when disarmed 
from the electronic mediators, the senses never provide an undistorted, 
direct contact with the world. Cultural frames, social conventions,

K Cf. McLuhan, L'nderstanding Media', Baudrillard, Der symbolische Tausch und der 
Tod, Virilio, Die Sehmaschine.
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norms of behaviour also influence perception, while the contact with the 
immediate environment is always already mediated.1'

The latest developments in drama fit in very neatly with this chang
ing paradigm of media studies. Contemporary playwrights no longer 
aim at breaking the constraints of fiction to give the audience the sense 
of a direct participation in the represented reality. Rather, they draw the 
spectators into cognitive games, forcing them to reflect on their own 
processes of perception and to realize to what extent the media that they 
know from their everyday life shape their relationship with the world 
and other people. In this way a large group of contemporary playwrights 
prevents the perpetuation of the rules of constructing the represented re
ality which have been passed down from the traditional theatre to the 
new media. The latter, just like the former, aim at producing seemingly 
perfect copies of the world in order to give their viewers the impres
sion of gaining a direct, undistorted knowledge about the represented 
people, places and objects. At the same time they let the audience for
get that the television screen or the computer interface, just like former
ly the invisible fourth wall, effectively separate them from the world 
whose iconic image it puts on display. By the same token, they hide the 
constructed character of the mediated image, which comes into being as 
a result of skilful editing of pre-recorded or artificially created material. 
However, the gesture of cutting and pasting raw film footage into a co
herent sequence or even generating moving pictures by means of digital 
simulation usually remains hidden, and its invisibility contributes to the 
impression of the wholeness of and immediate familiarity with the vir
tual universe created on the screen. The deliberate and consistent dis
ruptions of the processes of constituting closed, fictional imitations of 
the outer world very often result from the contemporary playwrights’ 
attempts at preventing the ossification of the heterogeneous stage real
ity into a single, one-dimensional epitome of the outer world. By estab
lishing a more direct contact between the performers and the spectators, 
and inviting the latter, with recourse to various strategies, to an active 
participation in creating ephemeral stage worlds, playwrights confront 
the audience with stage visions which do not pretend to be immediately 
comprehensible analogons of the world. In this manner the contempo-

Tholen, Die Zdsur der Medien. 61-110. 
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rary texts for the theatre capitalize on this fundamental feature of thea
tre which distinguishes it from other media of mass communication. On 
stage the ultimate shape and sense of the represented reality are estab
lished “here and now,” in the course of the performance, in direct con
tact with the materiality of the stage, the living bodies and the voices of 
the actors. However, in order to create for the audience the possibility 
of experiences which they do not know from they everyday life, the me- 
diality of theatre itself has to be put into question. The resulting radical 
reformulation of the basic structural properties and functions of texts for 
the stage proves to be the ultimate outcome of taking up the challenge 
of the new media.

Shocking and Teaching.
The Plays by Mark Ravenhill

“The starting point for a young contemporary dramatist is something that 
is quite sardonic, quite ironic, quite cynical, because that’s the predom
inant sensibility of the generation that’s under thirty,” Mark Ravenhill 
said in an interview, in three short adjectives encapsulating the atmos
phere that surrounded the onset of the British in-yer-face theatre.10 This 
prevalent attitude of distance to social problems and the lack of engage
ment in political issues on the part of the younger generation in the last 
decade of the twentieth century posed a challenge to those playwrights 
who still regarded theatre as a significant institution which should react 
to current problems of public life. However, the political changes that 
took place in England in the early 1990s in a decisive way influenced 
the scope of topics addressed by playwrights, and the range of forms in 
which they expressed their concern with the state of nation. The commit
ted playwrights of the 1980s, like Howard Brenton or Caryl Churchill, 
openly criticized the Conservative government led by Margaret Thatcher, 
pointing to the most outrageous shortcomings of the era of progressive 
market economics. Oriented towards activating the spectators and forc
ing them to take a critical stance towards the burning topical issues, 
playwrights favoured the epic form of drama whose metatheatrical na

Sierz, ln-Yer-Face..., 124.
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ture allowed turning an evening in the theatre into a public meeting dur
ing which current issues came under severe scrutiny. Even if the plays 
that could be seen by that time on the British stages did not have clearly 
expressed, tendentious messages, they appealed to the spectator prima
rily on the intellectual level. Brenton’s The Romans in Britain (1981), 
Churchill’s Top Girls (1982), or Hare’s A Map of the World (1983) can 
serve as illustrative examples of this tendency. Typically, the playwrights 
of the 1980s depicted social antagonisms in parabolic fables, which ad
dressed concrete political issues and social problems of the time even if 
they were presented in the form of a historical play.

However, this form of drama, together with the function of the the
atre that it implied, lost its political relevance the moment when the 
Labour government came into power at the turn of the 1990s, offering 
hopes for the decisive changes in the country’s economic and cultural 
climate. A number of the committed playwrights of the 1980s withdrew 
from openly addressing political topics and shifted to the exploration 
of the sphere of personal experiences. At the same time, the voice of 
the young generation of playwrights, which from the early 1990s on
wards has been resounding more and more loudly on the British stages, 
called the audiences’ attention to the topics that in the previous decade 
had been neglected or merely touched upon. However, in-yer-face dra
ma evaded straightforwardly political and economic issues, turning to 
such widely observable and disturbing social phenomena as violence, 
drug addiction and the psychological costs of living in alienating, urban 
deserts." Like the naturalists of the late nineteenth century, the young 
British dramatists confronted their spectators with those aspects of eve
ryday experience which usually remain hidden from view for an aver
age citizen. In-yer-face plays not only took the burning social issues as 
their topics, but also made use of an explicit depiction of violence as 
a means of emotional impact on the audience. Strategies of shock, for 
which the new drama became notorious, were employed on stage to ef
fectively nag at the audience’s conscience and to force them to face in 
the theatre those harsh facts from which they would rather tum their 
eyes away in daily life.

11 Sierz, “‘To Recommend a Cure’: Beyond Social Realism and In-Yer-Face Theatre," 
47-48.
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This general characteristic matches seamlessly the plays written by 
Ravenhill, whose Shopping and Fucking (1996) became known world
wide as an icon of the new British writing for the stage. To counter
act the sardonic, ironic and cynical attitude of the majority of the con
temporary spectators, Ravenhill also looks for such formal solutions 
which could exert a powerful impact on the audience and sensitize it to 
the shortcomings of modem post-capitalist societies. In his search for 
a way of connecting theatre with everyday reality, he can be said to rely 
on John Osborne’s tried and tested method of creating reality effects 
by introducing on stage a hitherto little explored topic. Just like his re
nowned predecessor, Ravenhill relies on traditional dramatic structures, 
with which the audience is thoroughly familiar. Therefore it can effort
lessly follow the action of the play in order to arrive at an unambigu
ous understanding of its message. Obviously, broaching a new theme 
may also bring about slight modifications of the well-established dra
matic forms, according to the contemporary cultural context and, above 
all, the receptive habits of the spectators; the spectators who are literate 
not so much in theatrical conventions, but, above all, in the aesthetics of 
television programmes, popular cinema and video games.

It is on this common knowledge that Ravenhill relies when he tries 
to catch the reflection of outer reality in the mirror of the theatre. In his 
plays stage images of the contemporary world do not resemble a real
ist “slice of life,” which hides its conventionality under the appearance 
of a naturally seamless whole. Rather, they manifest their constructed 
character, overtly exposing in front of the spectator the fact that they 
have come into being as a result of intertextual quoting. Out of quota
tions from fictional and non-fictional, high-and low-brow texts, films, 
songs or television programs Ravenhill creates manifestly artificial uni
verses inhabited by equally inauthentic figures for whom nothing seems 
to be real and all is part of a large-scale medial spectacle. Paradoxically, 
by cutting and pasting fragments of various discourses he manages to 
create convincing and appealing stage fiction. Ravenhill’s debut text, 
Shopping and Fucking enables to analyse the exact means and ends of 
this formula of theatre.

Already in the opening scene of the play the spectators are con
fronted with a universe purposely woven out of bits and pieces from var
ious fictional and non-fictional sources. When we encounter Lulu, Mark 
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and Robbie, they form a group that one could provisionally call “a fam
ily,” or rather its parody, since all the features that we stereotypically 
associate with it have been clearly perverted. The three characters con
stantly seem to exchange among each other the usually stable roles of the 
parents and the children. First, Mark, the oldest of the three, refuses to 
eat, while Lulu and Robbie, like a caring mother and a patient father, are 
trying to force-feed him from a carton of takeaway food. This arrange
ment is soon reversed when Mark tells Lulu and Robbie a story, which, 
like a typical exposition, reveals to the audience how the characters have 
come together. The manner in which Mark recounts the moment of buy
ing his partners from some fat guy in a supermarket is reminiscent of 
the stereotypical way in which parents tell fairytales to their children. 
But the supermarket story, which the spectators can take at face value as 
a reliable explanation of the nature of the relationship between the three 
characters of the play, soon turns out to be fake; just as fake as all other 
more or less probable tales that the characters almost compulsively tell 
each other in almost every scene of the play. This proliferation of nar
ratives in Shopping and Fucking is thematized in one of the comments 
woven into the dialogue, clearly referring to Jean-Francois Lyotard’s 
concept of the end of great meta-narratives, which in the past provided 
a coherent and consistent framework for everyday experiences.12

Lyotard, “Randbemerkungen zu den Erzählungen,” 49-53.
Ravenhili, Shopping and Fucking, 66.

I think we all need stories, we make up stories so that we can gel by. 
And 1 think a long time ago there were big stories. Stories so big you 
could live your whole life in them ... But they all died ... so now 
we’re all making up our own stories. Little stories,1’

Robbie says, lucidly explaining why the world in which he lives has 
crushed into a myriad of inconsistent bits.

In the fragmented world, deprived of an all-encompassing ideo
logical framework, the function of providing little, local narratives has 
been taken over by the mass media and popular culture. The innumer
able stories, by means of which the play’s protagonists make sense of 
their lives, have medial and pop-cultural provenance. It is most explicit 
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in one of the final monologues in which Brian, a gangster who be
comes a symbolic father to Lulu and Robbie, introduces his pupils 
to the hard and fast rules of the capitalist market economy. When the 
boy, instead of selling three hundred extasy pills, foolishly gives them 
away, Brian gives his employees a week to return to him three thou
sand pounds under threat of killing the unfortunate dealers, should they 
fail him again. But when Lulu and Robbie succeed in providing him 
with the money, he generously refuses to accept it, praising them for 
having leamt the first law of the new world: “Money is civilisation.”14 
However, his message resounds with ironic undertones, since Brian, 
by way of vividly illustrating his words, recounts the plot of the Walt 
Disney blockbuster The Lion King.

J Ibidem, 87.
15 Ibidem, 88-89.

This Hollywood version of Shakespeare’s Hamlet tells the story of 
a young lion fighting against his treacherous uncle who has killed the 
king, taken the throne and thus disturbed the natural cycle of being. The 
lion-prince, with the help of his father’s ghost, succeeds in overthrow
ing the rule of the impostor and restores harmony in the animal king
dom. In his extensive monologue, Brian identifies the cycle of being 
with the ongoing succession of generations which justifies and provides 
a superior, altruistic goal for the capitalist economy. “We must work. 
What we’ve got to do is to make the money. For them... Generations 
to come,” Brian says with affectionate seriousness.15 However, his mes
sage, placed side by side with a simplistic cartoon plot, immediately ex
poses itself as an ideological lie. The resulting comic effect, bom out of 
the juxtaposition of two different discourses as well as out of the mix
ture of a pompously official and sentimentally private tone, becomes in 
Shopping and Fucking a major tool of the critique of a society in which 
popular entertainment tacitly supports and validates the dominant eco
nomic order. At the same time, Ravenhill quotes a vulgarized version of 
Shakespeare’s masterpiece to point to the process of appropriating the 
stock of European tradition by the mass culture which excavates and 
transposes the themes and motifs deposited in the cultural memory onto 
popular medial conventions. However, Ravenhill is not interested in the 
way media create reality effects by relying on those long-standing pat
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terns of plot. Rather, he focuses on the role that the media play as ve
hicles for the dominant ideology by showing how tradition, simplified 
and de-contextualized, provides a handy tool for perpetuating the major 
tenets of the prevailing social system.

However, it is not only by means of grotesque exaggeration and 
intertextual collage that the author of Shopping and Fucking exposes 
Brian as a pernicious demagogue. Also, he prepares for the audience an 
illustrative case study of the possibilities delivered by the manipulative 
procedures of editing, when he confronts a live scene with its medial 
reproduction. During a job interview in Brian’s office, Lulu introduces 
herself as “a trained actress” and demonstrates her professional skills by 
reciting a passage from Chekhov’s Three Sisters:

One day people will know what all this was for... But until then we 
have to carry on living. We must work... 1’11 teach in a school and de
vote my whole life to people who need it.16

Ibidem, 13.

The same sequence re-appears on stage in the final scene of Shopping 
and Fucking, this time shown by Brian on the TV screen, as yet another 
illustrative example of his monologue about the rule of the capitalist 
economy. What in reality was only a rehearsal of a leamt theatrical part, 
not even fully understood by Lulu, on the television screen looks like 
a solemn declaration of the belief in the worth of labour, which addi
tionally lends credibility to Brian’s grandiloquent speech. This time the 
spectators have a chance to compare the scene that they saw enacted di
rectly on stage with its medial rendition to see how skilful editing and, 
above all, the insertion into another situational context, can change en
tirely the initial meaning of a given sequence of pre-recorded images.

It is not the only strategy that Ravenhill has recourse to in order 
to demonstrate the extensive impact of mediatized images on an indi
vidual’s consciousness. Not accidentally, every time Brian appears on 
stage, he brings with himself video cassettes and uses them as effec
tive instruments of coercion, which more than words affect emotionally 
Lulu and Robbie. When he comes to their flat to take the unfortunate 
drug-dealers to task for their failure to carry out their first commis
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sion, they have a chance to learn what happened to someone who had 
not passed Brian’s test. On the screen they can see a face of a man, his 
mouth covered with insulation tape, and a drill approaching it slowly 
but inexorably, like a threat of an inevitable punishment awaiting all 
who do not conform to the gangster’s demands. It cannot be overlooked 
that Brian does not show Lulu and Robbie a real scene of execution, 
but only its video recording, which might just as well be only a fake 
spectacle, modelled on some gangster movie. Perhaps for this reason 
the artificially procured film exerts a much stronger impact on Lulu and 
Robbie than a real scene of a murder might do. Both of them represent 
those modem users of the new media for whom the images appearing 
on a screen have more authenticity than unmediated reality. In Shopping 
and Fucking Ravenhill introduces yet another current topic by taking 
up the widely discussed issue of treating medial representation as more 
truthful and captivating than the events in real life.17

Zizek, Welcome to the Deserts of the Real, 5-32. 
Ravenhill, Shopping and Fucking, 29.

The consequences of this shift are illustrated in another pair of 
scenes in the play. While buying a bar of chocolate at the Seven-Eleven, 
Lulu witnesses how a drunken man starts a row and then kills the shop
keeper, cutting her throat. But Lulu does not even try to stop the assail
ant. She listlessly observes the brutal murder with the distant attitude 
of a television viewer: “It’s like it’s not really happening there—the 
same time, the same place as you. You’re here. And it’s there. And you 
just watch.”1" The sight of real blood does not evoke any emotions in 
her, because she looks at the scene of crime as if she were separated 
from it by a protective shield of a television screen. And afterwards, 
as if nothing has happened, she steals a chocolate bar and leaves the 
shop. Shocked by her own insensitivity, a few hours later she recounts 
the whole event to Robbie. But the real horror of the situation comes 
home to her only the moment she learns that the murder has been re
corded by a security camera and that now innumerable copies of the 
footage circulate in underground distribution, serving the viewers as 
boosters of their erotic fantasies. Having found that out, Lulu is sud
denly confronted with an image of someone who, like herself during the 
whole situation, watches an authentic scene of murder, drawing from it 
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perverse, voyeuristic pleasure. It is only from this external point of view 
that she comes to see the effect of mediation by the eye of the camera 
which turns real life into a medial spectacle, as easily consumable as 
any other product of mass culture.

Therefore the world inhabited by Ravenhill’s figures becomes one 
in which bodily sensations, rejected as too painful, are supplanted by 
simulation and medial fiction, which to the characters in the play seem 
to be more real than that which their bodies communicate to them. It 
does not mean, however, that their experiences are entirely deprived of 
a corporeal dimension. On the contrary, Ravenhill emphatically points 
out that the artificially constructed medial scenarios depend for their 
authenticity on an inscription onto living human flesh. It is best exem
plified by the scene in an emergency ward where Lulu meets Robbie, 
who has just been beaten up for distributing drugs in a pub. She asks 
him to tell her exactly how he was attacked, but it is not enough for 
her to simply listen to her friend’s story. “I don’t want to just imagine,” 
she says, and while Robbie tries to recollect what happened to him, she 
applies disinfectant to his face.19 Here we can virtually catch Lulu in 
the act of turning a lived experience into fiction, or rather into a series 
of displacements that blur the distinction between reality and fiction. 
She wants to hear the real story, but not exactly the one that Robbie can 
tell. She has got her own scenario, according to which Robbie has been 
mugged by a gang armed with knives and guns. By constantly interrupt
ing Robbie and bombarding him with questions, she is trying to impose 
this fictional script, clearly a product of her media-influenced imagina
tion, on the narrative of the actual course of events. She would like the 
bodily experience of the victim to validate the reality of the story. She 
would like to see Robbie suffer, but obviously not for real. The genuine 
pain is replaced by the unpleasant feeling when a disinfectant is applied 
to a fresh wound. This sequence of actions illustrates another manner 
of shaping the bodily impressions and using them as a material for the 
authentication of the fictional scripts by means of which the characters 
in the play organize and interpret their daily experiences.

Ibidem, 35.

The consequences of losing touch with one’s own body due to an 
immersion in a universe of fictional identification are vividly exempli
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fied by the story of Mark who, during his stay in a clinic for drug ad
dicts, was taught to avoid getting dependent on another person. Now 
he is constantly repeating that he is interested only in relationships in 
the form of a transaction and looks for an interaction which would be 
“sexual but not personal.”20 Therefore Mark leaves Lulu and Robbie and 
meets Gary, a rent boy who is ready to assume any identity his client 
requires. Initially Mark even tries to give a quasi-rational explanation 
for his behaviour, quoting the jargon and the devious logic of his psy
chiatrist’s diagnose:

Ibidem, 25.
21 Ibidem, 23.
22 Ibidem, 34.
2' Ibidem, 67.

I have no definition of myself you see. So I attach myself to others as 
a means of avoidance, of avoiding knowing the self. Which is actually 
potentially very destructive.21

Yet, it is Mark who experiences the inexplicable feeling that there is 
something missing from the world he lives in and that he has to make 
a final attempt at finding out “if there are any feelings left.”22 But Mark, 
despite his constant declarations that he no longer needs personal rela
tionships, falls in love with Gary and goes through an experience from 
which he learns where the difference lies between a simulacral specta
cle and authentic corporeal suffering.

In a sense, the characters of Shopping and Fucking provoke this les
son when they offer to help Gary overcome the feeling of utter loneli
ness that even his relationship with Mark does not stifle. As a remedy 
for that, Robbie suggests that they play a game, similar to the one he 
and Lulu played in the hospital emergency ward. They persuade Gary 
to start telling a story that on the spur of the moment unfolds in front of 
his mind’s eye. His narrative—“a sort of story of pictures ... story like 
a film” about a stepfather who brutally rapes him—is the same which 
in one of the previous scenes he told Mark when introducing himself.23 
To turn the events recounted by the boy into reality, Robbie and Mark 
rape him, carrying out his imaginative scenario. However, they soon 
learn that Gary’s idea of the game differs from theirs. For in his fantasy 
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his stepfather rapes him with a knife, and if Robbie or Mark are to as
sume the role of the abuser than they have to carry out this task liter
ally. Gary, wishing to bridge the gap between fantasy and reality, will 
not accept any symbolic ersatz that Robbie and Lulu might offer him. 
Words and deeds, mental vision and flesh, imaginary film and the real 
bodily pain have to become one in Gary’s game, so that it turns into 
a ritual act of breaking the vicious circle of false identities and regain
ing the lost ties with reality. Mark, who agrees to fulfil the boy’s wish, 
perhaps by going through this rite of purification, also regains the sense 
of what is real and what merely simulated, thus learning anew the im
portance of a genuine personal attachment, in the last scene of Shopping 
and Fucking he once again tells “the supermarket story” from the be
ginning of the play, which this time, however, is transposed onto the 
conventions of a science-fiction movie. Significantly, this time the story 
has a different ending. Having bought on some cosmic bazaar a mutant 
slave, Mark sets him free, but the creature begs him to be allowed to 
stay and serve him, for it has never lived on its own, and alone it will 
not survive a week. “That’s the risk I am prepared to take,” Mark an
swers, in a veiled manner expressing his belief in the significance of 
taking responsibility for someone else’s life.24

Ibidem, 90.

The climactic scene of Shopping and Fucking, Gary’s ritual sacrifice, 
not only purifies Mark, but also takes the spectators by surprise, shock
ing them with a sudden incursion of a scene of death in an otherwise gro
tesquely artificial represented reality. The figures inhabiting this universe 
resemble those cartoon characters, who, deprived of flesh and blood, 
emerge unscathed from the most sophisticated physical ordeals. The audi
ence’s astonishment results from the fact that Gary is murdered for real, 
in what at the beginning seemed to be one of a number of fictional games. 
This sudden intervention of reality in the middle of an overtly artificial 
and grotesquely distorted world whose inhabitants are constantly forced 
to enact fictional scenarios, acts like a tool of making the audience aware 
that the borderline between fiction and reality, seemingly non-existent in 
the world of Shopping and Fucking, can still be drawn.

Although the basic constellation of characters and the multi-layered 
intertextuality of Ravenhill’s Faust (Is Dead)(\997) seem to mirror the 
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structure of Shopping and Fucking, the two plays differ decisively in 
terms of the themes, the principles of creating the represented reality 
and the strategies of exerting emotional impact on the audience. If in 
his earlier text Ravenhill focuses on the variety of ways in which the 
media serve the dominant ideology, in his rewriting of Goethe’s master
piece he addresses the problems posed by the invention of cyberspace 
and its influence on the understanding of the relationship between cor
poreality and identity. Accordingly, in this play the confrontation of live 
and mediated action does not serve the purpose of demonstrating the 
manipulative function of editing, but to emphatically show the differ
ence between the unreality of virtual worlds and the truth of the vul
nerable, suffering body. Also, the role of visually compelling stage im
agery as a means of affecting the audience emotionally is incomparably 
more significant in Faust (Is Dead). In Shopping and Fucking Gary’s 
consensual murder is merely suggested, but not literally enacted in front 
of the audience. The lights fade out exactly at the moment when Mark 
resumes telling Gary’s story, by saying: “All right. You’re dancing and 
1 take you away.”25 Here the impact exerted on the spectators results pri
marily from the contrast between the manner in which Robbie and Lulu 
authenticate their fictional narratives, and Gary’s insistence on carrying 
out his imaginative scenario to the full. The corporeality of the actors 
fulfils a rather minor function as a means of expression. In Faust (Is 
Dead), in which Ravenhill emphatically thematizes the issue of sym
bolic representation and perception of bodily suffering, a bloody ritual 
takes place in full view of the audience whose emotional engagement is 
elicited by the directness of the theatrical representation.

Ibidem, 65.

The protagonists of this play also inhabit a world colonized by the 
new media, but this time Ravenhill consciously constnicts the stage vi
sion as a model of a virtual reality. The play opens with a short excerpt 
from David Letterman’s chat show, in which Alain, a modem philoso
pher, sits right beside the pop-icon Madonna. It is from this sequence 
that we first learn who the protagonist of the play is. The same scene 
returns after a while, this time in a mediatized form. Pete, Alain’s new
ly met acquaintance, stumbles upon a rerun of the chat show and from 
it he finds out who his mysterious companion really is. “See. You see? 
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That’s the way 1 know,” says Pete triumphantly, after showing Alain 
videotape with the programme recorded on it.26 Unlike in Shopping and 
Fucking, it is not the truth of the live sequence and the medial lie that 
come to the foreground here. Ravenhill shows the audience that what 
at the beginning they took as an unmediated, integral part of the repre
sented reality and a reliable source of knowledge about the protagonist 
is merely a copy of a copy, the original of which can no longer be exca
vated from under the layers of subsequent facsimiles. “That’s the way 
we know,” as one could paraphrase Pete’s exclamation, identifying tele
vision, and not first-hand experience, as the main source of information. 
In this universe the new media have entirely taken over the role of the 
mediating prism between people and their immediate environment and 
function as the sole source of knowledge about the world. As if com
menting on this aspect of living in a modern, technocratic utopia, Alain, 
unconsciously paraphrases Baudrillard’s theory of simulacra, when he 
points out that

26 Ravenhill, “Faust (Is Dead)," 120.
27 Ibidem, 132. The exact influence of Baudrillard’s and Foucault’s philosophy on 
Faust (Is Dead) is traced by Johan Callens in his article "Sorting Out Ontologies in Mark 
Ravenhill’s Faust (Is Dead)" (2000).
28 Ibidem, 99.

at some point, at a moment at the end of the twentieth century, reality 
ended. Reality finished and simulation began... Reality died. It ended. 
And we began to live this dream, this lie, this new simulated exist
ence.27

For Alain, like for Mark in Shopping and Fucking, the greatest malady 
of this de-realized existence is the lack of the sense of authenticity. And 
just like Mark, Alain breaks free from the ever more stifling universi
ty life and decides “to live a little.”28 He accidentally meets Pete, Bill 
Gates’s rebellious son, who has run away from home, taking with him 
his dad’s last invention—chaos saved on a floppy disk. As in a typical 
road-movie, the adventures that the characters go through during their 
common journey in a decisive way change their lives. It is from Alain’s 
point of view that we look on the represented world, and finally together 
with him we learn the lesson which the play teaches.
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Also in Faust (Is Dead) Ravenhill programs a specific experience 
for his character and for the audience; an experience from which the 
former and the latter are to draw conclusions. To demonstrate this, he 
consistently builds a universe that has turned into a computer simula
tion, entirely predictable and controlled from behind the scenes by the 
God-like boss of the computer company. “My dad wants to be every
where. His software in every home, on every desk. Bill, Bill, Bill. Like 
God, God, God,” explains Pete and then persuades Alain that they both 
have to run away without any plan, because if they try to anticipate 
even a little, Pete’s dad will find them.29 In this way Ravenhill portrays 
the world in which “man has died,”30 the world in which all experiences 
can be artificially induced and controlled.

This issue comes to the foreground at every juncture of Pete and 
Alain’s runaway trip. They decide to spend the night in the desert, and 
the boy is overwhelmed by the greatness of the landscape which he 
could so far watch only on a television screen. For him, direct contact 
with nature does not lead to any epiphany. On the contrary, it evokes 
only fear of the unknown and the unlimited. This is why he says that 
he would rather see the same scene on television, with a frame around 
it and a scientific commentary. He is relieved only when he looks at 
the landscape through the lens of the camcorder. Pete, as an exempla
ry embodiment of his generation, believes only in the experiences that 
have a definite shape, and thus can be controlled. In order to emphasise 
the extent to which the medially framed images take over the direct
ly palpable reality and deepen the gap between what is seen and what 
is bodily sensed, Ravenhill shows the audience how Pete by means 
of a camera mediates for himself the first sexual contact with Alain. 
Incessantly recording his partner, Pete does not feel anything, although 
his body reacts to the caresses with a discharge of semen. The split 
into an impassively observing eye and the inadvertently reacting body 
is the most telling sign of the dissociation of reason from the senses 
which are cheated and aroused by skilful simulations. No wonder that 
the medial means of reality (re)production are in Faust (Is Dead) iden
tified with the effects that drugs have. In the same scene, taking out

Ibidem, 104.
Ibidem, 97. 
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of his pocket a stash of colourful pills, and arranging them in a circle, 
Pete patiently explains to Alain what impact each of them will have 
on him.31 But what he calls an experience is not what his older part
ner looks for, since it has nothing to do with discovering a hitherto un
known dimension of human life. Rather, it is a constant repetition of 
the same, the result of which is well-known in advance; the deadly rep
etition from which the disenchanted philosopher is now running away, 
searching desperately for a possibility of regaining an unmediated con
tact with his own body.

“I don’t want any limits,” Alain declares, persuading Pete that 
they should take the pills in a random order, without determining 
the experience beforehand.32 Only later they will “allow the shape to 
emerge.”33 This search for authenticity in the world of simulacra is 
identified by Alain with masochistic violence against the self. “We 
must be cruel to ourselves. We must embrace suffering, we must em
brace cruelty,” he says, explaining to Pete what the last resort of real
ity is.34 His fascination with corporeal suffering accounts for the in
terest he takes in the pictures presenting a teenage Donny, which one 
day Pete stumbles upon while browsing in the internet. In spite of 
the latter’s arguments that the boy, proudly displaying the effects of 
self-mutilation, is “a fake” and “an actress,” Alain insists on meet
ing him live.35 When Donny arrives at the chalet, Pete challenges him 
to a peculiar competition in which the two compare their scars and 
then start cutting themselves. First Pete slits his chest, saying “Pure. 
Clear. Pure,” as if confirming in front of himself the authenticity of 
his experience.36 As it turns out later, he is also one of those young 
people who cut themselves and publish the pictures of their mutilated 
bodies on an internet page. For this reason Pete is well aware of the 
safety regulations that govern those painful rituals. As he explains, 
while cutting,

" Ibidem, 116.
12 Ibidem.
” Ibidem.
14 Ibidem, 121. 
” Ibidem, 125.

Ibidem, 131.
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chest, legs, stomach are fine. If you wanna do a vein, then always cut 
across rather then up and seek medical assistance immediately after
wards. And don’t ever do the jugular. '7

' Ibidem, 133.
” Hays, “Ron Athey. An Interview," 3.
” Żiżek, Przekleństwo fantazji, 255.
411 Ravenhill. “Faust...," 125.

This set of rules is by no means a figment of Ravenhill’s imagination. 
It sounds rather like a verbatim quote from an interview given to the 
Canadian magazine Montreal Mirror by Ron Athey, an American per
former, notorious for the self-mutilation acts he puts on stage. As he 
says, his wounds are not as painful as the audience imagines. In fact, 
the cuts that he makes are not deep. It is only a misleading impression 
that he inflicts extreme pain on himself.'8 At this juncture Ravenhill 
seems to answer the question that Slavoj Żiżek asks in his Plague of 
Phantasies:

What has recently changed in our perception of the self-mutilation 
practices? What has happened that a ritual of mutilating one’s own 
body, which some years ago would have been considered as repulsive, 
is being now displayed to public view as a work of art?”

Ravenhill, quite sceptical about the possibility of regaining direct con
tact with the body through masochistic rituals, shows that what is per
ceived as a transgressive behaviour and a way out of our everyday, 
virtual reality is a precisely regulated spectacle, resting on a tacitly as
sumed conviction that ultimately nothing really can happen to the per
former.

At the same time Ravenhill demonstrates what it actually means 
to prove that one “is for real,” when Donny, seemingly unaware of the 
rules of self-mutilation practices, cuts his jugular and dies.'"1 The Chorus 
that comments on this scene assures the reader that

Donny knew what he was gonna do. He told me: “I’m heading out 
for a real meeting. Had enough of just communicating with all you 
guys in a virtual kind of way ... I’m gonna make it real.” ... Which 
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seems to say to me that maybe Donny wasn’t so pathetic after all and 
he knew what was happening to his life.41

Thus, the boy’s suicide acquires the status of a sacrifice that enables 
Alain to realize the difference between staged and real suffering. His 
first reaction to the sight of a corpse is an inadvertent outpour of theor
etical babble, as if Alain tried to defend himself against the harsh truth 
of Donny’s death. However, he ends up kneeling by the body and 
cradling it, in an act of recognition of what has just taken place in front 
of him. Perhaps in this respect Alain, the silent spectator of a carefully 
prepared suicide, can be regarded as the audience’s representative. Also, 
in front of the spectators of Faust (Is Dead) Ravenhill juxtaposes virtual 
images of self-mutilation with Donny’s death represented live on stage. 
For them the difference between the virtual and the real becomes salient 
the moment when the living body of the actor is put against the back
ground of the mediated reproductions of suffering. Significantly, in this 
play Ravenhill, by describing the scene of Donny’s suicide in the stage 
directions, emphasises the necessity of actually showing it on stage. The 
juxtaposition of Pete and Donny on the level of action calls for a similar 
contrast on the level of the bodily presence of the actors on the stage, so 
that the reality of the former’s death can be pitched up against the back
ground of the latter’s pretended suffering.

What testifies to Ravenhill’s insistence on Donny’s corporeal pres
ence on stage is the change that has occurred in the script between the 
first and the second production of the play. When it premiered in Hemel 
Hempstead in February 1997, Donny did not enter the stage in person, 
but only appeared on a screen as a video projection. A more generous 
budget of the play’s second production in April 1998 at the Tuesday 
Laboratory in Los Angeles allowed Ravenhill to rewrite the script so 
that Donny could appear live on stage. In Faust (Is Dead), Ravenhill fa
vours an imperfect imitation of reality in theatre over a perfect simula
tion which presents itself as the outer reality and much more insidiously 
blinds the spectators to its fictionality. By the same token, however, he 
appeals to the audience’s imagination to turn them from passive con
sumers of medial images into active participants in a theatrical event 

41 Ibidem, 134.
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who authenticate the represented reality with their own emotional en
gagement in the stage events. He also implicitly criticizes the strategies 
employed by those performers who mutilate their bodies in front of the 
audience. Although he appeals primarily to the spectators by means of 
vivid imagery, he relies on their power of imagination for the authen
tication of Donny’s death. It becomes authentic not because it is repro
duced on the screen or confirmed by the real blood of a performer, but 
because of the audience’s imaginary and bodily engagement in the re
ception of the play.

Ravenhill’s version of Goethe’s Faust can be read as a modem re
writing of the basic pattern of Greek tragedy. The protagonists of this 
play embody contesting outlooks on life, while the conflicts between 
them call the audience’s attention to some irresolvable tensions arising 
in the world in which human fate is determined not by gods but by the 
world-wide-web. Ravenhill suggests a way out of this conflict by draw
ing the audience into a ritual sacrifice which is to lead them to a ca
thartic purification. He achieves this effect purely by theatrical means, 
pointing to the role of the stage as a place where the psychological ten
sions generated by living in modem society can be brought to light, en
acted, re-lived, and alleviated through the participation in a symbolic, 
sacrificial rite. Not without reason the last scene of Faust (Is Dead) 
identifies Alain as a tragic hero. Having been shot by Pete, he lies in 
a hospital bed, and at his side Donny appears, saying that he has come 
back to Alain from a ship to heaven and that from now on he will stay 
with him forever. In this vision Alain is identified with the Oedipal fig
ure of a blind man who has gained insight into human nature and ac
cepted its transience and mortality, its chaos of instincts which cannot 
be programmed and saved on a floppy disk. And this recognition is the 
only comfort that the author of Faust (Is Dead) offers to his characters 
and his audiences.

In an entirely different manner Ravenhill has come back to the 
problem of the pernicious influence of the new media on the interhu
man relationships in his musical comedy Mother Clap’s Molly House, 
which opened in the Royal National Theatre in 2001. This time he has 
written a much more explicitly didactic play, changing at the same time 
the strategies employed to force the audience to take a critical look on 
their everyday reality. Mother Clap’s Molly House neither abounds in 
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intertextual quotes, nor confronts live action with mediated sequences 
to demonstrate the difference between the two planes of represented re
ality. Its argumentative force stems from the setting of the action in two 
historical periods, whose juxtaposition should make salient some burn
ing issues of the present day.

The thematic concerns and the formal solutions of Ravenhill’s two- 
act play with songs, set in two historical periods, unavoidably con
jure up connections with Churchill’s Cloud Nine. Nevertheless, the 
two plays differ significantly in terms of the aesthetic strategies used 
in them. Drawing on Foucault’s vision of the late nineteenth century, 
Churchill juxtaposes it with the context of Britain at the tum of the 
1980s, the time when her play was written and premiered. She tries to 
envision to what extent the distant past gradually loses its grip on the 
present, and what connections still exist between the old and the modem 
ideas about family. In Mother Clap's Molly House, the relationship 
between the story set in a London gay milieu at the very beginning of 
the new millennium and the events taking place in the eighteenth cen
tury is of a diametrically different nature. Ravenhill does not emphasize 
the continuity of specific patterns of thinking and behaviour throughout 
centuries. Neither is he interested in a meticulous reconstruction of the 
distant past, since his depiction of the eighteenth-century world is mani
festly an artistic fantasy. It provides a background for the events that 
take place in the present day and reflects them in a slightly distorted 
manner. The aim of this juxtaposition is to make the audience question 
the validity of the conviction that the new media open up for its users 
spaces in which it is possible to break free from the biologically deter
mined identity.

The issue of liberating oneself from corporeal constraints provides 
the thematic backbone for both plots in the play. In 1726 Mrs Tull, after 
her husband’s Stephen death, takes over his tailor shop from which 
prostitutes borrow fancy dresses to satisfy their clients’ most vivid 
erotic desires. A quick financial disaster prompts her to change slightly 
the target clientele of her business. She discovers that many men cruis
ing the adjacent moors would also enjoy the pleasures of dressing up 
as women. Thus she opens for them a molly house in which they can 
not only be rigged out with exquisite clothes, but also assume invented 
female names and relish the most extravagant parties. No need to say 
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that during those balls dancing, singing and drinking merely accompany 
sophisticated erotic flirtations in which a momentary whim is the only 
rule governing the choice of the partner and the role played in the re
lationship. “What do you wanna be today? Maid or man? You decide. 
Husband or wife? You choose. Ravished or ravisher. Thass for you 
to say. Cos there in’t no bugger gonna tell you what to be,” Mrs Tull 
shouts, advertising her newly established molly house.42

Ravenhill, Mother Clap 's Molly Mouse. 74.

The contingency of human identity is also thematized in the 
second act, which takes place during the raunchy party given by a gay 
couple, Will and Josh, in their posh loft flat, sometime at the begin
ning of the twenty-first century. In the contemporary world, as depicted 
by Ravenhill, the increasingly more permissive society has got rid of 
nearly all taboos surrounding sexuality, to be able to enjoy a variety of 
human relationships and sexual behaviours. However, even if the first 
scenes that take place in 2001 seem to show a somewhat comical vi
sion of the contemporarily realized utopia, the further development of 
the action indomitably forces the spectator to question this initial im
pression. In fact, Ravenhill seems to imply, our contemporary ideas 
about mobile subject positions and polyvalent sexual identifications do 
not differ in any decisive way from the utopias of the eighteenth centu
ry. Only that now it is not fancy dresses and courtly manners that serve 
as primary means of giving palpable, corporeal shape to the innermost 
sexual fantasies. During the gay sex-party, which fills almost the entire 
second act of Mother Clap’s Molly House, it is a camcorder and a VCR 
that become the key utensils boosting the imagination of Will and Josh’s 
guests. In his play, Ravenhill passes a judgement on the new media, 
making them instrumental in the growing alienation of individuals and 
the increasing dissolution of human bonds. To realize how he exposes 
media’s pernicious influence on their users it suffices to compare paral
lel sequences from the two story-lines of the play.

When the party in the modem loft is already in full swing, the spec
tators are shown a telling scene between Phil and Josh, who, while hav
ing sex, do not stop watching a pom video. As if in a nutshell, this scene 
demonstrates the mutual indifference of both men to each other. Each 
of them matters for the partner only in so far as his body lends reality 

42
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to the virtual images that they watch on the television screen. This as
pect of instrumentalization and commodification of the body becomes 
even more visibly stressed when after a while the action of the play 
moves back to the eighteenth-century molly house, and a similar scene 
takes place between the teenage Martin and Lawrence, the butcher, for 
whom the boy is to pretend being a pig, grunting and squeaking during 
a violent sex act. In this case the latter sequence parodically mirrors the 
former, this time in a grotesque magnification demonstrating how the 
body is used and abused as a support of an effective realization of fan
tasies.

In his critical attitude to the manipulation of the sexual desire that 
the new media facilitate, Ravenhill points to yet another aspect of the 
contemporary social alienation. It cannot be overlooked that the above- 
mentioned sex-scene between Josh and Phil becomes a live spectacle 
for Edward who can no longer enjoy the pleasures of direct corporeal 
contact because of being HIV-positive. Instead, he follows the guests 
at the party, trying to record its most vivid moments. He pays special 
attention to his boyfriend Phil’s sexual encounters in the hope of tap
ing his most spectacular feats. In this vicarious manner, drawing pleas
ure only from voyeuristic recording and subsequent editing, Edward 
keeps up the illusion of being close to Phil, and even seems to prefer it 
from the direct contact with him. After all, when the party at Josh’s and 
Will’s ends and some of its guests, Phil including, decide to move to 
a night club, Edward chooses to go home and do the editing of the foot
age that he has gathered throughout the evening. Passing a judgement 
on the party that has just come to an end, he observes that it has not 
been “one of our better efforts but still... [he] should be able to salvage 
something.”43 This way of virtual contact with his partner seems to suit 
him more, since, thanks to the availability of editing packages compat
ible with any personal computer, he can cut and paste even the dullest 
recorded material until he creates his own, more satisfactory version of 
the actual course of events during the evening.

Again, Edward has his counterpart in the eighteenth-century sto
ry-line in the figure of Stephen Tull, who dies right at the opening of 
the play due to a stroke caused by some venereal illness. From the very 

41 Ibidem, 102.
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beginning he suffers from heavy headaches, which he attributes to the 
encroachment of lustful thoughts that quite against his will poison his 
mind. When one of the prostitutes displays in front of him the fullness 
of her seductive charms, the tension growing in Stephen finally cul
minates in a deathly, convulsive fit. The death of the man who can no 
longer enjoy the carnal pleasures and thus falls prey to the overwhelm
ing, unrestrained desire, is translated in the second act of the play into 
a symbolic death of Edward, who can live sustained by the latest medi
cal advancements, but at the cost of losing direct touch with his imme
diate environment. Deprived of the right to a bodily contact with his 
partner, he relies on the advantages offered by the digital video cam
era by means of which he experiences the now unreachable reality sec
ond-hand. He is still alive, but imprisoned in a solipsistic, private uni
verse constructed only of dead, virtual reproductions. Although he 
puts a good face on it and throughout the entire party seems to enjoy 
his status of the observer, his last short conversation with Will bitter
ly disproves this impression. The host of the party, also left behind by 
his partner who has joined the group of clubbers, disappointedly asks: 
“Don’t you ever... Don’t you ever want to say: You’re mine. And I want 
you to myself and I can’t stand this fucking around. It is killing me.”4’ 
Edward replies curtly: “Oh no. No fun in that at all, is there?,” quickly 
changing the awkward topic to a more neutral talk about how to remove 
a blood-stain from the sofa.44 45

44 Ibidem.
4? ibidem.
4h Ibidem, 97.

To make his point even more legible, Ravenhill closes the play with 
a happy ending that brings together, in a harmonious relationship, Mrs 
Tull and her assistant Princess Seraphina. The latter appears at the be
ginning of the play as a “large man in a dress" and remains in this gar
ment all through the action, until the ending of the second act when he 
enters the stage in men’s clothes and reveals to his employer that his 
real name is William.46 The disclosure of his real identity is followed by 
a confession of love to Mrs Tull, who accepts his advances, and does 
not seem to mind his peculiar taste for female clothes. On many occa
sions Princess Seraphina stresses that he differs from the other guests of 
the molly house, whom he regards as unnatural and pretentious. “I am 
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a character,” he says about himself, implying that his way of life is not 
a matter of a caprice, but a necessity resulting from his innermost es
sential self. This authenticity and stability of his personality guarantees 
the firmness of his attachment to Mrs Tull and the “happy ever after” 
of their common life in the countryside. Thus Ravenhill juxtaposes the 
contingency of fictional and changeable roles with the truthfulness of 
Princess’s corporeal identity, this necessary foundation of an enduring 
and rewarding relationship with others and with the world. At the same 
time he passes his final judgement on our present times, by refusing to 
write a similar happy ending for the characters in the twenty-first-cen- 
tury plot. In the last image of the play, the spectators are to see how the 
ball resumed in the Molly House suddenly changes into a modem rave 
party, its participants dancing frenziedly and half-naked to the sound of 
techno music. This image of a mass of bodies becomes a symbolic epit
ome of today’s social relationships that Ravenhill depicts throughout 
the entire second act of Mother Clap's Molly House. In such a society, 
as the author’s warning seems to go, the possibility of an authentic con
tact with another person is nearly gone, as a result of purposeful sever
ing the formerly crucial link between corporeality and human identity. 
Leaving the Molly House was much easier when the spectacle relied 
on theatrical staging and fancy costumes. It was enough to walk out of 
it and take off the dress to see the inescapable truth of the body hidden 
behind the deceptive play of masks. Such a simple solution is no longer 
possible when the borders of the social spectacle become dangerously 
blurred and, metaphorically speaking, the entire reality has turned into 
a Molly House. Perhaps to illustrate this point, Josh and Will’s guests 
appear on stage only in their underwear, contrary to the mollies exqui
sitely rigged up by Mrs Tull. At present, Ravenhill seems to imply, the 
body itself, recorded on the videotape, fragmented during editing and 
shown on the television screen, has become the ultimate fetish, losing 
its marks of individuality and turning into an object among other ob
jects, a gadget in an erotic game, in principle not much different from 
the fancy crinolines and feathered fans used by mollies as props in their 
staged flirtations.

The moralistic tone of Ravenhill’s play did not detract from its great 
commercial success and almost unanimous critical acclaim, when the 
play premiered at the Royal National Theatre in August 2001. Perhaps 
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the fact that Mother Clap's Molly House was his first play to be staged 
in a renowned mainstream theatre, with an audience markedly different 
from the typical Royal Court theatre-goers, dictated the author’s choice 
of more traditional means of dramatic and theatrical expression. His 
play, in spite of its explicit sex-scenes and offensive language, in prin
ciple caters to the expectations of average West End spectators, curbing 
their indignation with a very clear didactic message and thus creating 
a safe distance to the issues represented on the stage. Even if Ravenhill 
introduces on stage a video image and a camcorder, he does not exploit 
them as possible means of theatrical representation, but merely as key 
symbols of the contemporary social and cultural crisis. In this respect 
Mother Clap 's Molly House differs from Ravenhill’s early plays which 
primarily by means of shock exert an emotional impact on the specta
tors, in this way altering their habitual views. His latest work marks 
a gradual exhaustion of the impulse of the early 1990s, which gave rise 
to the wave of “in-yer-face” plays. By the tum of the century, British 
theatre, reacting to the problems of everyday life, started returning to 
more didactic forms, in which logical argumentation gained prominence 
over the directness of corporeal appeal. Although in terms of both the
matic concerns and formal solutions Ravenhill remains within the orbit 
of the engaged theatre of the 1990s, the overt transition to the more ra
tional means of addressing the audience are symptomatic of the gradu
ally changing climate in British theatre. The most explicit symptom of 
the new tendencies is the rebirth of verbatim theatre, whose critical atti
tude to the topical affairs has given rise to a whole range of new textual 
and staging forms which come under scrutiny in the next chapter.

Playing With and Against the Media.
The Plays by Igor Bauersima

The interplay of the mediatized image and the theatrical “here and now’’ 
of the represented reality is the major structural principle in a number 
of Igor Bauersima’s texts for the theatre. This constant experimentation 
with the possibilities of combining the medial and the theatrical modes 
of representation, sometimes merging them and sometimes sharply jux
taposing, has earned him the name of a “film-theatre artist” who brings 
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together the two media in a mutually interrelated montage/7 Catchy as 
this name may sound, suggesting an artistic practice that goes beyond 
the borders of traditional genres, it does not accurately reflect the man
ner in which Bauersima conceives of the use of the new media on stage. 
The concept of montage assumes that both theatre and film co-exist 
on equal terms with one another, blending into a hybrid, heterogene
ous form. This is definitely not the case in Bauersima’s plays in which 
the relationship between theatre and other media is not that of equality, 
but rather subordination. He inserts television screens and video cam
eras into the theatrical worlds primarily in order to expose the former as 
instruments for turning everyday reality into a medial spectacle whose 
participants are constantly deceived by increasingly more perfect tech
nologies of image reproduction. Although his plays are written accord
ing to quite conventional dramatic patterns, they derive their critical 
force from a skilful juxtaposition of the theatrical “here and now’’ with 
its medial double.

The aims and forms of this strategy can be lucidly demonstrated 
by a closer investigation of Bauersima’s norway. today, a play which 
since its premiere in 2000 in the Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus has en
joyed immense popularity on stages across Germany and then in entire 
Europe. The immediate inspiration for the author was a real story re
counted in the German magazine Der Spiegel where an article appeared 
about a young couple who met in an internet chatroom, made a suicidal 
pact and threw themselves down a 600-meter high cliff in Norway. 
Bauersima puts this raw material of newspaper facts into a seemingly 
traditional form of drama. Not only does he present the story of the two 
characters in a chronological order, but also sets almost the entire ac
tion at one place, on a deserted cliff at the edge of a Norwegian fjord. 
In spite of that, he has not chosen newspaper articles and direct refer
ences to that real-life story as a means of authenticating the stage real
ity. Neither is his sole interest an investigation into the psychological 
and social causes of the decision that August and Julie take. Indeed, the 
play abounds in non-interactive, monologic passages in which the pro
tagonists try to embrace their individual experiences, to analyse and re
construct their past and to expound on the whys and the wherefores of

47 Nioduschewski, “Unwirkliche Wirklichkeit,” 15. 
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their decision to kill themselves. Their reasons boil down to the over
whelming feeling of inauthenticity of life, the impossibility of undergo
ing any “real” experience in the world which seems to be a fulfilment of 
Baudrillard’s bleak prophecies and in which the authentic and the origi
nal have been ousted by an endless circulation of copies. “The necessity 
to play a role ... makes any social form tiresome for me. I can be happy 
only in my own company, because then I can be entirely truthful,” Julie 
says in the monologue opening the play.48 The same motivation seems 
to stand behind August’s decision to join Julie on her suicidal trip. He 
also yearns for a ‘real’ experience, different from entirely unreal meet
ings in the internet chatrooms. For both of them death seems to be the 
last resort, the moment of undisturbed, direct and authentic experience, 
ten seconds of falling down into the abyss, when “you are absolutely 
free ... you are God and God doesn’t do a thing. You take it all, for 
a few seconds.”49

JX Bauersima, norwav.todav, 48.
Ibidem, 51.
Ibidem, 57.

At first glance it might seem that the spectators are positioned as 
silent allies of Julie and August, compassionate towards their existen
tial anguish in the simulacral era. After all both of them resemble the 
old-day expressionist protagonists, tragically disappointed with life and 
incapable of communication with others. However, Bauersima gives 
clear indications that one should not take those pompous declarations 
for granted, and not rely on the protagonists’ soliloquies. He clearly 
shows that the more his characters strive for the so-called authentici
ty, the more they fall into the trap of staging their behaviour. It is in 
one of Julie’s final monologues that the sentence appears which encap
sulates the error that both the protagonists make; an error which pre
vents them from reaching the desired authentic experience. “My entire 
life... that is my past, it actually consists of a future which has already 
turned into nothing,” the girl says, briefly summarizing the action of the 
play, composed of a series of attempts undertaken by Julie and August 
to imagine and rehearse that which can by no means be imagined and 
rehearsed—their own death.50 Their lives, trapped between the past ar
ranged as a fictional construct and the emptiness of death to come, lack 
the essential anchoring in the immediate “here and now” which is the 
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necessary condition of an authentic experience. In spite of their con
tempt for all things fake, they themselves constantly and as if unwill
ingly shape their experiences into fictional frames that they know from 
film, television, and computer games. They communicate by means of 
quotes from famous pop songs and even describe themselves with ref
erence to characters from film and television. For example, in the first 
scene, written in the form of a dialogue in a chatroom, August wants 
to find out about Julie’s looks. The girl, instead of a giving him a sim
ple account of her appearances, says that she resembles Nathalie Wood 
in the film For They Don’t Know What They Do.5' In one of the next 
lines they compare death to being disconnected from a web page. The 
metaphors and comparisons they use in their conversations clearly indi
cate the extent to which they conceive of their everyday experiences in 
terms of fictional scenarios and clichés.

51 Ibidem, 49.
” Ibidem, 53.

Perhaps the most telling symptom of their being responsible for the 
inauthenticity of their lives is the constant presence of a video camera 
which Julie has brought with her on the suicidal trip, “so that something 
remains,” as she herself explains.51 52 This camera fulfils a major function 
in creating the represented reality since the images framed by its lens 
are simultaneously shown in the background of the stage, which be
comes an enormous screen. This spatial arrangement could be treated as 
an “alienation device,” which allows the spectators to watch the events 
on stage from a critical distance. The function of this doubling of the 
represented reality can be easily understood when one takes a closer 
look at the scene in which August and Julie watch the northern lights 
appearing in the sky, and, immensely moved by this rare phenomenon, 
make a recording of it. However, when they watch it for the second 
time on the little control screen of the camera, it does not impress them 
at all, since it looks merely like a technical failure of the digital monitor. 
The difference between the beauty of the natural phenomenon and the 
poverty of its video recording is, however, imperceptible to the specta
tors who see something different than the characters. They are shown 
twice the same spectacle of the artificial aurora borealis in the theatrical 
sky. This repetition brings it home to them that all they have seen and 
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are seeing now is equally “fake.” This doubling of the northern lights 
on a screen that overtly imitates the sky spreading over the theatrical 
stage functions like a metatheatrical device which allows the spectators 
to distance themselves from the events taking place on stage and to see 
more than the characters do. The critical potential of the play is depend
ent on this discrepancy between the consciousness of the characters and 
the spectators.51 * * What the former treat as an authentic and natural phe
nomenon, the latter experience as an artificial and fake product, gener
ated by means of video techniques. As a result, the audience, first taken 
in by the image of the aurora borealis and then informed about its real 
nature, have a chance to see through the illusion that the media create 
when they let their recipients believe in the authenticity of that which 
is shown on the television screen or computer interface, and which im
poses itself as a direct copy of the outside world.

“ Obviously, this strategy can be regarded as a variation on the Brechtian meta
theatrical solutions. Cf. Barbara Burckhardt's essay about Bauersima’s work in which
she writes about “the built-in V-effekt which typifies his playwriting” (44).
'4 Bauersima, norwayloday, 55.

Another variant of the strategy of confusing the spectators can be 
found in the next scene, when both Julie and August disappear from the 
stage and get into their tent with the camera. They are present for the 
spectators only as images on the screen. Moreover, the audience’s per
ception is constantly disturbed because the camera is thrown rather cas
ually in a comer of the tent and then covered for a while with a garment. 
This creates an impression that the screen faithfully shows the viewers 
what the characters do after they disappeared from the stage. But this 
certainty is shaken in a moment when August, whose image in the tent 
is still present on the screen, stands in person in front of the audience to 
soliloquize about his real feelings for Julie. After a while she joins him 
on stage to deliver another monologue which sounds as a commentary 
to the love scene inside the tent, continuously shown on the screen. At 
this moment the action on stage and the image on the screen, whose sta
tus until now has been clearly defined as the reality and its copy, should 
“merge with one another,” as the stage directions inform.54 The video 
footage suddenly evolves into an extemalization of a series of loose
ly connected images from Julies monologue. The audience can see the 
materialization of the metaphoric sequence of images in which the girl, 
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liberated from the overwhelming death wish, together with August sits 
in a taxi driving through a nightly city. The hitherto neat division into 
two planes of theatrical reality becomes inverted, because now it is the 
video screen that begins to generate an imaginary scenario. Therefore 
the audience can no longer believe that the camera faithfully provides 
them with glimpses into what is really happening in the tent. The film 
could just as well present make-believe events that never took place in 
real life. It is only the spectators’ reliance on video techniques as means 
of recording and reproducing the world that endowed the images on the 
screen with authenticity.

Clearly, Bauersima in norway.todav is not interested in scrutinizing 
the social and cultural circumstances that have caused the protagonists’ 
suicidal attempt. He does not even offer the audience a scene of his 
characters’ death, although it is imaginable that he could produce a film
sequence with Julie’s and August’s jump from the cliff. Instead, in the 
last scene of norway.todav, he shows his characters recording a farewell 
to their families. Julie, wearing an elegant dress and high-heeled shoes, 
which she has put on especially for the occasion of the recording, every 
now and again breaks her last monologue to look on the camera-screen 
and evaluate her last performance. And, dissatisfied with another ver
sion of the staged goodbye scene, she suddenly realizes that she does 
not really want to commit suicide. The thought about the possibility of 
killing herself was only a safety valve that she relied on in the most criti
cal moments of her life.55 Before she and August leave the fjord, they 
put the video cassettes with recorded scenes of their repeated farewells 
into a bag and throw them down the cliff, symbolically breaking the vi
cious circle of theatricalized repetitions of their suicidal act. For them, 
just like for the audience, the rehearsals of the death scene lead ulti
mately to the recognition that “fake can be totally real, sometimes.”56

Ibidem, 58.
Ibidem.

In a slightly different manner Bauersima uncovers the artificiality 
of the seemingly ordinary life in his play Factory, which confronts its 
spectators with a situation which they certainly know from their own 
experience as television viewers. The action of the play embraces a few 
days in a popular reality show, dozens of which can be watched daily 
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on many commercial television channels. However, this time it is not 
the television set that becomes the only mediating prism between the 
viewers and the events that take place in the house inhabited by nine 
contestants in the game. Indeed, a huge screen hovers above the stage, 
incessantly showing the action in the adjacent rooms. These images are 
constantly intertwined with that which happens on stage, in the living 
room which becomes the centre of social life for nearly all the charac
ters and the main setting for the play’s action. The strategy of bringing 
together the mediated image and live events lays bare this dimension 
of the reality shows which normally evades the attention of a television 
spectator who is usually keen to believe that the programme truthful
ly represents the contestants’ everyday life, registered by the cameras 
minute by minute. The doubling of the represented reality in Factory 
shows that this seemingly transparent account of events is in fact a care
fully crafted staging; crafted not only by the producers of the program, 
but also by its participants. The latter, conscious of the omnipresence of 
cameras and fighting for the viewer’s votes, constantly have to invent 
for themselves new roles and to hatch up plots against their opponents 
so that they become more and more attractive for the voting audience.

In order to expose this artificiality of life in a reality show, 
Bauersima puts the characters in the play in a critical situation. Factory, 
drawing clearly on the classic convention of the whodunit, starts with 
a mysterious murder. Andy, who for the past eight months has been the 
most popular with the audience and thus has had the greatest chance of 
winning the game, is suddenly shot to death in quite mysterious circum
stances. What fills the action of the play is an investigation that the con
testants, cut off from the outer world, have to undertake in order to find 
the murderer. At the same time they have to see to it that they do not 
lose the viewers’ votes, an overview of which is continuously updated 
and displayed on the back wall of the living room. This double motiva
tion—the objective of finding the murderer and the objective of win
ning the game—forces the characters to form alliances against common 
enemies, but also to be on a constant lookout for a possible trap that 
others might have set for them.

However, a typical whodunit ends in a final solution of all the mys
teries and the revelation of the unquestionable account of the events. 
In Factory, the drive to clarify the murder enigma becomes merely 
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a pretext to show the extent to which reality is prone to manipulation. 
What captures the spectators’ attention is not the gradual discovery of 
the culprit, because he reveals himself long before the end of the play. 
Moreover, this disclosure does not result from a painstaking investiga
tion of a Hercules Poirot, but is made as if accidentally and without any 
motivation. It occurs when Arty, left alone on stage, admits to killing 
Andy for fear that the latter will stand in his way to the victory in the 
game. This departure from the whodunit convention in a significant way 
shifts the attention of the spectators from the question “who killed?” to 
the observation of how the characters try to impose on the others their 
own versions of what really happened in order to gain the upper hand in 
the race to the first position in the viewers’ poll.

Right from the outset Bauersima tries to engage the spectators 
in their own search for the truth, at the same time teasing them with 
the commentaries of the voice from the off, which time and again in
stigates the viewers to speculate about the status of the events that 
they see on stage. “Is it a cunningly arranged farce? Is Andy pull
ing our leg? Or maybe something really happened to him?... What is 
true, what is false?”57 Those questions resound from the loudspeakers 
right after Andy falls down bleeding, and cast doubt on the truthful
ness of the scene of murder that the theatrical audience has just wit
nessed. Significantly, the murder is not committed in the living-room, 
which the spectators can see directly on stage, but in a narrow corri
dor to which they have access only via a camera. This provides an op
portunity to undermine the audience’s certainty as to the accuracy of 
their perceptions, and at the same time to demonstrate the manipulative 
workings of mediation. The action of the play is punctuated with re
turns to the scene of murder, which each time is shown on the screen 
from a different camera and therefore from a different point of view. 
Every time the audience can see another cut-out from the scene of the 
murder, learning new details about the actual circumstances of Andy’s 
death. At the beginning they cannot even be sure if it has not been just 
a skilful pretence, well-planned in the screenplay of the show. This un
certainty is deepened even further in the next scene, when an interro
gation of the eye-witnesses of the event, the sensitive poet Candy and 

Bauersima, Factory, 41.
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a thick-skinned Tara, carried out by a policeman, turns out to be only 
a simulation whose participants seem to enjoy a lot. Their amusement 
has a very prosaic cause—they are all convinced that Andy only pre
tends to be dead, while the search for his murderer is one of a series 
of tasks that the producers of the programme prepared for them. The 
greater their astonishment is when after a while of joyful banter they 
discover that their flatmate has really been killed and that the red stains 
on his clothes are not paint but real blood. In this tragic misunderstand
ing Bauersima authenticates Andy’s death, convincing the audience that 
it has not been a staged event, additionally emphasising it by another 
commentary from the off:

Dear viewers. Andy is dead. In the face of those exceptional events 
the producers of Factory have decided not to meddle in the future 
events and to leave the contestants on their own until the very end of 
the round. You yourself will have a chance to find out what had really 
happened.58

Ibidem, 51.

With this commentary Bauersima only seemingly shifts the responsibil
ity for the investigation on the audience. In fact he attempts to catch 
their attention to take up this topic which is of much greater interest to 
him—the interconnection between the medial and the theatrical planes 
of representation.

In the opening scenes of his play, Bauersima very clearly juxtaposes 
the realm of mediated images, identified with falsehood and simulation, 
with the incontestable truth of the dead body, which serves as the fi
nal proof of Andy’s death. He also tempts his spectators with the ad
vantage that they have over the contestants in the show, who, accord
ing to the rules of the game, can watch all programmes on television 
except for the one they take part in. But the spectators, having direct 
access to the events in the living-room and to a mediated overview of 
what happens simultaneously in the remaining rooms of the building, 
can gather knowledge that no other inhabitant of Factory can possess. 
They learn about the secret plots that the characters make against one 
another and see through the hidden motivations lurking behind the be
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haviour of the characters when they join the group. Moreover, unlike 
typical television viewers, the theatre spectators have got unmediated 
access to one of the rooms, which gives them the feeling that they have 
an undistorted view of the events. This privileged position of the the
atrical audience does not facilitate them the arrival at the truthful ac
count of the events. Rather, it provides an occasion to lay bare another 
level of medial manipulation. The interventions of the Voice, which on 
television should not arouse anybody’s suspicions, as an integral part of 
the reality show convention, in theatre immediately expose themselves 
as attempts at manipulating the spectators by directing their attention to 
some details and distracting them from others. By translating the format 
of a “Big Brother”-like programme onto the theatrical stage, Bauersima 
does not juxtapose the truth of the live action and the edited lie of the 
video footage. Rather, he points to the fact that reality shows, offering 
a seemingly undistorted insight into authentic life, in fact sell a skilful
ly procured simulation, pre-structured according to well-know patterns 
and conventions.

This artificial character of the action in Factory is emphasised by 
yet another strategy employed by the author. The events in the play 
closely follow the plot of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Andy, the reigning 
contestant, is killed by the jealous Arty, a transvestite and a master of 
deception, whose popularity rises immediately afterwards. The good- 
natured Rocky, like Hamlet, sees through Arty’s foul play and tries to 
expose him in front of the others, protecting at the same time his be
loved Candy, who gradually drowns in the world of her illusions. Yvy 
and Fritz, both allied with Arty, set a trap for Rocky, trying to belittle 
him in front of the audience and force him to admit his love for Candy. 
Yvy is to elicit a confession from Rocky, while Fritz eavesdrops on 
the conversation, hidden in a dark comer, invisible also for the cam
eras. During the conversation Rocky, who tries to reconstruct for Yvy 
the circumstances of Andy’s death, accidentally fires the gun and shoots 
Fritz. Also, the very ending of the play, in an abbreviated form copies 
the blueprint of Hamlet. Factory is invaded by Fred, Candy’s brother, 
who has come to rescue his sister. But the girl has already sunk in mad
ness to such an extent that she does not even recognize him, and soon 
commits suicide, pouring on herself a huge mass of plaster. Acting un
der Arty’s pernicious influence, Fred swears to take revenge for his sis
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ter and sparks off a shoot-out in which all inhabitants of Factory die, 
except for the Horatio-like Oktave, who until now has been faithfully 
supporting Rocky. And it is Oktave who, as the winner of the game, 
qualifies to the next round.

This quotation of the basic pattern of action from Shakespeare’s 
play emphatically demonstrates that the events in Factory do not have 
the status of original and unmediated ups and downs of daily life. On 
the contrary, the reality within the programme has got the structure of 
a repeated set of motifs, borrowed from the stock of literary tradition. 
The secondary character of the play’s action and at the same time of the 
events in the reality show is indicated by the epigraph that precedes the 
play. It is a quotation from an interview with Andy Warhol in which the 
artist referred to the dramatic episode in his life when he was shot in his 
studio by one of his friends. Commenting on the media uproar that fol
lowed in the wake of the attempted killing he said: “I have never known 
if it is life or television. Until the day when I was shot. At that moment 
I was sure: it is television.”59 In fact, the whole concept of the pro
gramme depicted by Bauersima is based on Warhol’s ideas, as the char
acters themselves admit in one of their conversations.6(1 Also, the build
ing in which they live, lined with silver wall-paper, resembles the real 
art studio Factory which existed in New York on Union Square from 
1963 to 1969 and gathered celebrities of the time.

Ibidem, 33.
Ibidem, 50-51.

Those references to Warhol’s life and art account for Bauersima’s 
employment of the schematic plot of Hamlet as a recognizable intertext. 
Just like Warhol multiplied photographic portraits of Marilyn Monroe, 
printing each of them in different colours, the author of Factory borrows 
a well-know narrative pattern of Shakespeare’s tragedy and shapes the 
events in his play according to it. Moreover, he demonstrates that this 
pattern can multiply itself ad infinitum. For example Rocky, who wants 
to eliminate Arty by winning the popularity of the audience, tries to 
learn how to entertainingly tell stories, just like the former leader Andy 
did, winning the voices of a large group of fans. The repetition of the 
same tricks that were to capture the audience’s attention also exposes 
the reality show as a carefully prepared spectacle. In his play Bauersima * * 

61)
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not only makes it evident that the camerawork manipulates the specta
tors, by showing them events from a specific point of view and includ
ing in the frame of the screen only selected aspects of reality. Also, he 
demonstrates how the events in a reality show are authenticated for the 
viewer as a result of being structured according to well-know and easily 
readable scripts. Possibly, the chaos of real life could turn out to be too 
boring, or too meaningless for the common viewer, and as such deemed 
unrealistic. However, the stream of events can acquire comprehensibil
ity and pass for an undistorted view of life itself when it is ordered in 
a recognizable form that does not require of the recipient an excessive 
perceptual and interpretative effort.

“I dream so clearly that I do not have to be a mother to know what 
it is like to be one,” Tara says in the opening scene of the play.61 She 
has just woken up from a dream in which she was feeding a baby, im
agining herself as a perfect mother. But this dream turns out to be only 
a compensation for Tara’s callousness in waking life. For in a moment 
she will refuse to feed Billy, a contestant whom all the others in turn 
have to take care of and who remains out of sight for the entire action 
of the play, having barricaded herself in the bathroom. In a sense, the 
striking contradiction between Tara’s imaginary view of herself and her 
later deeds encapsulates the function that a reality show like “Factory” 
or “Big Brother” fulfils for the viewers. It becomes an ersatz of life, 
a dream that the people sitting in front of their television sets can jump 
into, treating it as more real than the world around them.

An attempt at depriving the media of their power to replace life has 
become the objective of Bauersima’s play Forever Godard, in which he 
also puts into question the manipulative workings of video techniques. 
This time, however, he has recourse to self-reflexive techniques of rep
resentation that were tried and tested by the French director Jean-Luc 
Godard, particularly famous for his film experiments from the 1970s. 
In distinction to norway.today and Factory’, Forever Godard is com
posed of a number of plots which are connected with one another into 
a loose mosaic. Moreover, Bauersima multiplies the planes of theatri
cal representation, and introduces into his play a complex metatheatri
cal structure, also reminiscent of Godard’s work. The author of Forever 

61 Ibidem, 36.
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Godard does not focus on the potential of the media to produce decep
tive simulations of reality, more convincing and engaging than reality 
itself. Rather, he employs on stage the modem techniques of image re
production to show their failure in recording the past.

“What is this?” Pat, one of the characters in the play asks, pointing 
to a huge, four meter high and eight meter long screen, placed centre
stage and present throughout the entire action of the play.62 * * “Memories,” 
Jacques answers straightforwardly, defining the status of the imag
es incessantly projected onto the stage throughout the entire play.61 
Sometimes they provide merely a background for the events, but some
times they come to the fore, gaining priority over the live performance. 
Significantly, the screen makes its appearance within the represented re
ality in a way which puts it on equal terms with the biblical Genesis. 
First, Jane reads an excerpt from a book by Emil Cioran: “Nature knows 
no pains of conscience. I would like to forget everything and wake 
up on a beautiful day in a virgin light, as if a day after creation,” and 
then she begins to kick the screen violently.61 It starts working amidst 
deafening noise and clatter, glaring with dazzling light which gradual
ly wanes, slowly revealing a nightly urban landscape and then the pro
tagonists of the film. They are five slackers who work in a video shop, 
“look for their own stories and now and then ponder over their lives.”65 
This emergence of an enormous screen on an empty and dark stage be
comes ironically identified with the act of divine creation, point zero for 
the events that will from now on uninterruptedly accompany and inter
mingle with the stage actions. The film projected all through the per
formance becomes a visible account of the past, neatly woven out of 
multiple stories of the five figures, turned into a causally connected but 
one-dimensional narrative and framed with the impersonal eye of the 
camera which imposes on the spectators a single point of view.

l,: Bauersima, Forever Godard, 29.
6' Ibidem.
w Ibidem, 6.
I,< Ibidem.

The function of the screen as a repository for the past is encap
sulated in a quote from Emil Cioran’s book, excerpts from which are 
read out by Jane all through the play. Right after the film has begun, 
she, as if accidentally, stumbles upon the phrase: “History, if we try to 
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give it an imaginary form, is a screen that robs us of the absolute.”M’ In 
Bauersima’s play this metaphor is given a palpable shape on the theat
rical stage, while the confrontation of the pre-recorded footage and the 
scenes enacted live becomes a strategy of breaking free from the order 
that the medium of film has imposed on the past events. The one-dimen
sionality of the memories translated onto the cinematic reel and thus 
given a definite shape becomes an unbearable burden for Jacques, the 
director of a performance, the rehearsals of which are the proper con
tent of Forever Godard. “The past is so distant from me that it some
times makes me sick,’’ he says. And he adds:

I mean, usually we see the future in front of us. As something that still 
lies in front of us ... but nobody promised that to us ... 1 think it is ex
actly the other way round! The past is in front of us ... and with every 
minute of our life we add something to it, as if we were creating an in
finitely large sculpture ...f'7

“ Ibidem, 7.
67 Ibidem, 20.

Jacques’s alienation from his own past becomes apparent in the first 
moments after the screen appears on the stage, and one of the figures 
from the film suddenly enters the stage. Emsi, described as a “young 
weirdo,” does not answer the director’s abrupt questions, scrutinizing 
the dark space behind the screen and then watching the film for a while. 
As a figure from a silent film, he remains persistently mute and indif
ferent to Jacques’s provocative screams. After a short while he comes 
back onto the screen. This instantaneous incarnation of a cinematic im
age envisages the extent to which Jacques cannot get in touch with his 
own past, which does not tell him anything anymore and which he will 
try to regain on the theatrical stage.

In his case, however, memories are evoked during a theatre per
formance by which and in the course of which the gap between him
self and his past will close. Jacques seems to believe that the play will 
help him get rid of this nauseating feeling about which he talks in one of 
the scenes; the feeling that he is only an involuntary participant in a bat
tle between life and death; a battle “that life stages for itself, so as not * 67 
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be bored.”6" A significant element of this struggle for Jacques’s reunion 
with his past becomes the deconstruction of the medially recorded, sin
gle and definite story. In the stage directions describing the images pro
jected onto the screen, Bauersima purposely plays with both meanings of 
the German word “die Geschichte” which becomes thematized in one of 
the later scenes of the play. Pat, an actress in Jacques’s performance, after 
a long period of rehearsals is tired with the lack of any definite framework 
that could unify all the scenes they repeat. She complains to the direc
tor that nobody will understand the topsy-turvy plot they are rehearsing, 
since it consists of too many unrelated story-lines. But he adamantly de
fends his point of view on the project, insisting that “what matters are not 
stories, but history.”69 For him the performance that he is preparing be
comes a means of destroying the nauseating unity of his life’s history, and 
of restoring it to its original multi-dimensionality. This heterogeneous and 
liberating polyphony will have a chance to arise the moment when the 
causal links binding together various stories combined into one film will 
be severed, offering a possibility to put the scattered pieces together in 
more than one way. In order to carry out this magical operation of chang
ing from an impassive pawn in the hands of fate into an active creator of 
his life, it is not enough to merely deconstruct the recorded narrative. The 
past has to come into palpable and real being and to become an integral 
part of the present moment. This opportunity is offered by the theatrical 
stage, on which the mediated image and the living bodies of the actors 
can be brought together and confronted with each other.

6,1 Ibidem, 36.
Ibidem, 30.

™ Ibidem, 12-13.

With this objective in view, Jacques, as a God-like meneur de jett, 
constantly manipulates the figures on the stage, requiring them to treat 
their imposed identities as real ones. The extent to which he succeeds in 
achieving his aim is illustrated, for example, in the scene in which Lily, 
as if vaguely sensing that she dangerously merges with the role that she 
is playing, starts questioning Jacques’s directing methods. “Do I have to 
be called Lily... I am not she... It is only a figure,” she cries in despera
tion during one of the rehearsals. But Jacques assures her that she indeed 
is this fictional figure and adds: “Words, words, words, one for you one 
for me ... Lily, Jacques, Jacques, Lily.”70 In Bauersima’s play the only 
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element that assures the unity of a character is its name and the body of 
the actor to which this name is arbitrarily attached. Apart from that no 
character manifests any stable set of features of personality that could 
determine his or her status in relation to others. The actors playing ac
tors who in turn assume some fictional roles become merely bodies that 
can be temporarily clothed in a set of features required to play in a given 
scene. As a result, the identities of the characters constantly fluctuate and 
never congeal into any definite constellation. In fact, all of them become 
Jacques’s exteriorized reflections and theatrical embodiments of his im
agination, purely functional in the plan conceived by the omnipotent and 
omnipresent director. This sign-like character of all the protagonists in 
the play is suggested not only by their similarly sounding, mostly three- 
letter names, but also by the epigraph preceding the play: “Inside he is 
inhabited by a great number of people.”71 Thus the play that Jacques di
rects becomes a single rehearsal in the theatre of memory in which the 
past comes into life by being incorporated in the bodies of the actors.

The intertwining of the mediated image and the live action is the fun
damental gesture constituting the represented reality in Bauersima’s play. 
The characters from the film sometimes make their appearance on stage, 
to come back after a while to the realm of a two-dimensional image. In 
some scenes, however, the interaction of the video image and the live ac
tion becomes most significant, when the mediated past and the “here and 
now” of the stage merge. It happens in those scenes in which the charac
ters appearing on the screen interact with the actors on stage. In this way 
the medial image becomes tightly integrated into the tissue of the perform
ance and endowed with a new temporal dimension. It becomes implanted 
in the present moment, and engages in a dialogic relationship with the situ
ational context of the live action. It can be endlessly endowed with new 
meanings, which will prevent it from congealing into an ultimate and un
questionable shape. In this respect it resembles the metaphoric sculpture, 
about which Jacques talked and which is infinitely completed with new 
elements. As a result, the deep cleavage between the past and the present 
closes for a short time, not only restoring the lost sense of the continuity of 
time, which so much bothers Jacques, but also providing an opportunity of 
re-reading the past, this time in relation to the present moment.

■>1 Ibidem. 1.
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However, this deconstruction, or decontextualization of the past has 
its counterpoint in the action of Forever Godard. For, as Tim says in the 
eighteenth scene of the play, “the present makes no sense! Without the 
past. We make no sense—without the past!”72 This key relationship be
tween “now” and “then” assures the continuity of experience, and the 
consequences of breaking it are starkly demonstrated in a few scenes, 
scattered all through the action of the play, which combine into a sto
ry about a woman who has lost her memory in a motorbike accident. 
She cannot recognize her husband, who tries hard but unsuccessfully to 
teach her who she really is. Because of her eroded power of recollec
tion, Lily cannot retain new facts, and every day with the same astonish
ment she looks at the photographs which become for her the only traces 
of her past life. Also, every day she starts anew her relationship with her 
husband, which, as a result, gradually breaks up, deprived of the link
ing power of the shared memories. This story in an inverted way reflects 
Jacques’s constant attempts to shatter the continuity of the video image. 
If he is troubled by the all-too-heavy weight of the codified past, she ex
periences an “unbearable lightness of being,” resulting from excessive 
loosening of the ties that once firmly linked one memory to the next, and 
one photograph to the next, arranging them in a comprehensible order.

What is at stake in the performance prepared by Jacques is finding 
an alternative way of recording the past, a way between a deadly ex
act recording of the video and a troubling freedom from memories re
sulting from total amnesia. This third solution, as Bauersima implies in 
his play, is provided by theatre, where every evening the past can be 
brought into being anew, every time assuming a unique shape, different 
from all previous performances. In this way theatre becomes a place at 
which cultural memory is preserved and brought to life. This is clearly 
pointed out in those scenes in which the characters rehearse excerpts 
from Chekhov’s The Seagull and Goethe’s Faust, fiercely arguing about 
the distribution of roles and the style of staging. For, as Bauersima im
plies in Forever Godard, what is at stake in a stage production of a text 
is a continuity of tradition, which every evening can be given a palpable 
bodily shape on stage, becoming for a while part of the spectators’ real
ity. This property of theatre as a medium of memory results also from 

72 Ibidem, 47.
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the crucial role of the audience in creating the meanings of the repre
sented reality. In Forever Godard, Bauersima in a variety of ways chal
lenges the spectators into taking up the function of the co-creators of 
the theatrical event. Not only does he compose the play out of a number 
of only loosely connected stories, which can be ordered in an individual 
act of reception. Not only does he complicate the relationship between 
the theatrical “here and now” and the cinematic “there and then,” bring
ing the action on the screen and on the stage into a dialogic interplay. 
Moreover, he purposely multiplies the levels of metatheatrical play, 
purposely confusing the audience as to the status of the events that they 
watch at a given moment of action.

Already the first scenes of Forever Godard surprise the spectators 
by constantly shaking their certainty about the level of the theatrical re
ality on which the represented events take place. The first sequence, in 
which a woman dances alone on an almost dark stage, lit only by a sin
gle flame from a cigarette lighter, soon turns out to be an imaginary be
ginning of some film, which has not yet been made. This is the topic of 
the conversation between Imi and Tim, assumedly the director and the 
producer of the movie, who discuss whether the budget will allow to in
clude this scene in the film or not. But also this illusion is destroyed the 
moment when Ike enters the stage, complaining to Imi and Tim that they 
do not deliver verbatim the lines of the script. And it does not take long 
before another level is added to this multi-storeyed metatheatrical con
struction, because suddenly a Voice from the off starts correcting Ike 
himself, insisting on his being strictly faithful to the originally written 
dialogue. The Voice of a prompter, who patiently reminds the actors of 
a complicated passage from the script, is in turn brusquely interrupted 
by Jacques, the real director of all the events that have so far taken place 
on the stage, who with a short “No” stops the rehearsal, taking one of the 
stagehands to task for not having drawn the curtain at the right moment.

This Chinese-box structure of the initial scenes of Forever Godard 
more than explicitly evokes reminiscences of the strategies used by 
Godard in his films, but also Luigi Pirandello’s metatheatrical experi
ments. Bauersima, just like the Italian playwright, uses the convention 
of play-within-the play to problematize the issue of reality and fiction- 
ality on stage, and to undermine the spectators’ certainty about their un
derstanding of what is true and what merely pretended. However, in Six 
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Characters in Search of an Author two levels of theatrical play—the level 
of the rehearsal and the level of the rehearsed stage production—are clear
ly distinguished from one another and do not merge until the very end of 
the play. Bauersima, on the contrary, after the few introductory scenes, 
each of which turns out to be relative to the following one, purposely and 
systematically blurs this initially established hierarchy. Already in the in
troductory comment to his play he points out that all ten figures appearing 
on stage jump in and out of various roles, and that it is not important to 
enumerate all the dramatis personae. Thus, by blurring the identity of the 
characters, he makes it impossible for the audience to determine whether 
the relationship between consecutive entrances of the same person is that 
of continuity or rupture, whether at a given moment an actor plays the 
same role as in a previous scene or already a different one.

Moreover, the figures themselves seem not to be sure about their 
own status in the represented reality of the play. They are not the self- 
conscious characters from a Pirandello play, who realize that they are 
only fictional figments of a writer’s imagination. In Forever Godard the 
acting figures are merely pawns in Jacques’s hands, who tries to force 
them to identify with their roles to the point of actually becoming them. 
It is he who wants to turn the theatrical appearance into reality itself to 
overcome the dichotomy of life and theatre. But this impression, result
ing from the hierarchically ordered planes of the play-within-the play 
structure developed in the initial three scenes of Forever Godard, is 
further confused by the final sequences of action. It turns out that there 
is one more link in the metatheatrical chain of levels, when Jacques runs 
onto the stage shouting that “he” has set the theatre on fire. This hither
to unmentioned person, well-known to all actors and remaining in his 
office in the attic of the theatre, is clearly the actual author of the play. 
His decision to burn down the theatre results, as Ike suggests, from his 
being worn out and incapable of finishing the play in a more conclusive 
way.71 The revelation of the origin of the theatre world, withheld from 
the spectators until the very end of the play, not only further shifts the 
borderline between fiction and reality, methodically undermined from 
the beginning. Also, it marks the moment of annihilation of the repre
sented reality, which drowns in darkness, as if marking the return to the 

'1 Ibidem, 69.
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beginning of the play. At this point the next evening the play can start 
anew, with the image of a dancing woman emerging out of nowhere on 
the stage, accompanied by Imi’s words: “That’s the way the world must 
come into being.”74 The text of Forever Godard, just like the text of The 
Seagull or Faust, rehearsed by Jacques’s troupe, gains significance only 
the moment it is put on stage, in front of the audience, and out of this 
interaction its ultimate shape and meanings emerge.

7J Ibidem, I.
75 Ibidem, 47.

The relationship between the video footage and the live actions 
taking place on the stage are summarized by Pat, who, pointing to the 
screen, asserts: “It’s not about cinema against theatre. It’s about the past 
against the present.”75 Once again a meta-commentary justifies and ex
plains the use of media in the theatre, the strategy which Bauersima em
ploys as the basis for the construction of the represented reality in his 
plays. But this quote could just as well be extended onto his norway. 
today and Factory’, which through the use of media re-establish the rela
tion between what has already happened and what currently takes place 
on stage; between the real events from the past and their representa
tion that the spectators watch “here and now” on the stage. In doing so, 
Bauersima undermines not only the spectators’ convictions about what 
is real and what is fictional; the convictions on which the mass media 
thrive to tempt its viewers with a promise of ever closer access to real 
life. He also points to the power of theatre which, due to its immanent
ly present temporality and the possibility of embracing all other me
dia, can still provide an opportunity of seeing the everyday reality from 
a different, perhaps a more critical and therefore liberating angle.

The Anatomy of the Media

If in norwav.today Igor Bauersima scrutinizes the consequences of the 
development of the media culture by showing his characters as actors 
in the theatre of everyday life, Kristina Nenninger’s play Restart in 
a more explicit and illustrative manner demonstrates the impact of the 
media on the protagonist’s mind. Nenninger employs the new media to 
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reshape the convention of subjective dramaturgy, well known at least 
from the times of Strindberg and the expressionists. In their plays all 
events and characters are only reflections of a single consciousness of 
the central figure. Just like in the typical works of leh-dramatik, the ac
tion of Restart forms a loop, with the initial scene repeated in a slightly 
changed form at the end of the play. Both the opening and the closing 
sequence show a young woman, Marie, who is sitting listlessly in the 
living room of her parents’ flat. The atmosphere of pathologic family 
ties and “painful closeness” is emphasised by the callousness and in
difference of Marie’s mother and father, the former busy with paint
ing her fingernails, the latter watching the starry sky through binocu
lars.76 Also, the presence of a mysteriously looking servant, who twice 
announces tea-time with a derisive giggle, contributes to the impres
sion that the girl’s family home, a place where—as the stage directions 
announce—“even flies buzz pathologically,” is shown through the dis
torting prism of Marie’s consciousness.77 Accordingly, in the last scene 
the parents in a vicious row let slip that Marie has been sitting in her 
armchair for long years, staring into the distance and immersed in the 
world of her imagination, dreaming about the love of someone who 
could rescue her from the prison of her isolated and aimless everyday 
existence.

Nenninger, Restart, 1.
Ibidem.

What fills the space between the opening and the closing sequence 
of the play is therefore Marie’s internal journey, which, in distinction to 
the classic expressionist dramaturgy, does not assume the shape of the 
Way of the Cross. If Strindberg modelled the action of his post-infemal 
dramas on the medieval mystery play, endowing them with a dimension 
of an internal, though no longer religious ritual, Nenninger shows the 
protagonist’s inner life by borrowing from a much more modem stock 
of imagery. As she emphasizes in the introductory commentary to the 
text, she heavily draws on the aesthetics of video games and explicit
ly uses some of its conventions as building blocks for the stage world. 
Accordingly, she insists on introducing as the major element of the set 
a huge screen which should be placed backstage and on which a person 
hidden in the wings all through the performance should play a compu
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ter game, significantly entitled Ego Shooter. In order to make it even 
more visible that the stage world resembles a virtual reality, Nenninger 
suggests that it imitate one of the early and technically primitive games 
with a poor graphic design and simplistic soundtrack. Thus the tran
sitions between consecutive stages of action, called here not acts or 
scenes, but levels, are marked by a loud and simple techno beat, easily 
recognizable to all fans of Play Station or Nintendo games. Moreover, 
in some scenes the characters’ voices are to be pre-recorded and trans
mitted through loudspeakers to create the effect of imperfect synchroni
sation. As a result of those intentional flaws and imperfections, the stage 
reality turns into a realm of a primitive simulation, in which the action 
does not develop logically and organically, like in a traditionally con
structed dramatic work, but follows the arbitrary order of consecutive 
sections of the game. All repetitions, accelerations and decelerations de
pend on how well Marie fares in every next part of the game, fighting 
increasingly more daunting obstacles.

Most importantly, however, the game that the girl plays in is shown 
as a process of a simulated entrance into adulthood and a confrontation 
with the basic and harsh rules governing the outer reality. This aspect of 
the action of Restart is emphasised in its first scene entitled “Tutorial,” 
in which Victor, the host of the program, suddenly appears in the liv
ing room inhabited by Marie’s family, to explain the regulations and the 
stakes in the game which is just about to begin. Its action is set in year 
2003, when, as Victor’s voice announces from the off, the possessive
ness and insatiability of humanity have reached their peak. In this world 
everyone hungers for more and more acquisitions, treating other people 
like purchasable objects. Marie is to find her way around in this gro
tesquely exaggerated simulated reality, in which human relationships 
amount to mutual abuse and manipulation, and gain the upper hand over 
her virtual opponents. The girl’s tutor says:

You are familiar with the rule: you know the grammar of violence, you 
have conjugated it on the screen very often, haven’t you, Marie? To 
possess, to devour, to appropriate.78

” Ibidem, 2.
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He will constantly watch her progress and see to it that she does not vi
olate the rules of the contest. To motivate her even more effectively, he 
tempts her with a promise of a price that awaits her when she has com
pleted all the tasks. Having overcome all challenges with which Victor 
faces her, Marie is to earn his love, the vision of which returns continu
ally throughout the entire action of Restart as an enticement for the girl 
do her best on the following level.

In Nenninger’s play the protagonist’s psychic reality becomes a bat
tleground on which Marie has to fight her most deeply-rooted frustra
tions and neuroses which assume palpable shapes of allegoric human 
figures. As a matter of fact, all the confrontations with her opponents 
follow the same pattern in which the initial verbal negotiation, by means 
of which Marie tries to pacify and subdue her imaginary enemies, final
ly changes into an outburst of violence. On each level the girl either co
erces her adversaries by means of threats to give in and come under her 
control, or simply kills them with one of the weapons that Victor puts at 
her disposal as a bonus for a successful fulfilment of her previous task. 
This format of an internal psychomachy, in which nagging phantasms 
have to be mastered or destroyed, follows closely the Freudian account 
of maturation. According to Freud, the formation of a fully-fledged per
sonality, independent of the parental guidance and a master of oneself, 
is connected with an emergence of an ego out of the chaotic mass of 
libidinal impulses that govern the child’s unconscious and threaten it 
with a dissolution of a unified, coherent self.79 Not without reason does 
Nenninger specify that the video game projected onto the screen back- 
stage should be the one entitled Ego Shooter. Indeed, the imaginary 
events that Marie takes part in during the action of the play are a dum
my run for her emerging ego, a simulated trial in which she gradually 
gains more and more self-consciousness, liberating herself from the de
mons of her past and approaching the reunion with Victor. He functions 
in the game as the controlling, father-like figure of the Freudian super
ego, the embodiment of social norms and restrictions imposed on an in
dividual in the process of acculturation.

Freud, Życie seksualne, 45.

Those attempts at overcoming the exaggerated demands of the su
per-ego are given a metaphoric expression in Restart in the form of 
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three pantomime scenes that punctuate the action of the play and serve 
as intermissions in Marie’s game. In all of them the girl together with 
Victor enact a series of short scenes that testify to their love-hate rela
tionship. Each time the man treats Marie somewhat patronizingly, with 
excessive parental care, “kissing her on the forehead (like when you say 
goodbye to a child when it goes to school or to the playground)”8" or 
stroking her head, “like you stroke a child ... when she has eaten all 
her meal.”81 Each of these intermezzos also ends with the image of the 
girl at her wits’ end, abandoned and uncertain as to what should happen 
to her next. Her dependence on Victor becomes even more apparent on 
the final, seventh level of the game, when Marie confronts Victor face 
to face, certain that he has come to give her the promised award. She 
has won against all the opponents sent by him, and the conclusion of 
the process of her liberation from her childhood neuroses is addition
ally stressed by the presence of a group of children who play around 
Marie, and, after a while, fall down with a short cry and die. But Victor 
announces her ultimate failure in the game: “Don’t you understand any
thing? You. Your movement: a fucking circle. From the very beginning 
in a circle,” he shouts, making it clear that the compensatory scenarios 
enacted by the girl do not bring her any closer to the awaited libera
tion from the hell of her family ties and the monotony of life in a small 
village.82 It does not matter much that she has just received a new por
tion of “life energy” as a reward for completing another level of the 
game. Victor, in bitter words, brings it home to her that she will waste 
her forces turning around within the confines of her imaginary game, 
purposely (mis)taking it for the outside world.83 “You will never break 
through the first level. Fuck! No restart for you,” he shouts, finishing 
the game and condemning Marie to erasure from the program.84

Nenninger, Restart, 25.
Ibidem, 46.
Ibidem, 48.

” Ibidem.
“J Ibidem. 48-49.

This final confrontation, ending in a pronouncement of Marie’s ul
timate failure in breaking out of the vicious circle of her solipsistic self, 
smacks of the criticism of the power of the new media to turn artificial
ly generated experiences into authentic ones, the topic that the play’s
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introductory stage directions explicitly refer to. But in Restart the video 
games not only function as a safe haven from a more complex outer 
world. They also provide the players with simplified cognitive algo
rithms, by means of which they can deal with their everyday problems. 
This transference of the rules of virtual reality onto real life is demon
strated in the ultimate sequences of the play. What is important, Marie’s 
erasure by the end of the game does not close the entire play. The very 
title of the last scene, “The Final Image,” clearly different from the for
merly used computer nomenclature, signalises that the action moves 
from the inside of the protagonist’s mind to her waking life. Just like 
in the beginning, we enter the living room in which the girl’s callous 
parents, initially absorbed in their usual activities, start violently abus
ing her, mocking her dreams of elopement from her family home. In 
this repetition of the opening scene the world surrounding Marie is also 
clearly shown to provide nourishment for her fantasies. For the entrance 
of the servant who brings in the food, the stage directions demand that 
he resembles Victor, and perhaps for this reason Marie gives the man 
a long, lingering look as he leaves the room.85 This identification of the 
imaginary host of the game, who provides “life energy” for the player, 
with the obscenely smiling servant, reverberates all through the action 
of the play. Victor on numerous occasions stresses that he only carries 
out Marie’s orders and that she is actually the only author of the sce
narios performed on consecutive levels of the game. Accordingly, in the 
final sequence of Restart the girl re-enacts that which she already did 
once in virtual reality, on the third level of the game. Then she imag
ined to be in her parents’ living room, and the scene also started with 
a mockery of the girl. Just like in the computer simulation, once again 
Marie strips her parents down to their underwear and ties them with 
their clothes to chairs. She takes her backpack and leaves the house 
without even turning back. She only whispers a single word: “Restart,” 
as if she were beginning another round of the imaginary game.86

Ibidem, 50.
K'' Ibidem, 52.

This repetition of the simulated scene in Marie’s waking life points 
to another aspect of the functioning of the media and their power to 
generate fiction. In those simulated universes, which pretend to reflect 
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the realities of the outer world, the players can learn that which former
ly was passed on from generations as a set of rules of thumb about the 
functioning of society. In the increasingly alienating contemporary so
ciety, in which the disintegration of family bonds seriously affects the 
process of identity formation, the computer-generated, parallel realities, 
governed by less complex rules than those operating in the outer world, 
for more and more people provide a safe haven from the frustrations of 
everyday life. As a result it is not in direct human relationships, but in 
those simulated worlds that players like Marie learn how to function in 
society and how to deal with the ups and downs of everyday life. By 
transposing the internal history of an ordinary girl’s maturation onto the 
scheme of a video game, Nenninger clearly demonstrates how a com
puter simulation becomes incorporated into Marie’s world view, by 
providing key formative experiences for the protagonist and by laying 
grounds for the core of her personality. Consequently, it provides her 
with a stock of patterns of behaviour that she will most probably repro
duce in her newly gained independent life, having shut behind her the 
door of the toxic family house.

This illustrative lucidity of the structure of the represented real
ity, with its various layers separated from one another, stems from 
Nenninger’s reliance on the recognizable traditional dramatic conven
tion which she uses as a vehicle for an altogether contemporary issue. 
In this respect Restart differs significantly from Tim Staffers Werther in 
New York, although the two plays share the preoccupation with the me
dia both on the thematic and the formal level. However, the latter text 
in a markedly different way employs numerous intertextual and inter- 
medial quotes whose fragmentary character evades any attempt at co
herent ordering. Moreover, in spite of the presence of the central figure 
of Werther, who functions as the prism for the play’s action, the events 
taking place on stage can never be unanimously positioned on either the 
plane of the external world or the protagonist’s inner life. This funda
mental uncertainty of the main character in the play becomes also part 
of the audience’s experience when confronted with a disorderly bun
dle of heterogeneous elements that build up the represented reality in 
Staffel’s text for the theatre.

“What am 1 doing here?" Werther asks his inseparable companion, 
Picard. He poses the question right after he has appeared on stage, in 
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some undefined, unknown, empty space, furnished only with two car
seats and a speaking Coke machine.87 This opening sentence might just 
as well be asked by an expressionist everyman, confronted with an alien 
world of hostile human relationships. The image of two men lost in 
alien surroundings and unsure of their identity evokes immediate recol
lections of the opening of both Beckett’s Waiting for Godot and Tom 
Stoppard’s Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern are Dead (1966). Particularly 
the latter play, due to its use of Shakespeare’s Hamlet as the backdrop 
of the action, provides good material for comparison with Staffers text, 
which can help explain the aim of employing strategies of intertextual- 
ity by the German playwright. In Stoppard’s play, Ros and Guil, called 
upon by Claudius to come to his court, emerge out of nothingness and 
throughout the entire action try to find out about their origin and the 
meaning of their lives. They do not manage to solve the mystery of their 
existence, and in the end they leave the stage with the awareness that 
their initial questions have not been answered. However, the audience of 
Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, bearing in mind the outline of 
Hamlet, can discern a deadly perfect order in the life of Stoppard’s pro
tagonists. Ross and Guil are trapped within the confines of Shakespeare’s 
text. No matter what they do, their short existence of fictional characters 
is determined entirely by the action of Hamlet. In this way, Stoppard, on 
the basis of Shakespeare’s masterpiece, constructs a contemporary para
ble which encapsulates the protagonists’ epistemologic uncertainty in the 
face of an alien universe and vicious fate. In the case of Rosenkrantz and 
Guildenstern are Dead, the audience’s familiarity with Hamlet is crucial 
for the impression that the characters are imprisoned in the mechanism 
of the play which leaves them no possibility of any personal choice. In 
this respect, Staffers rewriting of Goethe’s novel has a diametrically 
different purpose in view. The German playwright does not quote ver
batim the action of The Sorrows of Young Werther, but merely trans
poses its major motifs. Moreover, the central problem of the play’s pro
tagonist is not his being determined by ill fate, but, on the contrary, his 
troubling absolute freedom. In order to grasp Staffel’s method of referr
ing to Goethe’s novel, one has to take a closer look at how the action of 
Werther in New York is constructed.

Staff'd, Werther in New York, 79.
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When we meet Staffel’s protagonist for the first time, he is just 
about to abandon the world that causes so much distress to him. “1 can’t 
stand the land of idiots. 1 don’t want anything to do with it and I am 
taking my hands off it,”88 he says to his companion Picard, like a recent 
incarnation of Goethe’s Werther, who hoped for a spiritual rebirth after 
retreating from the artificiality of urban life into an idyllic countryside. 
For the contemporary Werther it is not benevolent nature that provides 
a safe haven from repressive society. The world that he inhabits resem
bles rather one of those Baudrillardian dystopic and constructed simula
tions in which the vision of nature untainted by cultural influences has 
been demystified as a utopian myth. In this world of infinite possibili
ties an escape does not entail a return to some pre-cultural zero-point of 
history. It is simply a leap into another, equally artificial, but for some 
reasons more attractive reality. The initial image of an empty theatri
cal stage becomes a symbol of the contemporary world of unrestrained 
freedom, in which alternative universes can be procured according to 
a momentary whim. “All that counts ... are unending spaces,” Picard 
says, explaining the principles operating in this post-modem cyber-uni- 
verse. “We are the last survivors and we fuck the whole rest, because 
we don’t give a damn for the rest,””9 he adds, encouraging his friend to 
start inventing new images that could fill the vacuum they have found 
themselves in.

*" Ibidem, 79.
1,9 Ibidem, 81.

Ibidem, 82.
111 Ibidem. 81.

Already in this first scene, Werther gives away signs of his spe
cial status among the other characters. He is “the image-maker,” some
one endowed with powerful feelings and exceptional imagination out 
of which he creates entrancing visions to fill the void surrounding him 
and the others.90 Right from the outset the difference between him and 
Picard is strongly accentuated. The latter treats the figments of his 
friend’s imagination as a commodity that can be profitably “flogged” 
on the market.91 But for Werther the images, which in the course of ac
tion more and more forcefully impinge on him from within, have the 
weight of a troubling but inexpressible experience the investigation of 
which will fill the action of the play. Even though Werther concludes 
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his conversation with Picard by announcing: “I withdraw inside myself 
and find a world,” his words do not initiate a descent into the mysteri
ous territories of his self.92 To show the process of drowning in mag
ma of innermost fantasies, Staffel, differently from Nenninger, does not 
employ the form of a typical subjective drama with the action set in the 
character’s mind. In the world that he depicts, the division between the 
outer reality and the self has lost significance. Neither Picard, nor Lotta, 
Albert and Zoe, who soon appear on the stage, seem to have a stable 
psychic life to fall back upon. Rather, they resemble this chameleon-like 
woman, about which Werther talks at one point. Walking along a street, 
she completely merges with the background and assumes the colour of 
the pavement, the lawn or some wall.93 The identity of the inhabitants of 
this no man’s land, who neither want to remember their past nor care to 
anticipate their future, is defined only in relation to the current situation 
in which they have found themselves. Therefore the action of Staffel’s 
play does not take the form of a descent into the depths of a protago
nist’s soul, encapsulated in a metaphor of a journey, which might imply 
continuity of the character’s psychic life.

1)2 Ibidem, 84.
Ibidem, 107.

To render the dispersion and disintegration of his figures’ men
tal universe, Staffel chooses a much less coherent form of action. It is 
composed of a series of rhapsodic episodes, very loosely linked with 
the main backbone of the story-line. It is based principally on Goethe’s 
Sorrows of Young Werther, but also features a number of motives from 
other sources, such as, for example Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet 
or the television series Star Trek. Even if sometimes Staffel allows the 
audience a momentary glance inside the title character’s mind, he per
sistently blurs the borderlines between different levels of the repre
sented reality, and never makes it clear to the audience whether what 
they watch on stage is the protagonist’s waking life or only his delu
sive visions. This deliberate undermining of the spectators’ certain
ty as to the status of a given scene not only forces them to interpret it 
on their own. Moreover, the growing confusion in the face of an alien 
represented reality puts them in the position comparable to that of the 
main character of the play, who also cannot find his way around in the 
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world surrounding him. Such a structure of the stage world invites the 
audience to embark on the same search that the protagonist willy-nil
ly has to undertake; the search for understanding and communicating 
the experience that in spite of Werther’s growing desperation evades his 
comprehension.

“Why does one constantly want to recognize oneself?” Werther asks 
in a conversation with Lotta, answering his question himself: “Because 
everyone wants to understand something. And the only thing 1 under
stand I cannot make clear to anyone.”99 While looking for a possible 
liberation from the mental phantoms that obsessively nag at him, he 
tries to exteriorize them in a palpable shape of pictures so as to neutral
ize their painful and disturbing impact. He tries to imprison his demons 
within the confines of images and to dissect them in order to finally 
understand their origin. Driven by the need for self-understanding, he 
“pretends to be God and invents the world... heaven and earth and ani
mals and Lotte and Werther and all that crap,”94 95 as Picard explains. But 
he immediately adds that his friend most probably will not “survive it, 
because he has lost all points of reference.”96 Even Werther himself ad
mits that the images he produces do not express him in any way, and no 
truth about himself can be inferred from them.97 Staffel very explicitly 
presents the reason for his protagonist’s inability to communicate with 
others. The world created by Werther does not have this dimension of 
originality that Romantic works of art were supposed to be endowed 
with. It is not an emanation of a creative individual’s unique self. On 
the contrary, it has an overt character of a secondary reality constructed 
out of a collection of cultural borrowings, ready-made building blocks 
whose place of origin should be identified by the audience without 
much problem.

94 Ibidem, 92.
95 Ibidem, 98.
96 Ibidem.
97 Ibidem, 93.

Already the title and the central love-triangle between Werther, 
Lotta and Albert have been taken straight from Goethe’s Sorrows of 
Young Werther. But it is not the only source of quotes that proliferate 
in Staffel’s play. For example, when Lotta for the first time appears on 
the stage in the thick of an ominous storm, the stage directions sug
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gest that she should stand on a balcony in Verona and thus resemble 
Shakespeare’s Juliet. Picard owes his name to a character from the tele
vision series Star Trek. In this world works of art have a changed status, 
too. While the protagonist of Goethe’s novel cherished drawing land
scapes, his contemporary counterpart produces Polaroid photographs. 
Particularly this last motif evokes associations with Walter Benjamin’s 
seminal essay on the popular arts in the twentieth century, “The Work 
of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1936).

In this text, Benjamin evaluates the impact of mass production and 
consumption, and of modem technology, upon the status of the work of 
art. Also, he traces the influence of the modem social changes on the 
contemporary forms of popular culture. Benjamin argues that a work of 
art, due to its connection with religious rites and tradition, possessed an 
“aura” of uniqueness and authority, which testified to its singularity in 
time and space. The contact with a work of art was to create for the re
cipients an “auratic” experience, which unveiled in front of them the 
fundamental truths of human existence. The emergence of capitalist in
dustrialization and the commercialization of culture posed a considera
ble threat to the impact of the aura of a work of art. Benjamin draws on 
the example of photography to illustrate his theses on the effects of the 
onset of “the age of mechanical reproduction.” Replicable and repro
ducible ad infinitum, photographs become epitomes of those simulac- 
ral images which have lost their aura of originality and no longer per
mit the intuitive, non-verbal insight into that which they represent.” For 
this reason the Polaroid pictures, in which Werther is trying to capture 
the essence of his personality, ultimately do not provide him with any 
knowledge about himself.

This incapability of the media as a means of self-expression and 
self-recognition becomes even more acutely demonstrated in a vision
ary scene, in which Werther, in a hysteric fit, is bombarded with a mul
titude of kaleidoscopic images projected simultaneously on three huge 
screens which surround him on all sides, enclosing him in a narrow tun
nel. Literally imprisoned within solipsistic confines of his mind, he con
fronts not only the products of his inexhaustibly working imagination, 
but, most importantly, he gets a chance to face himself, while his im-

Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," 226. 
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age is constantly shown centre-stage as a giant video projection. The 
sequence of consecutive close-ups in which a big, black bird falls into 
Werther’s mouth, open in a silent cry to heaven, metaphorically encap
sulates the futility of his attempts at communicating his innermost ex
perience. This meeting with one’s medial double clearly refers to the 
experiments of such performance artists as Bruce Naumann, whose 
closed-circuit installations allow the audience to see themselves reflect
ed in a collection of various, mediated images. The camera serves as 
a means of self-observation and analysis, which makes it possible to see 
oneself from various angles." In his vision Werther also meets himself 
as the other, externalized in a video image, but for him this experience 
is by no means a liberating lesson. It only further undermines his al
ready eroded sense of identity. The introduction of video screening as 
a means of representing Werther’s psyche opens the second part of the 
play, in which the building up of tension between the mediatized image 
and the action on stage becomes a major strategy of demonstrating the 
reasons for the protagonist’s failure to understand his self.

Having recovered from his hysteric blackout, Werther returns to the 
stage, equipped with a camera which unceasingly registers and trans
mits onto the screen the actions carried out by other characters, and 
shows them to the audience on one of the screens. Despite his compan
ions’ protests, he does not stop recording their preparations for a bank
robbery that they carefully plan and rehearse several times. But the 
screen does not show continually the same events that the audience can 
see taking place live on the stage. Rather, it functions as an interface be
tween those images which Werther sees through the lens of the camera, 
and those which suddenly invade his mind. The direct transmission is 
broken a few times, when the screen is repeatedly flooded with violent, 
imaginary scenes, which again send Werther into delirious spasms. He 
comes to his senses only when Picard forcefully snatches the camera 
away from him. This unambiguous identification of the recording me
dium as a cause of Werther’s fits points to another aspect of his schizo
phrenic split—the division into his mind which ceaselessly produces 
fantastic scenarios and his body which, as he initially seems to believe, 
is immune to the influence of his fantasies. He even straightforwardly

Engelbach, Zwischen..., 88-93. 
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expresses this conviction in his first conversation with Lotta, by say
ing: “When all that is over, I will erase the picture and nobody will even 
notice.”100 However, his increasingly more violent, corporeal outbreaks 
of hysteria persuasively show the audience that the opposite is true and 
that his communicative deficiency clearly results from the utterly bodily 
origin of his troubling visions.

Staffcl, Werther..., 9E
Ibidem, 90.

It cannot be overlooked that in his monologues Werther continually 
refers to a metaphoric image of opening his chest or his skull to see if 
there is something or someone inside, if his self is something more than 
just a mass of tissue, bones and blood. Among those visual metaphors 
reflecting Werther’s obsession with the search for the source of his af
fliction, one image recurs with particular persistency. It is a vision of 
a malignant cancer of heart or brain, ravaging the body from the inside. 
In one of his conversations with Lotta, Werther identifies this tumour 
with the soul; the soul that causes Werther too much suffering and has to 
be excised if he is to return to the unproblematic and conformist exist
ence of the Picards and Zoes, for whom being in love amounts to “fuck
ing madness.”101 But this bodily metaphor becomes flesh the moment 
when Werther slits his forearm with a knife and sucks at the wound, 
with his own blood testifying to the authenticity of his overwhelming 
feelings. This testimony of living flesh gains particular significance in 
the second part of the play, where it becomes the only reliable source of 
the knowledge about oneself.

When all the characters in a turmoil draw up the scheme for the 
bank robbery, and then simulate the planned course of action, their 
rehearsals are not only filmed by Werther and transmitted live on 
the screen. Also, some fragments of the future events are interwoven 
with the video material shown to the audience. The spectators can see 
a bloody shootout in the bank between the robbers, from which Lotta 
and Picard manage to run away, having killed both Albert and Zoe. But 
this scenario is soon verified by one more projection, which presents 
yet another version of what could possibly have happened: Zoe, Albert, 
Picard and Lotta are caught in an ambush by security guards and shot. 
This film, as the last one in a series of a few, ostensibly shows the fi
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nal outcome of the earlier plans, however it is presented as a simula
tion. All the characters remain alive, since the weapons that the police 
use are only paintball pistols, used in popular strategic survival games. 
This multiplication of mutually contradictory accounts of events, none 
of which seems more authentic than the others, suggests that what the 
spectators see are just a few of an infinite number of possible simula
tions, in neither of which people really die or get injured. The impres
sion is confirmed when the would-be robbers all return on the stage 
in person, unscathed and only slightly smeared by the paint from fake 
bullets. At this moment it becomes clear why Staffel precedes the ac
tion of the entire play with a capitalized caption: “ALLES FILM” 
(EVERYTHING FILM),11'2 and thus from the beginning emphasizes 
that the world depicted in Werther in New York is built on pretence and 
artificiality. Essentially, there is no difference between the live rehearsal 
of a bank robbery, transmitted directly on the screen, and the film pre
senting what predictably will happen or what actually has taken place. 
In none of these scenarios the characters run the risk of bodily injury, 
but enjoy the thrill of taking part in a “real” event. However, their expe
rience lacks this dimension of corporeal authenticity that Werther so ob
sessively tries to comprehend. And it is him who in the final sequence 
of the play, in a suicidal act, endows the video realisation of the fanta
sies of his own death with the weight of an irrevocable demise.

Before Werther repeats the suicide of the protagonist of Goethe’s 
novel, he tries to follow the example of his companions and sets off to 
commit another robbery. Having been excluded from the group for his 
emotional instability, he decides to act on his own, and what he does 
is shown again on a projection screen, simultaneously with the failed 
paintball shootout. Werther too, surprised by the alarm, has to quickly 
withdraw from the bank, and during his escape he is shot in the stom
ach. Although Picard calms him down, saying that the heavy haemor
rhage “is only paint,”103 Werther, repeating the self-mutilation gesture 
from one of the previous scenes, gives a proof of the authenticity of his 
experience. He stands in front of the projection screen that once again 
shows his agony, looks his own video image straight into the eyes, puts

lu; Ibidem, 79.
Ibidem, 149. 
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the barrel of the gun to his temple, and pulls the trigger. In this act of 
self-destruction he literally fulfils the cryptic prophecy from his farewell 
letter to Lotta. “I shoot at my images,”IIM he writes, identifying himself 
fully with his own creations. His blood spurting on the projection screen 
becomes a visible sign of this final bridging of that gap which previ
ously prevented him from learning any truth about himself; the gap be
tween his medially recorded images and the corporeal suffering that has 
given rise to them.

The confrontation of video sequences with the events enacted live 
on stage, the use of a heterogeneous multitude of intertextual quotes, 
quite obviously inspired by Baudrillard’s and Virilio’s philosophy of 
the media, and the presence of a well-known, classic masterpiece as 
the backdrop for the stage events—these aspects of Werther in New 
York undoubtedly provoke comparisons between Tim Staffel and Mark 
Ravenhill. In spite of numerous similarities, these two playwrights dif
fer significantly in the choice of formal solutions, and the underlying 
understanding of the function and social impact of theatre. Ravenhill’s 
patchwork-like plays, although composed of a number of intertextual 
references, remain within the horizon of a very traditional concept of 
drama, with a coherent plot developing in a series of dialogic exchanges 
towards a climactic conclusion. This long-standing pattern of play con
struction, well-recognizable to the audience, serves him as a vehicle for 
very explicitly spelled out messages whose didactic impact is assured 
by disturbing scenes of violence which additionally strengthen the spec
tators’ emotional involvement in the issues addressed by the play.

The principle according to which Staffel constructs his Werther in 
New York is different. Its metaphoric expression can be found in the 
play-text itself, in an image of a DJ, who, sitting behind his mixing 
console, is constantly present on the stage. The action of Staffers play 
resembles a musical piece created ad hoc by cutting and pasting vari
ous borrowings, without much regard for the coherence of the whole. 
In Werther in New York the action does not develop according to any 
recognizable, logical pattern, but meanders in many directions. It is 
composed of purely phatic, repetitive conversations, only partly under
standable monologues, jumbled intertextual references and unmotivated 

KM Ibidem. 141.
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incursions of video projections. The amorphous magma of the repre
sented reality evades deciphering by means of well-known dramatic 
conventions, with recourse to the mechanisms of projection and identi
fication that assure emotional empathy with the characters. Staffel refor
mulates the terms of this traditional stage-audience contract, confront
ing his spectators with an unknown territory which they have to try to 
discover on their own if they are to make sense of the events that take 
place on the stage. It is not only a purely intellectual involvement that 
is required of them. In order to provoke the spectators’ closer engage
ment with the world of the play, Staffel puts centre-stage three movable 
screens which show violent and mysterious visions as the central ele
ment of the stage imagery. The overwhelming multitude of images that 
forcibly impose themselves on the audience results in a perceptual over
flow, which primarily exerts a sensual impact on the viewers. Their re
sponse must have this corporeal component that will endow the theatri
cal performance with the dimension of a commonly created and shared 
event. Thus, Staffel not only discusses in his play the media-related is
sues. Through a simultaneously intellectual and bodily appeal, he turns 
theatre into a place where it becomes possible to counteract the contem
porary schizophrenia induced daily in interaction with the new media 
of communication, which lure their users with the promise of breaking 
free from the corporeal constraints and dissolve in a multitude of digit
ally generated virtual realities.

A similar text for the theatre which, apart from taking the produc
tion of a documentary soap opera as its subject goes against the grain of 
the well-established dramatic conventions and the audience’s receptive 
habits is Falk Richter’s Electronic City’ (2002). It is composed large
ly of paragraphs of various length, with the beginning of each of them 
marked only with a dash, instead of the more traditional opening of 
a line with the name of the speaking character. Consecutive sections of 
the text are not connected with one another to form a coherent dialogue. 
Rather, they gradually make up an extensive monologue, which should 
be distributed among five to fifteen men who, as a chorus, should be 
constantly present on stage, as the opening of the play suggests. Only 
two figures, Tom and Joy, emerge out of this group, acquiring the sta
tus of individualized characters. But even they do not interact with each 
other, since the prevalent form in which they express themselves is that 
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of an interior monologue, composed of fragmentary phrases, exclama
tions, and lists of nouns reflecting the speaker’s momentary percep
tions. Similarly to Schimmelpfennig’s Die arabische Nacht or Vorher/ 
Nachher, in Electronic City’ the enactment of the events by the actors 
is replaced by a present-tense narrative, recounted by a multitude of 
orchestrated voices and materializing only in the listener’s mind. This 
outstanding prominence accorded by Richter to the verbal means of 
expression, and therefore to the communication between the stage and 
the audience, becomes a tool of counteracting the degradation of so
cial relationships that the play depicts. For although it tells the story of 
a love relationship between a pair of young people, it clearly does so in 
an ironic mode, demonstrating the unbridgeable estrangement between 
Tom and Joy. No wonder that the declarations of love and faith in the 
future of their relationship, which close Electronic City, should sound 
“rather like questions, without real confidence,” as the stage directions 
suggest.105 These words are spoken after an absurdly comic scene in 
which Tom and Joy compare their ridiculously tight schedules to find 
an empty slot where they could fit in a half-hour meeting in an airport 
lounge, during a pause between his two flights and her two shifts in an 
airport supermarket. This, according to the epigraph of the play, is “our 
way of life’’106 in the contemporary world, which seems to be turning at 
such a dizzy speed that its inhabitants, to keep pace with it, have lost 
the sense of individuality, turning into uniform cogs in the huge social 
and economic machine.

The very title of the play indicates that the modern standardization 
of life is attributable to the contemporary omnipresence of the elec
tronic media which have entered virtually all public and private do
mains, making any information transposable onto a chain of numbers 
that facilitate its remembering, storing, and reuse. Portraying a futur
istic electronic city as a grotesquely uniform “sea of digit combina
tions,”107 Richter shows that the operating principles of the new media 
have suffused also human minds, which have started working like per
sonal computers.

Richter, Electronic Citv, 363. 
",6 Ibidem, 333.
11,7 Ibidem, 361.
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Digits, digits, digits, onwards, faster, faster onwards, not to miss, 
to make a phone call, to buy, to stop, onwards ... my brain counts, 
counts, goes through all combinations of numbers,"’“

Tom says, standing in a lift and trying to recall the entrance-code to his 
single room in a hotel which belongs to world-wide chain ironically 
called “Welcome Home.” In fact, the entire action of the play consists 
principally of two, seemingly trivial, but extensively described scenes 
in which the central characters have to cope with a minor, but extremely 
stressful predicament. Also Joy, shown during her first day at work as 
a cashier in an airport supermarket, is desperately trying to work out 
how to operate a price-scanner, hurried up by impatient looks of queu
ing businessmen, whose irritation mounts with every minute of unpro
ductive waiting. Richter shows the psychological costs of the growing 
digitalization of modem life by directing the spotlight on his two pro
tagonists at moments of crisis, when due to seemingly minor failures, 
attributable to what a technocratic clerk might call “the human factor,” 
the system comes to a halt. As a result, it exposes its deficiencies hid
den under the outward appearance of perfect functioning and outstand
ing efficiency.

However, Electronic City, by showing the frailty of a social sys
tem dependent on the fallible humans who will never achieve the me
chanical perfection of computers, does not point to possible sites from 
which a revolutionary impulse could originate. Richter is not that much 
interested in advocating the possibilities of disrupting from the inside 
the rigid economic and political order, but rather in demonstrating how 
this order prevents its possible collapse, using the mass media to keep 
down those tensions that lurk underneath the smooth surface of ordi
nary events. As the narrative of the chorus develops, it should gradually 
come home to the audience that there is one more mediator between 
them and the represented reality. In fact, they do not meet the real Tom 
and Joy in their everyday environment, but merely their impersona
tors during the rehearsals and the shooting of a television series enti
tled Joy’s World, which is based on facts from real people’s lives. The 
chorus, while recounting large parts of the story and commenting on the

Ibidem, 341-342. 
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two protagonists’ monologues, assumes the function of the production 
team of this documentary soap opera.1"’ Numerous passages in the text 
provide glimpses into how the script is prepared on the basis of authen
tic events recounted by Tom and Joy, how the actors’ performance is di
rected, and how the camerawork is supervised with a curt “Close-up!” 
or “CUT!” which punctuate the otherwise uninterrupted flow of the 
text.

However, Richter not only shows how an ostensibly seamless and 
transparent representation of real life is in fact a carefully staged spec
tacle, shaped according to well-known narrative conventions. More im
portantly, he makes it clear what function daily soaps fulfil in organizing 
their viewers’ everyday experiences and common social interactions. 
Based on clear, logically constructed blueprints, television soaps bring 
order and meaning to the chaos of impressions and feelings that one has 
to cope with everyday. No wonder that for Joy the production crew of 
the television series has something comforting about it."1’ After all, its 
work consists in giving significance to the raw facts of “damned real 
life” in which

all questions remain open, characters change constantly, one complete
ly loses the overview of the plot, no figure has got a recognizable, un
derstandable motive, you have the feeling you watch yourself going 
mad."1

On television events of daily life become inserted into narrative patterns 
which create the impression that they capture the meaning of otherwise 
chaotic course of things.

In this respect, the new media, as represented in Electronic City, 
have assumed responsibility not only for forging and disseminating pat
terns of thinking and behaviour in everyday situations, but also for set
ting life goals for individual members of society and for suggesting the

l0’ In Electronic City elements of other genres can be found, too. Franz Wille in his re
view of the play’s stage production in the Bochumer Kammerspiele calls Richter’s text 
“a panicky farce out of the inner world of the contemporary hectic life," thus identifying 
in it features of both farce and expressionist drama (57).
"" Richter, Electronic..., 354.

Ibidem, 355.
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means of achieving them. By providing guidelines in an increasingly 
more disorientating world they help find one’s place and function in 
a complex tissue of social and economic relationships and thus prevent 
possible disruptions of the established order. This tacitly fulfilled func
tion of the new media as an institution that regulates public and private 
life comes to the foreground in the scene in which Joy’s impatient cus
tomers, hurrying up to catch their next flights, with every minute start 
losing their temper, while the girl is only helplessly fidgeting with the 
barcode scanner and cannot figure out how to switch it on. “At this 
moment of the film one can feel what it would be like if all these peo
ple did not work in such an orderly manner,” an anonymous member 
of the chorus comments, foreseeing the desired effect of the scene on 
television viewers.112 By way of an example, the speaker conjures up 
an imaginary but not entirely unrealistic vision of a stockbroker who 
cannot bear the steadily mounting tension, runs amok, and starts smash
ing everything that stands in his way and killing innocent passers-by."3 
Speculating on the possible causes of this outburst, the chorus of televi
sion producers wonders “if these men, when shooting at all these peo
ple, think that they have a motive ... think for what reason and against 
what they act.”113 114 A docu-series becomes a laboratory of social relation
ships in which critical situations on the verge of escalating into violent 
conflicts are investigated, rationalized and fitted into causally develop
ing plots so as to suggest the possibility of solving them in a non-violent 
way. The viewers watching the medial facsimile of their everyday life, 
which provides them with explanations for their sometimes incompre
hensible behaviour, leam how to cope with daily frustrations. By simu
lating dangerous breakdowns of individual cogs in the social machinery 
and suggesting possible remedies, the media have a share in assuring 
the flawless functioning of this machine, keeping a major “catastrophe 
immanent in the system” at bay."5

112 Ibidem, 346.
Ibidem.

114 Ibidem, 347.
Ibidem.

In a somewhat different manner the function of television as 
a regulatory establishment and a means of preventing social conflicts 
is thematized in Tim Staffel’s text for the theatre Das Mädchen mit dem 
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Flammenwerfer (The Girl with the Flame-thrower, 1994). If Richter’s 
Electronic City’ focuses on the micro-level of social interactions and the 
influence exerted on them by the media, Staffel sets the events in his 
play within a larger historical context. The text of nearly one hundred 
pages, composed of passages of poetic prose, abounds in sinister scenes 
of genocide in concentration camps, nuclear war and detailed descrip
tions of medical experiments on humans. This seemingly unrestrained 
flux of daunting images, with touches of black humour, is, however, 
squeezed into the format of a television series. Staffers text recounts 
consecutive episodes of a daily soap entitled Blackhole, whose main 
character, Dr Drossel, an employee of some totalitarian regime gov
erned by a mysterious committee of Leaders, carries out increasingly 
more complex eugenic experiments on people, trying to correct every 
single mistake of nature that could disrupt the functioning of the social 
system. But his efforts, instead of leading to a brilliant, happy future, 
end up in sheer camages of masses of innocent people, deemed unfit 
to be part of a healthy social structure. This large-scale segregation and 
execution of the unwanted is given an official justification in the slo
gan “DESTRUCTION IS THE COMPLETION OF THE HEALING 
PROCESS.”116 And as Dr Drossel’s activities extend, causing more 
and more deaths in the name of progress, the episodes in the series are 
counted down to the last one, in which a final explosion of the televi
sion station is identified with the apocalypse of the entire universe de
picted in the series.

16 Staffel, Dan Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerter. 45.
17 Ibidem, 94.

“I have fulfilled my task ... I have brought it to an end,” an awe-in
spiring, godlike Attendant says in the closing passage of the text, when 
darkness comes upon the debris of the world."7 For in the end it turns 
out that Dr Drossel was merely a tool in the hands of some higher force, 
embodied in an ancient Attendant who intervenes in the development of 
social systems to bring them to a state of lifeless stasis. Staffel, by em
phasising the fact that Blackhole is broadcast for the second time, due 
to its immense popularity among audiences, metaphorically captures 
the circularity of the political processes that lead to the birth and spread 
of democratic systems of power; those systems in which violence lurks 16 17 
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under the smooth surface of order and justice. Das Mädchen mit dem 
Flammenwerfer, quoting the format of a television series, becomes an 
allegoric model of endless reproduction and mutation of always the 
same social, political and cultural blueprints. “We are in a time-loop,” 
an unidentified voice says at some point in the play; “even in a time
loop history takes its course. It is based on the same constants, only the 
symptoms, the signs are changed.”118 By shaping the story of a totali
tarian state as a macabre and repetitive television series, and by bring
ing together images of the most outrageous instances of genocide 
known from the twentieth-century history, Staffel emphasizes the re
currence of the same oppressive structures in all democratic systems. 
In Das Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer he clearly suggests that they 
are based on the same principle, embodied in the allegoric figure of the 
Attendant. According to him, any divergence from arbitrarily estab
lished but naturalized norms has to be corrected or done away with so 
as to optimize the functioning of the entire social structure.

Ibidem, 51.
Ibidem, 35.

The aims and means of those normalizing influences of bio-politics 
become apparent already in the way Staffel structures the text of Das 
Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer. The titles of its three major parts, 
“The Anthropologic Measurement,” “The Dissection,” and “The Road 
to the Museum,” are indicative of the nature of the process of resolving 
social tensions, which Dr Drossel participates in, painstakingly carry
ing out experiments on his patients. The result of his work is described 
as a metaphoric museum in which each piece is described in detail and 
displayed to the public eye, “so that everyone can see what they are 
afraid of, because everyone is afraid of themselves, of that which they 
could be.”119 The process of dissecting human bodies and turning them 
into exhibits metaphorically captures how social tensions are resolved 
by means of rational investigation and detailed analysis which bring to 
light their most fundamental causes. Moreover, in Das Mädchen mit 
dem Flammenwerfer those normalizing procedures become identified 
with the functioning of the media. Staffel’s text is punctuated with cap
italized exclamations of some invisible director who regularly makes 
visible his presence in the production process of the film with the curt 
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English “CUT!” or its German equivalent “SCHNITT!” drawing a par
allel between the procedures of surgery and filmmaking. The anatomic 
dissection of bodies, which turns them into museum pieces, resembles 
closely the procedures of shooting and editing a television series, which 
also points to the common functions that the museum and the media ful
fil. They both serve as public institutions that display and spread knowl
edge in the form of neatly tailored and carefully arranged bits which to
gether consolidate into a coherent world-view. Television has nowadays 
taken over the function of spreading the stock of common knowledge, 
which was formerly fulfilled by the museum.

The tremendous effectiveness television has as a means of dissemi
nating the dominant world-view results not only from its presence in 
almost every household. Also, it can be so effective because it hides 
its regulatory workings under the mask of entertainment. However, 
under this cover it surreptitiously interprets for the audience both the 
distant past and the most current burning issues. It is from the televi
sion screen that in his Jurassic Park “Steven Spielberg explains to us 
what really happened, demonstrates to us the cries the way they really 
sounded,” and “Jonathan Demme finally does away with the aggravat
ing prejudices owing to Tom Hanks’s outstanding dance performance" 
in the popular film Philadelphia.'-" From a multitude of other genres, 
the daily soap, by pretending to reflect directly the life of an average 
viewer, functions as the most reliable vehicle for common knowledge, 
ethical norms and patterns of social interaction. Also it has replaced 
the museum as a “storeroom for historical evidence” and “the proof of 
the triumph of the Western culture,” which with an ostensible accuracy 
records a given moment in time.121 Mirror reflections of everyday life 
registered on a film tape and watched on the television screen resem
ble exhibits orderly displayed to the public eye behind a glass pane. 
The fragmented medial images also combine into an extensive testimo
ny to the epoch, pretending to present an objective account of history. 
However, the structure of Das Madchen mit dem Flammemverfer, in 
which surgery and editing are put on a par, demonstrates that the medial 
vision of the past is an end product of cut-and-paste processes, earned 

20 Ibidem, 82. 
Ibidem.
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out with specific aims in view. As Staffel implies in his text, this vision 
is always subordinated to the demands of a current social and political 
situation, according to which facts are ordered and interpreted. And he 
leaves no doubt as to the ultimate goal of those regulatory procedures, 
recurrently punctuating the flow of the text with a single phrase. Written 
in block capitals, it bluntly states that “THE SMOOTH FUNCTIONING 
OF THE SYSTEM IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE.”

At the same time the form of Das Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer 
exemplifies an attempt to act against the process of ossification of a one
dimensional and unambiguous world-view. The play’s preoccupation 
with the topic of recording and mediating the past calls for compari
sons with Forever Godard by Igor Bauersima, who, pursuing a similar 
subject, also tries to disrupt the well-established dramatic and theatrical 
conventions to destabilize the one-dimensional account of his protago
nist’s life-story. In spite of the departure from the traditional paradigm 
of drama on the level of the composition of action, construction of plot, 
the characters and the dialogue, the layout of Forever Godard still re
sembles a traditional script. Its stage directions, neatly separated from 
the spoken lines, contain a detailed outline of the stage vision, sug
gesting the way the text can be used in the theatre. In this respect Das 
Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer goes much further beyond the for
mal boundaries of the traditional dramatic script, since it is written in 
the form of a continuous text, composed of heterogeneous fragments of 
various length and style. Some of them read like excerpts from official 
speeches, some resemble an incongruent stream of consciousness, some 
pretend to be quotes from authentic medical reports. This medley of lit
erary and non-literary genres and conventions is not even structured into 
acts or scenes, but divided into three major sections. Even if some ves
tigial borrowings from the structure of traditional drama appear in Das 
Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer, they are purposely distorted and 
misplaced. For example, extensive characteristics of the dramatis perso
nae are shifted from the beginning towards the middle of the play, while 
dialogues appear in the form of a continuous textual flow, which makes 
it difficult to decide who actually delivers a given section of the text. 
Those deliberate violations of the rules guiding the graphic arrange
ment of the script aim at disturbing the process of transfer from page 
to stage. The written body of the text, deprived of clear suggestions as 
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to its theatrical rendition, cannot be straightforwardly used as a blue
print of a represented reality. In Das Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer 
Staffel not only deconstructs the typical patterns of a plot-line which 
dominate both in the traditional theatre and television, and ironically 
quotes the format of a soap opera, but also opens up the rigid structure 
of the layout of the play to dynamize the interaction between the script, 
the stage and the spectators. The author of the play, the director and the 
audience have an equal share in creating meanings in the performance, 
and at each of the nodes of this chain the text can achieve a different 
level of concretization and comprehensibility. As a result, Das Mädchen 
mit dem Flammenwerfer, full of gaps and inconsistencies, teeming with 
enigmatic images and vibrating with rhythmical language, evades the 
rigidly established procedures of meaning constitution, regulated by 
cultural codes and conventions. Also in this respect it counteracts the 
influence of the media, which usually employ and perpetuate the stan
dard patterns of communication in order to assure that a given message 
addressed to the audience is easily processed and understood.

In spite of its very clear political agenda, Das Mädchen mit dem 
Flammenwerfer to a wide extent departs from such a formula of the 
committed theatre which appeals to the audience by employing solidly 
constructed and therefore effortlessly understandable narratives. Such 
a political theatre, even when it overtly criticizes some aspects of social 
reality, still follows the rules regulating the functioning of the dominant, 
public discourse. As a result, instead of problematizing the existing so
cial antagonisms, it can contribute to their normalization and codifica
tion, by grooving them into exemplary fables, suggesting the reasons 
for and the solutions to troubling burning issues. In Staffers text, how
ever, one cannot find any stable meanings and invariant structures that 
could exert their power on the spectators, and determine their response. 
In Das Mädchen mit dem Flammenwerfer language loses its referential 
function and becomes significant mainly for its musical qualities and 
pulsational rhythms. Placed in the same flux of continuity with incon
gruent gestures and randomly gathered, “useless” props, it frees itself 
from the situational context, which works against the audience’s efforts 
to pin down the sense of words. Consequently, in Das Mädchen mit 
dem Flammenwerfer the outer world is not represented by institutional
ized conventions, but shown in the process of constant becoming, in the 
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present time of the meeting between the audience and the alien reality 
that comes into being on stage. It opens the spectator’s consciousness 
onto new possibilities of experience, which neither the traditional, logo
centric theatre nor television or the internet can offer them. Also in this 
respect it counteracts the alienating impact of the contemporary media.

Preliminary Conclusions 2

The primary aim of the analyses conducted in this chapter has been 
to demonstrate the extent of the impact of the new media on the play
writing of the tum of the twenty-first century. As has been demonstrat
ed, this influence goes far beyond a simple thematization of the motifs 
popularized by film, television and the internet. Much more significant
ly, contemporary playwrights’ critical attitude to the flourishing forms 
of mass entertainment evinces itself not only on the level of content, but 
primarily in the structure of their texts. The authors whose plays have 
been discussed here treat the new media as instruments for spreading 
the dominant ideology which shape the audience’s world-view, influ
ence their ideas about what reality is and suggest the rules of conduct in 
everyday life, thus propagating the dominant set of ethical standards.

Already in 1974 Colin McCabe, in his seminal essay “Realism 
and the Cinema: Notes on some Brechtian Theses” argued that the ef
fectiveness of impact that the media exert on a common viewer results 
from their reliance on traditional codes of representation, which derive 
from the nineteenth-century realist techniques.122 Therefore McCabe 
suggested that counteracting the pernicious influence of the media 
should go hand in hand with the dismantling of the representational ap
paratus inherited from the artistic practices of the late nineteenth-centu
ry.123 This conviction also informs the agenda of the playwrights whose 
texts have been dealt with in this chapter. The plays selected for close 
readings have been chosen in order to present the largest possible spec
trum of techniques of integrating the new media within a stage reality, 
and at the same time, of redefining the stage-audience relationship. In 

1:2 McCabe, “Realism and the Cinema,” 44.
121 Ibidem, 50.
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this respect Chapter Two continues the line of argumentation of Chapter 
One. Although in the examples discussed in Chapter Two the influence 
of the new media can be detected on various levels of the text’s structur
al organization, one can identify a general principle according to which 
today’s playwrights draw on the stock of medial conventions. Just like 
Schimmelpfennig, Churchill and Kane have been proven to produce re
ality effects by ironically quoting and disrupting the realist dramatic and 
theatrical conventions, Ravenhill, Bauersima, Nenninger, Staffel and 
Richter seek to re-establish the contact with the audience by subversive
ly citing the representational patterns well-known from film, television 
or computer games. In doing so, they aim at going against the grain of 
the theatre-goers’ perceptual habits which nowadays are to a large ex
tent shaped by the interaction with the new media of communication.

This critical stance towards the media and their role in contempo
rary society is not difficult to detect in Ravenhill’s plays. He holds the 
pop-cultural cliches up to ridicule, so as to show their destructive influ
ence on the imagination of his characters. In his early texts, he not only 
discusses media-related issues, but also uses intertextual and interme
dial quotes in order to playfully tease his audiences and to capture their 
attention. The degree to which the secondary character of these quotes 
is identifiable to the spectators conditions their response to the issues 
discussed in these plays. By affording them the pleasure of recognizing 
the origin of individual fragments out of which the patchwork-like stage 
worlds are sewn, he activates the stock of common knowledge shared 
by his spectators and in this way invites them to an interaction with the 
stage world.

However, Ravenhill certainly does not belong to those postmodem 
artists who combine heterogeneous intertexts so as to sophisticatedly 
entertain the audience brought up on the television aesthetics, video 
games and the internet. Even if he makes the spectator laugh at the 
grotesquely depicted stage world and its inhabitants, he aims primari
ly at imposing on the audience a critical point of view on the negative 
functioning of the mass media as well as the latest technological ad
vancements in the field of communication. As a closer investigation of 
Ravenhill’s texts proves, he regards theatre as a place where the mala
dies of the present-day world can be effectively counteracted. A juxta
position of intertextual quotes may bring it home to the spectators how 
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the mass media function as vehicles for hidden, ideological messages. 
A confrontation of live action and film footage may help Ravenhill 
ruthlessly expose the manipulative effect of the procedures of record
ing and editing. However, the role of the stage as a laboratory of so
cial change is not restricted to purely intellectual appeal. The didactic 
agenda of Ravenhill’s theatre relies heavily on the emotional impact of 
his plays in which explicit scenes of gratuitous violence are to shock the 
audience. The shock-effect is not meant to scandalize the audience. It 
is instrumental in engaging the spectators in a ritual experience, which 
should strengthen the message implied in the fable, as is the case with 
Shopping and Fucking and Faust (Is Dead).

In a similar vein Bauersima introduces the new media on stage, 
however, he does not aim at eliciting the audience’s emotional engage
ment by designing cognitive games in which spectators have a chance 
to verify their convictions about the difference between fictionality 
and reality. In norway. today, Factory, and Forever Godard he employs 
video techniques and confronts live sequences with their medial re
productions in order to destabilize the audience’s perception and make 
them aware of the functioning of the medial apparatus of representa
tion. Bauersima uses this deconstructive procedure as a means of ex
posing the media’s false claims to undeniable veracity in mirroring the 
outer world and recording the past. For example, in Factory the format 
of a reality show comes under careful scrutiny, while the techniques of 
manipulating the viewers and producing for them the impression that 
the programme transparently registers “real life” become mercilessly 
laid bare. In this respect Bauersima’s Factory resembles Nenninger’s 
Restart, which also quotes a recognizable pattern of plot construction. 
In order to show the extent of the impact exerted on Marie’s mind by 
video games, Nenninger modifies the convention of subjective drama
turgy, updating it and merging its well-known form with the blueprint 
of a computer game. Thus she brings the represented reality closer to 
the sensitivity and the receptive habits of the contemporary audience. 
However, while re-working the traditional scheme of expressionist dra
ma, she tacitly espouses its underlying, altogether modernist concept of 
subjectivity. In spite of her mental inertia, Marie is a rounded individual 
whose internal journey reflects the process of gaining insight into the 
nature of the world and the laws governing social life. In Restart Marie 
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is portrayed as the modem version of this early twentieth-century, alien
ated everyman, and even suffers from the same deficiency of speech 
which cannot give faithful expression to her internal predicament. For 
the sake of clarity of her argument in the play, Nenninger reproduces the 
neatly divided triad “I—the world—the others” which underlies the ex
pressionist world-view. She clearly separates the imaginary realm from 
the events in the outer reality, and shows in the final sequences how the 
former draws on the latter for the production of fantasies. By the same 
token she demonstrates how real life is in turn modified according to in
itially fictional scenarios and scripts.

This feature of her text distinguishes it from Staffers Werther in 
New York and Das Madchen mil dem Flammenwerfer, and Richter’s 
Electronic City. These plays exemplify attempts at working out a for
mula of a theatre that could offer its audience experiences of direct con
tact with the stage world. Moreover, they testify to a strong tendency, 
observable today mainly on German stages, to depart from the tradi
tional model of drama towards a text for the theatre that does not con
tain a closed, coherent project of a represented reality. Those plays 
provide merely fragmentary material for the stage that does not pre
determine its use in the theatre, and thus to a much larger extent than 
a traditional dramatic script requires a creative co-operation of the thea
tre makers and the spectators. Small wonder that very often those at
tempts at loosening the constraints of the rigidly defined form of drama 
go hand in hand with a media-critical agenda of the contemporary play
wrights. By deconstructing the traditional, dialogical form of a play
text, by refusing to call into being fully-fledged and psychologically 
credible characters, or by ironically quoting the easily-recognizable pat
terns of plot, playwrights strike out at that which the new media and 
the old, fully familiar and therefore transparent theatrical means of rep
resentation have in common. The former and the latter confront their 
respective recipients with pre-fabricated and easily decipherable pat
terns of constructing fictional microcosms, thus putting on a semblance 
of a one-to-one reproduction of the external world. Soap operas, real
ity shows or simulation computer games, each in their own way and to 
a varying degree, rely on the common stock of methods of generating 
reality-effects, which derive more or less directly from such long-stand
ing theatrical forms as the melodrama, the naturalist drama or the well- 
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made play. For a number of contemporary playwrights who respond to 
the challenge of the new media this inevitably implies that the workings 
of theatre as a medium has to be put into question.

Accordingly, the following chapter traces further the methods of ap
peal to the audience through the questioning of the established codes of 
representation. This time, however, the material on which playwrights 
draw is neither the traditional theatre conventions nor quotes from the 
media. The next chapter investigates various methods of linking theatre 
to the outer reality and activating the spectators by using on stage auth
entic documents and references to real events and people. At the same 
time, these attempts at using direct quotes from outer reality undermine 
the very idea of theatricality.



Chapter Three





Theatre—Document—Reality

Carrying out almost unrestrainedly the gesture of extracting, putting in 
inverted commas, assembling a mosaic of languages and discourses, 
this is the field of new possibilities opening up in front of the contem
porary writing for the theatre,1

Jean-Pierre Sarrazac writes in his L’Avenir du drame (The Future of 
Drama, 1999), a book which traces key developments in the field of 
playwriting that took place in the last decades of the twentieth century. 
Significantly, his comments on the strategies of using intertextual refer
ences and excerpts from documents in drama are included in a chapter 
devoted to the discussion of a strong tendency in contemporary writing 
for the stage which is moving further and further away from the typical
ly dramatic, dialogue-based format of the text, towards other, non-ca- 
nonical types of discourse.2 Analyzing mainly the works of the French 
authors of the 1970s and 1980s, from the Theatre of the Absurd to the 
neo-naturalist “theatre of the everyday” and Michel Vinaver’s experi
ments, Sarrazac shows how contemporary playwrights purposely refuse 
to create in their texts the impression that the stage reality is a coherent 
facsimile of the outer world, enclosed in itself, and peopled by inde
pendently acting and freely speaking individuals. He demonstrates how 
the language of the plays written during the last forty years has been 
losing its former stylistic uniformity, which in the naturalist drama used 
to serve as an indicator of the figures’ milieu and thus played a key role 
in creating the reality effect. Even if the naturalist dialogues contained

Sarrazac, L 'Avenir chi drame, 138. 
Ibidem, 109-145. 
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an amalgam of various dialects, jargons, registers and idiolects, the or
ganic perspective of a work of art guaranteed that they functioned as 
elements strengthening the reality effect of the represented reality. At 
present, as Sarrazac persuasively argues, this former organic homoge
neity of the structure of drama very often gives way to fragmentation of 
the verbal material in contemporary plays and a shattering of the unity 
of the stage world. With recourse to montage strategies, contemporary 
playwrights compose their texts as heterogeneous collages of multiple 
discursive forms, cutting and pasting excerpts from various sources, and 
refusing to melt them into a single piece whose ingredients have lost 
their original uniqueness for the sake of the coherence and uniformity 
of the whole. Instead, their texts, far from the former ideal of structural 
coherence and harmony, are jumbled collections of incompatible com
ponent parts, each of which retains the memory of the source it derives 
from.

This tendency towards a hybridisation of language manifests itself 
not only in the mixing or clashing of well-known dramatic and theatri
cal genres and traditional conventions of stage rhetoric within a single 
play-text. As Sarrazac emphatically asserts, the organic homogeneity of 
the language of drama is shattered even more profoundly when the text 
leaves the terrain of purely literary codes and conventions, and opens 
up onto social reality, incorporating citations from authentically spoken 
dialects, professional jargons, scientific or economic idioms as well as 
idiolects.3 In this respect contemporary writing for the theatre evinces 
a profoundly intertextual character, since its comprehensibility relies on 
the recipients’ familiarity with other texts, not only with literary works, 
but also with norms and conventions that govern non-literary commu
nication.4 The passage from L ’Avenir du drame quoted above is indica
tive of Sarrazac’s awareness that it is not only the very act of drawing 
on authentic sources that is decisive for the hybrid nature of a play, but, 
primarily, the manner in which the quotes are arranged. The editing pro
cedures employed to put together bits and pieces extracted from their 
original context establish a specific relationship between the component 
parts of the text. Playwrights may either work towards a relative unifica- 1 * 

1 Ibidem, 138.
J White, Tropics o f Discourse, 121-134.
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tion of the raw material of quotes, by structuring them within a firm and 
logical plot-line, or the individual parts are randomly assembled side by 
side, without much concern for causal linkage. They either emphasize 
the origin of intertextual references in the social reality, or cut their con
nections with the outer world, and, through decontextualization, charge 
them with new meanings. The author may stress the truthfulness of the 
documents to authenticate the fictional world on stage, or de-familiar- 
ize them to make the spectator examine them from a critical distance 
and question the validity of a document as a medium of an unvarnished 
truth.

Sarrazac writes in the spirit of the Deleuzian philosophy of frag
ment favours incompleteness over organic coherence, the crossing of 
the borders of conventions over the purity of genre, and combinations 
of incongruent elements over seamless simplicity of form. He critical
ly refers to those playwrights who, quoting from authentic sources, fit 
them into the traditional mould of the dramatic form, enclosing them 
in neat narratives and thus weakening the critical potential of the docu
mentary material. He is convinced that

most of our authors, instead of accomplishing autonomously the ges
ture of quoting, adopt in front of the documentary material either of 
two attitudes, both of which testify to the same intimidation or inhi
bition: they either efface themselves totally in front of it, or they em
bellish it and immerse it totally in their texts. Undoubtedly, in their 
pusillanimity, they have not understood that references to original 
documents do not necessarily reduce the subjective character of writ
ing, but, on the contrary, can increase it.5

Ibidem, 138.

Sarrazac very clearly points out the direction in which, according to 
him, the drama of the future should develop in terms of the use of auth
entic materials as building blocks of the represented reality. The au
thor of L'Avenir du drame argues that playwrights should steer clear of 
the methods worked out by the naturalist theatre in which the language 
spoken by the characters, quoted from everyday speech and preserving 
its rhythms, colloquialisms, ungrammaticalities and dialectal features, 
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served as a powerful tool of achieving the reality effect in theatre. At 
least from the times of Gerhart Hauptmann’s The Weavers (1891) play
wrights have been trying to support their claim to scientific objectivity 
and accuracy by employing quotes from authentic sources as the raw 
material for the construction of the stage world. But Sarrazac clearly 
privileges the works of those playwrights who, like Michel Vinaver, de
liberately place themselves on the antipodes of the naturalist theatre. 
These authors tend to deconstruct the dramatic form with recourse to 
techniques of collage and montage, which serve to expose the fragmen
tary character of their texts. Full of gaps and omissions, deprived of 
a rounded structure and resembling a Deleuzian rhizome, a hybrid text 
for the stage leaves much greater interpretative freedom and responsi
bility to the audience. Deprived of an unambiguously expressed mes
sage, it can more effectively engage the recipients in an interaction with 
the represented reality, without offering a single solution to the issues 
under discussion. By disorienting the audience and shaking them out of 
their habitual receptive attitude, it makes them look beneath the smooth 
surface of everyday communication and challenges them to find out to 
what extent the truthfulness of documents is in fact an ideological con
struction.

Undeniably, Sarrazac’s comments on the language of contempo
rary plays very accurately summarize the most recent developments 
in French playwriting and—what is more important in the context of 
the present study—can be applied to a great number of contemporary 
texts written not only in France but also in other European countries. 
However, the implicitly normative stance adopted by the author of 
L’Avenir du drame entails the danger of excluding by definition those 
phenomena which too strongly rely on a more traditional concept of text 
for the theatre. After all, a number of tendencies in today’s writing for 
the stage, in spite of their prominence on the map of contemporary dra
ma, do not fit entirely within the horizon sketched by Sarrazac. A case in 
point is the renaissance of the tribunal play in Britain in the late 1990s, 
which in terms of the methods of editing of the documentary sources 
can be seen as a perfect fulfilment of the late nineteenth-century natural
ist agenda. A playwright’s choice of specific aesthetic strategies is dic
tated primarily by the immediate cultural and historical context as well 
as by the needs, receptive habits and general knowledge of the audience
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who comes to watch a play at a specific moment in time. The cultural 
and historical circumstances matter particularly in the case of documen
tary theatre, which very often defines itself as politically committed and 
thus aims at catching the attention of the largest audience possible. The 
significance of the cultural placement of a given theatre tendency can 
be demonstrated, for instance, when one compares the post-war histo
ry of the docu-theatre in Germany and England. When Rolf Hochhuth, 
Heiner Kipphardt and Peter Weiss initiated the wave of documentary 
play writing in Germany at the end of the 1960s, their plays took the 
mainstream stages by storm, addressing large audiences and dealing 
with topics concerning the country’s most murky past. Almost simulta
neously the British fringe theatre came into being, developing, among 
other forms, the verbatim techniques of writing. By that time theatre
makers such as John McGrath, Joan Littlewood or David Hare, work
ing simultaneously, but without much interest for German docu-play- 
wrights, chose for the plays venues remote from the West End. They 
wanted to talk mainly to the left-wing, working-class audiences. The 
entrance of the docu-playwriting onto the mainstream stages in Britain 
took place thirty years later than in Germany. The solutions and strate
gies tried out in the off-theatre of the late 1960s and 1970s re-surfaced 
in an almost unchanged form by the beginning of the twenty-first cen
tury, when a new, powerful wave of verbatim plays entered such British 
stages as the National Theatre, this time addressing large audiences who 
were brought up on a less politically direct repertoire. Today’s British 
docu-playwrights appeal to the spectators by confronting them with au
thentic materials gathered from court transcripts, television, press and 
private interviews which serve as indubitable proofs of the vital politi
cal significance of the themes taken up in a given play.

This tendency has had its counterpart on the German stages, on 
which a number of plays based on documentary material have been 
produced since the beginning of the 1990s. What typifies those texts is 
a radical departure from the assumptions on which Hochhuth, Kipphardt 
and Weiss had based their work in the late 1960s, believing in the auth
enticating power of documents and their objectivity as proofs of past 
events. Although young German playwrights refer to their predeces
sors’ works, and quote some of the structural solutions of their plays, 
they do so only to deconstruct the models of documentary theatre that 
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have already become part and parcel of the German mainstream tradi
tion. Instead of relying on the power of authentic materials to disclose 
the truth about the social world, they expose the conventional character 
of documents and lay bare their false pretences to historical exactness 
and accuracy.

Three texts could be referred to in order to corroborate this claim. 
In his Haarmann (Haarmann, 1995), Marius von Mayenburg tells the 
story of a serial killer who in 1925 in Hanover murdered twenty-five 
boys, cut their bodies into pieces and drowned them in swamps near the 
city. Mayenburg presents his protagonist’s life-story within the frame
work of a tribunal play, in which pieces of facts from the central figure's 
past are brought in by the witnesses who come to testify in front of the 
audience, interrogated by the judge and the prosecutor. However, while 
their testimonies gradually add up to one another, they do not form any 
recognizable pattern that might shed light on the causes of the atroci
ties committed by Haarmann. On the contrary, Mayenburg deliberate
ly blocks any attempt at putting the scattered pieces of his character’s 
story together into a linear narrative. Significantly, he quotes abundant
ly from a psychoanalytic study of Haarmann’s personality carried out 
by Theodore Lessing right after the trial on the basis of the documen
tary material gathered during the investigation. Due to the fragmenta
tion of the citations woven into the testimonies given by the witnesses, 
and because of the lack of any encompassing narrative backbone that 
would introduce a causal and chronological order into the chaos of tes
timonies, Haarmann’s personality remains a mystery until the end of the 
play. Mayenburg is less interested in finding out the ultimate truth about 
the accused. Rather, he undermines the institutional claims to objectivi
ty and infallibility implied by the convention of the tribunal play, which 
he ironically quotes and deconstructs.

In a similar way Dea Loher employs documentary material in her 
Olgas Raum (Olga’s Space, 1990), a play about the German-Jewish 
communist activist, Olga Benario, who was murdered 1936 in the con
centration camp in Ravensbriick. In this text authentic materials ap
pear within the framework of a subjective drama. Consecutive events 
have the status of memories returning to the protagonist of the play in 
her last days, when she awaits execution, locked in a prison cell. Loher 
catches her protagonist in the act of fabricating various accounts of the 
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past and melting the hard core of facts with compensatory figments of 
her imagination that help Olga cope with her personal traumas and find 
a justification for her tragic lot. The truth about the injustices of histo
ry, which Olga strives to grasp and preserve in her memory, constantly 
evades her, since her recollections are shown as always already ordered 
and interpreted in the process of rationalization and mystification that 
she unwillingly yields to in the effort of producing a reliable account of 
her past. Presenting historical events from her protagonist’s subjective 
point of view, and confusing the audience in their search for the mean
ing of Olga’s life, Loher questions not only the fictionalizing process 
of personal recollection but also the reliability of documentary sourc
es, treated usually as transparent and indubitable proofs of what hap
pened in the past. In this respect the author of Olgas Raum brings to 
light the falsity of the assumption of the German docu-playwrights of 
the early 1970s, who believed that the processes of editing cannot af
fect the veracity of documentary materials and may even contribute to 
exposing the truth about historical events. As Loher implies in Olgas 
Raum, meaning is not an inherent and stable property of documents, but 
it crucially depends on how they are selected, arranged and contextual
ized. Therefore the seemingly objective truth is exposed as an outcome 
of an a posteriori rationalization.

In a different way Dirk Dobbrow inscribes the materials from the 
letters written in prison by the murderer Jürgen Bartsch in the form 
of a subjective dramaturgy in his Diva (Diva, 1994). The authenticity 
of the material on which this play is based matters less than the actual 
act of recollection, carried out by the protagonist of the play in front 
of a mirror, but also in the presence of the audience, in the theatrical 
“here and now.” Dobbrow turns the convention of a confessional mono
logue inside out, showing the protagonist’s inability to hold sway over 
his returning memories and put them into a coherent life-story of a real 
murderer. For this reason he does not arrange acknowledged documen
tary sources in a coherent plot. In his play past events materialize on 
stage, embodied in the actions of the central character, imprisoned in 
a mechanism of compulsive repetitions of the same deeds that he had 
once perpetrated. These actions require the witnessing presence of the 
audience who have to reconstruct the past events from the monologues 
that they hear spoken by the protagonist and his interactions with other 
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characters. In Diva the documentary material has undergone a radical 
processing and has been changed into a repetitive incantation endowed 
with a ritualistic dimension. The play engages the audience in a search 
for the meaning of the central character’s past, without providing any 
key to the mysteries of his disintegrating personality.

In spite of their stylistic variety and differences in approach to 
the documentary material on which they are based, the plays by 
Mayenburg, Loher and Dobbrow evince the same metadramatic qual
ity. They all evoke well-known patterns of documentary plays only to 
expose them as ideological constructs that lay false claims to objective 
truthfulness and authenticity. In this sense they can be seen as close rela
tives of those plays by Roland Schimmelpfennig, Caryl Churchill and 
Sarah Kane which were discussed in the first chapter. Also, these texts 
redefine the terms of the contract with the audience and aim at achiev
ing the reality effect by ironically quoting and inverting the well-estab
lished theatrical and dramatic conventions that derive from the tradi
tion of the late nineteenth-century realism and naturalism. Due to the 
similarity of the strategies of undermining the traditional genres and so
lutions, and creating the reality effect by ironically quoting realist the
atre conventions, in the following I will not return to Haarmann, Olga’s 
Raum and Diva. Instead, I would like to widen the discussion of possi
ble forms and functions of intertextual references to authentic texts and 
real events of public life within a text for the stage. Therefore I pro
pose to take a closer look at plays which radically, although in differ
ent directions, depart from the paradigm of traditional playwriting and 
go beyond the safe territory of realist techniques of depiction, based on 
the mechanisms of reference, identification and projection. The central 
thematic preoccupation of this chapter is the way contemporary play
wrights, by dismantling the conflict-based, dialogic form of drama, 
look for alternative ways of restoring theatre’s vital connection to social 
reality.

This objective is particularly salient in the recent plays by the 
German author Rainaid Goetz which were written as immediate re
actions to the political changes that took place in Germany in the late 
1990s. The avowed social commitment of his Katarakt and Jeff Koons, 
both of which are discussed in this chapter, provokes a comparison with 
the authors of the British verbatim theatre who also define their aims as 
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profoundly political. However, Goetz's techniques of editing authentic 
materials differ considerably from the methods endorsed by the British 
playwrights who to a large extent remain within the horizon of the natu
ralist agenda, as is the case with Richard Norton-Taylor, or evince traces 
of influences of epic theatre combined with more contemporary per
formance art, as exemplified by David Hare’s plays. Goetz steers clear 
of charging his plays with any unambiguous message, and composes 
them out of juxtaposed, stylistically heterogeneous passages, interwo
ven with fragmentary but still recognizable references to real events and 
people. Unlike the British docu-playwrights, he does not use authentic 
materials to convincingly exemplify the general malfunctioning of the 
political system. Rather, he decontextualizes some elements of the audi
ence’s everyday reality, and inscribes them in a new context. As a result 
he creates for the spectators an opportunity to re-examine well-known 
facts in a laboratory-like situation from a different, hitherto unknown 
point of view. The plays by the French author Philippe Minyana pro
vide a chance to investigate yet another manner of exploiting everyday 
reality as a source of material for the text for the stage. Significantly, 
his plays offer a good example to demonstrate the extent to which strat
egies of processing documents and their influence on the development of 
new forms of texts for the stage crucially depend on the cultural context 
in which a given play comes into being. The roots of Minyana’s writ
ing for the stage can be traced back to the French theatre of the 1970s, 
which established its identity in distinction to the theatre of the ab
surd. Playwrights such as Michel Vinaver, Marguerite Duras or Valère 
Novarina, rejecting the absurdist’s fundamental mistrust of language as 
a tool of communication, were trying to restore the spoken word to its 
supreme position as the most reliable material for creating stage worlds 
and a most effective means of direct appeal to the audience. Continuing 
the tradition of this predominantly verbal playwriting, Minyana sets out 
to explore a much more intimate realm of everyday speech and banal 
events, turning them into building blocks for his quasi-musical scores, 
which exert an impact on the spectator primarily due to their auditory 
richness. All the authors whose plays are discussed in the present chap
ter can be said to aim at the same target. They reformulate the traditional 
concept of drama and the terms of the contract with the audience in or
der to turn the stage into a place at which the social reality is not only 
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reflected but performatively re-created in a collective theatrical experi
ence, which requires an active participation on the part of the audience.

But there is one more, equally significant reason for the choice of the 
texts to be analyzed in this chapter. All of them exemplify a very strong 
tendency observable in contemporary European playwriting towards giv
ing the spoken word the status of a fundamental and primary material 
out of which the represented reality is constructed. Those developments 
are tightly connected with the gradual undermining of the dialogue as 
a medium of conflict, a reliable form of communication between the 
protagonists, and an effective means of expression of their thoughts and 
feelings. What takes the place of traditional dialectic exchanges are not 
only various forms of ostensible dialogue, well-known from Ionesco’s 
The Bald Primadonna or Beckett’s Waiting for Godot which thematize 
the deficiencies of interhuman communication and the resulting exis
tential alienation. For the characters in a great number of contemporary 
plays monologue becomes the major discursive mode, with the audience 
acting as an overtly acknowledged or tacit addressee.6 This convention 
has become particularly significant in the recently written British docu- 
drama, in which the monologue serves as a reliable medium of personal 
confession, which moreover strengthens the bond between the characters 
and the spectators. Direct address to the audience creates the impression 
that the documentary material presented on stage has undergone only 
minimal alteration, and therefore can function as an ostensibly reliable 
evidence of the truth. But in many cases the contemporary soliloquy rad
ically differs from the monologues of the classical drama whose protago
nists, talking directly to the audience, could speak their mind and express 
themselves even more precisely than in dialogic exchanges. The pres
ence of a partner may always restrict a character’s freedom of expres
sion. The monologizing characters from Goetz’s or Minyana’s plays do 
not master the cascades of words that flood the stage with a disorderly, 
fragmented discourse. Their utterances provide little information about 
the speaker’s intentions, feelings, or state of mind.

Ibidem, 128.

Moreover, the difficulty that these texts for theatre pose for the 
reader or theatre-maker stems from the fact that they invert the tradi
tional relationship between character and language. The protagonists of 
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Goetz’s Katarakt or Minyana’s Inventaires do not imitate humans en
dowed with free-will and they do not have the ability to master words. 
They are not the originators and proprietors of the language they speak. 
Rather, they are created and controlled by this language. These charac
ters emerge out of the steadily and irrepressibly flowing primary matter 
of discourse, and they are brought into ephemeral being on the strength 
of the spoken language which can no longer function as a means of ex
pression subordinated to the needs and aims of a speaking individual.

The shift from the dialogue-based to an essentially monologic form 
of the text for the stage calls for a reformulation of the notion of the 
performativity of the language of drama. Typically, the performative 
character of the theatrical discourse has been discussed in the context 
of the concept of “spoken action.”7 In a traditional dramatic text the ac
tion is said to be constituted by discourse itself, while every spoken line 
pushes this action forward to the climax and final solution. Thus, speech 
has the character of an action, since it propels the course of events with
in the fictional world constructed on stage.8 However, the plays dis
cussed in this chapter to a varied degree drift away from the traditional 
principles of creating stage fiction, and move towards non-dialogic tex
tual forms. Even Norton-Taylor’s tribunal plays, in which dialogue is 
the dominant discursive mode, depart from the canonical pattern of dra
matic “spoken action.” What happens in front of the audience is not an 
enactment of authentic events which have been dramatized and put on 
stage. The critical events, such as Stephen Lawrence’s murder in The 
Colour of Justice or Dr Kelly’s suicide in Justifying War, are recounted 
by witnesses in a series of testimonies, while the account of the past 
is constructed by the audience out of the information delivered from 
the stage. The language of these plays does not imitate everyday, cas
ual conversations, because the interaction between the protagonists is 
governed by strictly formalized procedures of courtroom proceedings. 
Contrary to that, in Brittain and Slovo’s Guantanamo. "Honor Bound 
to Defend Freedom " words are liberated from any specific situational 
context and serve as the sole means of creating stage fiction. Even if 
characters, imitating real-life people, come to the stage to tell their sto

Elam, The Semiotics..., 157.
Ibidem, 158.
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ries to the audience, they do not communicate with one another but ad
dress the spectators directly. Consecutive monologic passages do not 
make up any fictional fable, but merely present fragmentary accounts 
of the events that took place in the American detention camps. Thus, in 
Guantanamo language does not serve as a means of constructing a co
herent, fictional fable. In this respect Brittain and Slovo’s play can be 
connected with Minyana’s and Goetz’s texts for the stage, which radi
cally problematize the question of theatre’s relationship with the out
er reality. Although both these authors quote in their plays authentic 
sources, they do not aim at discussing any current issues of political 
life, as is the case with the British verbatim playwrights. In Minyana’s 
Inventaires or Goetz’s Jeff Koons language is not used to recount any 
real events, but functions as material for quasi-musical compositions. 
It is significant not for its referential meaning but rather for its musical 
and rhythmic qualities. Despite those differences, all the plays analyzed 
in this chapter have a common denominator. The concept of a linear, dy
namically developing action does not apply to them, because these texts 
are usually shaped as a succession of monologic passages. Moreover, 
their speakers hardly ever engage in a direct interaction. In these texts 
words spoken on stage and directed to the audience acquire a perfor
mative force in a more fundamental sense. These performative speech 
acts do not push the action forward within a pre-established fictional 
stage world, but they create this stage world in its entirety. They fulfil 
the double function as the building blocks of the represented reality and 
the primary means of communication with the spectators.

This reformulated notion of performativity opens up a new approach 
to the problem of rendering the text in the theatre. The onset of the post- 
dramatic paradigm of theatre, as described by Lehmann, has been typi
fied by the rejection of the dominant position of the script as the ‘gen
erative matrix’ for the represented reality. This attitude was based on 
the assumption that dramatic action is a mimetic representation of hu
man interaction. The fact that theatre-makers tend not to choose the tra
ditional, conflict-based, dialogic drama has been instantiated by an in
creased use of literary and non-literary texts which are originally not 
destined for the stage? They acquire the status of texts for the theatre

Lehmann, Postdramatisches.... 73-76.
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only after they have been inscribed in a theatrical situation. This prac
tice has inspired a decisive break with the classical semiotic theory of 
drama, which in its most radical form posits that a theatre text contains 
within itself a project of its own stage production. However, the mo
ment drama came to be treated not as an ideal and normative but a his
torically evolving category, it ceased to be perceived as a stable form, 
describable in terms of a bundle of distinctive features which could be 
identified in the structure of a text as symptoms of its intrinsic theatri
cality. The dramatic text has been subsumed under the larger concept of 
a pragmatically defined theatre text, i.e. any written material that serves 
as a basis for a performance."' The theatrical dimension of a text is not 
an inherent property of its structure, but rather it lies in the eye of the 
beholder. It is a mode of looking at a given text as a starting point for 
a prospective stage production."

Consequently, the former hierarchy, according to which the script 
should dictate the shape of the stage world, has been inverted, whereas 
the text has been degraded from the dominant position to the level of 
an element of the stage reality, equal in significance with all other ele
ments of the theatrical performance. In this respect the plays discussed 
in this chapter exemplify a number of functions that the text can ful
fil when it no longer provides a generative blueprint for a stage world. 
Their authors, using authentic sources as a basis for their texts, resem
ble those post-dramatic theatre-makers who cut and paste the textual 
components of their stage productions from heterogeneous non-literary 
materials. Therefore the following sections of this chapter analyse ex
amples of such textual structures which fulfil the task of pre-editing the 
initial, raw material of authentic sources, and suggest a manner of em
ploying them on the theatrical stage. In this respect the texts analyzed 
here exemplify playwrights’ attempts to bridge the gap between social 
reality and the stage. They present a wide spectrum of possible methods 
of bringing these two realms together, and by the same token testify to 
the vital significance of theatre as a place of public debate.

Poschmann, Der nicht..., 45-47. 
Ibidem.
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Sharing the Truth.
The Rebirth of the British Verbatim Theatre

The question of the political commitment of the British theatre and drama 
of the 1990s baffled both the opponents and the supporters of the young 
playwriting. Both camps seemed to an equal extent confused about the 
political and social significance of the new drama, sometimes desperate
ly trying to interpret it according to the standards of social realism in the 
style of Wesker or Bond. This can be plainly illustrated with reference 
to the critical response to Sarah Kane’s plays. The motif which recur
rently emerged in reviews of the stage productions of her first plays was 
the question of their political engagement, and, consequently, the prob
lem which real-life events these works referred to. In spite of the author’s 
denials of any direct affinities with the tradition of British social real
ism, the critics writing about her plays persistently looked for reflections 
of the present-day political and social issues. Blasted was said to mirror 
the realities of the war in Bosnia, Phaedra’s Love came to be perceived 
as a satire on the goings-on of the British Royal Family, while Cleansed 
was interpreted as a depiction of the atrocities of totalitarian regimes.12 
However, in spite of those attempts at nailing Kane’s plays to a current 
political or historical context, their loose structure and metaphoric open
ness have effectively prevented them from being unanimously interpreted 
as vehicles for clearly expressed messages. Although the works of Kane’s 
colleagues who have come under the name of “in-yer-face” playwrights 
have not gone equally far beyond the borders of the traditional dramatic 
form, their works have also been characterized by a deliberate lack of un
ambiguous avowal of a political stance which in a socially committed 
play would manifest itself in the use of epic techniques, such as parabolic 
fables, confrontations of figures representative of larger social groups or 
fervent monologues directed at the spectators. For even if young British 
playwrights seek to address current social problems, it is not through con
sistent argumentation that they appeal to the audience.

Sierz, In-Yer-Face..., 90-121.

As Aleks Sierz observes in a recent supplement to his seminal book 
on the most recent developments in British drama,

12
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In-yer-face sensibility is expressed through a specific theatrical form, 
which is experiential theatre, and which privileges energy, engagement 
and shock over languor, distance or debate.”

Indeed, young theatre in Britain in the latter half of the 1990s definite
ly favoured strategies of visceral and emotional impact on the audi
ence through violent stage imagery over rational disputes and logical 
reasoning. However, one cannot entirely agree with Sierz’s statement 
that “in-yer-face” playwrights have adopted an unbiased, non-commit
tal attitude to the issues they thematize in their plays, merely presenting 
them to the audience who should on their own pass a judgement on the 
characters, their decisions and actions. As 1 have argued in the previous 
chapter with reference to Mark Ravenhill’s work, shock strategies for 
which the young British authors have become notorious serve as power
ful means of influencing the audience’s attitude towards the issues dis
cussed on stage. Undoubtedly, Ravenhill “never lectures you with long 
political speeches,” but his point of view on the maladies of the present- 
day culture becomes clear in ritual sacrifices of characters like Gary in 
Shopping and Fucking or Donny in Faust (Is Dead), whose death brings 
into sharp focus the price that has to be paid for living in contemporary, 
alienating late-capitalist societies.N

However, the impulse of “in-yer-face” theatre seems to have been 
fading in recent years, giving way to dramatic and theatrical forms that, 
instead of reaching the spectators through physical appeal, forego stage 
imagery and turn to language as the most reliable tool of communica
tion with the audience. Undeniably, one of the reasons for this with
drawal from aesthetically radical and provocatively corporeal means 
of expression has been connected with the gradual wearing out of the 
shock-effect, crucial for the impact of “in-yer-face” plays. A much more 
significant reason for a return of the dramaturgy derived from the long
standing tradition of the thesis play has been provided by current po
litical events that evoked immediate reactions on the part of playwrights 
and theatre-makers. The growing dissatisfaction with the politics of the 
New Labour government, which peaked when Britain supported the

” Sierz, "’To Recommend...’," 56.
H Ibidem.
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U.S. in the war against Iraq, has provided a stock of topics for theatre, 
which since the beginning of the new century has been regaining its po
litical significance as a place of debate over topical issues. Significantly, 
this re-politicization of the British theatre has been connected with the 
departure from the strategies employed by “in-yer-face” playwrights, 
who for the most part relied on the force of visual impact. The political
ly-minded authors of recently written plays favour primarily the spoken 
word as a firm foundation of fictional stage worlds.

In this respect one can place the new politically engaged British 
theatre on the antipodes of “in-yer-face” drama. In spite of fundamen
tal differences in structure, plot composition and the depiction of char
acters, the plays by Mark Ravenhill, Sarah Kane, Anthony Nielson or 
David Harrower—to name only the most representative authors of “in- 
yer-face” theatre—thematize the decay of language and the withering 
of human relationships as the sources of the characters’ alienation. At 
the same time violent acts become for the protagonists of Shopping and 
Fucking, Blasted, Normal (1991) or Knives in Hens (1995) ultimate 
means of regaining contact with their own bodies or of communicating 
their existential anguish to others. Moreover, naturalistically depicted 
but also metaphorically charged stage imagery is used by “in-yer-face” 
playwrights as a major tool of impact on the audience, which, more ef
fectively than words, elicits the spectators’ emotional response to the 
stage events. Even such texts as Kane’s Crave or 4.48 Psychosis, in 
which language is the sole material out of which the stage world is con
structed, thematize primarily the deficiencies of verbal communication 
and address the audience on a non-verbal level, through strong speech 
rhythms, echo effects and intricate onomatopoeias. Also, “in-yer-face” 
playwrights expose language as a vehicle for ideological messages with 
recourse to a whole gamut of intertexual strategies. The mixture of tele
vision speak, psychoanalytic jargon and quasi-philosophic discourse, 
used by the protagonists of Shopping and Fucking, vividly illustrates 
how language itself serves as a tool for spreading the agenda of late 
capitalism, thus changing humans into obedient cogs in a social machin
ery. Similarly, in 4.48 Psychosis a juxtaposition of heterogeneous quotes 
from literary and non-literary sources creates the impression of the per
vasive influence that an invasive, alien language exerts on the mind. It 
deprives the speaker of the sense of a stable identity and enforces a slip
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page into a chaos of psychotic soliloquies. Filled with paradoxes and in
consistencies, ambiguous puns and long, fragmented columns of words 
and digits, the language of Kane’s last text points primarily to its own 
opacity and inability to give expression to any individual experience. 
However, this multi-faceted deconstruction of language in the British 
theatre of the turn of the century has got its positive counterpart.

In recent plays by David Hare, Richard Norton-Taylor or Gillian 
Slovo and Victoria Brittain the spoken word proves to be the most re
liable tool of communication with the audience. And it is by no means 
an original, poetic word, a unique emanation of a playwright’s artistic 
creativity. On the contrary, this word gains credibility primarily because 
these authors overtly acknowledge that they construct their plays from 
quotes. The texts written by the above-mentioned playwrights, who 
manifestly treat theatre as a place of political debate over the burning is
sues of the present day, draw on the tradition of the verbatim theatre that 
came into being by the time of the formation of the fringe. Plays such 
as Norton-Taylor’s The Colour of Justice (1999), Brittain and Slovo’s 
Guantanamo (2004) or Hare’s Stuff Happens (2004) are composed out 
of excerpts taken directly from newspapers, official documents, court 
transcripts or interviews with widely known figures of public life or 
with ordinary people accidentally involved in widely discussed topical 
affairs. In these dramas the stage world gains credibility on the strength 
of the emphatically stressed reliability of the documentary sources 
and the intimacy of personal testimonies interwoven into the tissue of 
the texts. In this respect, the new verbatim theatre uses intertextual- 
ity primarily as a tool of authenticating the represented reality which 
thus turns into an arena in which current issues of public life can be 
dissected and reconsidered by the audience. It should be stressed, how
ever, that those documentary plays can be watched not only in small, 
off-mainstream theatres like the Tricycle, where a number of tribunal 
plays have been staged from 1994 onwards. Verbatim drama increasing
ly widens the scope of its social impact, reaching large West End ven
ues which have usually been conceived of as resistant to overtly politi
cal, left-wing playwriting.15

'* Covcney, “Why Guantanamo is a Political Play Too Far?" http://www.guardian.co. 
uk arts/politicaltheatre/story/O,13298,123329O,OO.html (22,1J April 2005); Itzin, Stages in 
Revolution. 268-273.

http://www.guardian.co
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In this respect one can currently observe the growing popularity of 
the techniques which were worked out within the alternative theatre of 
the post-1968 era but are now entering the mainstream. The roots of the 
contemporarily revived British documentary theatre can be traced back 
to the rise of the fringe in the 1960s, when the use of documentary ma
terial on stage became the hallmark of the politically engaged theatre 
groups, such as Joan Littlewood’s Theatre Workshop, John McGrath’s 
touring company 7:84 or The Portable Theatre at which David Hare 
made his debut as a playwright.16 Placing themselves on the margins 
of the dominant culture and adopting a radically socialist agenda, the 
committed dramatists and theatre-makers attempted to challenge the es
tablishment by directly attacking the injustices of the then current poli
tics and economics. They employed verbatim techniques as a means 
of direct reaction to the everyday events of political and cultural life. 
The socialist agenda of the alternative British stages in many respects 
tied up with the tradition of the epic theatre whose impact on the fringe 
practitioners was particularly reinforced after the visits of the Berliner 
Ensemble in 1956 and 1965.17 The formula of the political theatre, 
worked out by the time of the rise of the fringe, clearly opposed the 
mainstream stages, this attitude being encapsulated in John McGrath 
statement that he would rather have a bad night at an alternative venue 
like the Bootle than a good one at the prestigious National Theatre or 
the Aldwych.18 The policy of persistent refusal to work for the major 
national stages, regarded as anachronistic and reactionary, was typical 
of the political theatre in the 1970s and 80s, in spite of a few attempts 
on the part of the artistic directors of the subsidized theatres to initi
ate a co-operation with renowned fringe companies.19 It was only in the 
mid-1990s that the committed theatre, which employed the verbatim 
methods and the agit-prop strategies deriving from the practice of the 
Brechtian epic theatre, slowly started to make a transition to the main
stream venues as an initially invisible undercurrent of the dominant “in- 
yer-face” playwriting.2'1

Itzin, Stages..., 119-129.
17 Ibidem, 5-6.

Ibidem, 125.
Ibidem. 268-273.
Sierz, ‘"To Recommend...’," 62.
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Significantly, the rebirth of the documentary theatre in Britain 
at the turn of the century has been assisted partly by the same theatre 
makers who in the 1960s and early 1970s were most active in the 
fringe theatre. For example, John McGrath co-operated with the jour
nalist Richard Norton-Taylor on the script of the first tribunal play of 
the 1990s, Half the Picture (1994). It was staged at the Tricycle Theatre 
in Kilburn, north London, which has grown to become a major venue 
of today’s documentary theatre.21 Also, David Hare’s latest plays, The 
Permanent Way (2003), which is concerned with the scandals surround
ing the privatization of the British railway system, and Stuff Happens 
(2004), which deals with the process leading up to the last invasion of 
Iraq, were both staged at the National Theatre. They provide convincing 
proof that in terms of the choice of themes, the strategies of address
ing the audience and the underlying concept of the theatre as a place of 
public debate the present-day revival of the political theatre can be con
ceived of as a continuation of the verbatim tradition of the fringe drama 
of the earlier decades.

For this reason one can quite plausibly start the discussion of the 
functions and forms of expression that the contemporary verbatim the
atre in Britain takes on by recalling briefly the basic tenets of the agen
da of the documentary theatre at the turn of the 1970s. The basic types 
and aims of verbatim strategies of playwriting have been described in 
a seminal essay by Peter Weiss, a major representative of the German 
documentary theatre in the late 1960s and 1970s. His “Notes on the 
Documentary Theatre,” published in the theatre magazine Theater 
Heute in 1968 and subsequently translated into English and published 
in the first issue of the British Theatre Quarterly in 1971, is a manifesto 
of the political theatre which reacts to the immediate social problems, 
attempts to clarify them and to suggest possible solutions.22 In this re
spect the documentary theatre, as conceptualized by Weiss at the turn of 
the 1970s, is to counteract two forces that by that time were believed to 
effectively prevent the theatre audience from adopting a critical stance 
towards current political affairs. On the one hand the docu-drama pro
vides an alternative to the mass media, subservient to the interests of

' Ibidem, 62.
; Weiss, “Notizen zum dokumentarischen Theater," 466. 
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the ruling class. According to Weiss, they propagate an ideologically 
distorted vision of history, effectively hushing up the less praisewor
thy events from the country’s most recent past. On the other hand Weiss 
clearly opposes the bleak vision of the world propounded by the theatre 
of the absurd. Instead of the concept of an alien, inexplicable universe 
whose inhabitants are mere puppets in the hands of a vicious fate, the 
documentary theatre is to provide an alternative, rationalistic world
view, according to which events of social and historical reality can be 
logically analyzed and comprehended in order to avoid the repetition of 
past errors. Thus the politically motivated theatre becomes a vital me
dium of protest against the abuses on the part of those who rule. It casts 
light on those aspects of public life which would otherwise remain un
disclosed in order to prevent the continuity of the dominant social or
der. Although none of the playwrights of the British verbatim theatre at 
the turn at the twenty-first century has formulated a manifesto similar 
to “Notes on the Documentary Theatre,” their texts adopt the structural 
patterns and aesthetic strategies worked out by the documentary drama 
of the previous decades. And, above all, the basic function of the theatre 
of fact stays the same as in the time of the birth of the fringe.

“So much was missed by so many that deeper causes and forces 
must be considered,”23 * Michael Mansfield, a lawyer taking part in the 
Stephen Lawrence Inquiry says in Richard Norton-Taylor’s The Colour 
of Justice (1999), hinting at the verbatim playwrights’ aim to discover 
and make public those aspects of the nation’s current history which the 
officials would rather sweep under the carpet. Today’s British docu-the- 
atre not only shares with its predecessors the understanding of the vi
tal role that theatre plays in the life of a society. The parallel extends 
also to the aesthetic techniques of editing the documentary materials 
and exerting a desired impact on the audience. As Weiss clearly points 
out in his essay, a playwright employing verbatim techniques must first 
and foremost consider how to combine the original sources into a text 
for the stage, without, however, losing their credibility and the status 
of direct and undistorted quotes from the external world.2'’ In the initial 
paragraph of his essay Weiss emphasizes that the selection of factual 

Norton-Taylor, The Colour of Justice. 22.
Weiss, “Notizen...," 464.24
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materials and the principle according to which the cut-outs from reality 
are arranged account for the quality and effectiveness of a documentary 
play.25 Thus, he insists that the stage of the documentary theatre should 
not show social reality in its fullness but only a representation of a sin
gle, chosen fragment of this reality, extracted from its original, tempo
ral and spatial context. Accordingly, a documentary playwright, by se
lecting and composing quotes from the chaotic multitude of authentic 
sources, is to prepare a deliberately constructed model of events, always 
interpreting them for the audience from a consciously biased perspec
tive.26 By confronting with one another various fragments of the exter
nal reality the dramatist should point to the tensions and inconsistencies 
that might pass unnoticed in the flux of news bulletins and newspaper 
reports. In this respect Weiss distinguishes the documentary theatre 
from a politically oriented happening in which the participation of the 
audience is elicited primarily through an emotional impact. In the the
atre of fact the key tools for changing social reality are logical argu
mentation and reflection. However, according to Weiss, documentary 
theatre-makers should never forget that they express themselves in an 
altogether artistic medium and thus cannot compete with other forms of 
collective political activity like strikes, demonstrations or rallies. They 
should rather capitalize on the possibility offered by the stage where 
original documents can be shown in a different light and once again ex
amined, from a point of view imposed by the playwright’s deliberate 
and overt interference. The aesthetic form in which quotes from authen
tic sources are arranged decisively preconditions a meticulous, rational 
scrutiny of topical political, economic and cultural problems. As a result 
theatre becomes a place where documents, carefully chosen and sewn 
together into a neat whole, are made to speak for themselves, providing 
the audience with insights into those aspects of public life which have 
hitherto remained hidden from view.

■' Ibidem, 465.
Ibidem, 468.

Weiss’s outline of the basic assumptions and the postulated prac
tice of the documentary theatre reveals the basic tension that the play
wrights who use verbatim techniques have to necessarily face—the ten
sion between the raw factual material and the aesthetic structure that 
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frames the quoted fragments and organizes them into a coherent whole. 
This problem arises because a documentary play draws its persuasive 
force from the lucidity and comprehensibility of this overall pattern into 
which excerpts from documents are woven. As Klaus Harro Hilzinger 
writes in his book Die Dramaturgie des dokumentarischen Theaters 
(The Dramaturgy of the Documentary Theatre, 1976), this “basic cita- 
tional structure,” typical of documentary plays of the 1960s and 1970s, 
imposes a specific point of view on the multitude of quoted facts and 
endows them with a deliberately and consciously biased interpreta
tion.27 However, it does not follow immediately that the ideal docu
mentary playwright described by Weiss should undermine the credibil
ity of the authentic materials, interviews and court transcripts. On the 
contrary, in the introductory remarks to his “Notes on the Documentary 
Theatre” Weiss emphasizes that the arrangement of excerpts from the 
original sources cannot influence their content, but has to accentuate the 
most significant aspects of the factual material.28 Only by making this 
altogether contestable division of form from content can the German 
playwright reconcile the two contradictory drives that propel the devel
opment of documentary drama: the need to precisely reflect the socio- 
historical reality and the necessity to represent this reality in theatre in 
a contrived, artificial, aesthetic form. For this reason Weiss postulates in 
his manifesto that for the sake of retaining the persuasive force of auth
entic materials the gesture of quoting should be made visible to the au
dience, who should realize that the stage does not present them with re
ality itself but with its purposely constructed copy.29

Hilzinger, Die Dramaturgie des dokumentarischen Theaters, 146.
Weiss, "Notizen.. .,” 465.
Ibidem, 470.

Thus, the practice of the theatre of fact, drawing to a large extent on 
the epic experiments derived from Piscator’s and Brecht’s stage produc
tions, was openly directed against the strategies of the naturalist theatre 
which attempted to contain a depiction of the world in an enclosed, co
herent stage reality. “Only when the fetish-character of reality, connect
ed with the aura of authenticity, is destroyed can reality itself be reflect
ed,” Gôtz Dahlmiiller writes in the context of the documentary film, but 
his remark applies to the strategies employed by the docu-playwrights 
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of the turn of the 1970s, as well.30 They also aimed at breaking with the 
constraints of the illusionistic stage and engage the audience in an ex
amination of facts represented on stage, in the “here and now” of the 
theatrical event.31 De-familiarizing procedures, which destroyed the 
¡conically seamless imitation of the world, were to lead to a represen
tation of the socio-historical reality without, however, reproducing and 
confirming its dominant view.32 What is most significant, the shattering 
of the stage illusion and the exposure of the machinery of the theatre 
were supposed to help authenticate the documentary material, which, 
disclosing its character of a quote, could more convincingly than a natu
ralistic depiction appeal to the audience and instigate their independent 
critical activity and search for truth.33

Dahlmüller, “Nachruf auf den dokumentarischen Film," 76.
" Ibidem, 76.

Hilzinger, Die Dramaturgie..., 14
" Weiss, “Notizen...," 471.
14 Waters, “The Truth Behind the Facts," http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/news/sto- 
ry/0,11711,1145501,00.html (22nd April 2005)

Virtually the same line of argumentation can be traced in the critical 
response to the rebirth of the British theatre of facts.

The convention-bound play, assembling representative characters in 
symbolic spaces to rehearse the concerns of the hour, looks as capable 
of capturing the Zeitgeist as a fishing net is of landing a blue whale, '4

playwright Steve Waters writes in his short essay, significantly entitled 
“The Truth Behind the Facts” published in The Guardian in February 
2004. Waters, summarizing the latest developments in British drama, 
emphatically points to the superiority of the theatre productions based 
on the assemblage of documentary material over the dramaturgy thriv
ing on altogether fictional fables. He asserts that it is only the former 
type of play writing that can adequately deal with problems of contem
porary life, by commenting on the cunent political affairs and making 
sense of the multitude of information delivered by the media. However, 
similarly to the documentary playwrights of the 1970s, Waters recog
nizes the inescapable necessity to insert the collection of gathered facts 
into a fictional framework. He admits that artistic invention can posi

http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/news/sto-ry/0,11711,1145501,00.html
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tively contribute to structuring the raw factual material, so as “to forgo 
hindsight and reductive interpretation.”35 Such a positively valued

15 Ibidem.
16 Ibidem.
17 Ibidem.

act of fiction is an addition to the world, creating a parallel universe 
alongside, but not identical to, reality ... making sense of what seems 
unimaginable in advance,

Waters observes in the conclusion of his essay, again emphasizing that 
the principal task for the theatre of fact remains the disclosure of the 
truth about the contemporary world, inchoate in the authentic and care
fully selected materials.36

Resisting the attempt to distinguish the “good” from the “bad” fic
tion, in the following 1 would like to take a closer look at the struc
ture of a few plays written and staged recently in Britain; plays whose 
authors have acknowledged recourse to verbatim techniques. The close 
readings of these texts will concentrate on the strategies employed to 
confront the audience with documentary sources, the methods of select
ing and combining authentic materials, the degree and function of fic- 
tionalization of the stage reality, and a variety of methods of emotional 
appeal, which are directed at eliciting the audience’s personal engage
ment with the problems discussed on stage. A detailed analysis of those 
aspects of the form of the contemporarily revived docu-theatre will also 
focus on one dominant and common aspect of the theatre of facts—its 
strong reliance on spoken language as the major means of communica
tion with the theatre audience.

For indeed, as Waters writes in his article, “documentation is by its 
nature a strictly verbal affair.”37 Therefore it is not by chance that the 
first text that he refers to as a key representative of the new British the
atre of fact is Richard Norton-Taylor’s Justifying War (2003). Indeed, 
in this tribunal play the spoken word dominates all other theatrical 
means of expression. The script, subtitled “Scenes from the Hutton 
Inquiry,” is composed solely of excerpts from the evidence given by 
a number of witnesses in the public inquiry into the circumstances sur
rounding David Kelly’s death in 2003. Dr Kelly was a weapon expert 
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thrust into the media spotlight after having been identified in newspa
pers as the man the government believed to be the source for a BBC re
port on Iraq. The scientist was used to talking to journalists behind the 
scenes and subsequently became a key figure in the row between the 
government and the BBC over claims that Downing Street had “sexed 
up” a dossier on Iraq’s weapons capability. After having been publicly 
named, Dr Kelly, called to give evidence in front of the Foreign Affairs 
Committee investigating the decision to go to war in Iraq, claimed that 
he was not the story’s main source. He also admitted to his managers 
that he had met the journalist of the Today programme Andrew Gilligan. 
Two days after having faced the MPs he was found dead, apparently 
having taken his own life. The Inquiry conducted by Lord Hutton in 
August 2003, through the questioning of government ministers, civil 
servants and journalists, revealed not only an abundance of facts about 
the events that led indirectly to Dr Kelly’s suicide, but also cast light 
on the manipulative workings of both the British press and Downing 
Street.

By taking up the subject of Hutton’s Inquiry Norton-Taylor could be 
said to compete with the mass media in terms of the speed of reaction to 
current political affairs. He edited the play from transcripts of the spo
ken evidence, published immediately after the hearings on the govern
mental web-site, and a simple look at the calendar suffices to realize the 
pace at which he worked. The last witnesses in the Inquiry were cross- 
examined in the first week of September 2003, while the play, directed 
by Nicolas Kent and Charlotte Westenra, premiered at the Tricycle on 
30th October 2003, long before the official results of the inquiry were 
presented by Lord Hutton to the Government. But not only does the 
speed of writing and staging Justifying War testify to the fact that its 
producers wanted to achieve the directness and immediacy of a press 
release or a television broadcast. In this respect a much more significant 
role was played by the painstakingly reproduced setting that imitated 
the spatial arrangement of a courtroom. Accordingly, the audience’s be
haviour was regulated by the formal procedures typical of a public hear
ing, traces of which have been retained in the written script of the play. 
Both of its sections begin and end with the usher's typical formula “All 
rise,” while a break in the inquiry, announced by Lord Hutton, marks 
the beginning of the intermission in the performance. Therefore Sierz 
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is right in pointing out the affinities of this type of a tribunal play to the 
classic naturalist staging. If the latter attempted to render the social real
ity with a photographic exactness, the former, by replicating the origi
nal situation of the inquiry, provides for the audience an alternative to 
live television broadcast.38 Because of their presence and participation 
in the “here and now” of simulated court proceedings theatre can defi
nitely have a greater impact on the spectators than, for example, a me
dia transmission. The efforts of the producers of the tribunal plays con
centrate on concealing the theatrical character of that which happens on 
stage to help the audience imperceptibly assume the role of observers 
of a court hearing. Due to the reconstruction of the original situational 
context, the words spoken from the witness-box acquire an additional 
stamp of authenticity and impose themselves as reliable proofs to the 
case under consideration.

Sicrz, "’To Recommend...’," 62.
Norton-Taylor. Justifying Hiir, 9.

Even if the audience knows some facts that the play refers to, hav
ing found out about them from other media, their participation in a tri
bunal play creates for them an opportunity to re-examine that which 
they already know. It gives them the impression that they can leam 
new facts at first hand from the raw material of testimonies delivered 
on stage. Referring back to Hilzinger’s nomenclature, one could say 
that in Norton-Taylor’s play the minute reconstruction of the court
room situation serves as a “basic citational structure,” providing the au
dience with a specific point of view on the represented factual mate
rial. In Justifying War their attitude to the evidence displayed on stage 
is suggested in the opening statement by Lord Hutton who defines the 
objectives of the Inquiry, and at the same time calls the audience’s at
tention to the task that they should carry out as active observers of the 
court proceedings. They are invited to follow the chair of the hear
ing in his investigation into “the circumstances surrounding the death 
and that will involve a detailed and careful examination of the relevant 
facts.”39 In order to engage in an independent scrutiny of the causes of 
Dr Kelly’s suicide, they must suspend the attempts at questioning the 
principles of montage according to which Norton-Taylor has arranged 
quotes from court transcripts.

19
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Also in this respect the citational structure of a court hearing proves 
to be a handy frame which encompasses the gathered factual material 
and provides it with a stable backbone, equivalent to a narrative pat
tern of a fictional dramatic text. It creates an obvious motivation for the 
display of facts, revealing them in a series of interrogations. As a re
sult, the incoming bits and pieces of information about Dr Kelly’s pri
vate life and professional activities seem not to be linked together by 
any pre-established logical connections. Rather, they form a loose bun
dle of separate testimonies that the audience should try to evaluate and 
order on their own. However, this interpretative freedom in arriving at 
the truth about the events that led to the scientist’s suicide is impercep
tibly constrained by the strategies of selection and combination of the 
excerpts from the inquiry transcripts. It goes without saying that the tes
timonies included in Justifying War are only a small particle of the over
all material gathered during twenty-five days of hearings. Out of seven
ty-five witnesses that appeared in front of the questioning lawyers, only 
twelve entered the stage of the Tricycle Theatre, impersonated by ac
tors. Moreover, Norton-Taylor has taken the material for his play from 
the first part of the hearings, in which witnesses were questioned only 
by the counsel for the Inquiry. He has decided to omit the second part 
during which the earlier evidence was tested in cross-examination by 
the opposing counsel, representing the Government, Dr Kelly’s fami
ly and the BBC. However, the fragmentary character of the evidence 
that makes up the play-text of Justifying War, although acknowledged 
in the producer’s note to the published script, is not emphasized in the 
performance. The impression of the temporal continuity of the inquiry 
proceedings results from the skilful arrangement of the succession of 
testifying witnesses and the choice and the order of the quotes from the 
transcripts.

It is not only that evidence is presented chronologically, almost in 
accordance with the original schedule of the hearings, as the introducto
ry note to the text informs. Also, in spite of the surface impression that 
the testimonies do not follow any clear pattern, but are entangled in an 
intricate web of searching questions and evasive answers, the incoming 
pieces of information about Dr Kelly gradually combine into a chrono
logical account of the last months of his life. The play starts with a pres
entation of the scientist’s credentials by one of his colleagues, then it 
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proceeds to the unofficial conversations with the BBC journalists, the 
subsequent conflict between the media and Downing Street, the ques
tioning of Dr Kelly by a Foreign Affairs Committee, the circumstances 
surrounding the public revelation of his name as the source of informa
tion on the dossier on the weapons in Iraq, to end up with the testimony 
of Dr Kelly’s wife talking about the last days of her husband’s life. This 
order seems extremely significant to Norton-Taylor, and for the sake of 
its continuity he even goes so far as to distort the original chronology of 
the hearings in the final sections of the play.

He shifts the testimony given by Mrs Kelly to the very end, clos
ing the play with an account of its central but absent figure’s death. 
But the effect of this seemingly minor intervention goes beyond creat
ing the impression of accuracy of a biographical account that facilitates 
the audience’s task of processing information. Equally important is its 
emotional impact on the spectators who in the course of the perform
ance have been learning facts only about Dr Kelly’s professional and 
public activities. Janice Kelly brings in the note of the personal and the 
intimate into the otherwise formal and official register of the inquiry, 
depicting her husband as a private, ordinary man and thus eliciting the 
audience’s empathy. Significantly, it is her testimony that closes the en
tire play, again violating the typical procedure of a public inquiry which 
should conclude with a formulaic statement by Lord Hutton. The fi
nal sequence of Justifying War echoes the initial call for the audience’s 
critical examination of the presented testimonies, and the careful siev
ing of the grain of truth from the chaff of lies and evasions. This time, 
however, this appeal is implicitly made by Mrs Kelly who stresses that 
her husband “was very factual and that is what he felt his job was.”'10 
This final call for justice in the evaluation of the evidence mirrors Lord 
Hutton’s opening statement, but is delivered in an intimate, private reg
ister, and thus seals the proceedings that have led to restoring Dr Kelly’s 
good name with the force of an emotional impact.

By reconstructing on stage the inquiry in smallest detail, Norton- 
Taylor to a large extent remains faithful to the tenets of the aesthetic 
agenda of the nineteenth-century naturalists, for whom the stage world, 
constructed as a depiction of a selected cut-out of the outer reality, was

Ibidem, 95. 
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supposed to typify larger social phenomena. Norton-Taylor’s work con
sists in selecting the material to be presented to the audience and as
sembling those passages which, according to his understanding, are the 
most representative for the case under consideration. “I wanted to select 
evidence of the inquiry which presented as fair, balanced and rounded 
a picture as possible,Norton-Taylor explains in a note preceding 
The Colour of Justice, which is written in the same style and with re
course to the same strategies of invisible montage as Justifying War. At 
the same time he informs the reader that the material he includes in the 
script makes up less than one per-cent of the entirety of the transcripts 
gathered throughout the inquiry. To make the readers conscious of his 
intervention in the primary material of transcripts he painstakingly puts 
into square brackets all the additional phrases that he has inserted into 
the text for clarity’s sake. However, the disclosure of his own role as the 
editor of the text does not work against the authentication of the stage 
fiction. Similar to the naturalists who presented the stuff of everyday 
life in neatly constructed plots, Norton-Taylor encloses the fragmentary 
raw material of quotes in the consistently reproduced form of an official 
hearing, simulating the court proceedings and creating the impression 
that the audience partakes in a real-life event. By the same token he fo
cuses the spectators’ attention on the particularity of the case under dis
cussion and foregoes extrapolating from it onto the more general politi
cal and historical processes observable in modem societies. He merely 
presents the facts as they were displayed during the inquiries, trying to 
arouse the spectators’ interest. He elicits their engagement through the 
choice of the most revolting moments of the hearings as well as through 
an arrangement of the testimonies that assures the clarity and the com
prehensibility of the problems under discussion. Additionally, he thema- 
tizes the role of the theatre audience and ascribes to them the key role of 
witnesses of the hearings, whose presence sanctions the authenticity of 
the testimonies in the otherwise fictional situation of testifying. To stress 
this key function of the spectators he even engages them in a symbolic, 
collective act of mourning, when at the end of The Colour of Justice Sir 
William Macpherson, chairman of the inquiry, asks for a minute of si
lence commemorating the death of Stephen Lawrence. In this respect

Norton-Taylor, The Colour.... 8.
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Norton-Taylor’s play, in spite of its naturalistic roots, evinces affinities 
with performance art in which the audience’s participation necessarily 
supplements and completes the theatre event.

This manner of provoking the audience’s response, typical of the 
tribunal plays by Norton-Taylor, is not the only form of the British ver
batim theatre. It has developed other conventions of structuring the rep
resented reality and communicating with the audience, usually in ac
cordance with the agenda of the documentary theatre outlined by Weiss 
in his manifesto-essay. In fact, The Colour of Justice or Justifying War, 
with their clear naturalist traits, depart from the formula of the theatre 
of fact described in “Notes on the Documentary Theatre.” Significantly, 
Weiss, referring implicitly to the tradition of the anti-naturalist theatre 
practice of Piscator and Brecht, denies the political effectiveness of rep
licating a trial on a theatrical stage. In the introductory comment to his 
play Die Ermittlung (The Inquiry, 1964-65), which is based on the ma
terials gathered during the interrogations of Nazi war criminals, Weiss 
emphasizes that the reconstruction of a trial in theatre is as impossible as 
a representation of the reality of a concentration camp.42 Instead, he pro
poses an alternative form of processing authentic materials and shaping 
them into an aesthetic form. He structures Die Ermittlung as an oratorio 
in eleven songs, dividing the quoted fragments into rhythmical stanzas 
spoken by a chorus of intertwining voices. As a result, the assembled ci
tations, squeezed into neat cadences of blank verse, have been deprived 
of the stamp of individuality and thus prevent a facile emotional identi
fication with particular speakers. This montage of stylistically modified 
excerpts from the testimonies of both victims and perpetrators serves as 
an effective de-familiarization device, which shifts the focus of the play 
from the individual experience of the atrocities of war to an analysis of 
more general historical and political processes.

Weiss, Die Ermittlung, 9.

However, the investigation into the fate of the victims of the Second 
World War has got an element of emotional appeal introduced by the 
formal frame of an oratorio. The musical qualities of the spoken lan
guage, imposed on it through editing, endow Weiss’s text with a force 
of impact on the audience, without reproducing the naturalist techniques 
of depiction and their reliance on the mechanism of projection and psy
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chological identification. Similar attempts at activating the audience and 
enforcing their critical attitude to the factual material gathered on stage 
can be found among the docu-plays written currently in Britain. What 
distinguishes those texts from Norton-Taylor’s tribunal plays is the con
stitutive gesture of exposing the function of theatrical mediation in the 
process of bringing authentic documents to the light and presenting 
them on stage. However, the metadramatic or metatheatrical solutions 
deriving from the practice of the epic theatre do not prevent the audi
ence from emotional engagement in the issues under discussion. On the 
contrary, they are used to assure the spectators’ participation in the the
atre event that takes place in the “here and now” of the theatre and often 
assumes ritualistic traits.

Victoria Brittain and Gillian Slovo’s Guantanamo. “Honour Bound 
to Defend Freedom ”, put on stage at the Tricycle in May 2004, provides 
an example of a play composed of excerpts from authentic sources, ar
ranged in a form that bears clear traces of the epic influence. The script 
has been built from direct testimonies of the people personally affected 
by the policy of detaining the suspected foot soldiers of the Taliban at 
an American Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay. Again, theatre-makers at
tempted to react to this controversial issue with the speed of the mass 
media. The material for the piece commissioned by the director Nicolas 
Kent was collected in March and April 2004, mainly from interviews 
with five British detainees who had been released only a month earlier. 
This time the nature of the raw, factual material, composed primarily 
out of personal testimonies and therefore intimate and private in tone 
and style, has not allowed for squeezing it into the form of an official 
inquiry. Moreover, the authors of the script made it even more heteroge
neous in terms of style and register by including in it not only the inter
views with the detainees but also excerpts from scripted conversations 
with members of their families, fragments of personal letters as well as 
quotes from public speeches and press conferences with renowned poli
ticians. Therefore the citational structure invented by Brittain and Slovo 
to frame the multitude of testimonies into a comprehensible pattern dif
fers significantly from Norton-Taylor’s tribunal plays.

The form they chose to some extent resembles the oratory structure 
employed by Weiss in his Die Ermitdung. When, at the beginning of 
Guantanamo, the lights in the house dim, on stage a chorus of voices 
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starts singing a Muslim pre-dawn call to prayer in Arabic. It is from 
this initial unison that individual voices start splitting off to begin tell
ing their stories. In Brittain and Slovo’s play the voices do not speak in 
any discernible order, which in Justifying War is dictated by the formal 
frame of the inquiry. Here the speakers exist in some undefined space 
which might just as well be a bare theatre stage, while their monologues 
intermingle freely, combining into a loosely woven, polyphonic tissue. 
Voices resound on the stage and after a while fall silent, only to return 
at a later moment, without any clear justification as to why they start 
speaking. Already this arrangement of the quoted material disrupts the 
smooth continuity of the play, requiring the audience to link the loose 
ends of the randomly recurring pieces of narratives. Additionally, the 
verbal heterogeneity of Guantanamo is emphasised by the heterogene
ity of styles, each of them typifying the status of the speaker and his 
personal situation. This impression of having to do with incomplete ma
terial, full of gaps and omissions caused by the process of editing and 
mediation, is enhanced when the speakers read out letters from theii 
relatives detained in the camp, which have been censored by the prison 
administration. The elisions are clearly signalled to the audience by the 
actors who soundlessly mouth the missing passages. With such a loose 
structure, Brittain and Slovo emphasize the fragmentary and incomplete 
nature of their text. However, having recourse to montage strategies, 
deriving from the practice of the epic theatre, they do not aim at forc
ing the audience to listen to the testimonies from a cool distance. On the 
contrary, drawing on the inventory of epic techniques, they purposely 
emphasize the “here and now” of the theatrical situation to engage the 
spectators more intimately and emotionally with the issues addressed by 
the play.

The very opening of Guantanamo can serve as an illustrative ex
ample of how Brittain and Slovo accentuate the present moment ol 
the performance. The stage directions indicate that when the play be
gins the house lights are on, while the actor playing Lord Justice Johan 
Steyn comes from the auditorium to a podium placed on stage. Like in 
an epic stage production by Piscator or Brecht, a short note written or 
the dot matrix informs the audience that what they are about to hear is 
an excerpt from an authentic lecture on violation of human rights anc 
democratic principles in the camps of Guantanamo. The authority ol 
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the speaker, who impersonates a well-known public figure, additionally 
highlighted by the frame of a lecture and a direct address to the specta
tors, lends credibility to the accounts of the detainees that will short
ly be presented by the chorus of voices. The figure of Steyn returns on 
stage in the final sequence of the performance to deliver another pas
sage from his speech, closing the play with an emphatic appeal to the 
audience in the form of the renowned quote from John Donne’s sermon: 
“Never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.”“1' This 
frame, external to the choral, monologic passages that fill three acts of 
Guantanamo, fulfils a crucial function in shaping the listeners’ response 
to the issues addressed by the play. Not only does it elicit the spectators’ 
personal engagement, but it also suggests a point of view from which 
the represented facts can be analyzed. In his speech Stein clearly points 
out that the camps of Guantanamo provide an example of the paradoxi
cal procedure of violating democratic principles in the name of retain
ing the democratic order.

The structure of the introductory scene has one more consequence 
for the theatrical shape of the play. By introducing Steyn's lecture as 
a frame that embraces the fabric of the main part, which is woven out 
of a multitude of shreds of stories spun by fifteen speakers, Brittain and 
Slovo define the function of the theatrical stage as a medium of spoken 
testimony and the role of the spectators as its witnesses. The direct ad
dress by the first speaker acknowledges the presence of the audience in 
the “here and now” of the theatre, positioning them towards that which 
is about to happen on stage. They will not see enacted events, based 
on the authentic accounts of Guantanamo detainees, but listen to their 
words, delivered verbatim by the actors, who become mere mediators of 
those original testimonies. In their play, Brittain and Slovo introduce el
ements of theatrical enactment only in a few monologues and use them 
for the sake of greater clarity of the spoken accounts or in order to exert 
an additional emotional impact. For example, when one of the speakers 
talks about being transported from one camp to the other, he puts on 
the orange boiler suit typical of the Guantanamo prison. At some other 
point, Mr Ahmed, talking about his son Ruhel’s release, holds a make- 
believe mobile phone close to his face, illustrating how the man’s

41 Brittain and Slovo, Guantanamo, 62. 
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sight has deteriorated due to the bad conditions of imprisonment. 
Significantly, Ruhel Ahmed himself never appears on stage to speak for 
himself, while the short moments at which his father impersonates him 
make the audience acutely aware of his absence. Thus, the authors em
phasize the fact that the testimonies presented in Guantanamo reach the 
audience after having been processed by a number of mediators, the last 
of which is the theatrical stage. But by acknowledging this necessar
ily second-hand character of the spoken evidence, Brittain and Slovo 
do not intend to deprive the testimonies of their persuasive power by 
undermining their claim to truthfulness. On the contrary, by revealing 
the selective and combinatory workings of theatrical mediation they try 
to preserve the authenticity of the documents, showing that they are by 
definition fragmentary and incomplete. Just as the conditions of life in 
the Guantanamo camp can only be inferred from the censored letters, 
the listeners, who reconstruct the fate of the detainees, must take into 
account the gaps in the stories delivered by the speakers. But these gaps 
do not absolve the audience from the responsibility for discovering the 
whys and the wherefores of the detentions. On the contrary, they are in
vited to take part in an act of collective search for the truth, examining 
the facts displayed on stage in the form of an irregularly shaped mosaic.

Therefore it is difficult to agree with those critics who, like Michael 
Coveney, chastise Guantanamo for “being dramatically inert,” ■)‘l ac
cusing it of a lack of dynamism that could actively engage the audi
ence. Indeed, Brittain and Slovo depart from the typical dramatic form, 
in which both enactment and spoken language conspire to bring forth 
a copy of the world. However, they do so not only to create the impres
sion that the original interviews have undergone only minimal, necess
ary editing, which has not affected the content of the quotes. Much more 
significantly, the authors of Guantanamo arrange the raw factual materi
al in a form that compels the audience to respond to the issues addressed 
by the play both intellectually and emotionally. However, Brittain and 
Slovo, unlike Weiss in his Die Ermittlung, stress the uniqueness of each 
case of detention by preserving the intimate and unique personal tone 
of each of the monologues. By emphasizing the individuality of each 
speaker, they facilitate emotional identification with the protagonists.

4-1 Waters, "Why Guantanamo..." 
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But also, in order to widen the perspective in which facts are presented, 
they introduce the voice of an American, Tom Clark, who has lost his 
sister in the attack on the World Trade Centre. His presence only con
firms the audience’s condemnation of the policy followed by the U.S. 
army, since even Clark, in spite of his rage, admits that the detentions 
are unjust and ineffective as a means of fighting terrorism. By putting 
the suspects and the victims of terrorism on the same side of the divide, 
the authors of Guantanamo try to give the audience a sense of belong
ing to a community that goes beyond the social and national divisions 
caused by recent historical events.

This attempt at eliciting a collective response in the audience 
matters in so far that Brittain and Slovo give their play clearly dis
cernible ritualistic traits. The call for prayer that opens the first act of 
Guantanamo reverberates on stage four more times, sung either live or 
over loudspeakers, and mirrors the rhythm of a single day in a Muslim 
country. Those recurring moments of religious, choral incantation iden
tify the meeting of the actors and the audience in the theatre with an 
act of collective prayer for the victims of the ruthless war on terror
ism. In this respect Brittain and Slovo reach down to the roots of the 
European theatre tradition trying to achieve a cathartic reaction among 
the audience. They elicit the audience’s compassion for the protagonists 
of their play and invite them to join a theatrical prayer, modelled on 
a real Muslim ritual which, as one of the speakers explains, is meant 
to lead to a spiritual purification. It is to this ultimate effect that all the 
epic strategies employed in Guantanamo are subordinated. On the one 
hand Brittain and Slovo disrupt the seamless, dialogic and dynamic dra
matic form and introduce a jumbled collection of static monologues. 
On the other hand, by violating the convention of the fourth wall, they 
aim at a more powerful impact on the spectators by turning the theatre 
into a place of a collective experience which should nevertheless lead to 
raising the audience’s awareness of the current political problems.

This mixture of the strategies derived from the epic tradition and 
Greek tragedy, which is typically conceived of as contradictory in terms 
of the means of expression used and the desired effects on the audi
ence, reflects the tension between two disparate demands that political
ly-minded docu-dramatists have to face. They are usually compelled to 
find a way between engaging the audience with the issue under con
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sideration and leaving them some space for individual speculation and 
judgement, without, however, casting doubt on the credibility of the 
spoken evidence displayed on stage. Those seemingly disparate ob
jectives inform also the most recent plays by David Hare, who has re
turned to the verbatim techniques of playwriting after a decade of less 
directly political artistic activities. Similarly to Brittain and Slovo, he 
also strives for a formula of theatre in which the spoken word domi
nates as the major means of communication with the audience. Also in 
his texts elements of the epic tradition intermingle with other influences 
to provide effective and lucid citational structures for the presentation 
of the authentic materials in a theatrical form. However, he goes one 
step further than the authors of Guantanamo who, trying to intensify the 
communication with the spectators, merely fragment the verbal mate
rial presented on stage and provide it with a frame that tacitly suggests 
a point of view on the matters under discussion. In plays such as The 
Permanent Way (2003) or Stuff Happens (2004) Hare guards the auth
enticity of his characters’ speeches by inserting them in a very clearly 
marked metadramatic or metatheatrical structure.

Perhaps the easiest way to explain in what respect his strategies dif
fer from those employed by Brittain and Slovo is to take a closer look at 
the opening of Stuff Happens, which dramatizes the events that led from 
the terrorist attack on the Twin Towers in September 2001 to the inva
sion of Iraq in March 2003. This play differs from Guantanamo in the 
manner of employing the well-known epic strategy of exposing the ma
chinery of the theatre in order to reveal its workings and thereby authen
ticate the stage reality. The performance starts with an introductory ad
dress to the audience which functions as a frame that imposes a specific 
point of view on the stage events. While the spectators take their seats 
in the auditorium, the cast assembles on the stage, and when the lights 
go down one actor emerges from the group to speak directly to the audi
ence. He does not assume a role of a fictional or an authentic figure, like 
that of Lord Steyn in the opening of Guantanamo, but simply speaks 
to the audience as a member of the cast, which in a moment will en
act a series of events from the most recent world history. Significantly, 
this filter of commentary permeates the whole play, giving it an overtly 
metatheatrical character. The actors introduce and interrupt every scene 
with epic commentaries, adding information that clarifies the context of
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a given situation and marking leaps in time and space, thus providing 
links between consecutive sections of the play. As a result the act of 
narration carried out by the chorus of actors gains prominence over the 
theatrical re-enactment of real events and the impersonation of famous 
figures of public life. In Stuff Happens the account of recent history 
does not enter the stage in the form of private confessions, but it mate
rializes out of the narrative unfolded by the chorus of actors. Here it is 
the theatre itself that re-tells the story of the latest war with Iraq, expos
ing to the audience the mediating function of the stage machinery.

Hare’s choice of an epic, metatheatrical frame as a citational struc
ture for his play allows him to include into the text a number of quotes 
from authentic sources as well as numerous invented scenes featuring 
famous public figures in private, behind closed doors. His openly the
atrical account of recent history does not lay claim to objectivity. On 
the contrary, it presents itself merely as a possible reconstruction of 
what happened in the period directly preceding the outbreak of the war. 
Hare exposes the fictionalizing strategies of editing by making the ac
tors openly bridge the gaps between consecutively presented fragments 
of authentic sources, thus leading the audience from one piece of the 
evidence to the other. In this sense he exposes the theatrical fiction for 
the sake of being able to tell the story of the war in Iraq from a critical 
perspective, without, however, losing the vital connection with the real 
events, which is guaranteed by the authenticity of the documents used. 
The formal design of his play corresponds with the theses that Hare puts 
forward in an article entitled “Why Fabulate?” in which he has outlined 
his idea of a theatre that reacts to the burning, topical issues, but at the 
same does not give up its claim to being a form of art, whose products 
are by definition fictional constructs.

In spite of his emphatically expressed admiration for the artists who 
attempt to bridge the gap between art and life, he points to the common 
misunderstanding that preoccupation with political and historical events 
and the use of verbatim techniques of representation leads to a scien
tific and objective revelation of “truth.” Being fully aware that any act 
of representation, be it on television news, in a newspaper article or on 
a theatrical stage, necessarily involves the use of editing procedures, he 
does not distinguish between the plays written entirely as the products 
of the author’s imagination and those which have been based on facts.
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He rather differentiates between various manners of shaping the mate
rial, irrespective of whether it is purely fictional or entirely authentic. 
And he openly criticises those televisual, cinematic and theatrical gen
res which employ wom-out conventions of plot-structuring and there
fore do not offer their audiences any new perspective on the discussed 
topic. Therefore he postulates that art can retain its link with the exter
nal reality and keep functioning as a significant form of gaining knowl
edge, only if it does not cling to stale and rigidified means of represen
tation.

In response to the ubiquity of the real, we need not ... to abandon fic
tion, but, on the contrary to make that fiction more original, more dis
tinctive ... The enemy of art is not reality, but formula,45

45 Hare, "Why Fabulate?”, http://www.guardian.co.Uk/print/0,3858,4347944-103418,00. 
html (22nd April 2005).
46 Hare, Stuff Happens, 16.

Hare writes in the concluding paragraph of his essay, echoing the posi
tivistic agenda of the documentary theatre outlined by Peter Weiss over 
thirty years before.

The epic structure of Stuff Happens provides an example of such 
an attempt at departing from the traditional pattern of a historical play 
towards a fragmented dramatic form that gives more space to the au
dience’s individual judgement. Significantly, by including in the play 
other medial accounts, Hare exposes their false claims to providing an 
objective account of facts. “A people hitherto suffering now suffer less. 
This is the story. No other story obtains,”46 a Journalist says, summariz
ing the outcome of the American intervention in Iraq. But Hare, defiant
ly going against the grain of this assertion, writes his own story, alterna
tive to and competitive with other accounts of facts spread by the mass 
media. The overtly metatheatrical structure of the play allows him to in
clude invented scenes which show the world’s leaders in private, or dur
ing confidential meetings that could not have been reported on by the 
media. Unlike Norton-Taylor, who marked every single addition to the 
original text of the inquiry transcripts with square brackets, Hare does 
not want to indicate those moments when imagination supersedes the 
factual material.

http://www.guardian.co.Uk/print/0,3858,4347944-103418,00
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In this respect the epic narrative in Stuff Happens serves as an en
compassing structure that authenticates the realistically depicted scenes 
in which the leaders decide about world’s history over lunches and din
ners, in office meetings and semi-private telephone conversations. The 
realistic flavour of those scenes does not come only from their detailed 
depiction of the meals, the presence of waiters who bring in the food 
and the discussions about the dishes served. Also, the information pro
vided by the commenting chorus increases the credibility of the con
frontations between politicians. For example, right before a conversa
tion between the UN weapons inspector Hans Blix and Paul Wolfowitz, 
an Actor makes the spectators aware of the fact that nine months be
fore the meeting the latter had ordered an investigation to discredit the 
former.47 This additional comment adds the data necessary for the audi
ence to realize the psychological tension between the opponents in the 
verbal duel that they are about to see enacted on stage. The epic struc
ture of Stuff Happens, subservient to the demands of realism, serves the 
purpose of bringing the audience closer to the enacted scenes and in
creases the power of emotional impact on the spectators. The spectators’ 
engagement is significant for Hare in so far as he consciously decides to 
represent the process leading up to the invasion of Iraq within the form 
of Greek tragedy, starkly demonstrating the ironies and paradoxes of the 
situation when peace is supposedly maintained by waging a war.

47 Ibidem, 82.
4li Ibidem, 3.

Already the opening lines spoken by an Actor introduce this tragic 
perspective:

The Inevitable is what will seem to happen to you purely by chance. 
The Real is what will strike you as really absurd. Unless you are cer
tain you are dreaming, it is certainly a dream of your own. Unless you 
exclaim—“There must be some mistake”—you must be mistaken.48

These are the words of the first speaker in his initial address to the audi
ence, evocative of the fate of Oedipus who was entangled in a net wo
ven for him by divine forces. Just like the action of Sophocles’s tragedy 
proceeds with an iron logic to the protagonist’s ultimate downfall, the 
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narrative spun by the actors in Hare’s play leads inevitably to the out
break of war. But the metaphor of history as a stage on which a tragic 
play is performed extends further. “These are the actors... who will play 
parts in a defining drama of the new century,”99 one of the speakers says 
to the audience, pointing at eight famous politicians who had the great
est influence on the negotiations preceding the outbreak of the mili
tary actions in the Middle East. Among this central octet Colin Powell 
is identified as the tragic hero, driven by a genuine impulse to prevent 
bloodshed, but incapable to convince Bush’s administration to a peace
ful course of action; entangled in a network of conflicting interests and 
demands of the U.S. President on the one hand and the European gov
ernments opposing the expansive American politics on the other hand. 
Powell is presented as the official who, in spite of his good intentions, 
is “always the person telling [the President] what he doesn’t want to 
hear.”5" However, it is not Powell who in the end comes out as the actu
al victim of the outbreak of the international military conflict. The play 
closes with a monologue of an Iraqi Exile who remains on stage after 
all the other actors have left. Speaking from the position of Saddam 
Hussein’s opponents, he points to the devastating consequences for his 
native country that followed in the wake of the American intervention, 
initiated in the name of freeing the Iraqi nation from its leader’s ruthless 
tyranny. As he emphasizes in conclusion of his short speech, this nation, 
having failed to take charge of itself, has been excessively punished by 
history for this single sin, and as a consequence became the truly tragic 
hero in the theatre of war.

Ibidem, 9.
Ibidem, 48.

51 Ascherson, "Whose Line Is It Anyway?” http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/political- 
theatre/story/0,13298,1082019,OO.html (22"J April 2005).

“Our job is to engage the audience in passionate and visceral re
sponse, which journalism, even at its best, doesn’t aspire to,” * 51 Nicholas 
Hytner, the director of Stuff Happens at the National Theatre, said in 
an interview. His comment very clearly suggests that, as in Brittain 
and Slovo’s Guantanamo, the desired impact of the play is not that ol 
a cool distance that facilitates a critical look at the represented issues, 
but that of emotional engagement leading to a nearly cathartic experi
ence. Hytner points out that the epic structure of Stuff Happens is sub

http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/political-theatre/story/0,13298,1082019,OO.html
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ordinated to the demands of the tragic form. The citational framework 
employed by Hare does not undermine the credibility of the documents 
used but simply provides a stable scaffolding for combining them into 
a single, continuous narrative. This framework is moreover very eco
nomical, because, through the comments continually made by the ac
tors, it allows the inclusion of a number of additional facts which clar
ify the situations performed on stage. The play’s emotional impact on 
the audience is further strengthened by the use of the structure of tra
gedy. The audience is confronted with an utterly bleak vision of history, 
in which individual choices are always subordinated to the demands of 
politics and economy.

The function of this epic framework can be explained in yet another 
manner, with reference to Hare’s essay “Why Fabulate?” in which he 
recalls his work on one of his earlier documentary plays, Via Dolorosa 
(1998). It came into being as a direct outcome of the author’s journey to 
the war-tom Israel and Palestine. However, while writing it he realized 
that the documentary material that he had gathered could not be repre
sented in a traditional dramatic form. To do justice to the complexity of 
the issue and to guarantee the persuasive power of the authentic doc
uments he refrained from writing a play that could in turn be enacted 
on stage. Instead he decided to follow the example of happening and 
performance artists, who mark their works with the stamp of authen
ticity by appearing in person in front of the audience. Consequently, 
Hare decided to come forward as the only performer in the show in or
der to confront the spectators as a living proof of the truthfulness of 
the evidence he was presenting. Perhaps it was from the work on this 
play that the idea for the structure of his other documentary drama. The 
Permanent IVay emerged. In this play he addresses a topical issue as 
well—that of the privatization of British Rail, showing its disastrous 
consequences which led indirectly to major train derailments. By bring
ing together testimonies from stockbrokers, railway workers, police
men and crash survivors he investigates into the complex causes of the 
train accidents in Southall, Ladbroke Grove, Hatfield and Potters Bar. 
Although in the première staging Hare did not appear in person, he has 
attempted to lend credibility to the original sources by exposing himself 
as the editor of the raw factual material. He inscribed the evidence gath
ered from painstaking research and extensive interviews into a metadra- 
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matic and metatheatrical structure, thematizing the situation of collect
ing testimonies and displaying them to theatre audiences.

As in the case of Stuff Happens, Hare has composed The Permanent 
Way by using an abundance of factual materials, this time gathered by 
the actors of Max Stafford-Clark’s company Out of Joint. The aim of 
this research was not only to accumulate the evidence that could later be 
used as the basis for the play. The performers also had to confront the 
actual witnesses of the accidents that they would later enact on stage. 
Already at this point of the collecting process the actors could select the 
material for the play which they in turn handed over to Hare who car
ried out the final task of bridging the gaps between the dispersed mono
logues and combining them into a script.52 In this play he does not ex
pose the workings of the theatre machinery as a means of addressing 
the audience directly, as was the case in Stuff Happens. This time he 
thematizes an earlier moment of the creative process, revealing the ges
ture of assembling the authentic material and editing it. “1 can’t imagine 
why you want to write a play about the railways. It’s an incredibly bor
ing subject,” a High-Powered Treasury Thinker says, opening the play 
which, contrary to his assertion, attempts at revealing the scandalous 
functioning of the British economic system.53

Ascherson, "Whose Line. . .”
Hare, The Permanent Way, 10.
Ibidem.

By starting his play with this self-reflexive comment, Hare clearly 
aims at authenticating the documentary material that makes up his text, 
by demonstrating the source from which it originates. At some junctures 
he even goes a step further in linking the stage with the outer world. 
Like Pirandello’s diligent disciple, he indicates that the characters ap
pearing in his play are conscious of being performers in a theatre show. 
“I’ve got to go to the National Theatre. Don’t let me say anything stu
pid,” says the Bereaved Mother, who has lost her son in the Southall 
crash.54 Her words not only serve as a reminder for the audience that 
these are testimonies given by real people, but they also anchor the 
monologues delivered on stage in a specific theatre venue, endowing 
the play with the dimension of actuality. By thematizing the present mo
ment of the performance and acknowledging the spectators’ presence in 
the auditorium, Hare stresses the collective nature of a theatre event, ad

<•1
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dressed at members of a specific community, which lives at a concrete 
historical moment and shares the same cultural background. But he does 
not appeal to the audience directly only for the sake of an effective auth
entication of the factual materials that he quotes, but also to make the 
spectators aware that the accidents are symptomatic of more extensive 
economic problems affecting not only the victims of the crashes but so
ciety as a whole.

“It was a system failure, not a person failure,” the Survivor’s Group 
Founder says, pointing to the fact that the blame for the faulty priva
tization of British Rail does not lie with a small group of individuals, 
but with the country’s entire social and economic structure.55 In order 
to emphasize that the people sitting in the auditorium willy-nilly have 
to cope with the deficiencies of this system, Hare starts his play by giv
ing the floor to a few exemplary members of the society. The prologue 
preceding the actual story of the four train accidents is composed of 
fragmentary monologues of nine anonymous persons—“once passen
gers, now customers,” as the stage directions inform. By means of this 
comment Hare stresses the change of the status of the commuters after 
British Rail had been turned into a private enterprise.56 This chorus of 
voices, expressing their anger and disappointment with the malfunc
tioning of the railways, also points to other causes of this problem, such 
as the lack of proper attention on the part of the Labour Government, 
excessive bureaucracy and the incompetence of the administration. The 
private tone of those fragmentary monologues and the references to eve
ryday frustrations that result from the general chaos reigning in British 
Rail helps the audience see their own mirror images in the protagonists 
that appear on stage in the prologue.

This frame differs significantly from the introductory scene in Stuff 
Happens, in which the theatre exposes itself as the medium of storytell
ing, thus forging a connection between the stage and the auditorium, at 
the same time setting the latest events in world history in a tragic his- 
toriosophic perspective. In The Permanent Way Hare at the very out
set invites the spectators to identification with the protagonists. Thus, 
before he even introduces the authenticating, metadramatic comments, 

'6
Ibidem, 45.
Ibidem, 3.
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he compels the audience to an emotional engagement with the issues 
he addresses. Although he also strives for an extensive analysis of the 
country’s political and economic situation, he roots it in the private ex
perience of ordinary members of the society. If in Stuff Happens the 
imposition of the blueprint of tragedy should produce a cathartic im
pact on the audience, the structure of The Permanent Way is designed 
to turn theatre into a place where the waning communal links can be re
established. In other words, the stage is to counteract the malady about 
which the Bereaved Mother speaks in the epilogue: “The problem with 
the system is that everyone is able to pass the buck and nobody feels 
any responsibility.”57

Aiming to restore the collective spirit of a theatre event and to force 
the audience to share the concern about the burning social and econ
omic problems, British playwrights of the newly reborn documenta
ry theatre restore the link between the stage and the audience by de
fying the well-established conventions of writing for the theatre. The 
world about which they talk does not materialize on stage in the form 
of a craftily constructed metonymic model, a tiny particle containing 
a reflection of the entire universe. The contemporary docu-playwrights 
forego image and scene, and deprive the narrative of any visual con
text. They shatter the illusion of the proscenium-arch stage and disclose 
the workings of the theatre machinery, shifting the audience’s attention 
to the “here and now” of the performative situation. In the “here and 
now” of the theatre, in the direct meeting between the actors and the 
spectators, images of the world momentarily come into being solely on 
the strength of the words delivered on stage. Language as the prima
ry material for a political theatre draws its effectiveness of impact on 
the audience not only by reaching them directly, without the mediation 
of any fictional represented reality. Its persuasive force comes prima
rily from the fact that it presents direct quotes from the outer reality; 
the reality which shines through fragments of documents, testimonies 
and interviews displayed on stage in their original form as verbal ac
counts; the reality which, re-created in the course of a theatre perform
ance, becomes a common creation of the performers and the spectators. 
The presence and the emotional engagement of the latter as witnesses 

57 Ibidem, 65.
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to the testimonies give significance to the meeting in the theatre which 
thus provides them with a unique chance of a critical re-examination 
of the facts that they know from their everyday life. The contemporary 
docu-dramatists consciously exploit the possibilities of direct contact 
with the recipients, and in this way search for effective ways of exerting 
an impact on the spectators. “A play? You say a play? You don’t think 
it’s a book?,” one of the figures in Hare’s The Permanent Way asks, im
plicitly referring to the theatre’s advantage over other means of spread
ing information.58 In this respect theatre challenges not only the well-es
tablished dramatic forms, but also the medial means of representation, 
offering its audiences a possibility to gain knowledge about the world 
in a direct and lively collective experience.

The Sense of Sound.
The Plays by Philippe Minyana

When you give voice to a workman ... there is always a sentimental or 
a compassionate intervention on the part of the playwright. One makes 
people speak as one imagines that they speak. In this respect, I think 
there was a problem with reality, that is to say, the problem of giv
ing voice to ordinary people, on a platform, to give them equal signifi
cance and not to put them in a ghetto, not to send them to an artificial 
kitchen-sink environment, to a plot about unemployment, strike etc. 
along the lines of the scenarios written by the post-nineteenth-century 
working class playwrights (with their ethnological attitude towards the 
workman) who let a workman speak only in his condition of a work
man.59

With these words the French playwright Philippe Minyana marks his 
territory, and at the same time he clearly demarcates it from the terrain 
occupied by other authors with whom he might be mistakenly classified. 
Although ordinary events of everyday life, and, above all the language 
of the street, the pub, the shop, the market or the media are the stuff of

” Ibidem, 21.
” Corvin, "Chez Minyana c’est la forme qui fait sens,” 112. 
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his plays, he does not aim at mimetically recreating this raw material 
collected in the world that surrounds him. But, as Minyana claims, those 
plays which rely for their emotional impact on the traditional principles 
of projection and identification, instead of representing the experience 
of social outcasts, falsify it by rendering it in conventional and often 
melodramatic plots. “Reductive and anecdotal,” these well-established 
and long-standing forms perpetuate stereotypes about their protagonists, 
enclosing them in old narrative patterns and strategies of character con
struction.60

Minyana continues the late twentieth-century tradition of French 
play writing that since the early 1970s has been defining its identity by 
distinguishing itself both from the heritage of naturalism, and, even 
more importantly, from the theatrical experiments of the theatre of the 
absurd, symptomatic of a deep mistrust of language as a tool of com
munication. In their early plays both Ionesco and Beckett mercilessly 
laid bare the imprisoning and alienating mechanisms of speech that im
print themselves on individuals and block free expression. Full of cli
chés, purely phatic exchanges and ridiculously amassed formulaic 
phrases, the language of The Bald Primadonna or Waiting for Godot in
criminates itself as an obstacle on the way to self-expression and com
munication with others. Therefore the playwrights of the absurd tried 
in a non-verbal manner to expose the audience to the experience of the 
meaninglessness of the universe and human existence. For the absurd
ists the major means of exerting impact on the audience become stage 
imagery, pulsating with meanings and striking at the audience directly, 
without verbal mediation.

This approach towards language has been opposed by Marguerite 
Duras, Michel Vinaver or Valère Novarina, who, each in their own way, 
have been looking for ways of restoring the spoken word to its supreme 
position as the primary material for the construction of stage worlds and 
communication with spectators. Since her theatrical debut in the mid- 
1960s, Duras, a famous novelist of the French nouveau roman, was de
veloping a formula of text for the stage that in principle would not re
quire any set for its staging. Her “theatre of voices” resounding on an 
empty stage and deprived of any anchoring in a reproduced location

Ibidem, 113. 
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or individualized characters frees language from its usual denotational 
meanings. In her plays echoes of stories spun in indefinite space and 
at indefinite times combine into a polyphonic, multidimensional dis
course which never congeals into a stable hierarchy of meanings, and 
thus invites the audience to order the fragmentary material provided by 
the play. In Vinaver’s “chamber plays” of the 1970s a similar destruc
tion of the coherent dramatic structure also aims at greater interpretative 
freedom. This loose composition of fragmentary verbal material, based 
on everyday speech, does not reflect everyday situations, but contains 
merely their splinters which the audience should recombine in order to 
let new meanings emerge out of these accidental clashes. In the plays 
by Novarina, written in a surrealist vein, the radically non-referential 
language does not even pretend that it reflects the material reality of the 
world outside theatre. It creates entirely imaginative realms, regulated 
by no logical principles, and captivates the audience with rhythmic in
cantations and nearly magical sound of words which are unleashed from 
their common denotations or often simply invented.61

Pavis, Le théâtre..., 52-77; Rykner, Théâtre chi Nouveau Roman.

Needles to say, the list of the playwrights who focus on spoken 
words as the most reliable building blocks of stage worlds could be 
extended by many other names. The examples of Duras, Vinaver and 
Novarina suffice to illustrate the essence of the French playwriting in 
the latter part of the twentieth century. A number of French playwrights 
reduce the visual aspect of theatre and investigate the possibilities of 
immediate contact with the audience through words spoken in the “here 
and now” of the theatrical situation and endowed with a specific corpo
reality of the actors’ voices. This corporeal language does not function 
like the typically naturalistic means of communication. The protagonists 
of Duras, Vinaver or Novarina do not use words to express themselves 
or to describe their world. Yet neither does this language expose its own 
treacherous, alienating workings. It is different from the empty talk be
tween Mr and Mrs Smith in The Bald Primadonna or Didi and Gogo in 
Waiting for Godot, which mocked the conventions of realistic dialogue. 
Instead in Duras’s, Vinaver’s, or Novarina’s texts, spoken language cre
ates ephemeral and fictional but also palpably material stage worlds that 
do not reflect outer reality in easily decipherable iconic images. These 

61
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verbal universes, which instantaneously come into being in front of the 
audience, merely point to social reality as its distant echoes and invite 
the spectators to an active involvement in creating the meaning out of 
the polyphonic tissue of theatrical discourse.

Particularly one of the authors mentioned above has exerted enor
mous formative influence on Philippe Minyana. After an initial period 
of writing fully traditional, plot-based plays, Minyana moved in a new 
direction in the mid-1980s, after he got acquainted with the works of 
Michel Vinaver.62 Right from his debut in the mid-1950s, Vinaver set 
out to forge a new formula of a political theatre, developing it in con
nection with the theory and practice of the Brechtian epic theatre which 
in one way or another had been providing the model for most social
ly committed playwrights of the era. Vinaver shared Brecht’s concept 
of an artist whose primary function lies in asking provocative questions 
and thus undermining the well-established patterns of thinking that as
sure the continuity of the existing social order. However, he openly re
fused to take a definite political stance and charge his works with out
spoken messages that stifle the independent activity of the audience and 
appease its critical sense with ready-made and self-evident answers. 
Vinaver suggested a departure from Brechtian theory that provided the 
agenda for a didactic theatre that outlined the methods of demystifica
tion of the social reality and reaching objective, scientifically provable 
truth. Instead, Vinaver advised a return to the rudiments of the method 
of V-effekt, which consisted in a constant oscillation between momen
tarily created illusion, and its shattering, between action and its critical 
reflection. The V-effekt was to shake the audience’s certainty about the 
stability of social relationships and make them question their habitual 
patterns of perception and thinking.

Corvin, "Chez Minyana...,” 9.

By reformulating the idea of the politically committed epic theatre, 
Vinaver came forward with his own concept of the “theatre of the eve
ryday.” Vinaver’s project, in spite of its name, should by no means be 
mistakenly classified together with the neo-naturalist drama of the tum 
of the 1970s. By that time such playwrights as Herbert Achtembusch 
and Franz Xaver Kroetz in Germany or Michel Deutsch and Jean-Paul 
Wenzel in France set out to depict the lower social strata and the aliena-

62
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tion of its members caused by their verbal incapacity. Eavesdropping 
on the particularities of the dialects spoken in specific regions or social 
milieus and naturalistically rendering everyday situations, these play
wrights attempted to give voice to those who could not express them
selves otherwise. Vinaver’s theatre of the everyday does not enclose 
commonplace plots in the form of naturalistically reproduced stage 
worlds, peopled with fully-fledged figures which inhabit painstakingly 
recreated interiors. For him, theatre is not a place of copying a reality 
that the audience can recognize with reference to their everyday experi
ence. He sees theatre as a laboratory in which the raw material of daily 
life must be dissected, shuffled, and reorganized into new constellations 
without elucidating their meaning. “I do not simply take everyday real
ity as a starting point. I look for it. It is not given to us, one has to grasp 
it, force it to appear,” Vinaver writes in one of his essays, stressing the 
role of audience participation in ordering and making sense of the mate
rial delivered from the stage.63

Vinaver, Écrits sur le théâtre, 291 -292.

In his formal experiments Vinaver fragments the structure of drama 
in such a way so as to prevent the spectators from relying on the con
ventional mechanisms of projection and emotional identification. His 
diptych Théâtre de chambre (Chamber Theatre, 1976) exemplifies how 
he transforms everyday events into the subject-matter of his plays. The 
first part Dissident, il va sans dire (Dissident, It Goes Without Saying) 
depicts a year in the life of Hélène, a divorced woman who looks after 
her growing up son, living a life filled with conflicts, fierce arguments 
and reunions. The second part, Nina, c ’est autre chose (Nina, That’s 
Something Different) in a series of conversations between two brothers, 
old bachelors, presents twelve months during which they both engage in 
a relationship with the same woman, Nina. In both plays Vinaver avoids 
any attempt at recounting the stories of his characters in the form of 
causally linked narratives. He merely selects a few moments from the 
temporal continuum of a single year and assembles them into a loose 
mosaic without tightening the logical connections between individual 
pieces. In juxtaposed consecutive scenes, which present seemingly in
significant, banal situations and are written in a language imitating eve
ryday speech,

63
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discharges occur, which do not have much to do with the conscious 
will of the speakers, but due to which the bonds of understanding are 
forged and the movement of meaning is created.64

Vinaver, "Teatr i codziennosc," 89.
Sarrazac, L 'Avenir..., 116.

As Sarrazac rightly points out, in Vinaver’s plays the fragmentation of 
language does not annul its sense, but merely postpones its constitution, 
delegating the completion of this task to the audience. At the same time 
the role of the playwright no longer amounts to a creation of seamless 
reproductions of authentic locations and of situations that could pos
sibly take place in them. With recourse to montage strategies derived 
from the practice of the epic theatre, Vinaver initiates the process of 
creating meanings out of a dynamic relationship between a plethora of 
scattered, fragmentary phrases and situations.65

This strong connection of Minyana’s oeuvre with post-1970s French 
avant-garde theatre evokes inescapable associations with the historical 
origins of contemporary British verbatim theatre. The latter gathered 
momentum under the auspices of the heritage of Brechtian epic theatre, 
which had a considerable influence on the politically-minded theatre 
practitioners of the fringe. By contrast, the French avant-garde has 
drawn heavily on those developments in recent theatre history which 
emerged from a critical dialogue with the canonical interpretation ol 
Brecht’s theory. The difference in attitude towards the Brechtian theatre 
matters in so far as it accounts for the disparity of means employed and 
ends pursued by Minyana in contrast to the theatre of fact flourishing in 
the British Isles. Despite the differences in the form of their plays, vari
ous methods of structuring the raw material of authentic testimonies and 
interviews, the divergent strategies of impact on the audience and the 
resulting implied function of the theatre as a social institution, the majoi 
tendencies in contemporary British docu-playwriting certainly converge 
in one respect. They employ quotes from authentic sources only to use 
them as a guarantee of the authenticity of the issues that they address 
Documents are used as pieces of reality shreds of the outside world that 
inserted into the theatrical world, confirm its authenticity and provide 
the link with the outside world. It is only on the surface that Minyana’s 

64
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working methods resemble those of the British verbatim dramatists. In 
a similar vein he also draws on the materials from private interviews, 
newspapers or television. His plays have a primarily verbal character, 
with the human voice as the main medium of the stage. However, on 
closer investigation these surface similarities prove to be much less sig
nificant than the differences on various levels of the dramatic structure, 
in terms of the use of authentic materials, the means of authenticating 
them and the underlying concept of language as a means of communi
cation between the characters and between the stage and the audience.

In this respect Minyana’s plays written from the mid-1980s onwards, 
follow closely the tried and tested techniques of Vinaver’s “theatre of the 
everyday.” Like his predecessor, Minyana searches for solutions of rep
resenting everyday reality on stage as an alternative to the practice of the 
neo-naturalist theatre in all its contemporary incarnations. He does not 
aim at copying everyday reality by reconstructing characteristic interiors 
and speech. Neither does he believe in the authenticating power of only 
minimally edited quotations from authentic sources, whose processing 
does not affect their essential truthfulness. Indeed, Vinaver often works 
on the basis of interviews or stories from the newspaper’s fait divers, but 
he treats them merely as a starting point for his work, a raw material 
significant not because it is typical of some large-scale social phenom
enon but rather interesting for the uniqueness of its content or for some 
striking formal properties. For Minyana these real life incidents are not 
significant because of their original content and the problems that they 
touch upon, and he does not attempt at preserving their initial meaning. 
He selects only a few elements from them, dissects them into their com
ponent parts, down to the level of the phrase, and then assembles them 
in a new form which has nothing to do with the primary context. These 
decontextualized bits and pieces of authentic verbal material lose their 
original semantic value and become single threads in the verbal tissue 
of Minyana’s plays. But although on the level of formal arrangement of 
the verbal material he severs the links that connect these elements to the 
outer world and their original context, he tries to restore them in a the
atrical situation where the text is spoken by actors and reaches the audi
ence. The meaning of the fragmented discourse emerges only in the live
ly interaction with the listeners, who can create their own stories out of 
the scattered pieces that the actors present them with.
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Small wonder that Minyana insists that his main preoccupation as 
a playwright lies not in constructing convincing characters or neatly or
ganized plots but in making figures speak.66 The form of his plays tes
tifies to his search for such textual structures which set the theatrical 
discourse in motion. This does not mean, however, that he looks for 
inventing situations that provide a convincing psychological motiva
tion for the figures to engage in conversations or to start soliloquizing. 
Neither does he invent citational structures similar to the ones identifi
able in docu-drama, which provide convincing pretexts for the display 
of documentary sources and thus support their claim to truthfulness 
and objective representation of social reality. Minyana’s efforts centre 
around the problem of structuring the language spoken by the protago
nists in his play and on the strategies of montage by means of which 
he orchestrates consecutive utterances into polyphonic quasi-musical 
pieces out of which sense steadily emerges but never fully crystallizes. 
To free the spoken word from its denotations and to provoke the prolif
eration of its meanings, Minyana generates tension between the charac
ters’ utterances and the situational context out of which they emerge.

Corvin, Philippe Minyana on la parole visible, 118.

Chambres (Rooms), written and put on stage in 1986, exemplifies 
this key method of reducing the stage imagery as a means of making 
the characters speak. Like an invisible intruder walking through the cor
ridors of some small-town hotel, the audience listens to six monologues 
delivered one by one by the solitary inhabitants of the rooms the title re
fers to. Six uninterrupted soliloquies follow one after another, and com
bine into an incomplete mosaic, a fragment of some larger whole which 
could be a collective portrait of a small community. Kos has come to 
town to see the place at which Borys, probably his brother, committed 
suicide by locking himself in a hangar and starving himself to death. 
Elisabeth, a participant in beauty contests, cannot decide which one of 
her two suitors, Michel or Mario, she loves more. Arlette has not been 
able to take proper care of her little daughter, who has been taken away 
from her and given to adoption. Suzette has to come to terms with the 
death of her daughter, Collette, who ran away from home to lead the 
life of a thief and prostitute. Tita tries to cope with her dysfunctional 
family. Latifa has just lost her job at an entertainment centre and has to 
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take care of her kleptomaniac mother. The soliloquies meander in vari
ous directions and never evoke the traumatic events from the characters’ 
lives directly. The speakers hover around them and endlessly return to 
the same motifs, thus giving the monologues an aura of persistent repeti
tiveness. By enclosing the characters in empty hotel rooms, Minyana 
provides a reason for the emergence of a private discourse of memo
ry which differs from the typical confessional monologue that serves to 
exteriorize the speaker’s hidden or unconscious thoughts. In Chambres, 
the words spoken by the six figures do not convey any pre-established, 
implicit message about the characters’ past. As in a constantly mov
ing kaleidoscope, the amassed phrases combine into ever new constel
lations, clashing with one another and combining into a mosaic whose 
meaning has not yet congealed, but lies latent in the tensions between 
the particular component parts.

Even the very process of writing Chambres was subordinated to 
the objective of depriving the speakers of psychological individuality 
and turning them into mediators of a discourse that comes into being in 
theatre. In the initial stages of his work on the text Minyana attempted 
to provide a concrete framework for the six monologues that make up 
Chambres. He wanted to write a play in the style of Botho Strauss’s 
texts, in which a man, the author’s alter ego, returns to his native town 
and meets its inhabitants who tell him their life-stories which are based 
on excerpts from newspaper gossip columns. In the end he rejected this 
idea as too naturalistic and imitative and decided to deprive the solil
oquies of such a firmly constructed, motivating framework.67 Instead, 
the only clue to the location of Chambres is given in the play’s title. 
The speakers stay in a small-town hotel, each enclosed within the four 
walls of their room. They soliloquize to themselves or to some imagi
nary counterparts. Apart from that, the only common denominator that 
links the six pieces is the name of the town, Socheaux, which recurs in 
all of them, linking them to a real place which, however, never material
izes on stage. By placing the speakers in the same hotel, Minyana does 
not specify which spatial and temporal relations connect them. On the 
level of the script one can find no indication as to whether they speak 
simultaneously or at different times. The lack of anchoring of the text in 

Ibidem, 109.
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a naturalistically rendered setting increases the semantic indeterminacy 
of the monologues. This not only deprives them of the situational con
text that could help their meaning crystallize, but also blurs the relation
ships linking the speakers, and thus opens a space of free interplay be
tween the six consecutive sections of the text.

This formal structure has far reaching consequences for the theat
rical application of Minyana’s text and for the shape that it acquires 
when it confronts the audience. In Chambres, the lack of any indication 
about the setting and the situational context for the monologues frees 
them from any anchoring in a fictional stage reality that could motivate 
the characters’ soliloquizing. The six figures appear on a bare theatrical 
stage, and their monologues start unfolding without any external cause. 
For this reason Minyana’s text pushes the problem of the relationship 
of spoken word and the theatrical space in which it resonates to the 
extreme. A stage production of Chambre does not require the director 
to invent a fictional common ground, an imitation of a place at which 
the meeting of the speakers could be convincingly justified. A prospec
tive staging of the play should rather answer questions about the place 
from which the words are spoken, how they fill the theatrical space, 
and how the voices of the figures reach the audience. Significantly, in 
the programme to the original production at the Théâtre Ouvert in 1986 
the phrase mise en espace (putting in space) was used to designate the 
work of the director Alain Françon instead of the usual mise en scène 
(putting on stage).68 Indeed, the spatial configuration of the actors and 
their posture while speaking decisively influence the quality of the de
livery, determining the material quality of the voice that reaches the 
spectators. It is this grain of voice resonating in the void of the theatre 
that Minyana capitalizes on, trying to exert an impact on the listeners 
and make them follow the tortuous paths along which the monologues 
unravel.

Ibidem. 149.

However, in Chambres the vestigial but definite presence of a fic
tional location counteracts the aims of the playwright who wanted above 
all to prevent a psychological interpretation of the characters. Yet, their 
soliloquies, resounding in the solitude of hotel rooms, might be taken 
for interior monologues in which the traumas deposited in the figures’ 
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unconscious manifest themselves in persistent tics, repetitive motifs or 
slips of the tongue. For this reason in his next play Minyana took great 
care to make sure that the audience does not mistake the free float
ing discourse for the murmur of the characters’ stream of conscious
ness. The spatial arrangement of the stage plays a key role in determin
ing the nature, source and aim of the figures’ speaking. If in Chambres 
the hotel, although never materializing on stage, provides a frame that 
orchestrates the speaking voices, Minyana’s next play, Inventaires 
(Inventories, 1987) took a step further in the direction of doing away 
with fictional location for the sake of emphasizing the “here and now” 
of the theatrical situation. In this play the spectators become eye-wit
nesses of a peculiar game recorded in a radio or television studio, in 
which three contestants in speedily delivered, interweaving monologues 
tell as much of their life-stories as the time span of the programme al
lows. The order of turn taking is dictated by the hosts of the programme, 
Eve and Igor. Similar to Pirandello’s metatheatrical plays, the real audi
ence in Inventaires is invited to step into a fictional role of the studio 
audience. This highlights the present time of the theatrical situation and 
forcefully turns the audience into addressees of the monologues deliv
ered on stage.

Inventaires also exemplifies a different manner of structuring the 
verbal tissue in Minyana’s plays by arranging the raw material of auth
entic sources. This “marathon of language” has been specially written 
for three actresses, Florence Giorgetti, Judith Magre and Edith Scob, on 
the basis of interviews with three real women. In the course of the regis
tered conversations, Minyana asked his interviewees to recount the ups 
and downs of their lives, taking as a starting point one significant object 
that functioned as a trigger for the work of memory. The abundance of 
confessions, mostly about banal events from everyday life, was subse
quently submitted to strict selection and processing, and inserted into 
the format of an invented reality show. Its three contestants, Jacqueline, 
Angèle and Barbara take turns to tell their life-stories, soliloquizing fer
vently and non-stop until Eve or Igor, the hosts of the programme, cut 
in and give the floor to another participant. Significantly, by the time 
the play came into being, reality shows were not popular in France.69 

Pavis, Le théâtre..., 105.
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Although Inventaires was initially written as a radio programme, later 
it came to be perceived as a television show with a live participating 
audience. But the form in which Minyana puts the extracts from the in
terviews does not resemble any of the citational structures of the British 
documentary plays written by means of verbatim methods. Usually the 
emphasis on the authenticity of testimonies included in the British ver
batim plays additionally underlines the significance and political valid
ity of the subject-matter of docu-drama. In contrast to this, Minyana 
does not address immediate political and social issues, and therefore the 
people he interviews do not enter the stage as figures enacted by ac
tors who only mediate to the audience the truth of the testimonies of the 
original persons. Minyana severs all links with the original context and 
obscures the origins of the fragmented quotes. The framework of a real
ity show does not help to authenticate the raw material that he processes 
into the monologues delivered by the trio of competing contestants.

The entire play is composed of three persons and a machinery of 
a studio that orchestrates their monologues. This basic pattern, accord
ing to which Inventaires is constructed, evokes inescapable associations 
with Samuel Beckett’s Play (1962-63), also structured as a stream of 
three interwoven, fragmented soliloquies. But a comparison of the two 
plays highlights some fundamental differences between them. Just like 
the stories told by the protagonist’s of Minyana’s text smack of every
day life’s banality, the plot of Beckett’s play seems to hint at the most 
conventional melodrama. However, the form of Play stands in stark 
contrast to its stereotypical content. The spectators leant about the de
tails of a love triangle between two women and a man, which ended in 
a tragic triple suicide, from the monologues delivered topsy-turvy by 
the protagonists placed in three urns standing on the proscenium. What 
governs the succession of turns in this collective act of recollection is 
the theatrical spotlight which switches from one face to another, with
out any discernible logic. As a result, the story does not unfold in a con
tinuous narrative. Its elements are gradually added in a non-chronologi- 
cal, aleatory order.

Beckett makes his audience acutely aware of the mediating pres
ence of the machinery of the theatre, represented by the single spotlight 
that illuminates the heads sticking out of the ums. He also splits his 
Play in two, separating the first half in which the three figures recount 
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their past from the second part in which they speak in the present tense, 
conscious of being in the theatre, exposed to the penetrating shaft of 
light. “Is it that I do not tell the truth, is that it, that some day somehow 
I may tell the truth at last and then no more light at last,”711 W1 asks, 
identifying the spotlight with the gaze of the audience who strive to re
construct the truth about the speakers’ past. W1 makes it clear that the 
existence of herself and the other two characters crucially depends on 
the spectator’s interest in their life-story. They live as long as the audi
ence cannot put the scattered fragments of their monologues into a sin
gle, linearly developing narrative that will give a final shape to their 
past and therefore endow it with a stamp of truthfulness. But Beckett 
also emphatically demonstrates the impossibility of reaching this sin
gle, definite account of events, by repeating the whole play and thus 
undermining the reliability of the speakers. At the same time, by sug
gesting a dimmer lighting and a lower quality of voices in the repeated 
part, he marks the gradual loss of energy in the theatre machinery and 
the exhaustion of the speakers, who move closer to the final extinction 
with each repetition. They are imprisoned in a mechanism of the re
lentlessly shifting spotlight, revealing the artificiality and abstract na
ture which falsifies the experience that the characters strive to give ex
pression to. Additionally, the clichés, ossified formulaic expressions and 
conventional phrases amply used by the trio, emphasize that their per
sonal experience has been appropriated and devalued by simplified nar
rative patterns. By identifying the spectatorial gaze with the constant
ly but aimlessly switching spotlight, Beckett also lays bare the futility 
of the audience’s efforts to reach any undeniable truth about the three 
characters’ common past. In this respect Minyana’s theatre is at its most 
distant from Beckett’s. Minyana, in spite of refusing to present his audi
ence with clear narratives, is not so much interested in demonstrating to 
the spectators their fundamental epistemological incapacity, but in pro
voking them to construct their own, private truths from the abundance 
of materials provided by the play.

It comes as no surprise that the author of Inventaires very strongly 
opposes those critics who claim that writing after Beckett is impossible. 
For Minyana the works of Beckett provide merely a starting point from

7(1 Beckett, Play, 313.
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which the contemporary writing for the theatre begins.71 Inventaires 
proves this point by manifesting on many levels of structural organiza
tion a significant difference from Beckett’s Play. One of the decisive 
elements that account for this difference is the manner of controlling 
the order of turn-taking. In Minyana’s play the function of the moving 
shaft of light is taken over by two hosts of the programme who initiate 
the contestants’ monologues and also bring them to a halt. The signifi
cance of this structural principle becomes evident when one compares 
the final version of the play with one of its first drafts. The early version 
of Inventaires resembles Chambres in that it consisted of uninterrupted 
monologues put side by side without any additional structuring or exter
nal interventions.72 The introduction of the interventions plays a key role 
in structuring Inventaires. They lead to a confluence of social discourse 
and individual desire while Chambres are composed of language which, 
in spite of Minyana’s attempts at de-psychologizing the speakers, still 
bears a stamp of individuality. In Chambres, each soliloquy is typified 
by some characteristic tone and a set of recurrent motifs that assure its 
distinctness from the others. In Inventaires, Minyana stages a meeting 
of social discourses, instantiated by the format of a media game, and in
dividual desire that gives rise to intimate confessions.73 Thus, Minyana 
entraps his three protagonists in a paradoxical bind—they are forced to 
speak freely.74 The discourse that emerges out of this tension does not 
bear any traces of real individuality and can not be seen as an expres
sion of the speaker’s self. Rather, the character of the game and the pro
cedures regulating the taking of turns lead to a homogenization of the 
language used by Jacqueline, Angèle and Barbara.

71 Corvin, Philippe Minyana..., 111.
72 Pavis, Le théâtre..., 109.
77 Ibidem, 105.
74 Ibidem, 106.

This levelling of the individual properties of each speaker’s mono
logues is demonstrated in the variety of ways in which Eve and Igor 
instigate the contestants to speak, and by the contrast with the uniform
ity of the answers given by the three women. Throughout the show, the 
methods of controlling the order of speaking change. First, Eve intro
duces each of the protagonists, inviting them to tell the story of the ob
ject that they have brought to the studio. In the second round the solilo-
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quies are orchestrated by a system of spotlights and acoustic signals that 
randomly dictate the succession of speakers. Finally, the contestants are 
given free choice whether they want to talk or not. But no matter if the 
speakers are forced by external interventions or speak of their own ac
cord—the quality of the language they use does not change. Each of 
them talks only about herself, and their main concern is to occupy the 
floor as long as possible within the time-span of the programme. Little 
narratives about banal events emerge slowly from the flood of phrases 
that combine into inventories, random lists of memories, recollections 
of people, places and objects which for some reason seem significant for 
the speakers. Since they want to reveal to the listeners even the smallest 
details about their lives, they have to speak at breakneck speed, avoid
ing any pause which could disqualify them from the contest.

In the context of the competition the content of the monologues 
is pushed to the back, while the focus rests on the manner of narrat
ing. This marks another fundamental difference between Beckett’s and 
Minyana’s text. In the circular and repetitive structure of Play the mean
ing of the story endlessly retold by the three figures constantly evades 
grasp until the very end of the play when the stage world disappears. 
Inventaires overwhelms the audience with an abundance of intermina
bly proliferating words that combine into chaotic balance sheets of the 
characters’ past. “1 have not finished,”75 Barbara cries at the very end of 
the play, suggesting that her speech could continue indefinitely. What 
matters for Minyana is not the alienating impact of the language cli
chés on the people who use them. Indeed, he exposes the banality of the 
verbal means of expression that his characters have at their disposal. At 
the same time he tries to counteract these deadening workings of lin
guistic stereotypes by confronting the audience with a magma of pulsat
ing, seemingly well-known language out of which new meanings have 
a chance to cristallize with the help of actively participating spectators.

Minyana, Inventaires. 65.

In this respect Inventaires could also be compared to those texts 
for the theatre which borrow a media format of entertainment to criti
cally expose its negative influence on the viewers, as for example 
Bauersima’s Factory or Richter’s Electronic City. Significantly, as 
I have already mentioned, by the time the text was written the format
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of a reality show was yet unknown in France and the game was initially 
thought to be set in a radio studio.76 However, after nearly twenty years 
Inventaires has gained a media-critical edge, initially not intended by 
Minyana. Unlike Bauersima or Richter, Minyana does not aim at crit
icizing the manipulative workings of the mass media or at exposing 
their false claims to represent life as it is and shape the dominant world
view. No matter if the setting for the monologues is radio or televi
sion, the primary interest for the French playwright lies in language, its 
use and abuse in daily communication. The verbal impoverishment of 
Jacqueline, Angèle and Barbara is a direct consequence of the interven
tion of the media apparatus that regulates and orders their monologues 
but at the same time creates the impression that it facilitates their free 
expression. Thus Inventaires might be read as a critique of the abuse 
of language by the media, which prevent a living interaction and at the 
same time empty words of their substance by peipetuating clichés and 
purely phatic expression. With his insistence on the need to restore in 
theatre the materiality of spoken language Minyana can be said to coun
teract this debilitating impact of television discourse.

Pavis, Le théâtre.... 105.
Corvin, Philippe Minyana..., 109.

Minyana’s belief in the power of the spoken word as a reliable tool 
of communication is reflected directly in his working methods and his 
ideas about the use of the text in the theatre. As he himself recalls in one 
his interviews, when writing Inventaires he set out to tell the story of 
ordinary objects and turn it into a mythological musical score.77 Those 
“objects-witnesses” (washing basin, a dress and a standard lamp) with 
which the three women enter the stage, trigger the stories. Moreover, 
they function as real elements of the speaker’s past and as a material 
basis for their free-floating memories. When Minyana speaks about the 
mythological character of his text, he points to this dimension of his 
work that links it with the classical drama and the Aristotelian concept 
of tragic art which exerted its power of cathartic influence on the audi
ence in the moment it became mediated in the theatre. The Greek my
thos, or the plot of the individual tragedy was well-known to the audi
ence who came to the theatre, just like the spectators of Inventaires 
have most certainly heard stories similar to those recounted by the

76
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play’s three protagonists. The audience also know them in the form in 
which these stories are presented in the media. First loves, crumbling 
marriages, unfulfilled dreams of young people, regrets over wasted 
chances—this is the stuff of the melodramatic stories spread by various 
forms of popular culture.

In Minyana’s play the primary matter of banal, schematic events is 
forcefully moulded into rhythmic fast pace of monologues. The struc
ture of his text de-familiarizes the raw material of interviews, turning 
them into spoken poems or poetic chants. Although he thus refers to the 
ancient roots of theatre in which the form of the performance condi
tioned the impact that the play was to have on the audience, he does not 
rely on the principles of identification and projection to elicit compas
sion for the three speakers in his play. Minyana searches for a commu
nication with the audience primarily on the level of the material proper
ties of spoken language, its melodious quality and sonorous materiality. 
Through the force of perfect phrasing, which demands flawless delivery 
by the actors, he influences the listeners gathered in the auditorium, and 
sways them in the rhythm of a quasi-magical incantation. This poetic 
chant works like a deforming prism for the bits and pieces of the every
day reality which emerge from the outburst of irrepressibly flowing dis
course. By de-familiarizing the well-known banality of language, edited 
for the purposes of staging, Minyana offers the audience another van
tage point from which to re-examine the all-too-familiar world, to see 
new meanings bud out of the soil of old and worn out stereotypes and 
engage in an act of giving significance to seemingly trivial, everyday 
experiences.

Therefore the stage production of Minyana’s plays does not require 
of the actors an embodiment of fully-fledged characters with a defin
able set of psychological features and stable identities. His texts usually 
go against the grain of the typical conventions of acting, be it the typi
cally Stanislavskian method of psychological impersonation or the tra
ditional French rhetoric school in which words and gestures co-operate 
with one another to express the character’s state of mind and to stress 
the intention of the speaker. The performers cannot rely on these well- 
known patterns of acting, because Minyana’s texts do not provide them 
with the necessary material to build fictional imitations of real people. 
It also does not help the actors to treat the soliloquies in Inventaires
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and Chambres as interior monologues, as an expression of the free flow 
of the characters’ thoughts. In these texts the borderline between the 
speaker’s internal life and the outer reality vanishes. Although Minyana 
always endows his figures with names, thus apparently marking them 
as individuals, he does not conceive them as effigies of real people. 
Minyana’s characters, or rather speakers, do not precede the language 
they speak. On the contrary, they come into a momentary and ephem
eral being the moment their monologues are being delivered on stage. 
The figures emerge from the cascades of phrases in a continuous but 
random process of addition of new facets, past events and memories, 
punctuated with cliche expressions and phatic exclamations.

This reversal of the hierarchical relationship between the figure and 
the language it speaks results in a significant reformulation of the status 
of the monologues as a means of individual expression and as a handy 
solution for bringing the characters’ past into the present moment of the 
theatrical representation of reality. Both in Inventaires and Chambres 
the speakers try hard to reconstruct their past for some imaginary ad
dressee, who is sometimes mentioned by name, yet sometimes only im
plied by the use of direct address. It is this flow of language that func
tions as the most significant materiality on stage. “I have never written 
a lyrical language. It is a concrete language, its content is a confes
sion,”78 Minyana says, explaining the difference between his texts and 
the more traditional types of monodrama in which the central figure, an 
epic narrator, recounts the past events in a more or less neatly structured 
narrative.

Ibidem, 118.
Ryngaert, “Paroles en chambers, paroles publiques,” 75-77.

In this context Jean-Pierre Ryngaert rightly points to a fundamental 
ambiguity of Inventaires and Chambres, which stand on the borderline 
between the epic and the dramatic mode of expression.79 Indeed, the 
speakers violate the convention of the fourth wall and address the audi
ence directly when they are trying to give a fair account of the essential 
events of their lives. At the same time, however, their language evades 
their control and spreads in all directions, conflating rational explica
tions with random digressions and facts with fantasies, shifting back 
and forth in time and giving in to a play of free associations. This chaos

79
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of discourse constantly undermines the stability of the speaker’s identi
ty by pushing it back to a state prior to the formation of a coherent self. 
In this sense the soliloquizing figures in Minyana’s texts acquire dra
matic features. They may not represent individuals engaged in dialec
tic conflicts but, similar to the typical protagonists of traditional drama, 
they are dynamic entities which develop in time in front of the audience 
and are brought into being by performative acts of language. “The one 
who speaks is simultaneously the object of drama and the narrator,”80 
Ryngaert writes in the conclusion of his essay, capturing this bilateral 
function of the protagonists in Chambres.

In Minyana’s plays the past does not return on stage in the form of 
a narrative spun by characters inhabiting a fictional location and recount
ing from an epic distance what has happened a long time ago. Rather, the 
past becomes incorporated in the structure and materiality of the ram
pant discourse. The character’s formative traumas surface in the form of 
compulsive repetitions of the same motifs. They evince themselves in 
the stammer of recurrent phrases and the obsessive preoccupation with 
seemingly insignificant events or objects, which for some inexplicable 
reason have had a key influence on the speaker’s life. Minyana does not 
tell the story of his characters and severs the causal links of the original, 
authentic testimonies and excerpts from fait divers on purpose by disso
ciating the facts from one another and widening the gaps between them. 
The audience can fill these empty spots by reading the cues not only 
from what the figures say but primarily from their manner of delivery 
and spatial placement. The monologues in Inventaires and Chambres, 
which are filled with the stuff of banal, everyday life but at the same time 
are far from psychological credibility, function like projection tests for 
the audience, who can weave their own stories on the basis of the ma
terials provided by the stage and with the help of their own view of the 
sources of the speakers’ present predicament. Thus, the stage becomes 
a place at which the past can materialize, but not in the usual process of 
staging and creating a facsimile of other places and past events. Instead, 
the past is incorporated in the concreteness of spoken language, anchored 
in the actors’ corporeality and charged with the weight of the breath, vol
ume and rhythm of the human voice.

Ibidem.
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The function of language as a concrete object and a basic material 
for the represented reality comes to the foreground not only in the plays 
in which monologue dominates as a form of the figures’ expression. 
The traditional, dialogic text-structure used by Minyana in a number 
of other plays provides an equally viable method for constructing pre
dominantly verbal stage worlds. Dialogue offers even more possibilities 
for structuring the spoken language in the form of a musical piece. It 
enables a complex composition of rhythmic exchanges, scanned choral 
and solo passages, as well as moments of meaningful silence. Perhaps 
the widest spectrum of strategies to create a theatrical play out of the 
spirit of music can be found in Minyana’s triptych Suite 1-2-3 (Suite 1- 
2-3, 2001-02). Each of its parts employs words as building blocks of the 
stage world in a different way. The theme of the recollection of the past 
and its recreation in the theatrical “here and now” provides the linking 
motif recurring in different variations in all Suites.

Suite 1 is composed of five numbered sections entitled “Conver
sation,” interwoven with four parts entitled “Meal.” The play’s struc
ture foregrounds the act of looking back on the painful events and takes 
a form similar to a psychoanalytic therapy. Five times, at an unspeci
fied place and time, a Man confronts a group of Women who start ques
tioning him about some mysterious events that occurred in his house 
and led to his abandonment of the place. This friendly conversation, in 
which some motifs constantly recur, does not lead straight to the trau
matic core of the Man’s story. It rather circles around it, starting from 
the description of the house and its surroundings, continuing with the 
everyday activities that filled the Man’s time, but constantly returning 
to the blind spot of the tragic event that he is trying to recover from. It 
appears that his distress is not caused by a period of solitary work pre
ceded by a mysterious breakdown when the Man immersed in a long 
sleep, waking up for a few hours of thoughtless stupor. As it final
ly turns out, his life reached a turning point when a group of burglars 
broke into the house, ransacked it, destroyed and set it on fire. “1 feel 
good talking about it,”81 the Man says in the fourth conversation, recol
lecting the decisive moment when he came back home from the seaside 
to see his house burning. Only in the final lines of the play he admits 

Minyana, Suite !, 29.
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that his mourning has come to an end: “You know you have to start do
ing something else. That’s the way it is.”"2

This successive disclosure of a tragic story presents the process of 
healing the Man’s psyche from concealed traumas by allowing him to 
face and overcome them. The conversations also underline the thera
peutic power of language through which the past experiences can be in
tegrated into the present moment. This progress from initial reluctance 
and fear to the final overcoming of the demons of the past has its coun
terpoint in the four intersecting scenes in which the Man meets a group 
of Women and a baby girl at a meal. In these sequences the characters 
engage only in purely phatic exchanges or a chatter about trivial events. 
The repetitive rhythm of returning to the same themes over and over 
again and the persistent use of formulas and cliché phrases ridicules 
the meetings at the table, giving them the overtones of Ionesco’s “trag
edies of language” like The Bald Primadonna or The Lesson. Like the 
playwrights of the absurd, Minyana lays bare the mechanics of emp
ty talk which replaces spontaneous and authentic communication and 
imprisons its participants in a vicious circle of meaningless blabber. 
This impression of a deadening impact of the whirlwind of ossified 
language is in Suite 1 additionally emphasized by the behaviour of the 
Man, who in contrast to the dialogues of the “Conversations” does not 
engage in small-talk but rather plays with the child and repeats the same 
baby-speak phrase endlessly. In the juxtaposition of the two interweav
ing sequences, Minyana demonstrates that it is not language as such that 
robs people of their individuality. He rather puts the blame for the alien
ation and the collapse of interhuman relationships on those who misuse 
words and persistently remain on the safe surface of ostensible, phatic 
communication. Due to their verbal incompetence they cannot confront 
their secret traumas and subjugate them by putting them in words, and 
thus closing the disquieting gaps in their life-stories to make peace with 
the ghosts of the past.

Suite 1 with its clear emphasis on the theme of language and mem
ory functions as an introduction to the second and the third part of the 
triptych. Although they do not have a similarly lucid structure and show 
a much greater formal complexity, they both take mourning as their

Ibidem. 49. 
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central topic. In Suite 2, composed of four loosely connected parts, this 
subject is introduced in the form of a metaphoric journey into the past, 
undertaken by an anonymous Man. In order to restore a lost relationship 
with his memory, he travels to a place at which he lived many years 
ago. Now, in front of two girls he talks about the meetings with the 
ghosts of those who once lived in his town and led him to the house that 
he formerly inhabited. His return to the house becomes a traumatic ex
perience since he cannot recognize the place which has now turned into 
ruin. The experience of discontinuity of memory and the lack of con
nection with the past is deepened when he visits his sister with whom he 
also cannot connect. This story, told in the context of the friendly bick
ering of the two girls, turns out to be a dream dreamt by someone else. 
At the end of the first section of Suite 2 "the Other” enters the stage and 
all the rest of the characters suddenly stop moving, staring into the dis
tance. "The longer I look at you the more you seem like apparitions to 
me,”1,3 the Other says, and then in a short monologue tries to wake the 
other characters from their stupor. This ending dramatizes the elusive 
nature of collective memory, which Minyana conceives as an endless 
chain of recollections of people who recollect others who in tum store 
in their memory the remembrance of their predecessors. The Other can 
thus also be seen as a ghost in someone else’s journey to the past, while 
the following sections of the play show different attempts at saving the 
past from oblivion and bridging the rift between “now” and “then”.

The two middle sections of Suite 2, entitled “Humanity (1)” and 
“Humanity (II)”, are variations on the topic of mourning rendered in 
a nearly naturalistic style. In the “Humanity (I)”, two brothers and a sis
ter gather after the death of their old father to plan his funeral but also 
to recollect his life. A fierce row breaks out when it turns out that the 
Girl sold out all the contents of the father’s cabinet together with a col
lection of war photographs that belonged to Adrian, one of the brothers. 
Deprived of the images that testified to his past, Adrian starts recalling 
them, weeping and impatiently pacing to and fro. But for his sister, get
ting rid of her father’s belongings had the significance of a symbolic 
relief from the all-too-heavy burden of the past. When she appears on 
stage in the final section of the scene, after she has changed her clothes

8' Minyana, Suite 2, 11. 
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she says to her boyfriend that she has finally regained her strength/4 On 
the one hand the material traces of the past help preserve the memories 
but on the other hand they can confine also them in the unchangeable 
pattern of the endless return of the same. This double nature of the ob
jects that carry the stamp of time past is thematized in all three suites in 
the recurring motif of the house—a place that gives its inhabitants the 
sense of identity, but may also become the place of their imprisonment.

“Our houses are not big... the facades are plastered in the same 
colour the garage adjacent or an integral part of the building,””5 a Man 
with an Artificial Voice says to a Second Man with an Artificial Voice 
at the opening the third part of Suite 2. Their recollection of the his
tory of the town they probably used to live in starts from the description 
of its architecture, which reflected the financial state of the community 
and the status of its members. Then their story suddenly switches to an 
account of the events of a tragic year during which many of the towns
folk died, which shattered the blissful harmony of the place. The act of 
mourning of the two Men is mocked by the Sitting Girl, who merciless
ly exposes their real intentions:

You talk about yourselves (you don’t stop talking about yourselves) 
you forge future legends you sons of workmen etc (in fact your voices 
are artificial you speak like in books) you go through history all the 
time you set your tongues in motion but your bodies are powerless.”6

The Sitting Girl points to the fact that the two speakers, who collective
ly re-tell the town’s past, in fact falsify it, enclosing it in a simplified, 
factual account of events. Their act of collective storytelling does not 
have the crucial aspect of a bodily experience about which the Guest 
talks, recollecting a period of his life when he gave in to hysteric fits 
that helped him release his pain and regain a sense of identity. “This 
gesture was perfectly authentic... even if my arm ached afterwards I was 
sure I am dependent on myself only,””7 he says, while his experience is 
mirrored in the same scene when the Weeping Girl, whose fiancé has

Ibidem, 13.
Ibidem, 15.
Ibidem, 16. 

K7 Ibidem, 14.
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committed suicide, has a fit and is observed by all the other characters. 
In Suite 2 Minyana juxtaposes characters who engage in an authentic 
act of mourning with others who consciously and falsely stage their 
longing for the past. This dichotomy dominates also the fourth part of 
Suite 2, which is entitled “What to Say, What to Do.” It addresses di
rectly the problem of how a theatrical stage may turn into a place of 
evoking the past and coming to terms with painful experiences.

Again the conversation between the figures centres on a house. This 
time it is a Short Man who is showing a Buyer around a villa he would 
like to sell. His description clearly identifies the building as a theatre:

In the evening places start living we liked our evenings when we man
aged to stop the time we feel utterly perfect when you cannot stand re
ality you have to represent it on stage/"

implicitly he explains the function of the theatre as holding back the 
irrepressible flow of time and bridging the gap between the past and 
the present, thus restoring the sense of the continuity of experiences. 
Minyana emphasizes that the act of theatrical recreation of the past can
not be successful on a stage that imitatively copies the objects and in
teriors that do not exist anymore. Although the Short Man ends his mon
ologue by saying “our space is our last resort,”"9 he does not manage to 
convince the Buyer that he should purchase the house. Significantly, the 
Short Man’s offer is rejected because the building has not been properly 
cleaned and the traces of the former inhabitants are still visible. What 
appears to the Short Man as telling signs of something that he really ex
perienced, is only waste and dirt for the Buyer, who sees the house as 
an empty, desolate space deprived of any individual marks. The place 
itself cannot serve as a treasury for recollections if it is not endowed 
with the live experience of its inhabitants, who collectively share the 
memory of the place and give it its identity. This becomes the central 
theme in Suite 3, which in a yet another manner employs the machinery 
of the theatre to show how memory crumbles if it is not recreated in the 
experience in the present time.

"" Ibidem, 18. 
Ibidem.
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This time the fundamental difference from the previous parts of the 
triptych consists in the significance of the set. If in Suite 1 and Suite 2 
the dialogues take place on an empty stage, in Suite 3 the protagonists 
appear between two houses standing opposite one another on two sides 
of a road. The introduction of this visual context determines and sta
bilizes the identity of the figures and the continuity of the events in 
five scenes, on five consecutive days. The depiction of the houses and 
their inhabitants vaguely resembles Chekhov’s realist plays, in which 
the melodramatic plot unfolds in a de-centred dramatic form, deprived 
of any stable backbone of action and spreading in many directions. 
Minyana disperses the events of his Suite 3 even further, refusing to 
structure the consecutive scenes in any continuous narrative. Figures 
come onto the stage and engage in conversations, which despite their 
naturalistic style, are not always fully comprehensible as they rely on 
knowledge that only the characters posses without sharing it with the 
audience. The five sequences of the play are linked by the motif of the 
characters’ waiting for the imminent death of Ulrich, the father of the 
family whose demise has brought together all his children and more dis
tant relatives to one place.

The audience’s impression of having to deal with an enclosed com
munity, united by a shared past which provides a frame of reference for 
their communication, is deepened twice when a Man and a Woman ap
pear on the road, visiting the town in which they once lived but which 
they had to leave when the Man was promoted in his job. Although 
each time the Man says that he cannot see any decisive change in the 
town, the meeting with its inhabitants only confirms his and his wife’s 
estrangement from their former home town. The first time they are not 
even recognized, while the second time their conversation with two sis
ters who seem to know them, does not lead to a restoration of their con
nection with the place, either. Man and Woman in a symbolic gesture of 
separation from the townsfolk “stand immobile, unnaturally, as if they 
were inside of themselves,”90 as the stage directions indicate. The place 
as such matters little if it is not charged with the weight of the collective 
experience of the community that inhabits it, which Minyana illustra
tively demonstrates in the sixth, final scene of his Suite 3.

40 Minyana. Suite 3, 10.
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Although in the play’s last sequence we remain in the same setting, 
the houses are now occupied by new inhabitants. As a result, the two 
buildings standing opposite one another have also changed their sym
bolic significance. In the preceding five sections they served as a vis
ible token of the antagonism between Ulrich and the Fat Man who lives 
in the house on the left with his daughter Nelly. In the sixth part of the 
play a bond of friendship between Man 1 and Man 2 brings the two 
houses together. Significantly, Minyana not only starts the sequence 
with a conversation between the two men showing that this link be
tween their households is forged on the strength of verbal communi
cation. Moreover, he precedes the whole scene with a passage entitled 
“Insert” in which a chorus of anonymous voices delivers a fragmented 
paragraph, whose consecutive lines start only with hyphens, instead of 
the protagonists’ names. The fragmentary lines, which only occasional
ly combine into bits and pieces of dialogue about banal concerns of eve
ryday life, embody the ultimate dissolution of interhuman relationships. 
“It makes me sick that I cannot speak,” one of the voices says, while 
the other adds: “This is what I meant when I said that words are not 
enough we communicate only with words and they have no value.”91 
For this reason the “Insert” ends with a ritual exchange of gifts, when 
the speakers ransack their pockets and give each other whatever they 
find in them. This parodied potlatch reveals its character of an ersatz of 
authentic communication when it is followed by a cliché speech on the 
nature of humanity and the need to believe “in the most important thing 
that is ourselves.”92 The formulaic language of this short monologue, 
conventionally applauded by all the speakers on stage, stresses the arti
ficiality of the exchange of gifts as a means of restoring the communal 
spirit. As Man 4 seems to answer in the sixth part of Suite 3: in order to 
rebuild the crucial, interhuman links “one should invent other words so 
that people could understand one another.”93

Minyana’s plays testify to their author’s search for this new lan
guage that could elicit the audience’s collective response and engage it 
in a communal theatrical act. In his theatre words do not have the char
acter of a typical linguistic signs that refer to their designates without 

9' Ibidem. 13-14.
9: Ibidem, 16.
■” Ibidem, 17.
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actually materializing them. A model of such a language can be found 
in Suite 2, in the scene when This One, a woman accompanying the 
Short Man, shows the Buyer the condition of the house he wants to buy. 
First she closes the window, saying: “Double pane.” Then she jumps 
a few times on the floor, adding a curt “Strong.” Finally she comes up 
to the wall and, knocking on it, says “Thick wall.”99 Here words serve 
as mere indexes of the reality that they refer to. They only describe it 
without being actually endowed with any substantiality. But Minyana 
looks for such words as the ones uttered by the Girl in Black in the final 
sequences of Suite 3, who also performs a triple action, supplementing 
it with an elucidating comment. First she turns around, saying “A cir
cle.” Then she turns a somersault, and adds “A somersault.” Then she 
sits on the floor, commenting on it: “I sit.” Finally she gets up and says: 
“1 stand.”95 Like in a magic transmutation, she brings together abstract 
words and their referents, charging the former with concrete materiality. 
By the same token Minyana, putting together language and image, does 
not want to deconstruct the deceptive power of words that pretend to be 
things, as Caryl Churchill does in her This is a Chair. On the contrary, 
he points to the theatre’s possibilities to endow words with a physical 
dimension, to put them on a par with the reality they refer to and to re
store correspondence between the world, language and its users. Such 
a language, anchored in the immediate physical environment and, above 
all, carried by the actors’ voices can become a much more reliable ma
terial for building stage worlds than painstakingly reproduced images.

‘*J Ibidem, 9.
Ibidem. 19.
Corvin, “Chez Minyana...,” 15.

’7 Minyana, La Lettre d’Atlantique, 3.

The “concrete language” of Minayana’s plays becomes the ma
jor tool of achieving reality effect in the theatre. However, this ef
fect should be understood differently than in the case of the tradition
al mechanisms of projection and identification, by means of which the 
audience uses its own experience to validate the authenticity of the stage 
world.96 In his La Lettre d’Atlantique Minyana writes that “the sense 
is important. (The sound is a fiction. The sound is already a fiction). 
The sound makes sense.”97 Indeed, in his plays the material quality and 
the rhythm of language take priority over the denotational meaning of 
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words, which emerges a posteriori, out of the verbal flow delivered by 
the actors on stage. By analogy, the quotations from authentic sources 
that he includes in his texts are not significant because of their original 
context, but due to their unique form. Indeed, Corvin is right when he 
writes that the language in Minayana’s plays has essentially the status 
of a quote. Even if the author of Suites does not use concrete authentic 
materials as sources for the script, he draws abundantly on the stock of 
everyday language with all its common expressions, typical exclama
tions or phatic forms of address. However, he does not aim at recreating 
a recognizable sociolect that would mark the characters with the stamp 
of origin from a particular milieu, as is the case in the British verbatim 
theatre. He restructures the common spoken language, emptying it of its 
denotations, moulding it into new rhythmic patterns and making it vi
brate with new meanings.

Therefore the texts written by Minyana can acquire their final 
shape only in the theatre, where they gain concreteness and corporeal
ity, because of being delivered by the actors. For this reason Minyana 
not only closely co-operates with the theatre-makers who put his plays 
on stage, but also has invented a unique type of dramatic language. To 
describe it he uses the French compound parlecrit (spoken-written) 
to indicate the intermediary status of this type of idiom between spo
ken and written word. It reflects on the level of the script the gallop
ing speed of language, its abundance of allusions and polyvalent se
mantics. Following in Vinaver’s footsteps, in the mid-1980s Minyana 
gave up the use of punctuation marks and thus de-centred the language 
spoken by the figures even further. The lack of commas and full-stops 
complicates the processing of his text and multiplies its already inde
terminate meanings. Erasing punctuation gives freedom to the actors 
and the director when the text is put on stage. It does not mean, how
ever, that his texts do not manifest theatrical qualities. On the contrary, 
Minyana treats them as musical scores, which is best substantiated by 
the very title of Suites. His texts are definitely written with a stage pro
duction in view, but not in the traditional sense of providing a matrix 
for a represented reality that should in turn be reproduced on stage in 
detail. They do not program the stage imagery, which is anyway scarce 
even in plays like Suites, but, like a musical score, dictate the order 
of cues, pauses, repetitions, accelerations and decelerations of speech, 
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synchronizing the language and the gestures, and turning the play into 
a musical composition.

But this score does not necessarily have to have the character of 
a strict prescription of temporal and spatial relationships between con
secutive utterances, as is the case in Inventaires or Suites. Minyana’s 
latest plays, such as Description (Description, 1996), Habitation 
(Habitation, 2001) or Portraits (Portraits, 1999), take the form of com
mentaries on pictures, letters or newspaper articles. A single glance 
at the structure of Portraits suffices to realize to what extent it differs 
from Inventaires or Suites. It resembles a collage of pages torn out of 
some diary, whose author patiently and regularly made observations on 
current events of public life. The text consists of a collection of sub
jective, fragmentary passages, in which poetic prose intermingles with 
scenes from battlefields and political summit meetings. In this pecu
liar diary recent and distant history mix freely with personal recollec
tions. Those subjective accounts of weekly events are interrupted by 
quasi-dialogic exchanges between two speakers, marked by the num
bers 1 and 2, in which echoes of public events merge with individual 
memories of people, places and events. Those interweaving verbal im
ages do not combine to form a cohesive whole. They are only loosely 
connected with one another through the presence of the same thematic 
motifs or through the repetition of the same structural patterns, echo 
effects and similar rhythmic organization. The only piece of informa
tion that links these elements can be found in the opening commentary 
to the text:

May 1999. Everyday in the press photographs of the world (war in 
Kosovo). In an envelope photographs of a woman. Descriptions and 
commentaries: a score writes itself.98

This note at the beginning of Portraits announces the origin of the 
documentary raw materials for the script and, at the same time, an
chors it in the immediate, socio-political context. Their function 
is similar to the objects that the three women in Inventaires have 
brought with them to the studio to trigger off the process of recollec

9g Minyana, Portraits, 167.
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tion. However, in Portraits Minyana introduces this material basis for 
the developing discourse not within the fictional matrix of the repre
sented reality, but as the actual source that has given rise to the text 
of his score. By disclosing the origins of his play he gives the text 
autobiographical traits and connects it to a specific moment in re
cent European history, endowing it with an overtly political dimen
sion absent from his earlier texts. It also demonstrates another method 
of mediating a given socio-historical reality to the theatrical audience 
through a text for the theatre.

The events that took place in the Balkans in 1999 do not provide 
Minyana with material for a historical drama. Neither does he use docu
ments in the style of the British verbatim playwrights as proofs of the 
veracity of theatrical representation. Even if his introductory com
ment exposes the role of the author in the creation of the play, it does 
not have the same effect as the metatheatrical frames in David Hare’s 
Via Dolorosa or The Permanent Way. Hare, by revealing the gesture 
of auctorial editing, additionally strengthens the impact of the docu
mentary material, which gains validation as an undeniable testimony 
revealing the truth about specific events that took place in real life. 
For Minyana, images from newspapers as well as private photographs 
provide merely a point of departure for the construction of a script in 
which the political imperceptibly melts with the private to give rise to 
a stylistically heterogeneous text. In this sense the author’s experience 
of history imprints itself on the documents and becomes part and par
cel of the play’s structure which does not present an objective account 
of historical events.

Moreover, Minyana does not fill the gaps in the audience’s knowl
edge by speculating about what could have taken place behind closed 
doors at negotiation tables. The difference becomes clear when one 
compares the realistically depicted meetings of politicians deciding on 
the course of history in Hare’s Stuff Happens with Minyana’s methods 
of evoking the theme of the futility and pretended concern of politi
cal debates. Like a persistent refrain a single, fragmentary phrase, “the 
presidents keep pondering over the issue,”'w recurs throughout the text, 
ironically exposing the ostensible efforts of politicians that in fact have

Ibidem, 168.
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no substantial effect on the state of affairs. In Portraits historical real
ity does not acquire a concrete, palpable shape that can be reproduced 
on the theatrical stage as a mimetic copy of real events. It never materi
alizes in front of the spectators, embodied by actors. It resurfaces as an 
echo of an echo; it evokes that which happened but never reproduces 
it, providing merely some fragmentary material that the recipients can 
use as a starting point for weaving their own private stories. To grant 
them enough space for the interplay of free associations, Minyana de
parts from the structural principle of his earlier texts.

Even if the script of Portraits is called a score, it definitely differs 
in terms of its graphic composition from Minayana’s previous plays, in 
which the order of speaking and sometimes even the spatial relations 
between the figures are precisely orchestrated. Although in his latest 
plays he does not forego a strict formal structuring of the spoken lan
guage, which evinces a high degree of rhythmic organization, he leaves 
unspecified the distribution of the lines to particular speakers. And just 
as the newspaper pictures initiated the weaving of loosely connected po
etic images, the text of Portraits is meant to serve as a starting point for 
the theatre-makers and actors who can add to it their own experiences 
and charge this initial material with additional levels of meaning. In this 
sense facts about the war are not mimetically reproduced in a dramatic 
mode, but become incorporated in a chain of transmutations of the 
factual, photographic material and integrated with the experience of its 
consecutive recipients.

This concept of a continually changing reality, which constantly 
constites itself in the eye of the beholder, is reflected in the final passage 
of Minyana’s play in a metaphoric image of a passer-by who sees a ru
ined house and says that reality is a provisional thing.100 Accordingly, in 
Portraits ephemeral fictional worlds become common creations of the 
playwright, the director, the actors, and, ultimately, the spectators who 
are also invited to fill the gaps between images and write their own sto
ries on the basis of that which the stage displays in front of them. It is 
their experience in the theatre and their reaction to the material deliv
ered by the performers that endows the represented reality with coher
ence and authenticity. Therefore Portraits can be seen as a radical ex-

Ibidem, 175.
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tension of Minyana’s earlier experiments with methods of structuring 
the raw material of facts. Also, in this score the primary links with so
cial reality are purposely broken, only to be restored in the theatre, in 
the meeting of the audience and the performers in the “here and now” 
of the theatre.

Whal people say is very often insufficient to constitute a text. One has 
to meddle with it, one has to reconstitute this language. And it is this 
language that becomes fiction ... The fiction is there, in this language, 
in this colour, which for me is like a gesture of a sculptor, of a visual 
artist in space: to make something resonate, ""

Minyana says, explaining the principles on which the textual struc
ture of his plays works. It should not surprise anyone that he prompt
ly adds that any attempt at summarizing the content of his plays is 
a vain effort. Indeed, in terms of events and characters taking part in 
them, nothing happens that could be regarded as worthy of attention. 
It is the language itself and its rigid organization that creates fictional 
worlds on stage. They come into being only for a short moment, and 
last as long as the words resonate on the stage. Minyana is quite con
vinced that

one can make an absolutely accessible theatre, comprehensible ... for 
all types of audience ... when one does not require an identification by 
the actors.102

Corvin, Philippe Minyana..., 110.
Ibidem, 111.

But his theatre, going against the grain of the traditional concepts of 
character and theatrical communication, requires of the spectators a rad
ical reformulation of their viewing habits. Instead of deciphering the 
meanings encoded by the author in the design of the represented reality, 
they must try to take an active part in the construction of the stage world 
and to let the meaning of the play slowly emerge from the ephemeral 
but materially concrete sounds of speech.

102
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Broken Mirrors of Language. 
The Plays by Rainaid Goetz

“There are so many kinds of realism. Realism is rather a form of rec
ognition, an interest in recognition, than a specific form of represen
tation,”"13 Rainaid Goetz writes in his published diary Abfall fur Allé 
(Rubbish for Everyone, 1999). The book is a testimony to the author’s 
search for such means of textual and theatrical expression which could 
link the theatre to the outer world, without, however, perpetuating old 
structures and conventions.104 For Goetz this burning need to work out 
new aesthetic methods of approaching and representing social issues 
has naturally resulted from the problems that cropped up in Germany 
in the wake of the reunification at the turn of the 1990s. According to 
the author of Abfall jtir Allé, far-reaching changes of the social and 
economic structure and, above all, the birth of new cultural phenomena 
have precipitated radical and rapid alterations of the common under
standing of the function of art in an irrevocably globalized world. The 
spread of the internet, whose users break free from their everyday real
ity entering simulated cyberspaces, and the emergence of the rave sub
culture with its ritualistic traits testify to the fundamental reformula
tion of the principles governing the processes of human perception and 
communication. If art is to preserve its vital function in society, it has 
to respond to these developments and cater to the currently changing 
sensibility and receptive habits of the audience. Therefore, when in the 
late 1990s, after nearly ten years of silence, Rainaid Goetz, prompted 
by the changing political and cultural climate, decided to come back 
to writing, he was faced with the acute problem of choosing a form 
of writing in which the audience could recognize a reflection of their 
own, everyday reality.

Heute Morgen (1999), a five-volume series composed of two 
novels, a personal diary, a collection of interviews and a theatre play, 
provides ample and overwhelming testimony to Goetz’s search for such 
artistic means that could on the one hand preserve a link with social

"" Goetz, Abfall fiir Alle, 163.
11,4 Ibidem. 
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reality, and on the other hand exert an impact on the audience by go
ing beyond the wom-out strategies of political theatre. In his journal the 
author justifies the stylistic heterogeneity of Heute Morgen, writing that 
he wanted “to construct a laboratory situation, how I myself experience 
the process of artistic practice.’’"15 Indeed, a unique amalgam of copious 
meta-reflections on the nature of the creative process and the writer’s 
objectives as well as the practical application of his theoretical reflec
tions allow to trace how Goetz understands his concept of contempo
rary new realism. Although he calls himself a realist, he does not have 
much in common with those writers and playwrights who, attempting to 
present in their works slices neatly cut out from the tissue of everyday 
life, employ the methods tried and tested since the late nineteenth centu
ry. “1 represent realism of a different kind. I am simply interested in the 
outside world. What technical means I use is a different story,”"16 Goetz 
says in one of his interviews, placing his formal experiments far from 
traditional forms of writing, based on coherent narratives and psycho
logically plausible characters. Yet, he also disapproves of those avant- 
garde art forms which deliberately sever all links with the immediate 
reality. Thus in the same conversation he also criticizes the abstract, 
non-figurative painting for its “disinterestedness for the concrete.”"17 
Goetz’s own efforts aim at finding a way out of this dichotomy between 
theatre which stifles life and squeezes it into stale, rigidified patterns, 
and theatre which points at nothing else but itself.

However, in the excerpt from Abfall fur Alle quoted above Goetz 
explicitly states that considerations of form have only secondary impor
tance for him. In fact the central, recurrent motif in his enterprise of 
forging a new paradigm of realism is the problem of how to lead the 
audience to recognize the traits of the world they inhabit in its literary 
or theatrical double. In this respect he clearly emphasizes that any ar
tistic practice which aims at representing a given socio-historical real
ity must take into consideration not only the procedures by means of 
which the relationships between the model and the copy are established, 
but primarily the way the recipients are to respond to the artistic reflec
tion of the outer world. The mimetic process requires for its comple-

Ibidem, 231.
Goetz, Te.xte zur Nacht, 176.

1117 Ibidem, 155.
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tion the necessary co-operation of the audience, who are never pas
sive recipients of the authorial message, but always co-create it. Their 
participation is always, in one way or another, guided by the structure 
of the work of art. Thus a given aesthetic style can aim at occluding 
its own means of production, to let the audience effortlessly enter the 
represented reality, which, as an iconic sign, imposes its meaning with 
irrepressible self-evidence, as was the case in the late-nineteenth centu
ry realism. But the opposite is possible as well. The gesture of disclos
ing in front of the audience their status of co-producers of the fictional 
world may lead to a decisive change in the stage-audience relationship. 
A case in point is, prototypically, Brecht’s epic theatre, which expos
es the illusionism of theatre and overtly activates the spectators, invit
ing them to take a critical look at the workings of the stage machinery. 
In both cases, however, instigating the audience’s interpretative activity 
provides the ultimate goal of the artistic practice. Irrespective of wheth
er it is overtly acknowledged or not, it is in the eye of the beholder that 
the fictional represented reality blends with the experiences gathered in 
everyday life and is either authenticated or rejected as unreliable, un
faithful, or requiring for its understanding too much of a cognitive ef
fort. As Elin Diamond points out in Unmaking Mimesis (1996), mimetic 
processes have an irreducibly double nature, in which two elements en
ter into a variously conceived interplay: “the first depends on the truth 
of the model and its creative revisions, the second on truths produced 
in engaged interpretation.”108 And it is this latter aspect of mimesis, its 
simultaneous dependence and influence on the interpreting recipient, 
that Goetz puts in the centre of his experiments with the form of literary 
works and theatre plays.

It should not surprise anyone that in his Ahfall fur Alle, Goetz par
ticularly focuses on the practice and function of writing texts for the 
stage. For him

the stage is the only realm of art for which LIFE is the form of art. The 
entirely real, human, corporeal life, the breath and the spit, the smell 
of the bodies and the cough of boredom ... This life is the material 
and the object, the tool and the artistic final shape, the starting point.

Diamond, Unmaking Mimesis, ii. 
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the outcome and the middle, indeed EVERYTHING connected with 
this art that takes place on stage."19

Theatre, with its unique abundance of artistic means of expression, 
and its immanent palpability and directness, provides for Goetz a site 
at which social reality can not only be represented, but also brought 
into being, performatively re-created in front of the spectators. Their 
presence, their passivity or involvement in the act of generating fic
tional, but materially tangible stage worlds, accounts for the special 
status of theatre among other media. This re-creation, however, does 
not have the character of the traditional embodiment of psychologi
cally coherent figures which enter into dialogically mediated conflicts. 
In this respect Goetz’s texts, written with deliberate disregard for the 
requirements of the traditional theatre stage, cannot serve as bases for 
constructing enclosed, fictional represented realities. But neither can 
they be treated as outlines of performative actions on stage, demand
ing an active participation of the audience. Goetz does not capitalize 
on the directness of contact with the spectators in the theatre in order 
to engage them in a direct, physical interaction with the represented 
reality, as the performance and happening artists do. For him the most 
significant material available in the theatre is the human voice, and its 
corporeality, its intonation and rhythm, but also its impurity and im
perfection resulting from the actors’ physical strain. It is on this ele
ment of the theatre production that he relies most in his attempts to 
reformulate the conditions of the contract linking the stage with the 
audience.

Katarakt (Cataract, 1993), written a few years before Heute 
Morgen, provides a good example of a text which goes against the grain 
of the spectators’ expectations, addressing them not on an intellectual 
level, but through the material and rhythmical qualities of its language. 
However, the very opening of the text can mislead the audience into be
lieving that they are faced with a classic monodrama, in which a sin
gle speaker soliloquizes, addressing them directly, expressing his inner 
thoughts, pondering on the past or exteriorizing his hidden traumas. As 
if to establish the typically monodramatic bond with the spectators, the 

KN Goetz, Abfall..., 270.
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Old One opens his monologue by asking the audience directly “Can you 
hear that?”110 However, since the speaker does not have the slightest in
tention to deliver an extensive confession, opening in front of the lis
teners the door to the depths of his self this initial impression is quick
ly disturbed. His discourse develops in an altogether aleatory manner, 
monotonously shifting from one paragraph to another, from one word 
to another, without linking them into any coherent and recognizable 
whole. Its ambiguous title Katarakt (Cataract) very accurately encap
sulates the principle on which the text is constructed. Like an enormous 
waterfall, it flows in irrepressible cascades from which no clear mean
ing can emerge amidst the steady murmur of the water. But also, like an 
illness of the eye, it does not let the spectator see any coherent pattern 
in the blurred colourful stains which continually change their shape. On 
the contrary, in the course of the monologue meaning is constantly ob
scured in the mosaic multitude of fragments that make up the Old One’s 
rambling speech. This seeming disarray is compensated for on another 
level of the textual tissue. In spite of its semantic vagueness, the text is 
divided into eleven parts of equal length, written in blank verse with 
precisely distributed accents and emphatically marked rhythms. This 
formal rigidity, contrasting and counteracting the instability and ambi
guity of the meaning of words, is the most telling proof that Goetz’s 
text fulfils on the stage a different function than a traditional monodra
ma does.

Although the opening address to the audience does not lead to the 
establishment of an intimate closeness between them and the Old One, 
which is typical of a monologic stage form and invites an empathic 
identification with the speaker, it still aims at fostering a connection be
tween the audience and the soliloquizing voice. The acknowledgement 
of the position of the audience as listeners to the irrepressible stream 
of speech serves the purpose of inscribing the monologue in the “here 
and now” of the performative situation. However, it is not the “here and 
now” of a dramatic figure, who speaks to the audience from its fictional 
time and space. As Poschmann rightly points out in her analysis of 
Goetz’s text, the self-reflexive elements in Katarakt thematize primarily 
the current situation of theatrical communication between the stage and

Goetz, Katarakt, 251. 
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the audience.111 The Old One, asking “Can you tell me / what time it is, 
actually?”112 does not point to the time of his fictional represented real
ity, but the real time of the performance. Similarly, the mentioning of 
“a huge space / which extends into all nooks and crannies / and event at 
the back” 113 refers to the theatre itself as the place at which the Old One 
delivers his monologue. His listeners are not lured into a reliance on the 
processes of identification and projection, and are not made to empa
thize with him, since in Katarakt the speaking figure does not resemble 
an ordinary dramatic character, conceived as a stage double of a flesh- 
and-blood person. In Goetz’s text the audience is rather drawn into an 
intensive interaction with the fragmented vision which the rhythmic, 
poetic language instantaneously spreads in front of them.

111 Poschmann, Der nicht..., 239-240.
112 Goetz, Katarakt, 289.

Ibidem, 292.

This interaction is emphasized on yet another level of the text’s struc
ture. Numerous passages contain fragmentary references to significant 
events and figures of German public life. The names of famous journal
ists, politicians, and actors, but also well-known companies and super
markets abound in the Old One’s speech, confronting the audience with 
bits and pieces of their everyday life. Those bits and pieces appear out 
of context, juxtaposed with one another on an empty stage. Those quotes 
from reality are clearly addressed at a specific audience who shares 
a common background and similar cultural competence. Most of the ref
erences included by Goetz in Katarakt point at those people and phenom
ena that, although easily recognizable to German spectators, would pass 
unnoticed by a foreign spectator who is unfamiliar with the country’s cur
rent topical issues, television programmes, sport life and tabloids. Perhaps 
in the course of time those references which come directly from the pub
lic life at the beginning of the 1990s will be less and less readable even to 
a German audience, as the problems that hit the headlines then gradually 
fall into oblivion. However, those jumbled fragments of social reality that 
make up the tissue of Katarakt also serve the purpose of inscribing the 
Old One’s monologue in the “here and now” of the theatrical situation, 
supplying it with a wider, current political and cultural context. They ac
tivate the stock of common knowledge shared by the spectators, assuring 
that their response has got a collective character.
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In this respect Goetz capitalizes on the power of the theatre as 
a place of a shared communal experience in which everyday life be
comes re-enacted, to relieve the frustrations that arise in the daily social 
interaction with institutions, the media and ordinary people. Thus, the 
author of Katarakt does not write a long and rhetorical diatribe against 
most troubling problems that arise at a given historical moment, sug
gesting their possible solutions. He rather decontextualizes some rec
ognizable fragments of the world with which the spectator is acquaint
ed and inserts them into a nebulous monologue, letting them freely 
clash with one another in the unrestrained stream of the Old One’s 
speech. Juxtaposing heterogeneous bits and pieces of the familiar outer 
world Goetz aims at exerting a critical impact on the audience. In the 
interstices between particular parts of his text, in the unexpected cor
respondences and paradoxical incongruities that suddenly come to light 
when disparate elements are suddenly put side by side, the spectators 
can perceive the seemingly well-known reality from a new angle and 
experience it again, discovering those of its aspects which remain hid
den from view in everyday life.

In order to elicit such a spectatorial response, different from the tra
ditional passive reception of a monologue, with the listener impatiently 
waiting for the final moment of the disclosure of the speaker’s deep
ly hidden secrets. Goetz deliberately deprives his speaker of any indi
vidual traces that might let the audience treat the Old One as a fully- 
fledged character with a coherent set of personality features. Already his 
German name, Aller, due to its ambiguity, prevents a unanimously an
thropomorphic understanding of the protagonist of Katarakt. “The Old 
One” is one possibility of translating “Alter” into English, but also the 
more abstract “Age” would be an equally legitimate equivalent. Also, 
the connotations with “alter ego” should not escape anybody’s atten
tion, since the monologue can possibly be read as a voice of the individ
ual and collective unconscious. Thus, the Old One becomes an allegoric 
figure who, far from being an individualized character, provides a de
personalized framework for a discourse that comes into being in front 
of the spectators, providing them with a fragmentary reflection of the 
times they live in. Goetz deliberately thematizes the dispersion of the 
speaker’s psyche, including in the monologue clear indications that the 
collective, ritualistic experience in the theatre can take place only when 
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the audience willingly gives in to the flow of language. “One stands too 
firmly / in oneself, and one cannot, unfortunately, properly look at one
self / as a kind of experiment,”"‘l the Old One says, suggesting that the 
participation in the theatrical event requires stepping out of the rigid 
confines of one’s own inner universe to be able to look at the familiar 
image of the world from a different point of view and discern its hither
to unnoticed aspects.

Although Goetz departs radically from the convention of the tradi
tional monodrama, he still has preserved in Katarakt one of the consti
tutive structural features of the genre. The text, whose consecutive parts 
open with a repetition of the capitalized name of the speaker, strongly 
suggests that he is a single, if fragmentarily depicted, figure. Incoherent 
as the soliloquy may be, it can still be perceived as an extensive de
piction and dissection of an individual’s psyche and an analysis of the 
processes of human consciousness. For this reason it can provoke the 
audience to a psychological interpretation of the monologue. But if 
Katarakt can be said to stand at the borderline between the monodra
ma and a monologic, non-dramatic text for the stage, then Jeff Koons 
(1998), a play which has been published as one of the volumes of Heute 
Morgen, has gone far beyond these frontiers.115

N Ibidem, 277.
15 Poschmann, Der nicht..., 244-245.

Jeff Koons stands out among all five volumes of the cycle as the 
only text for the theatre. In spite of its title, it is not a biographical play 
about the real artist, Jeff Koons who in the 1980s was famous for his 
explicit paintings, photographs and sculptures, but also for his marriage 
to the ex-porn star Cicciolina. However, the free flow of verbal imagery 
which fills the body of the text cannot be mistaken for a stream of con
sciousness of one central figure. A vague reference to the tradition of 
subjective dramaturgy can be discerned in the circular design of the text, 
which starts and ends with sections enigmatically entitled “Palette,” as 
if marking the return of the text to the starting point, a technique well- 
known from expressionist drama. Indeed, some passages in the play 
describe a painter at work, which seems to indicate this real-life in
spiration. However, apart from those faint traces, there are no other 
indications that Goetz’s play lets the audience take a glimpse into Jeff 
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Koons’s head. The title character, who does not appear anywhere in the 
play, is definitely not a figure, whose psyche provides a framework en
compassing the textual structure. Moreover, the constant shifting of the 
discourse from subjective monologue to objective description makes 
it impossible to decide whether Jeff Koons is the speaker in the text, 
or whether he is only being described by someone else. Neither is it 
obvious whether the speaker is an alter-ego of the author himself or not, 
although the play abounds in autobiographical references to real people 
and places. Goetz’s refusal to make it clear to the audience who speaks 
in the play is most evidently exemplified in the final act, which, quite 
unlike other sections, consists of an uninterrupted verbal flow. Its title, 
“Vision,” might suggest that the passage is a rendering of somebody’s 
dream or a moment of epiphany. It also starts in a way reminiscent of 
a lyrical monologue, which creates the impression that the entire sec
tion of the text is delivered by a single figure: “I went out / and sudden
ly there was silence ... 1 was standing, listening.”116 * But those expecta
tions are frustrated when the same image comes back in the last passage 
of the monologue, but this time in the form of a description offered by 
a second onlooker: “I was looking at him looking / he breaths in, nods 
his head and goes away / and he went to his / went home ... then he 
stood silently / for a while / listening.”"7 This confluence of two per
spectives, a subjective monologue with an objective description, within 
a continuous spoken passage is indicative of the radical rejection of any 
single and stable figure that delivers the text of Jeff Koons. But this is 
not the only difference between this play and Katarakt.

Goetz, ./<?//Koon.v, 155.
Ibidem, 158.

A single glance at the layout of Jeff Koons suffices to perceive to 
what extent it differs from Goetz’s earlier piece. Jeff Koons is composed 
of numbered sections of various length and in different styles, varying 
from lyrical prose, dialogic exchanges (without giving the names of the 
speakers or the place at which they are), purely descriptive passages 
written in the third person singular, to chains of onomatopoeic words. 
Although it is difficult to make out any pattern that these scattered and 
only partly comprehensible fragments may follow, they seem to re
fer to three different spheres of life, according to Goetz’s intention to 

116

117
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write a play “in which a social drama, a family drama and a monologue 
would come together.”"“ Indeed, the passages from which the play is 
composed very vaguely refer to public places, such as a pub, an office 
or a railway station in Berlin but also to the events that take place in the 
intimacy of a bedroom. The text is also interwoven with sudden out
breaks of lyrical soliloquies that touch upon a range of aesthetic prob
lems, however theses issues are not connected with painting or other 
visual arts. Although the fragmentary structure of Jeff Koons to a larger 
extent than Katarakt evades any attempt at a coherent structuring, in the 
above-mentioned seventh act of the play an image appears that suggests 
a possible understanding of its formal design:

A beautiful thing / one day of life and three nights / seven pictures in 
a gallery ... and I saw that, in front of these pictures ... there was con
solation and precision / and more than one can comprehend / there was 
bathing, flourish, totality, a lot of / blabber / and at the same lime still
ness / everything was there / and moreover together."9

lh Goetz, Abfall..., 114.
19 Goetz, Jeff..., 156.

The image of an exhibition room with seven pictures hanging on its 
walls can be read as a handy metaphor that encapsulates a number of as
pects of the structure, function, theatrical application and the predicted 
spectatorial response to Goetz’s play.

The text is divided into seven parts, each of them composed in turn 
out of numbered, shorter and longer passages written in various styles, 
tones and registers. This illusion of order is at the same time under
mined on a different level of textual organization. Although consecutive 
parts of the play are called acts, Jeff Koons starts with Act Three, fol
lowed by Act One, after which come Act Two, Six and Seven. Two parts 
of the text are not even marked as acts, but have separate titles: “To the 
Outside” and “After the Intermission”. This ironic quote of the tradi
tional layout of a dramatic text points to the arbitrariness of its arrange
ment. It is conceivable that consecutive sections of the text, deprived of 
any coherent story-line binding together this series of tableaux, could 
possibly be delivered on stage in an entirely different order or maybe 
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even simultaneously. Obviously, Goetz puts the parts of his text into 
a specific arrangement, just like in an exhibition room pictures are al
ways numbered and displayed according to a specific pattern. However, 
it is ultimately up to visitors in what order they will watch individual 
pieces of the collection. In the case of Jeff Koons this freedom is ac
corded not only to the director of the stage production, who can shuffle 
the component parts of the text, putting them in another configuration. 
Also, the spectator of a stage production, in spite of being always con
fronted with a pre-established succession of scenes enacted on stage, is 
not led through the stage events by a clear and logically developing nar
rative. The connections between consecutive parts of the loosely com
posed performance rely solely on the audience’s willingness to look for 
cross-references between that which they have seen and that which they 
are seeing at a given moment, depending on which details they decide 
to focus on and which ones they disregard as meaningless.

Thus, in Jeff Koons Goetz inverts the relationship between the dy
namic and the static elements of a traditional play. Although he does 
not invite the theatre spectators to literally enter the stage and discover 
on their own the represented reality, as installation artists do, he incites 
them to an active participation in assembling and putting together the 
scattered pieces out of which his text is composed. The dynamic ele
ment in his play is not an action that develops according to a rigidly 
logical pattern towards a climactic conclusion, but the spectators’ pro
cesses of cognition and interpretation. Accordingly, in Jeff Koons there 
are no human figures which enter into dialogic exchanges that propel 
the action of the play. The acts have the character of fragmentary tab
leaux, composed of vague descriptions of people in private or public 
places, engaged in their everyday activities or caught in some charac
teristic pose or gesture. Each of those verbal depictions has its individ
ual style and invites a different kind of interpretative activity. Some of 
them are rendered in smallest detail, like hyperrealist paintings. Some 
of them do not present a sharp image at all, but only a blurred mosaic, 
resembling an impressionist painting. And some others have affinities 
with abstract pictures, composed of only a few, sketchy lines and com
bining into no recognizable shape. This array of disconnected verbal 
images can be traversed by the audience who need to establish corre
spondences between consecutive parts of Jeff Koons in the same way as 
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visitors to an art exhibition who move from one work to another, look
ing for possible connections between the exhibited paintings.

However, this metaphor of a gallery may be misleading in one re
spect. Goetz’s text, deprived of stage directions and dialogic exchanges, 
does not contain any suggestions as to which passages should be ren
dered on stage visually and which verbally, which sections are merely 
titles of scenes and which are their integral parts that should be deliv
ered on stage. Neither is it clear in what situational context the spoken 
passages might be inserted. As a result of this lack of directly described 
stage imagery, the spoken word gains prominence as the key material 
from which Jeff Koons is composed. The pictures in the metaphoric gal
lery exist ephemerally as momentary visions brought into being by lan
guage only to disappear when the actors fall silent. In this respect the im
ages that the audience of Jeff Koons is confronted with do not resemble 
the ones that they know from television or cinema. Numerous passages 
in Goetz’s diary are devoted to a sharp criticism of the media and their 
abuse of the image as a means of fast and effective but at the same time 
one-directional communication with the viewers. In the context of his 
search for a new form of realism, television provides a key example of 
a medium which falsifies the social reality that it mediates, imposing on 
it fictional frames and methods of representation. “The more documenta
ry, the more familiar it looks, the less realistically it works, because one 
thinks all the time that it is a feature film, acted, not real,”121' Goetz writes 
by way of an example about the television broadcast of the Berlin Love 
Parade. Once again he shifts the problem of realism from the question of 
the means of representation to the effect that is produced on the recipi
ents. As an alternative to the predominantly visual communication that 
the mass media favour he advocates the return to language as a medium 
capable of giving a fair account of the world and its inhabitants.

Goetz, Abfall..., 119.

The predominance of the verbal means of expression results from 
Goetz’s strong belief in the power of the spoken word to revive the lost 
ties between theatre and the world. This idea is based on the belief that 
in the contemporary world, which is disintegrating into a multiplicity of 
different points of view, it is still possible to re-unify the audience and 
make them undergo a collective experience. “Everything is of language, 
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that is reality,” 121 Goetz writes in one of the entries in his diary. For 
him theatre is the place in which this search for a lost social bond has 
the greatest chance of success. Consequently, Goetz links the possibil
ity of bridging the gap between social reality and theatre with the prob
lem of finding new language. In his experiments he tries to make words 
work differently, by bringing to the foreground their materiality, rhythm 
and melody which can be realized only in the theatrical situation. For 
this reason Goetz’s plays can be described as sites from which language 
originates. Its birth takes place in front of the audience, who are not 
only witnesses but necessary co-creators of the meaning of a perform
ance. It is on this aspect of theatre communication that Goetz capital
izes when he somewhat jocularly defines a play as a text whose only 
distinctive feature is that it finds full realization only in the moment it is 
put on stage.122 In his plays language no longer serves as a tool of com
munication between fictional characters, but is more frequently used to 
address the auditors directly. Their presence conditions the final shape 
of the represented reality. Thus, he not only confronts the spectators 
with a fragmentary but still partly recognizable image of the world. He 
also offers them the opportunity to experience this world differently, to 
look at it from a different point of view. A sudden change of perspective 
offers a chance to break free from the commonly accepted and self-evi
dent view of the outer world.

To make this experience possible for the audience, Goetz does not 
recreate in his texts imitations of social reality, combining words and 
images into iconic facsimiles of everyday life. It is out of a continual 
flow of spoken language, with all its stops and omission, stammers and 
slurs, accidental correspondences and sudden disruptions that an image 
of the world emerges.

The site of speech, the site from which the text speaks, has somehow 
to be asserted, it has to be found ... This site determines life ... But 
where is this site? It is NOW, as the text is coming into being, from 
one word to the next. In order to comprehend the text, one must give 
over to this site.

Ibidem, 208.
Ibidem. 229.
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Goetz writes, elaborating on the functioning of language in his play and 
the impact it should exert on the audience.123

As the author of Jeff Koons seems to suggest, only a revival of the 
long-forgotten, life-giving potential of the spoken language can coun
teract the alienating power of the mediated image. In this sense Goetz 
returns to the ritualistic origins of the theatre as the meeting place of 
a community and the site of a collective experience. In the theatre the 
crucial events in the life of that community can be recreated in a commu
nally undertaken performative act, which thus restores and strengthens 
the power of social bonds. In this respect Goetz reaches back to the roots 
of theatre in a different way than Roland Schimmelpfennig, for whom 
theatre is primarily the place of telling and listening to stories whose 
mythical character accounts for their cathartic power. The author of Jef 
Koons emphasizes primarily the physical closeness of performers and 
spectators, and the directness of address to the audience on which the 
effectiveness of both theatre and ritual rely. However, when describing 
the way in which language works in his plays, he prefers to illustrate 
his aims and artistic strategies with a more contemporary example. For 
Goetz one of the signs of the need for this collective experience is the 
birth of rave culture at the beginning of the 1990s. It is from the fascina
tion with this cultural phenomenon that a number of his ideas concern
ing realism originate. He regards rave music, with its repetitive, rhyth
mic structure, which is almost deprived of any melodic components, as 
a modem counterpart of the magical chant which links the performer 
and the audience in the collectively undergone cathartic experience. 
Rave’s power to unite thousands of people in a moment of ecstatic trance 
accounts for its effectiveness as a contemporary ritual.

Goetz attempts to transpose the hypnotic power of electronic mu
sic onto the language of his Jeff Koons, endowing it with rich speech 
rhythms and onomatopoeic expressions. In this respect Goetz’s play
writing can be compared with the texts written by Tim Staffel, who in 
his Werther in New York introduces a DJ on stage to illustrate the prin
ciple on which his text is constructed. However, for Staffel sampling as 
a method of writing means primarily the interweaving of heterogeneous 
thematic motifs taken out of their original context and combined into an 

123 Ibidem, 103 and 328.
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intertextual medley, which thus acquires a musical structure. He invites 
the spectators to an interaction with the represented reality by assem
bling on stage elements of various provenances that need ordering in 
an act of individual reception. In Jeff Koons the metaphor of a DJ-play- 
wright has a different meaning. Goetz aims primarily at exerting a bod
ily impact on the spectators through the rhythms of speech, and his ef
forts concentrate primarily on finding the proper combination of accents 
and pauses, cries and whispers, monotonous monologues and passages 
delivered at breakneck speed. This corporeal dimension of the spoken 
language accounts for the materiality of the images displayed in front 
of the audience. For this reason Goetz stresses that the key objective 
for performers of his texts is finding a proper speech gestus, which will 
weigh the words with the necessary bodily load and thus anchor them in 
the “here and now’’ of the theatrical event.124

Ibidem, 187.
Ibidem, 102.
Ibidem.

It may be regarded as surprising that, given the formal complexity 
of his texts and their far-reaching departure from the traditional canon 
of writing for the stage, Goetz very often repeats that he would like to 
write texts that are accessible to everyone.125 However, the accessibility 
of his works does not depend on the audience’s familiarity with the con
ventions of the traditional theatre. The spectators of his plays have to 
access the world he constructs by giving in to the overwhelming power 
of spoken words which compels them to co-operate in a collective act of 
creating the theatrical event. In this communal undertaking the fictional 
stage reality can acquire traits of the outside world. But this process of 
recognition does not have much to do with a comparison of the original 
model to a more or less accurate copy. Rather, Goetz assigns to the audi
ence the role of co-creators within the time-span of the theatrical per
formance, and at the same time leaves them free space for playing with 
the elements of the represented reality. Only when the audience takes 
up the challenge posed by the theatre and engages in a lively dialogue 
with the stage, there appears the chance of success for the project of ar
tistic practice that Goetz outlines in his diary. He writes that he would 
like his works to resemble newspapers with which readers can interact, 
and which inspire them to write their own newspapers as a follow-up.126 
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Playwriting seems to be the centrepiece of this concept. In this sense 
Goetz distinguishes theatre from other media as this form of social com
munication which particularly lends itself to his project of new realism. 
By drawing the audience into a ritualistic act, the stage can assure its 
position as a place at which contemporary world is not only reflected, 
but also created in a communal experience. And it is by capitalizing on 
this dimension of theatre that Goetz restores its vital connection to so
cial reality.

Preliminary Conclusions 3

The analyses conducted in this chapter provide further examples of 
strategies of soliciting the audience’s participation in constructing the 
fictional world on stage. The plays that have been discussed here ex
emplify a wide spectrum of textual structures which activate the stock 
of common knowledge and thus invite the spectators to a close engage
ment with the stage events. In this respect, Chapter 3 complements 
Chapters 1 and Chapter 2, which focus on the techniques of eliciting the 
audience’s participatory attitude through ironic quotes of the traditional 
theatre conventions and the patterns of medial representation, respec
tively. In the plays discussed in this chapter the communication with 
the recipients is established and redefined by the playwrights’ appeal 
to the audiences’ everyday knowledge of the current issues of political 
life and well-known public figures as well as their awareness of specific 
cultural conventions and speech dialects. Those “quotes from reality,” 
such as the shortcomings of the British Rail in Hare’s Stuff Happens, or 
the German political problems that reverberate in Goetz’s Jeff Koons, 
are usually specific to the particular social context in which a play has 
come into being, and could be easily overlooked or deemed insignifi
cant by spectators from other cultural milieus. However, references to 
the spectators’ everyday life fulfil a supreme function in creating the 
sense of communality in the auditorium, joining individual members 
of the audience into a unified group. Their collective response to the 
performance is fundamental for the restoration of theatre as a place of 
public debate, which is an avowed aim of a number of playwrights dis
cussed here (e.g. Norton-Taylor, Hare, or Goetz). These authors achieve 
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their target by violating the convention of the fourth wall and by stress
ing the co-presence of the actors and the audience. Thus theatre be
comes a meeting place for a community; a meeting place where being 
together is validated by the collectively undergone theatrical experience. 
Simultaneously, this collective act of spectatorial response endows the 
stage events with meaning, as a result of which the audience gains the 
prerogatives of the co-author of the stage world and “takes part in the 
performance as its originator.”127

127 Lautmann, “Zuschauen im Theater als Arbeit und Urheberschaft," 567 [emphasis in 
the original]; Carlson, Performance, 15.

This holds good even for Norton-Taylor’s tribunal plays in which 
meticulously reconstructed courtrooms provide merely a convincing 
frame for bringing together and authenticating testimonies composed of 
excerpts from real court transcripts. Although plays like The Colour of 
Justice or Justifying War can be said to follow the agenda of the natu
ralist theatre in that they precisely recreate the circumstances of a pub
lic inquiry, they differ from their late nineteenth-century predecessors 
in one significant respect. In Zola’s or Antoine’s theatre the audience, 
sitting silently in the dark auditorium, had the status of mere observers 
of the events which took place behind the invisible fourth wall. In 
the premiere stage productions of Norton-Taylor’s texts at London’s 
Kilburn Theatre, the presence of the spectators was purposely acknowl
edged. Due to the spatial arrangement of the house, which resembles 
a real courtroom, theatre viewers could step into the role of witnesses 
of the trial who have direct access to the testimonies presented by the 
speakers. Thus, theatre concealed its mediating function and created for 
the spectators the impression that they take part in a real-life event. This 
change in the status of the audience from distanced onlookers into ac
tive participants of a simulated inquiry is decisive for the emotional im
pact of the tribunal plays, which forcefully push the spectators to take 
a clear stance when confronted with the problems discussed on stage. 
Most importantly, however, the participatory presence of the audience 
becomes necessary to validate the pretended theatrical acts of confes
sions as real confessions whose truthfulness has not been affected by 
the mediating procedures of the theatre which hides itself behind the 
format of courtroom proceedings.
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This feature of Norton-Taylor’s tribunal plays distinguishes them 
decisively from Brittain and Slovo’s Guantanamo or from Hare’s The 
Permanent Way and Stuff Happens. In these plays the stage reality is 
authenticated by an emphatic exposition of the theatrical machinery. 
Those latest descendants of the British epic tradition achieve the real
ity effect by making the spectators aware of the fact that they sit in the 
theatre and that what happens on stage is an aesthetic transposition of 
real events. By stressing the mediating function of theatre and the key 
role of the procedures of editing in creating the stage world, Brittan 
and Slovo as well as Hare create the impression that the represented 
reality is constructed instantaneously in an interaction between the per
formers and the audience. At the same time, in spite of the essentially 
metatheatrical character of their plays, these authors do not aim at cre
ating a cool distance to the issues that they address. On the contrary, by 
employing the structural pattern of Greek tragedy (e.g. in Guantanamo 
or in Stuff Happens) or by addressing the audience directly (e.g. in The 
Permanent Way) they elicit the spectators’ emotional response so as to 
strengthen their participatory attitude and engage them in a ritualistic 
theatrical act.

In this respect British verbatim theatre can be put on a par with the 
plays by Goetz and Minyana, who also look for strategies of getting into 
a direct contact with the audience to compel them to interact with the 
stage reality. However, Goetz and Minyana, in spite of quoting amply 
from various authentic sources, do not aim at a reconstruction of any 
real location and situational context to provide a pretext for a display 
of factual material transposed from the outer world. For the most part, 
their plays, composed of monologic passages loosely connected with 
one another and almost deprived of stage directions, can be produced 
on a bare stage, on which fictional worlds are brought into momentary 
being primarily on the strength of spoken words. Those ephemeral, ver
bally constructed realities do not have the same degree of substantial
ity and coherence as Norton-Taylor’s simulations of court proceedings 
and therefore invite the audience to a different type of participation. 
The spectators are not witnesses who with their emotional engagement 
give the stamp of authenticity to the testimonies, acting as the recipients 
of the truth about currently discussed political topics. Rather they as
sist the creation of a theatrical discourse, whose fragmentary nature de
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pends for its meaning on their intellectual activity and, very often, their 
engagement as witnesses and participants in the theatre event.

Accordingly, the documentary material employed in those texts 
does not fulfil the same authenticating function as in the case of Norton- 
Taylor’s verbatim plays. Indeed, bits and pieces of authentic materials, 
quotes from interviews or references to well-known figures of pub
lic life inscribed in the fragmentary, polyphonic tissue of Goetz’s and 
Minyana’s plays loosely ascribe them to a specific cultural and his
torical context, letting the audience recognize in the stage world some 
vague traces of their everyday reality. However, the degree of disper
sal and randomness of those quotes calls for the audiences’ co-opera
tion in making sense of irrepressibly flowing language. Moreover, both 
Goetz and Minyana, each in their own way, try to exert a corporeal im
pact on the audience through the musical and sonorous qualities of the 
spoken language. Also on this level of textual organization their plays 
evince an inspiration with authentic sources, since they transpose onto 
the text of the script the rhythms of everyday speech. Due to those mul
tiple interconnections between the form and function of the play-texts 
selected for this chapter, a recurrent motif of the analyses has been the 
manner in which playwrights writing with various purposes in view 
violate the convention of the fourth wall and the basic tenets of the craft 
of drama in order to address the audience directly and to turn them into 
active participants in a theatrical event and into co-producers of the 
represented reality.
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The present book does not lay claim to setting up an extensive poetics 
of contemporary writing for the theatre, a task which anyway seems fu
tile in the face of the unprecedented multiplicity of form of the texts for 
the theatre written nowadays. Moreover, what comes to the foreground 
in the recent aesthetic phenomena is not their artistic structure but the 
strategies of addressing the recipients. Texts for the stage are no excep
tion to this rule. Therefore my primary aim has been to indicate a few 
directions in which the playwriting of today develops, trying to keep 
pace with the recent changes in the theatre practice on the one hand, 
and on the other hand with the rapid spread of the mass media of com
munication. The results of the analyses carried out in this study can be 
summarized thus:

1. The “performative turn”1 in the theatre of the last three decades of the 
twentieth century has not invalidated the crucial function of the text as 
an integral component of the stage reality. The analyses conducted here 
essentially corroborate Lehmann’s thesis that

text in the sense of a core meaning fixed in a written form (tradition
ally that of a “drama”) which the stage production varies, modulates, 
accentuates, radicalizes but never really ignores, remains until today 
constitutive for the theatre.2

The onset of post-dramatic theatre, rejecting the traditional text-stage 
relationship, has in fact instigated a rapid generation of new forms of 
writing which, however, do not comply with the standards of the ca-

Fischer-Lichte, Ästhetik..., 24. 
Lehmann, '"Just a Word...’,” 26. 
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nonical drama. Their departure from the dramatic paradigm, manifested 
in conflating the fictional “there and then” with the theatrical “here and 
now,” in providing the audience with the prerogatives of the co-authors, 
in mixing a multitude of genres and styles, poses a considerable chal
lenge to the theory of theatre. This multiplicity of textual forms and the 
variety of types of rendition on the stage that they enable call for a new 
inventory of analytic tools that would go beyond the binaries of struc
turalism and semiotics.

2. It does not suffice to describe the extent of the departure from the 
paradigm of the dramatic theatre in terms of the theatre’s breaking free 
from the hegemony of the text. What deserves an equal amount of at
tention is a parallel process as a result of which the text liberates it
self from the formal constraints determined by its function of a theatre 
script. Once theatre ceased to treat the text as a generative matrix for 
a represented reality, the text itself could be written in forms other than 
the canonical, dialogic structure, with spoken passages neatly divided 
from the stage directions. Playwriting, emancipated from the practice of 
staging, could gain independence from the theatrical conventions that 
defined the identity and guided the reading and reception of a canonical 
dramatic text. A number of texts discussed here, in spite of being avow
edly written with the stage production in view, manifest a far-reaching 
autonomy from the demands of the theatre, defiantly and overtly violat
ing the long-standing codes of dramatic art. Texts such as Sarah Kane’s 
4.48 Psychosis, Rainaid Goetz’s Jeff' Koons or Philippe Minyana’s 
Portraits no longer need to be put on the stage to prove their artistic 
value. Their specific character is determined by the spatial arrangement 
of language on a page of the script. The unique layout of the text, which 
establishes relations between its component parts, reveals its potential 
of generating meanings already in the act of reading. By the same to
ken, the text, distancing itself from the stage, forces the theatre-maker 
to search for alternative methods of using it in the theatre, in turn insti
gating the growth of new forms of theatrical expression.

3. The fragmentary and semantically ambiguous text for the theatre 
can no longer be regarded in semiotic terms as a depository of mean
ing encoded by the author with recourse to well-know conventions of 
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dramatic art. Numerous texts written nowadays do not provide meaning 
for fictional worlds on stage which would be complete in themselves 
and enclosed from the outer reality, as was the case with traditional dra
ma and theatre. Rather, they function like peculiar offshoots of installa
tion art and environmental theatre that merely provide the audience with 
some materials out of which they have to construct their own, unique 
fictional worlds, according to their own knowledge, cultural background 
and the willingness to participate in the theatre event. This performative 
spectatorial response is, however, different from the co-authorship, i.e. 
filling the zones of indeterminacy with recourse to the mechanisms of 
projection and identification. In the environments created by the stylisti
cally heterogeneous texts for the stage, the performative spectators win 
an opportunity to reflect upon themselves and their cognitive activity, 
sharing with the performers the responsibility for the shape and signifi
cance of the represented reality.

4. Consequently, the new text for the theatre does not imitate reality as 
a copy and a shadow of a pre-existing original that should be recreated 
on the theatrical stage. Rather, contemporary playwriting calls for re
considering the notion of reality and the possibilities of representing it 
in theatre. On the one hand the new writing for the stage, by self-reflex- 
ively pointing to its own character of an aesthetic artefact, emphatically 
brings it home to the audience that the impression of direct access to 
the outer world via its theatrical representation is a mirage produced by 
the aesthetic strategies derived from the inventory of realist techniques. 
For this reason today’s playwrights choose to forego the icon and the 
conventional symbol, choosing indexicality as a means of anchoring 
the stage world in the social-historical reality, without reproducing it in 
a neatly constructed cut-out with the help of realist theatre conventions. 
On the other hand, in spite of demonstrating the unbridgeable distance 
that separates the world outside theatre from its stage reproduction, con
temporary authors look for alternative ways of linking the stage with 
the spectators’ everyday reality. Invited to take part in cognitive games 
designed by the contemporary texts for the theatre, the audience have 
to co-operate in creating a reality in the “here and now” of the theatre, 
combining the materials provided by the stage with their own knowl
edge and according to their needs and expectations. This collectively 
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created, ephemeral represented world, a common property of the play
wright, the theatre-makers and the audience, is not a copy of the outer 
reality, but its complementary, alternative version. This performative 
mimesis of the new text for the theatre, bom out of the rejection of the 
paradigm of drama, testifies not only to the significance of the written 
material for the theatre practice, but also to the continually vital posi
tion of the text within the horizon of the current cultural changes which 
are taking place under the aegis of theories descending from post-struc
tural and post-modem thought.
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